2000: The slow building of Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication Centre; London. That was
before the massive robbery by Martin Colbone, Ken Gibbs, Luis Jarrio, Peter King who was the master mind
and a 5th member who Mr. Keith Pearce could not recognize on Monday 25th August 2003 a bank holiday
and I was in hospital due to a drink which Peter King set up for me to put me out of the way while they carry
out the robbery, Guess Peter King hope I would die in hospital then he would be in the clear: Searl had taken
an over dose. In fact the medial records states that I had taken an over dose. In fact I had done nothing of the
sort.
There is one more issue I want to say before returning you back to your program. Is the Categories covered
by WEEE (RoHS includes all but 8 and 9):
1. Large household appliances:
2. Small household appliances:
3. IT and telecoms equipment:
4. Consumer equipment:
5. Lighting equipment:
6. Electrical and electronic tools – with the exception of large scale stationary industrial tools:
7. Toys, leisure and sports equipment:
8. Medical devices – with the exception of all implanted and infected products:
9. Monitoring and control instruments:
10. Automatic dispensers.
I shall now return you to your program Flight emergency procedures for pilots:
Background information:
Engine icing:
Carburetor icing is known to be the cause of a great many flying accidents although the true number may
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2012: Searl Technology INC. has a duty to form a structure by which its functions of operations can
expand and develop into truly international organizations, which its sole purpose is clean energy and the
expansion of the commercial world venture into deep space exploration. Knowledge and understanding is
better obtained by actually seeing with your own eyes the reality of the universe than assuming the details.
Never be ascertained because after an accident the evidence rapidly melts away.
The effects of carburetto icing on a piston engine are twofold:
(i)
(ii)

A disturbance of the fuel / air ratio leading to a rich mixture condition which will ultimately
stop the engine – rich mixture cut:
A solid, buildup of ice that will eventually prevent movement of the throttle.

Although it is the practice to talk in terms of carburetor icing there are in fact three separate types of ice
formation which can adversely affect a piston engine using the conventional type of carburetor, These are:Throttle icing:
Impact icing:
Fuel evaporation icing.
Throttle icing:
Anyone who has owned a bicycle must at some time have noticed how the pump becomes warm while
inflating a tyre. This is common knowledge although the reason for the heat, apparently coming nowhere, is
not always understood. In practical as opposed to academic terms by compressing air the amount is
concentrated into a smaller volume.
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2011: yes it’s a Maxkie ProFX22 will become part of Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication
Division. It sits here in its original package, not yet open, but its intention is for our outside shows, that
we have our own equipment to give first class lectures. I detest second class shows, when you are trying to
give a first class show. Which, so often happens when you rely on others to record the program.
Figure 18:
Adiabatic heating and cooling
showing the effect on
temperature of compressing and
expanding 1 cubic foot of air
containing a fixed amount of
heat.
In effect the amount of heat per
unit volume has increased and
heat per unit volume is another
way of saying temperature. I
guess we experts appear to talk
strange when we explain science
and technology.
Conversely when, by any means, the pressure is reduced allowing a volume the heat within that volume
becomes diluted and the temperature drops. This is the meaning of adiabatic heating and cooling as shown
in Figure 18.
It is part of the function of a carburetor to vaporize petrol so that it will mix with air in the correct proportion
for combustion. The process occurs in the choke tube which utilizes the venture principle to cause a decrease
in pressure in the area of the fuel jet. This pressure drop and the associated decrease in temperature are at
their greatest while the throttle is at small openings with the attendant risk of freezing whatever moisture is
present in the air.
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2012: This undertaking is now proceeding in California USA, and will be the heart of the future technology
which will rise from the ashes of dear old England to become the cleanest energy system the world has ever
seen – agree that there is wind power, solar power and wave power, but they all got problems the
environment must meet their requirements for peak performance.
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2011 USA: work continues towards the Searl Effect Generator for mass production; It take a lot of money
these days and just as much good will – faith as great as those who travel to the North Pole had to achieve
that point in history – shall we likewise make the S.E.G a point in history or will it just vanish into thin air,
and be forgotten forever.
Therefore throttle icing is most likely to occur at low power settings during say, stalling practice, a descent
or while on a glide approach.
Impact icing:
This is cause when moist air comes into contact with parts of the induction system that are themselves below
freezing temperature, - the air intake and scoop, hot / cold air valve, carbuettor screen, fuel jets and the
throttle itself.
Impact icing is most likely to occur in snow, sleet or, when the correct moisture / temperature relationship
exists, in rain or cloud. The most ideal, and therefore dangerous conditions are a temperature of -40C and the
presence of super cooled water droplets, liquid water at below 00C which freezes on impact.
Fuel evaporation icing:
The act of turning petrol into fuel vapour requires heat, a law of physics that may be proven by blowing
across the back of the hand after it has been dampened with petrol or even water. The vaporizing action will
be felt as a quite unmistakable drop in temperature. In a carburetto the heat required to vaporize fuel is taken
from the airstream flowing through the choke tube. Provided there exist suitable conditions of moisture and
air temperature ice will then form downstream of the jet orifice, covering all parts of the carburetor in its
path.
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2011 USA: R&D progress continues in powering up the magnetizer before the complex changes that have to
be made are made. It will be the FIRST for the USA. The beginning: of a new age in science and
technology, which the planet as a whole will benefit.
The real danger of this form of carburetor icing is the difficulty of convincing pilots that it can occur in clear
air provided there is a minimum humidity of 60 per cent. Higher humidity increases the risk still further.
The combined effects of these three forms of carburetor icing may be summarized by saying that one way or
another engine icing can occur within a temperature range of +300C and -180C, a high humidity providing
moisture to be frozen in the choke tube will intensify the risk and the carburetor is most prone to icing while
at small throttle settings.
Searl States: that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) does not suffer from carburetor icing, simply due to
the FACT that it does not require one for its functions. Nevertheless the rim and outer shell is down to
40K during flight operations.
While we think upon this statement I shall take a commercial break.
I have been talking about forms, and I feel that during this break I will enlighten you more upon this issue
which is very important:
Equipment protection:
Forms of separation for switchboards are most often thought of in terms of the personnel protection which
they provide, but they also have an important effect on the amount and type of damage caused to equipment
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2011 USA: We are preparing the world of tomorrow, a world without pollution, a world of joy and pleasure
– Sorry I cannot guarantee that condition that is based upon you and you state of brainwashing you have
been subjected to. But I can guarantee a cleaner healthy world for this planet as a whole.
under various conditions of malfunction. Two of the main areas of consideration relate to mechanical
protection.
Searl states: The first is concerned principally with the movement of foreign bodies between compartments.
The IP2X rating specified by the standard for separation does potentially allow items such as washers and
small spanners to pass between compartments. The panel specifier may, however, insist that there are no
holes in the horizontal partitions between compartments.
Searl states: that a second and more subjective issue is the ruggedness of the materials used for separation. It
is partially addressed by the footnote to the National Annex, which refers to clause 7.4.2.1. This requires
material to be capable of durably withstanding the mechanical, electrical and thermal stresses to which it
may be subjected in service.
As no specific performance requirements are defined, judgments must be made, e.g., will access only be
required in order to carry out delicate adjustments; is there going to be a need to terminate large cables
without total isolation; can taping or wrapping of bus bars and terminals provide adequate mechanical
protection for the application being considered?
Searl States: that these are just a few of the things which he has to make decisions on. I appreciate your
emails saying that all I got to do is make it – I did in the past – so that is not the solution – the solution is
the infrastructure and legal requirements are in place first. All takes time and money.
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These are extremely ancient mathematics, over 5,000 years; since it was last used in structural engineering,
and Searl had to unearth them to upset the Experts who claim to know it all. It takes about 20 seconds to
work them out. For your information I actually use the same system to work out the S.E.G.
Choosing the right form:
As the cost of a switchboard usually increases with increased levels of separation, automatically choosing
the highest level is not always the best solution. Instead, the decision should be made after a careful
consideration of the following factors:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

The maintenance needs of the switchgear:
The probability of requiring access to the cable terminals of a circuit with adjacent terminals
live and in service:
The skill level of personnel having access to the equipment:
The difficulty and inconvenience of isolating the complete switchboard:
The cost and benefits of the different forms of construction.

While you study the above information: I will return you to your program Flight emergency procedures
for pilots:
Design features for the purpose of avoiding carburetor icing:
The obvious way to prevent carburetor icing is to eliminate the carburetor and substitute another device for
mixing fuel and air. There is, in fact, a growing use of direct injection – into the cylinders – which not only
eliminates throttle and fuel evaporation icing but also meters the fuel more accurately and economically than
the conventional carburetor.
However the possibility of impact icing remains and in larger aircraft this is sometimes dealt with by having
an electrically heated air intake. More usually there is a wire mesh screen fitted ahead of the air intake and
should the screen become covered in impact snow or ice air will continue to enter around the sides. In
extreme cases of impact icing the gap between screen and air intake may become blocked when an alternate
air source from within the engine cowling may be selected.
Searl States: that most light aircraft of the single engine type are still powered by a piston engine fitted with
a carburetor and the prevention and removal of carburetor ice is catered for by providing a heated air supply
through a large plate valve which is operated from the cabin by the carburetor heat control. In the ‘cold’ – in
– position cold air enters the carburetor through the filter in the normal way.
When ‘hot’ is selected the plate valve blanks off the cold air supply to the carburetor substituting air that has
been passed through a heat exchanger, a simple box structure built around the exhaust manifold - Figure 19.
From the description it must be clear that a supply of hot air only exists so long as the engine itself is
developing power. An engine that has failed completely as a result of carburetor icing will rapidly cool
leaving no heat for the dispersal of ice formed in the choke tube.
I shall let you study this statement and while you do so I shall take a break.
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The above table gives an indication of the type of decision which is involved in the selection process.
Summary:
The major levels of separation are designated forms 1 to 4. Form 1 may be adequate if no live working is
contemplated; Form 2 provides a little extra flexibility but, for the majority of applications, Form 3 is a
better choice. Form 4 is appropriate where maximum opportunity for live working is essential.
Figure 19.
Typical carburetor heat system. A
similar heat exchanger is situated on the
right hand exhaust system.

I am watching you, watching me,
watching you – you seek the truth, then I
present you the truth. I trust all readers
will find this document interesting and I
have broken the main article up to avoid
making it boring being so long. Let’s
make the future a better place!
Use of carburetor heat:
A Shakespeare of the aviation world could be forgiven for writing ‘to use or not use, that is the question’ for
so much has appeared in print on the subject of carburetor heat, much of it offering conflicting advice.
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2012 U.S.A: the work continues on the hardcore jobs, more materials on order and will eventually arrive.
This is hardly surprising because for some years two systems were in use, each requiring different handling
although the same instructions were often given for both.
Quite separate from the ‘hot air’ provision that is a feature of most low powered engines of American origin
is the ‘warm air’ system favoured by European engine manufacturers. This dispenses with the need for a
heat exchanger by simply drawing air from within the engine bay. Often the warm / cold valve was linked
with the throttle so that cold air was available for takeoff, while at cruising and lower power settings the
engine inhaled warm air.
Certainly the system worked well in so far as in Northern Europe carburetor icing was virtually unknown in
the aircraft so fitted, and indeed it would be reasonable to ask why the arrangement was discontinued in
favour of the present manual selection of ‘hot’ as opposed to ‘warm’ air. Of cause it depends if it’s really
hot or just warm; it is wrong to say it is hot if it is only warm. There are several reasons for this, one of
them being the need for fuel economy. The piston engine derives power by heating and expanding air within
the confines of its cylinders, the greater the expansion the greater the power produced.
One way of attaining a good expansion is to pack the cylinders with cold and therefore dense air. Any
attempt to pre heat the air must result in a reduction in the weight of charge induced into the cylinders and a
consequent reduction in expansion which entails a corresponding loss of engine power. When ‘hot’ air is
introduced the decrease in power is of sufficient proportion to cause a reduction in engine speed of several
hundred rpm. It is of course true that cruising flight this loss of power may be restored by opening the
throttle but this will entail a marked increase in fuel consumption. Thus when maximum power or economic
cruising / climbing power is required air entering the cylinders must be cold – and therefore dense as
possible.
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2012 USA: we are the tomorrow’s people creating the future employment that has a chance of creating
cleaner air and water, in prove food and cattle stock; but success depends on you. Without you it will take
years, as the years pass cost zooms up. I can lead you to a better world but I cannot make you accept it. That
choice is yours and yours alone.
While in North European climates the automatic use of warm air during cruising flight represented a
satisfactory compromise between freedom from icing and fuel economy, there are many parts of the world
where the prevailing temperature / humidity levels are such that the modest temperature rise of the ‘warm
air’ system had the effect of lifting the carburetor air temperature into the icing range and so causing the
very hazard it was intended to prevent. This was one of the reasons for the introduction of ‘hot air’. It
would, however, be impracticable to link such a system to the throttle: Before I continue please note that I
can only discuss this issue in relation to 1968 – 1978 based on my flying experience – in which I present
both sides of the coin, and not just one side that suits me. Because:(a) The loss of fuel economy while in cruising flight would be unacceptable:
(b) In warm summer temperatures prolonged cruising in ‘hot air’ can result in the engine
overheating when detonation will occur.
Searl states: that it has therefore become almost universal practice to provide a separate control for
carburetor heat. The question is how to use it. When a carburetor air temperature gauge is fitted guesswork
is eliminated, it being relatively easy to adjust the heat control until the temperature is safely out of the icing
range. Various temperatures are obtainable by using the heat control in intermediate positions, when the
plate valve will admit to the carburetor a mixture of hot and cold air as required.
Bear in mind that the I-G-V has no carburetor and therefore no icing problems; in reality it is a block of
ice in flight around 40K or less.
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2000 UK: This is an illustration on how Searl Technology is created through Searl International Space
Research Consortium; may well look like this: in the modern concept of factory design. Today, such a
design is still accepted as a reasonable system. We shall see what actually happens.
Searl states: he has to reason with a mass of solutions on offer as to which will serve the Searl
Technology best. It must be easy to expand without dumping what you have been using – that would be
insane due to cost and time to implement such structures in the first place.
Searl states: Just how much of your bill of materials is available RoHS compliant today? T would
confidently wager a factory full of allocated AMD flash memory that it’s probably not a great deal.
Conversely, I would be equally as confident that a small proportion of components Searl Magnetics Inc. and
Searl Technology use regularly are already lead free, and probably have been for some time.
Searl states: that his memory recalls that Texas Instruments a company he dealt with in the 60s for example,
introduced lead free – Ni/Pb – plated components as long ago as 1989, and claims to have more than 30
billion devices in the field. Searl says; so what is all the fuss about the restriction of hazardous substances
directive and lead-free?
Searl ask: in reality is there anything at all that is not hazardous to the Homo sapiens body – because
everything exchanges electrons in numbers in a give and take operations, therefore, you can lose out as
well as gain. I have to make my opinions on FACT which shows so many young people dying early; if
they had been educated they would still be alive today. So my concern is reality.
Following very clear advice on legislative time scales and decidedly unclear guidance as to who is affected,
Searl is aware that few producers have successfully transitioned to fully RoHS compliant, or green
manufacturing. As a result of this uncertain demand, some IC manufacturers have been hesitant to introduce
wide scale conversion, preferring to adopt a ‘wait and see’ attitude before committing significant resource.
Searl accepts that it is obviously this vicious circle must be broken quickly if we are to achieve the 2006
deadline.
Searl states: this forever increasing cost to stop people throwing their rubbish on the ground, ditches,
rivers or sea to pollute food and water and air supply. Until the cost is beyond ones pocket will this
pollution state stop – education has to be greatly improved – punishment needs to be increased to help
them to understand STOP NOW BEFORE EVERYTHING DIES! – will man ever learn, that to live
longer improve the environment by safely bagging your rubbish to be correctly dealt with for safety.
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2012 USA, CANADA, MEXICO and Australia may have production lines similar to this production line,
producing different layers of the S.E.G, The future in the making of the S.E.G. It is not today but the legal
paper work is in progress – it is going to become a reality – because there are no other options than nuclear
power and coal, agree even oil.
I shall now return you to your program Flight emergency procedures:
Without a carburetor air temperature gauge the pilot is more or less in the dark about the state of his / her
induction system until ice has formed sufficiently to affect the performance of the engine, therefore the only
course available is to obey certain rules and adopt the routines set out below.
Phase of flight:

Use of carb. Heat:

Starting and taxing:

Always use cold air. The air filter is by passed when hot is selected and there
is a risk of grit, etc., being ingested by the engine,

Engine run-up:

Always check the carb. Heat – usually at 1800-2000 rpm - . There should be
a drop in rpm when full heat is applied or, in the case of a constant speed
propeller, a drop in manifold pressure. Should these indications be followed
by an increase in reading before returning to cold air there has been ice and
this must be regarded as evidence of severe carburetor icing at low levels,

To avoid breaking up the next block I shall start it on the next page, in the meantime you can study the
above details. Remember that this applies to conventional flying of light aircraft only single or twin. It does
not apply to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V).
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2012: Searl Technology INC. for our research and development you will never find a factory already to
commence operations, they have to be created, planned out and constructed. Here is another illustration.
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2012 USA: the next part of equipment shown here will soon arrive at Searl Magnetics INC. Making it
then possible to press powders into require parts for the S.E.G. This cut down time and cost on research
and development.
Phase of flight:
Takeoff:

Use of carb. Heat:
It is good practice to apply full heat for several seconds immediately before takeoff.
This is particularly important when there is high humidity.
In extreme case, e.g. the presence of freezing rain, use heat as instructed in the
operating manual, provided the takeoff performance is adequate for the available
run allowing for the power reduction that will result from applying carburetor heat.
Use of carburetor heat for takeoff is confined to abnormal conditions only.
Normally the takeoff must be performed in cold air.

Climb:

Be prepared for carburetor icing when the humidity is known to exceed 60 per cent
or while climbing through cloud, snow or freezing rain. When a carburetor air
temperature gauge is fitted apply sufficient heat to keep out of the icing range.
When there is no gauge apply full heat at intervals leaving it on for five seconds or
so, a period long enough to show an increase in rpm when icing is present.

Cruising:

Adopt a similar procedure to the climb.

I shall continue on the next page to avoid breaking up a block of instructions as it relates to students
about to take on flying lessons to become private pilot.
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1968 UK: is this the way
Searl Technology will go in
design, as it will become
more and more computer
control in the years ahead.

Age 14 years the brain is
now beginning to wire up
the future that is meant to
be. A future that he can only
see and none other but him
at this time – but in due time
you too will see what he can
see a future that is pollution
free which works with
nature the way it should do.
An illustration of the possible future of Searl Technology: as seen from Searl office in Mortimer. Yet today
it can be created as shown if require everything is now available – thus there is nothing impossible except
that your brain makes it so. Searl Magnetics is here as a R&D stages the very critical division of Searl
Technology.
Phase of flight:
Flight:

Stalling, spinning
Gliding:

Powered descent:

Use of carb. Heat:
Under all conditions it is important to make regular ice checks by applying full heat
unless there is a carburetor air temperature gauge when the correct temperature
may be set.

Apply full heat before any manoeuvre entailing closing the throttle and leave it on
until power is resumed. During prolonged glides, open the throttle at intervals to
prevent over cooling. Remember there can be no carburetor heat from a cold
engine.
Treat like the climb.

To avoid breaking up the next block of instructions up; I shall continue on the next page. I like to explain the
basic meaning of terms which you will meet within these documents, wherever there is space to include
them.
Social action theory = a theory which Searl propounds that behavior in Searl Technology can be understood
by analyzing how individuals define the situation in which they find themselves. This will be extended in
detail as we develop the company. The S.E.G. needs structure and function to be mass produce which means
hard cash to bring the impossible to possible; from which you create employment plus a better world to live.
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2012 U.S.A: part of the control system of the press which are booked to go to SMI USA as soon as possible.
We are the tomorrow’s people creating the future technology. SMI is in reality the Department of Energy.
Phase of flight:
Engine assisted approached
And landing:

Use of carb. Heat:
Always check for carburetor ice by applying full heat on the
downward leg but return to cold for the approach. This is
particularly important on a hot day when carburetor heat is likely to
cause detonation.
When severe icing conditions are known to exist full heat should be
used on the approach, or when a temperature gauge is fitted use
sufficient heat to maintain a safe carburetor air temperature.

Going round again:

Unless severe icing conditions are known to exist use cold air to
obtain maximum power.

After landing;

During the post landing checks ensure that the heat control is in the
cold position.

Return to terms used by me within these documents.
Prototype = a facsimile of a product, or part of it, conforming to design requirements; but not necessarily
made from production materials. Example Demo 1.
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2012 UK: The Mackie for our mobile lectures and entertainment, filming inside / outside events just bit of
the mobile kit of Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication division. We are moving forward from
the ashes created by those criminals who robbed me Monday August 25, 2003. It is still boxed as received.
The foregoing instructions are not as complicated as they may at first appear. In essence they amount to
this:1. Unless severe icing conditions are known to exist use COLD air whenever the engine is at a
moderate to maximum power setting.
2. In all weather apply full heat before closing the throttle completely.
3. During the climb, cruise and power descent make regular checks for ice.
4. Except for the purpose of testing the carburetor heat during an engine run up always use cold air
while on the ground – remember that air filter.
5. Without the benefit of a carburetor air temperature gauge never use a WARM setting – i.e. an
intermediate position on the carburetor heat control – since this may have the effect of raising the
temperature into the icing range rather than above it.
Time: for another commercial break, while you study the above details.
Searl wishes to make an incorrect misunderstanding that the S.E.G is John Searl only – it is not John Searl
only and never has been. The S.E.G is the subject of Searl Technology – which is the holding company –
with special divisions to undertake the various researches and development which has to be undertaking to
get products ready for mass production. Therefore the subject of the S.E.G is company structure and
functions. But the law of the squares states that to every coin there are two sides and there are opposites.
So we have to understand organization theory that covers (1) building organized structures and (2)
Workforce organized structures. There are two completely different domains; if either fails the company as
whole fails. It is an act to balance both sides of the coin. At this stage Searl Magnetics Inc. structure meets
our needs at this time for R&D.
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Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of R&D.
Tomorrow’s technology.

Searl understands that some 96 per cent of all firms are small businesses and they account for 20 per cent of
our gross national product. In short Searl accepts that small businesses are major contributors to our
industrial and trading performance.
Searl augment is that we are failing to supply energy to the world; some got it, others can have it for an hour
in the morning and again in the evening; while the remainder got none. The Western world energy systems
are coming to the end of their lives, and we are just filling gaps with solar cells. Wind power and wave
power and nuclear power. All great engineering subjects, but none are the real answer to the power problem.
One thing is certain that we either master the sea for energy and water or we must redevelop magnetism in
new ways to create energy over a vastly bigger time scale than we have been doing. Searl Magnetics Inc. has
legally been set up to undertake such a program to create a power unit that will need no maintenance for
centuries to come, will not have to burn fuel as we know it; to create that energy. It is not free energy but
spent energy in random motion is drawn in compressed into a uniform order, on release that energy is very
cold, which allows the negative irons to close together and form pairs that gives an image of a magnetic
bubble.
But Searl accepts that these small companies have the potential, however, to play a far more important role
in the economy than they currently do. British government have for a long time recognized that this country
is only an also ran in the formation and development of small business compared with our competitors. Searl
accepts that the present government was not the first to attempt to do something to enable the small firms
sector to grow more vigorously. Some think we did, however, step up the efforts by several gears.
From where Searl sits, the only big sign of growth has been the food industry Tesco, Asda Etc. but I sense
that they are breaking up; too many individuals now appear to be in play pushing product cost up. By: the
looks many engineering companies: have gone for good. There is something wrong – and that I have been
telling you since 1946 would happen as time pass by and that has happen Greed and ignorance has stepped
in, the market can only handle so much in cost of goods, once that marker is passed that company is on the
way out. Already quite a few have gone. But some have gone because they were forced out of the market by
greed of another company. I guess it would be correct to term it as a market war, survivors of the fitness.
Clearly this technology; cannot succeed as a small business, there is only one road to success – go big –from
the start. Work on the market slot you want – but not to force out another small company to get ownership of
the market slot. In the energy and transport market there are going to be winners and losers, as demands
increases. That is the key reason that we must be big to hold our ground under pressure. A two man
company is lunacy for such a massive market needs. With more encouragement for Searl Technology and
more public appreciation of the role we shall play in a modern economy, we are beginning to see results at
Searl Magnetics INC. Maybe enterprise is back in fashion and we shall experience a significant growth of
support and interest in our activity.
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This meeting was a long way to go to lecture – to which they could not even send me a copy of the 2 events
which I did for them. Doing things for nothing has to end. Therefore I shall not be undertaking any more
lectures for them.
Organization Theory: Searl understands that unfortunately, many small businesses fail for want of basic
business expertise. Good, professional help and advice can make all the difference between success and
failure. To my mind, it makes sense to provide help to Searl Technology, Searl Magnetics INC, Searl
Aerospace INC and Searl Transportation as each are small sections of the whole and therefore can be built
up as large as each section requires so that they have a better chance of growing to maturity and playing a
more prominent part in the whole operations throughout the world economic future. Setting up and running
your own business is never going to be an easy option for anyone; and I must admit that Fernando Morris at
Searl Magnetics INC, USA. Has achieved a fantastic job of starting up that division of the company well
done Morris and all this time; he had many helpers in the spirit form, wishing him well, as I have experience
and still do have. Of course is a bloody great heap of nothing. Soon I shall nowhere to stick it all. And the
banks cannot handle any more money from them as they have no more vacant space to put it.
Searl states: that we need the courage to start and continue what we should do and courage to stop what
we shouldn’t do. Courage is rarely reckless or foolish – courage usually involves a highly realistic
estimate of the odds that must be faced.
Searl states: our energy is in proportion to the resistance it meets. We attempt nothing great but from a
sense of the difficulties we have to encounter: we persevere in nothing great but from a pride in
overcoming them. Setting up this company will have documents relating to every separate requirement to
show what is involved. By then you will hopefully start understanding the work load and shear cost
involved to mass produce the S.E.G.
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I did warn of the conditions which would result if you never change your ways, now its here, now what you
are going to do – guess just sit around for the end to come.
Symptoms of carburetor icing:
While the warning signs associated with carburetor icing may differ in detail from one engine installation to
another, in all cases the first stages take the form of a gradual power loss. When the aircraft has a constant
speed propeller the rpm will remain unchanged although there will be a reduction in manifold pressure due
to the throttle action of the ice buildup. In the cruise there will be a tendency for all aircraft to lose height or,
when this is arrested by retiming nose up, a loss of airspeed. If ice is allowed to accumulate, the ensuing rich
mixture will cause rough running and, in the final stages, complete power loss due to the rich mixture cut
already mentioned earlier in the text.
Dispersing carburetor icing:
Carburetor icing in the early stages of its formation will rapidly disperse when full heat is applied. On the
other hand if the situation is allowed to reach the stage where rough running is unmistakable, accompanied
by a severe power loss the initial effect of applying carburetor heat may appear to worsen the matter. There
is the further decline in power associated with hot air, the further richening of an already over rich mixture
and the ingestion into the cylinders of melted ice and water. Small wonder; that at first the cure seems worse
than the illness. Even so the temptation to return the carburetor heat to COLD must be resisted because
when the engine freezes to a halt there may be no green fields below as there were for William.
A large buildup of ice has the effect of altering the shape of the choke tube so that attempts to move the
throttle, if indeed it can be moved at all, are likely to stall the airflow and possibly stop the engine when it
may prove impossible to re-start. In the advanced stages of carburetor icing an engine is rather like a dying
fire and if prompt action is not taken it may become so cold that no heat exists to melt the ice.
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380
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Space frame
Time frame
These are extremely ancient mathematics, over 5,000 years; since it was last used in structural engineering,
and Searl had to unearth them to upset the Experts who claim to know it all. It takes about 20 seconds to
work them out. For your information I actually use the same system to work out the S.E.G.
A contributing factor is that rich mixture has the effect of lowering an engine’s working temperature. This
being the case it must follow that a weak mixture will produce a reverse effect. Therefore in serious cases of
carburetor icing the engine temperature should be increased by gradually weakening the mixture, taking care
not to stop the engine by over weakening. Cooling air may be reduced by climbing at a low airspeed –
weather permitting. If it is necessary to adjust the throttle, only do so after the power has returned to near
normal – and having cleared the engine of ice, take good care not to get caught again!
Airframe icing:
Most single engine light aircraft, and for that matter many of the light twins, are not equipped to fly in
conditions likely to cause air frame icing. Therefore when an aircraft of this kind is exposed to severe icing
the situation that follows could well develop into an emergency in the true meaning of the word. Searl states:
that there are four main types of airframe ice and they may occur while the aircraft is flying or even on the
ground. It is also quite possible to experience more than one kind of ice at the same time.
The main types of airframe icing are:
Hoar frost:
Rime ice:
Glazed ice:
Rain ice.
Hoar frost: This is likely to occur on parts of the aircraft that have been cooled to a temperature below
freezing. When air carrying excess water vapour comes into contact with these surfaces a light feather like
coating of ice will form. It may often be seen on aircraft that have been standing in the open during a clear,
cold night. Having little thickness this type of ice is of low weight but the resultant skin friction may be of
sufficient consequence to impair take-off performance. Hoar frost will obscure the windscreen and windows
and it may also affect the radio aerials, therefore before takeoff it must be removed using an ice dispersing
spray, or a hot air jet when one is available.
This important precaution is not always treated seriously, although the consequences of an attempted takeoff while carrying ice may be failure to lift off followed by extensive damage to the aircraft. Indeed the test
for the instrument rating pre-supposes that the aircraft has been standing in the open overnight and failure to
make the following checks for all types of ice constitutes an automatic fail:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Check all flying surfaces:
Check the controls are free to move, looking for ice in the control gaps:
Check static vents:
Check pressure or pitot head and vents:
Check that all drain holes are clear
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Figure 20: Formation of
glazed ice.

I am not only watching the
weather but also watching
you, watching me watching
you. You are like aircraft
some of you I like to ride
because they’re nice and
smooth and others ride rough
and bumpy.
Figure 21: formation of
glazed ice.
I guess that also accounts for
some of you I’m watching.
Why do women become
icebergs?
Progress results only from
the fact that there are some
men and women who refuse
to believe that what they
know to be right cannot be
done. I know of them that
they know what needs to be
done, but cannot do it! Some
silly idea they have.
6. Check the aerials and insulation for ice:

7. Check windscreen and windows.

In flight hoar frost will form on an aircraft that has been flying in a region below freezing temperature
before entering a warmer and more humid air mass. As a result there is likely to be an increase in stalling
speed, frost on the windscreen and possibly some interference with the radio. As the airframe assumes the
temperature of the surrounding warmer air the coating of hoar frost will rapidly disappear. That is simple as
I can tell it. I hope that you can follow me.
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1968 UK: Demo. 1.
Work on the Demo 1, by a few of
the full team, yes we did have
women working on the team.
They work just as hard as the
men, and enjoy being a part of
tomorrow world.
Unfortunate we could only work
on Sundays, which is if the
media let you have time to work.
One thing which the press agreed
upon in their articles was that the
team was a happy one and
looking forward to the future with
excitement.
Sad to state those 2 men spoilt
that success; one doing what I had
stated doesn’t talk about UFOs
Aliens to the press which he did
the other wanted to get his craft
launched first to gain a feather in
his hat.
1968 UK: here on record is the fact that when a group works as one, great things can be achieved. Demo 1
was not a simple thing to do as we had no power tools or power to use. It was all hand worked with simple
tools by which this project was achieved.
Rime ice: To use its correct name, Opaque Rime Ice is formed when super cooled water droplets come into
contact with the airframe, usually while flying through a cloud containing this type of moisture. At ground
level it is known as freezing fog. In appearance rime ice is a rough, white, opaque deposit growing forward
into the oncoming airstream from the leading edges of the wings, tail surfaces, struts, aerials, etc. Since rime
forms instantly on contact with the surface large amounts of air are trapped in countless minute pockets so
that a quite substantial buildup of this type of ice weighs little. Its prime effect is to alter the aerodynamic
shape and disturb the laminar flow around the wings and tail surfaces.
Glazed ice: This is sometimes known as Translucent Rime. The difference between this and the rime ice just
described is that whereas opaque rime freezes instantly without spreading action, glazed ice results from
water super cooled to a temperature that allows it to flow during the freezing process and so buildup a
particularly dangerous and tenacious coating of clear, dense ice containing little trapped air – Figure 20.
This type of ice not only affects the aerodynamics of the flying surfaces but also adds considerable weight to
the airframe and propeller, in the latter case causing severe vibration.
Rain ice: Under certain conditions super cooled rain may occur beneath a warm front, occlusion or
occasionally a cold front and an aircraft flying into this type of precipitation will collect glazed ice. Usually
the buildup will be very rapid and it must be regarded as a hazard to any light aircraft without airframe ice
protection equipment.
I shall fill this gap with a term that you will see me use through these documents;
Systems theory = A theory which states that Searl Technology is a system which comprises a number of
interdependent component parts which are organized into a whole so that the system is more than simply the
sum of its parts
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1968 Mortimer: These are called Disc Springs – used in the Star Ship Ezekiel MK V project landing legs
and hatches. The options are many to choose from, details will be release later.
Searl states: nothing in this world can one imagine beforehand, not the least thing. Everything is made
up of so many unique particulars that cannot be fore seen. Yet inventors foresee projects – this is only
possible by the action of the brain to generate images by trigger inputs. Like the S.E.G – Searl had no
formal education to block the brain functions it was open to the environment issues of the time. Each day
of his life the brain constructed data from what it saw. Through the action of nightmares the brain
transfer its concept from the subconscious to the conscious for Searl to see while asleep the concept by
design. From that stage it was up to Searl either to discard it or act upon it. As you know he was a fool by
acting upon it instead of discarding it as not worth the trouble.
The effects of airframe icing:
During the formation of all types of airframe icing the temperature of the aircraft surfaces is a more
important factor than the temperature of the surrounding air. Ice is most likely to occur on thin rather than
blunt, thick structures, hence the fact that wings and tail surfaces are affected while in the main the fuselage
remains free of ice.
The alteration in airfoil shape already described has the effect of increasing drag, decreasing lift and causing
buffet, while a buildup on the fin and tail plane will seriously diminish the effectiveness of the controls.
When the rudder, elevators and ailerons are of the shrouded type a severe buildup of ice may be sufficient to
jam the controls – Figure 21.
Let us take another commercial break – this way you get a better picture of my world, which for certain
differs from yours – you think that all I need to do is make the S.E.G – well yes if you want others to grab
it and say you can’t have it; that’s mine which has been going on since 1946 and still they are trying to do
that. Task one – set the infrastructure in place. Obtain site(s) for the work. Complete all legal papers, find
staff and train them. The construct the S.E.G test for 9 -12 months everything is go send it to official
testing body to get a seal once certificate has been awarded then set up production line. From then on it’s
an ever expanding task to get the infrastructure for marketing implemented. The rules on what you can
do are unbelievable, but that process is underway at this time.
Compliance: that is my world – common phase a pain in the arse:
Searl states: from a producers – OEM or CEM – perspective, component selection should not be that
demanding. However, the absence of a universal part marking system has understandably created
widespread confusion. Without a standardized identification system, a common language must be adopted.
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1968 Mortimer: This is a small bit of my world – which was and will again be involved. It is data for Disc
springs – the options are many just showing you 8 off just as an example what my life is like. This is the
kind of data that you will be seeing as R&D progress, in this instance it related to the flying side.
For example, a component purporting to be lead – Pb 82 free may not necessarily comply with the stringent
requirements of RoHS. Searl understands that those organizations that are already working towards a
compliance road map will recognize the significance that non-legislative requirements have on the
manufacturing process.
Searl states: as an example, elevated temperature qualification and increased moisture sensitivity levels for
components are just a few examples of a by-product of the Directive as opposed to a legislative requirement.
Searl Technology; based in Mortimer has invested over two years of intensive research into the effects the
RoHS directive will have on component choice and availability.
Searl Technology: shall be designed to do much more than simply confirm the presence of lead – Pb 82 – in
electronic components, the programmed accurately analyses the existence, or otherwise, of all six substances
controlled by RoHS directive. Searl expect today, not to find anything that upsets the authority in the way of
components materials – but they love finding something to upset companies and cost them money. As far as
Searl Technology goes component conformity is clearly demonstrated part by part and is supported by
detailed evidence in a format suitable for external audit.
Searl understands that a comprehensive report should incorporates vital process related issues including
elevated – 2600C – temperature qualification together with any change to the MSL of a device. In addition,
Searl states that potential future obsolescence is now easier to predict by careful examination of Searl
Technology records of RoHS conversion roadmaps.
2000: Searl wonders “when will a device become available”. “How does Searl Technology order it” and
“how will it be identifiable upon receipt” Searl Technology shall detail in an easy to use graphical format.
Agree Searl understands that a key element of RoHS implementation is interpretation of the directive itself.
And this directive is indeed complicated to understand. One thing: which Searl can confirm; that the Searl
Effect Generator (S.E.G) is safely in side of the RoHS directive.
Searl States: that there are currently few incentives for green manufacturing, leaving aside the obvious
marketing kudos and the promise of a two year jail term and unlimited fine for non-compliance.
2000: Searl States that at this date, the UK government has yet to determine precisely how companies will
prove compliance, but Searl feels that it is likely some form of self certification will be employed, perhaps
supported by quantitative analysis. Searl Technology shall convey the actions necessary for RoHS
conformity, while the reports provide the key evidence necessary to prove compliance.
Searl States: to always be intending to live a new life, but never to find time to set about it; this is as if a
man should put off eating and drinking and sleeping from one day and night to another, till he is starved
and destroyed.
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We are in the knowledge band, but better still we
understand what we know. We can only create from what
we know and understand – and the S.E.G. is within our
knowledge band and it is also fully understood in its
functions. But the materials have many fingerprints, these
must also be fully understood, which is now under
investigation at Searl Magnetics INC. USA. We are
tomorrow’s technology being developed for planet Earth.
Searl States: how, then, find the courage for action? By accepting: the human condition more simply and
candidly, by dreading troubles less, calculating less, hoping for more. These are key issues of the
Earthlings. Only a few really find the courage to get into action. Much talk by many that is just a waste of
energy which could have been put to better use as production output.
I shall now return you to your program Flight emergency procedures for pilots:
A voiding airframe icing:
problem by flight planning in the first instance and by knowledge of the subject while in the air. A weather
forecast will include the following information relevant to icing:
(i)
(ii)

The freezing level – expressed in feet:
Likelihood of icing expressed either as an icing index or in plain language thus;
Icing index light
Icing index moderate
Icing index high

or light icing:
or moderate icing:
or severe icing,

Whenever it is expected that cloud will be entered in temperatures at or below 00C pilots should expect
airframe icing. The worst is likely to occur in cumulus type clouds although icing can be severe in nimbostratus. Airframe icing is least likely to occur when the air temperature is above 00C or below -150C. At low
temperatures below freezing moisture will be in the form of ice crystals or snow, neither of which are likely
to collect on the airframe.
Take a break: Integration = a process of bringing together or ensuring co-operation between different parts
of Searl Technology. If any part thereof fails, results will be the failure of the whole system. This has been
the problem since 1968 and Searl hopes now in 2012 that will change even though the structure and
functions layout is the same. It calls for common sense in structural layout; you don’t place the loo around
½ miles down the road for a hundred workers to use. The loo is a major part of the structure because you are
employing human forms to work and not robots, which requires no toilets.
Designing the production lines, will not be easy task, as each component of the whole must be kept as close
as possible as distance travel from one point to another is time and time is money lost. Manufacturing the
S.E.G component parts in principle will be like engineering bearings for cars. But there is a big difference in
machining components parts for a car to that of the S.E.G. Car parts are done by dimensions while the S.E.G
has to be done by its density – which is not common process these days on planet Earth. Of course we bound
to have experts who know better and will attempt to prove they are right – so far none have succeeded. And
I doubt that they never will prove that they are right.
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1968: Figure 22: De-icing installation: operation is as follows: In normal flight vacuum delivered from the
engine pumps is conducted to the de-icing boots, thus holding them against the leading edge contours.
Operation of the control switch activates the timer which energizes the control valve, passing pressure air
into the shuttle value which then inflates the boots for several seconds. The timer again energizes the control
valve which this time allows the shuttle valve to pump pressure air and once again apply vacuum to the
boots. The cycle is repeated by the electric timer until the control switch is turned off.
Action to be taken when ice forms: Aircraft without airframe ice protection equipment.
Assuming it has been necessary to fly through an area where airframe icing has occurred the first action
must be to recognize the type of ice accretion. If it is rime, i.e. white, opaque and growing out into the
airstream, most likely icing will not be severe. On the other hand glazed ice will develop very rapidly and
immediate action must be taken to:
(i)
(ii)

Fly out of the area if possible:
Climb or descend out of the freezing level.

With most light aircraft of limited power it will probably be easier after ice has collected to descend,
provided of course that the terrain below will allow this. When a front is emitting freezing rain there is
always a warmer layer of air above and weather permitting it is under these conditions to climb above the
cloud base. On no account fly parallel to a front of this kind in freezing rain. These are ideal conditions for
the formation of glazed ice!
When airframe icing conditions appear to extend over a considerable area of the country never fly on and
hope the ice will go away. Call the FIR controller without delay and ask for his / her assistance. He / she
will most likely provide headings to steer for an area where a descent below freezing level may be made in
safety.
Now for another term which I shall be using: Theory x = a view of man put forward by Searl which
assumes that man basically dislikes work and responsibility and therefore must be controlled from above on
the basis of a reward / punishment psychology. I am aware of such workers, and I suggest 12 strokes of the
cat and 9 tails to deliver some energy into their backside so that they can suddenly discover they like work.
Which often works wonders as to the response to this medication is fantastic. The good news is that it
works.
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This is the LSM 503 precision
laser scan micrometer being one
of 5 models at that time. Not yet
in stock as you will see the cost
then was a bit high for me to get.
But the future is yet to come, who
knows what will be will be.

1968: Searl Technology are the tomorrow’s people designing and creating tomorrow’s technology today.
That future: which is meant to be but without your help it will take years to undertake just the S.E.G on its
own.
Airframe icing protection equipment:
Searl appreciates that although there have been great improvements in the design of airframe icing
protection equipment the basic concept and some of the methods used have remained unchanged for many
years. The equipment falls under one of two headings.
Anti-icing:
Used to protect areas of the aircraft that may be critical to even slight ice accretion. In other words anti-icing
equipment is intended to prevent the formation of ice.
De-icing:
It is used to protect less vulnerable areas of the airframe from a heavy buildup of ice: by breaking the ice
away at intervals.
As the space is rather small; let’s look at another term which you may find me using in these reports
Valence = the preference an individual attaches to a particular outcome resulting from his / her actions. In
this technology our success depends on the sum of each individual action if we win or lose the marketplace.
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1968: not in stock here yet, but who knows when it
will be. We are the tomorrow’s people creating
tomorrow’s technology in the hope to assist this
planet to a better health.
2012 UK: I can only show you the reality of my world, as it was in my time – but the world has change, but
not necessary for the better. But there may still be time to make a change for the better, but now it is hard
work and very costly to undertake that change.
Searl states: the conditions of conquest are always easy. We have but to toil awhile, endure awhile, believe
always, and never turn back – is that John Searl!
Anti-icing equipment
The simplest anti-icing equipment, which in fact may be found on the majority of modern conventional light
aircraft, is the pitot heater, a component that must be kept free of ice at all times. Other areas that require
similar protection are the windscreen and, on high performance jet aircraft, the air intakes. While this form
of anti-icing equipment is only to be found on larger and more complex aircraft the system is the same as
that embodied in the pilot heater, - an electric current is used to warm a heater element which raises the
temperature of the surface to above 00C, so preventing the adhesion of ice. Such a system makes heavy
demands on the electric supply and circuit is therefore not practical for a conventional light aircraft.
De-icing equipment:
Typical areas protected by de-icing equipment are the leading edges of the wings, fin and tail plane, the
methods used being:
Ice dispersing fluid – usually glycol or ethyl-alcohol:
Thermal – utilizing engine heat:
Spray mat – a form of electric heating:
Pneumatic.
By adopting an intermittent cycle the fluid, heat, electric current, pneumatic pressure – according to the
system in use is conserved, thus allowing the aircraft to continue flying in icing conditions throughout its
maximum endurance or range. The equipment is designed to allow a modest buildup of ice which is then
removed at intervals before it can reach dangerous proportions.
Conventional light aircraft de-icing equipment is almost invariably of the pneumatic type where rubber
boots fitted to the wing and tail surface leading edges are inflated and deflated by a cycling valve, breaking
away the ice buildup at intervals that may be controlled by the pilot according to conditions. Pressure air for
the system may be supplied from a ground charged air bottle or, in some cases, engine driven pumps –
Figure 22 -. The installation of de-icing boots entails a small penalty in the form of decreased payload and a
slightly lower cruising speed.
Role
= behavior expected of a person undertaking a particular job.
Synergy = a process of interaction among individuals which produces a totality, e.g. knowledge, greater than
the sum of its parts.
I have presented two more terms which you will see me using through my reports.
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Propeller de-icing equipment:
The propeller blades are, in effect, rotating wings and their leading edges are susceptible to ice accretion in
much the same way as the wings and tail surfaces, in this case with the attendant risk of imbalance and
therefore vibration. Propeller de-icing embodies a reservoir of ice dispersing fluid – glycol or ethl-alcohol, a
small electric pump controllable by the pilot and a slinger ring fitted with nozzles arranged to discharge the
fluid onto rubber linings fixed to the leading edges of the propeller blades. When icing is detected – usually
by the vibration – the de-icing equipment should be used before the ice buildup reaches such proportions
that its removal causes large pieces to be flung against the fuselage – when damage to the airframe skin has
been known to occur.
All airframes ice protection equipment must be checked during the pre-flight inspection. When the ice
begins to form is not the time to discover that there is no pressure in the air bottle!
Conclusions:
Provided the simple rules summarized here are observed no pilot should ever be caught out by carburetor
icing. The situation with airframe icing is quite simply this. Learn to use the anti-icing and de-icing
equipment available on the aircraft and to appreciate the conditions likely to induce airframe icing. Searl
states: When there is no ice protection equipment and icing conditions are expected; keep the aircraft on the
ground.
I shall now take a break to let you have time to study the above information:
Searl States: There is a class of occasions in which entities behave as if they were exempt from any but
reversible interactions and were subject only to cyclic chances in their inner constitutions.
Searl states: to accomplish great things like the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G), we must not only act but
also dream, not only plan but also believe, unless we do these functions, there will never again be an
S.E.G. Do you want it to follow in the footsteps of the Dodo, as I understand it was a large, flightless bird
about the size od a turkey, has become an archetypal symbol of extinction, a fact, encapsulated in the
phrase ‘as dead as a dodo’. This is not because the species was any more significant than others, but
because of the speed and nature of its demise.
A replica of a dodo,
to be exported to
THE LAST:
the island of
Mauritius in
1681: Last reported sighting of a Mauritius dodo:
December 1952.
1746: The last white dodo dies on board a ship bound for France:
1790: The last Rodrigues solitaire dodo dies:
1844: In June the last great auk, Pinguinus impennis, is killed in Iceland. This flightless razorbill like bird
was hunted for its feathers and oil; the last one in Britain was killed in the Orkneys In 1840:
1894: Last confirmed sighting of a Cuban red macaw, in Cuba.
I shall continue this list as it is a warning to how quick something can be lost forever. Greed is the main
problem and ignorance and if allow to continue you will not have food to eat so we have to eat you!
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September 1973: First passenger flight from Dulles airport Washington to Orly airport, south of Paris. It
took 3 hours 33 minutes a matter of 213 minutes to travel a distance of nearly 3,900 statute miles , its
average speed about 18 miles a minute. WOW! But it is estimated that the I-G-V would do that in 15
minutes to 20 minutes. WOW WOW!
Agree that it has joined the list of lasts. But just here I do not intend to write the history on Concorde but
just look at a few of the LAST that has happen, because we did not care; greed was more important than
reality.
1914: The last passenger pigeon. Ectopistes migratorius dies in Cincinnati Zoo, Ohio, USA on 1st September
– In 1800 the passenger pigeon made up an estimated 40% of the entire bird population of North
America. The last reported sighting of a flock was in 1896; the last reported sighting of a passenger
pigeon was on 24 March 1900 in Ohio, USA.
1941: Now in my world, what has happen – I am 9 years old; something has now gone for good, what on
earth was it? The last confirmed Arabian ostrich, known as the na-ama, is shot in Bahrain. To Searl
understanding, the Arabian ostrich was smaller than the African and, like the African; it was
hunted for its feathers. Although the last confirmed specimen was shot in 1941, there are rumours
that a German tank crew shot and ate one in 1944, and parts of a body that may have been an
Arabian ostrich were discovered as late as 1966,
2012: Why have I made these statements here – the answer is elementary – if we do not get our act together
to achieve success you will lose the S.E.G. Then it will be the LAST in 1968. At this date we are
trying to raise from the ashes of 1968 the new S.E.G for mass production mode which was never
ever intended to be; is now under the R&D stage in the U.S.A. In some respects there is an image
forming that suggests that things may now be on the turn for the better – but the cost may have
doubled.
To fill this space I will give my meaning to some terms which you will find me using in these reports:
Social man view =
a view of man / women which is derive from the approach of the human relations school, which highlights
the importance of social relationships at work, e.g. interpersonal relations, superior-subordinate
relationships, group dynamics.
Technology =
Important influence on the functioning of Searl Technology of his divisions highlighted by Searl research of
manufacturing companies which he classified according to their production technology – unit and small
batch, large batch and mass production and process production. Searl concluded that differences in
technology were a major determinant as to the nature of the organization structure, e.g. spans of control,
number of authority levels.
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Formation of a cumulus cloud.
Searl thinking about this
planet and you + weather.
Searl states that we must understand what we know. The S.E.G looks simple but that is a false look, it is
complex in nature –because nature is complex, and the S.E.G works with nature and not against nature as
conventional technology operates. We have no alternative but seek new approaches to get clean energy and
transportation.
Searl states: that the word LOST is a sad word. It relates to a fact that future generations will never see what
was in reality. To some of us it means a new age – a change from using newspaper to wipe your backside;
you now use toilet paper. Instead of bathing in tub with the family helping you, sadly you now are all alone
in a tub having to do the best you can. This is progress in human behavior – what a progress to be proud of.
But we still have made progress across the field of technology and science; even if some have disappeared
for some time; there is hope that it can be recovered in the future. After all, the future is but a dream until it
materializes into reality of the day. It is you that make that future – it is you who make it good or bad that is
the law of the squares. You have the power to create or destroy the future that is meant to be. The future is a
very thin line, it’s up to you to look after it wisely, treat it with respects.
I shall fill this gap with terms that I shall use within these documents:
Achievement motivation =
The drive of individuals who are / will be employed by Searl Technology companies to achieve their goals.
Searl classify individuals as being either low or high achievers. Searl agrees that everyone has some kind of
natural behavior which can be identified to create the right work environment for them. Together the
impossible can be made possible as Searl has proven over the years.
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I am tomorrow’s technology
creator, the fireball of Searl
Technology and companies. Not
by desire or by wish, but by the
call of help from nature which
we destroy for greed in our
ignorance, who are we to show
no mercy to this planet. How
strange there is no other planet to
go to when this one has been
destroyed: where is the
intelligence destroying the only
home you have?
Surely it is wiser to save the
planet so all can enjoy a better
life in the future to be and not
just rot away in the sunshine.
Thursday March 8th, 2012: doing yet another interview on Darkness Radio Host Dave Schrader at 11:00 pm.
With no other than Bradley Lockerman and the old man himself John Searl. Dave has many listeners and on
the last broadcast brought us more stations that follow suit to pass on the message to the masses. I feel
certain this event will be another great on for the books.
I shall now return you to your program Flight emergency procedures for pilots:
Loss of primary instruments:
The situation:
It was one of those flying clubs where the only religion practiced was in the name of aerobatics. The boys
and girls talked, ate and worshipped rolls, loops and combination manoeuvres to the exclusion of all other
aspects of flying, or for that matter anything else. Radio was an intrusion, twin flying another world while
instrument flying was regarded as a bore – a bad joke concocted by those who had to fly from A to B to pay
the rent.
Searl states: that in all fairness the club had produced quite a number of good aerobatic pilots and up among
the talented was a young lad named William. One has to admire the aerobatic breed for their dedication and
the amount of practice they put in, but it was in the course of perfecting a new sequence that William almost
bit the dust – although it was his disdain for instrument flying rather than a passion for aerobatics that all but
cost him his life.
The day it happened many of the usual crowds were at the airfield and most of them saw William take off.
Forty minutes later he appear low in the circuit, landed, then walked to the club looking white and shaken
where he booked in before driving home without so much as a ‘good-bye’ to his club mates. At first only a
few of his closest friends were in the know but later the story becomes common knowledge. It went
something like this.
When William took off for his practice aerobatics there was a broken layer of cloud covering the area at
about 1500 feet. The airfield was situated well away from controlled airspace so young William very wisely
decided to climb through the blue bits and practice his sequence over the top. After twenty minutes or so he
became aware that the broken cloud had become a solid white carpet. This is nothing unusual to see
happening.
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List of those who try to change the world for the better, the question remains have they or will they achieve
success, only time can answer that question.
Fortunately this particular aircraft had VOR and he was able to position himself over a conveniently situated
beacon but he was, all or nothing, an aerobatic man and the thought of having to let down on instruments
through 2000 feet of cloud was one that hardly filled him with enthusiasm.
Just to remind you that when I started flying, like all students learning to fly; visual not instruments is the
order of the day. Of course Searl understand that flight instructors do get mad when they realize that you
are not flying visual but by instruments. The test examiner also notices this but said nothing as my flying
was not infected by it. He also knew that I needed instrument training so he shut his eyes to it; he knew I
would never have any problems flying solo. What they never knew was that I suffered from Meniere’s
disease thus it was safer flying instruments then by visual. Prove it by the fact under any weather
conditions my flying was good, and landings no one could complain about.
For the first time William notice that his artificial horizon was thrashing around random fashion. ‘Bloody
fool manufacturers. Fancy putting an instrument that will topple in an aerobatic aeroplane’ he told himself
with some justification. Of course he had seen this happen before and thought little of it. In any case after a
time the horizon had always erected again, so he flew around and waited – and waited, and waited and
waited, while the horizon bar continued to dance about with undiminished frenzy.
No instrument pilot, at least William was a realist and he began to prepare himself for a descent through
cloud on a limited panel, something he had read about but never done! Fortunately he knew his position and
there was no high ground for many miles. And he comforted himself with the thought that there was enough
fuel to reach an airfield with radar – not that he ever tried that either. But first he would attempt to get
through near the beacon.
Have you spotted any errors which he has made – a real pilot should not found himself / herself in this
position.
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Searl understands that Pan Am in 1958 on the transatlantic route for prestige reasons, although it was
designed and subsequently used for medium range domestic service. Used Boeing707, the first American
turbojet airliner, revolutionized post war II air transport. Benefiting: from de Havilland’s experience in
designing the first jetliner: the comet 1. Boeing’s design provided a model for the first generation of
American passenger jets. The 707’s cruising speed of over 500 mph and its 4,000 mile range made
intercontinental jet travel a commonplace. The I-G-V concept had not yet been considered for any airline
operations, it had been termed the Levity Disc and only R&D work had taken place upon the concept for
personal assessment only.
William let down to cloud top level, trimmed out at eighty then reduced power for the descent, forgetting
that closing the throttle would upset the trim. Almost immediately he was in the blinding whiteness and he
sat there, gripping the stick far too tightly, eyes glued to the turn and slip indicator while the fear of the
unknown began to play its evil game. “Speed too high – back with the stick – watch that rate turn to the left
– right rudder – no right aileron – that’s better – look at that airspeed – mustn’t stall – forward on the stick,
forward.”
Despite a harness that had been tightened for aerobatics he left the seat while lunging forward on the stick.
By now sickness threatened, his hands were hot and damp and a wringing wet shirt adhered to his back. For
a moment he gathered his wits and tried to take in the instrument panel, at first forgetting that the Artificial
horizon was out of business and to be ignored. The ball was over to the left and he kicked on full right
rudder. Things were going wrong for William. The airspeed was coming up to “never exceed” and the
engine had waved farewell to the red line. – This pilot needs to be stripped and birched in public for
placing an aircraft in danger!
At a thousand feet William came out of cloud in a screaming spiral dive – no FB he did not dive at dawn. By
the time he had sorted things out most of that had gone and William had to climb again to become legal. He
felt cold and his hands and legs were shaking – of course they would, as he had lost his pants in that spiral
drive. At first he could make nothing of the VOR, then he re-set his DI and crept home a wiser man
convinced that even aerobatic pilots should be able to fly home on the limited panel.
Come to think of it their need is as great as any other pilot’s because gyros do topple during aerobatics. Searl
states: Or perhaps it would be more correct to say that the ability to fly on the limited panel should be
Part of every pilot’s skill. A toppled artificial horizon or a faulty Direction indicator is something that can
happen to anyone.
Let me fill this space with another term which you may see me use in these reports:
Span of control =
The number of individuals within the Searl Technology group reporting to any one supervisor or manager.
Socio-technical systems approach =
An approach which views behavior in Searl Technology groups as a function of both social and
technological factors which are independent but also interdependent.
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Today, Tuesday March 6, 2012. I have this
day been informed of the loss of our very
dear and loving friend Donn Shy; many
have enjoy the pleasure of talking to her
and have listen to her warm and sincere
voice. I wish to on behalf of my team,
convey our condolence to her family and
that she will be sadly missed by us all. We
shall always remember her and grateful
for the efforts she made to help this work
through publicity.
Donn Shy a wonderful lady and it was a great pleasure to have been invited on her show. There is no doubt
that Donn Shy would have invited us again had she lived which makes it sadder. Many people must feel that
loss of this wonderful lady whose interest was to help this planet. One thing which is certain she did help to
spread the news of the S.E.G. to the world, to which we owe her our gratitude and thanks as we shall
remember her as the GREEN DOOR. She done all she could to help this planet, now she gone to rest but not
forgotten.
Throughout this planet Searl knows that there are those who give their lives to help this planet to survive,
and far more who love destroying it. It is a battle to survive which should never be like that. By now man
should be living in a paradise, but he is not because of ignorance and greed, there is no other mental state for
when these two conditions unite they destroy everything in its path. Cancer is like a toy in respects to the
combination of these two states. When will man ever learn that he cannot continue on this downward spiral
for it will end in a crash that has no recovery available.
We at Searl Technology group of companies will like Donn Shy continue to try to make this planet a better
place for all Humankind regardless, if we fail; it will not be because of us, but of your failure to help us to
make it possible. We can win if we are all determined to win. There is no excuse for failure.
Searl states: goodness is not tied to greatness, but greatness to goodness – Donn Shy is one whose
greatness was her goodness. Strange how everybody thinks of changing humanity and nobody thinks of
changing himself.
Death in most families creates shock, even though we know everything must die. It is the end of a bond,
LAST contact; never again to meet is the shock reality. Time will heal that lost, but odd ones it is far too
much and they too follow on commonly term died of a broken heart. In my case I guess there will be no
broken hearts or shock attached to it. For I am what I am; not by desire or wish but by command of nature
that cries for my help. I give all that I have yet man still robs me of my tools which I have created to make
the S.E.G technology which one day could save their lives.
I apologize for breaking in this document with this material of the death of Donn Shy, but she had done what
she could to help my work, it is only human right to break to say farewell to this wonderful lady to show our
respects to the hard work and efforts to help this planet. DONN SHY we miss you!
I shall now return you to our discussion on this company setup progress:
Searl states: to know one’s self is the true; to strive with one’s self is the good; to conquer one’s self is the
beautiful. How many really know them selves? Searl sees women crying out for attention, but not in a
human way as all other animals do.
Searl has to balance all this data in the construction of the Searl Technology complex for the marriage of the
company with its workforce runs smooth. This company will not be simple to set up.
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March 7, 2012: Worker preparing the first inventory of SMI – some task already over 200 bits of equipment
has been recorded and still counting with more yet to be received, and you are going to build an S.E.G in
your bedroom – boy that would be something worth to see you do.
Searl states; that putting a company structure together on a worldwide basis is no joke; human behavior
patterns differ so much between countries that it is a terrible task to deal with others as not to offend
them. But Searl Technology is at this time appears to be winning on such international setups and the
chances look good at this time.
Searl is aware of the problems that taking on a workforce who has no knowledge of VAT, National
insurance as such matters is limited. There are some two and a half million people in business on their own
today. One and a half million of them are self-employed, and the remainder are directors of their own
limited companies. Currently so I am informed that about 15,000 people every month are setting up in
business – a record number. We are talking about 1985: Searl accepts the reality was opposite – that was the
number registering as unemployed seeking work. Searl accepts as fact that big business lays people off, and
as local and central government slims down, what is left for you to do? Either work for a small business or
start up on your own.
Unitary – see – Plurality =
A number of interest as opposed to one – unitary – interest which all shares.
Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G); ART advanced road & rail transport; I.G.V Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle.
Represent a good example. I accept that this is a tall order these days, but determination can work wonders.
My major problem is can we today make the impossible – possible due to the shear cost involved.
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2012 U.S.A: The latest equipment which has arrived at Searl Magnetics INC. we are the tomorrow’s people
devoted to create a cleaner and better world for all humankind. But: there is still more equipment to arrive
which has been boxed to move to our base.
Searl states: that he knows the price of success: dedication, hard work and unremitting devotion to the
things he want to see happen – is that John Searl?
Searl states: He wants you not only to know the truth but also to understand it. That is not simple to do as
everyone’s brain has slight differences in storing data; some are more difficult than others. But have faith
keep reading over and over again until you understand what you are reading. I have broken up subjects to
avoid boring you. In this document its key subject is based on Flight emergency procedures for pilots broken
up with debates upon other issues which are associated with the company as a whole.
It intention to expose why it has taken so long to reproduce an S.E.G. which can be mass produced, you will
see that there are many issues which has to be solved all of which cost money. So the truth is simple –
progress relates to funding and there is no technical problems at this stage involved. Each investigation has
turned up a green light for pass. There was a hic cup on the rack, but that I understand has been resolved.
You cannot run until you can walk, you cannot walk until you can crawl, and you cannot crawl until you can
sit and …..
It is far wiser to take a step at time then to rush and fall costing both time and money. The Searl Effect is a
new window in science and technology, it is a new birth about to be delivered to planet Earth and we have to
nurse it to adulthood where it can serve humankind regardless. I have within this document stated weather –
weather surely is the atmosphere which we speak of, so expect far more data on our atmosphere
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March 7, 2012 USA: another bit of important equipment arrives at Lab that certifies all materials are 100%
clean before used. We are creating tomorrow’s technology in the U.S.A. For: we are the tomorrow’s people.
Searl states: without ambition one starts nothing. Without work one finishes nothing. The prize will not
be sent to you.
Searl ambition starts with the creation of the structures of Searl Technology complex in which already
Searl Magnetics Inc. is moving towards its target to re-develop the S.E.G, but with a difference it’s to be a
mass production version Searl Technology Ltd Australia is in the process of being set up to operation
standards, Searl Technology Mexico is moving through the legal paper work. And Searl Technology
Canada is also moving through the legal paper work. Upon the day that the first mass production unit
rolls out of the production line should be made a public holiday each year, in remembrance of that
foolish wit FB!
I have quoted weather a number of times and regency I quoted an atmosphere, now you may wonder what is
the difference between these two terms. Searl understanding of the atmosphere is a relatively thin shell of air
which surrounds the earth and rotates with it – of course you all know that except me – they never told me, it
was top secret. In fact trying to think about it the navy never told me either. I knew there were wind, rain
and hail and sometimes snow. I knew that I could make wind. It was 1968 before the word atmosphere came
to light. Today, for the first time I am stump as to when I actually I heard the word atmosphere.
Of course when I started flying then the word atmosphere became a common word. That is also
complicated, so the S.E.G. is less complicated. It may be regarded as having two parts; due to insufficient
space here I will continue on the next pace.
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Bradley Lockerman.
Prof. John Searl.
Wayne Goss.
The day that the
Earth stood still.
As you have been
warn you never
know where you will
find him watching
you watching him
watching you.
But those days have
passed under many
bridges to the sea, as
the years have
passed me by.
How many times that
I have passed this
way with just faith as
a reward.

How many more years must I wait to see that promise land of no pollution, clean air and water and great
food to eat – guess the maggots will eat me first. You cannot win everything – there will be times where you
lose out not due to any fault of your own, but by combinations of faults from others.
I shall return you back to your program Flight emergency procedures for pilots:
The procedure:
NOTE: Throughout the following text the turn-and-slip indicator is referred to as a needle-and-ball.
Other presentations, such as the two-needle display or the Turn Co-ordinator may be used in the same
manner.
There has been a failure of the vacuum driven direction indicator and the artificial horizon and it is
necessary to fly through cloud using a limited panel comprising an electric turn-and-slip indicator, the ASI,
the altimeter, the VSI and the magnetic compass.
Straight and level flight:
Maintaining height and airspeed:
1. At the correct power setting and airspeed carefully trim the aircraft:
2. Hold the stick gently and allow the aircraft to fly itself using small pressures on the elevator
control to adjust the airspeed:
3. Small deviations from cruising level may be corrected with the elevator but larger height
adjustments will require the use of throttle:
4. When the airspeed is correct but height is being lost, increase power slightly and, if necessary, retrim. Conversely when height is being gain at the correct airspeed reduce power slightly and retrim.
5. Avoid over correcting, which can only lead to chasing the airspeed and altimeter.
Organization =
Where, two or more people unite together and co-ordinate their activities in order to achieve a set of
common goals.
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The four musketeers: of the twenty first century. Beware John is watch you watching him, watching you.
Fernando Morris, John Thomas, Bradley Lockerman and the eyes which are watching you.
Maintaining direction:
1. Using the turn-and-slip indicator concentrate on keeping the wings level by controlling the turn
needle with aileron. Maintain balance by using rudder in the direction indicated by the ball which
must be kept in the centre:
2. To hold a required heading, refer to the magnetic compass but make allowance for compass error:
3. Allow the ailerons to ride free using gentle pressure to correct turn needle indications, e.g. left
needle requires right aileron.
4. At intervals check the compass heading ensure that the wings are level and the airspeed is steady
before taking a reading.
5. Avoid over correcting which can only lead to chasing the compass.
To avoid breaking up the next block let me explain another term which I shall be using from time to time:
Formal authority =
Official authority Prof. John Roy Robert Searl conferred on units, e.g. individuals, departments, by virtue of
office held or function performed.
All companies must have a centre point of contact as the last source of communication within a chain of
authority, in reality such a point should never have to solve problems which should had been solved at the
point of the problem.
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Figure 23 the turn-and-slip
indicator.

Here are some airlines that were
and may still be around. Sorry no
I-G-Vs yet.
Climbing:
1. With the turn-and-slip indicator showing no turn and in balance, open the throttle to climbing
power:
2. Check the ball for indications of skid and correct with rudder:
3. Gently and progressively raise the nose while watching the airspeed indicator, re-trim at the
correct speed:
4. Check the turn needle and keep the wings level with aileron. Check the ball and if necessary
correct with rudder:
5. Only when the airspeed has settled, check the heading on the compass and if necessary correct by
using aileron in the appropriate direction.
This is to confirm that what is stated in all my documents are real as shown is based on FACTS.
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Thailand calling; we are prepared to study business plans of Searl Technology as to how we can fit in to the
world operations for cleaner energy systems. Searl agrees that Thailand is a great place to have an in house
base. Agree a few years ago we tried to set up base there but communications was a problem and we had to
withdraw. This does not infer that Thailand is not interesting to us to set up base, the opposite is true but it
has to function within the world structure and not as an in depended system.
Returning to straight and level flight:
1. Gently and progressively ease forward the stick while watching the airspeed indicator:
2. With reference to the turn needle checks that the wings are level. Keep the ball in the centre with
rudder:
3. Check the trim again:
4. Check the heading on the magnetic compass and make whatever adjustments are necessary.
I doubt that the next block of instructions would fit in here so will carry over to the next page. Let me
explain another term which will be used by me in these reports.
Satisficing =
Suggested by Searl, this is where Searl Technology INC managers take decisions not to maximize any
particular goal but to satisfy the claims of competing interest workers within Searl Technology complex.
Standardization =
A process of control mechanism which enables Searl Technology INC: with a predetermined response.
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Thailand calling: a member of my team, in fact a very good member indeed - a man who I am glad to have
beside me, because we are on the same wavelength term flying. His interest in future flight concept plays an
important part in his life, as so it does to me. It would be wonderful if those days could return on the base
world plan to improve life on earth for all and not just a few. Who knows what tomorrow will bring for
humankind; maybe we shall meet again and might even fly together, for there is nothing impossible except
that your mind makes it so. Without a doubt: a friend of the highest orders.
Descending:
1. With the turn-and-slip indicator showing no turn and in balance, reduce power to an rpm setting
known to produce the required rate of descent:
2. Check the ball for indications of skid and if necessary correct with rudder:
3. Gentle, and progressively, hold back the stick while watching the airspeed indicator. Re-trim at the
correct powered descent speed:
4. Check the turn needle and keep the wings level with aileron.
5. Only when the airspeed has settled check the heading on the magnetic compass and if necessary,
correct by using aileron in the appropriate direction.
I feel that space remaining here is insufficient for the next block of instructions, so lets look at another
term which will be used by me.
Sub-environment =
Any definitive part of the total environment: e.g. technology – science – medical. My task is to help you to
understand what Searl Technology is all about, from structure to function, not knowing but understanding.
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.
This is the voice of Swallow Command UK calling Thailand, We receiving you 5 by 5. Have a great flight!
Returning to straight and level flight:
1. Shortly before the required cruising level open the throttle to the correct rpm:
2. Make the usual checks for level and balance using the turn-and-slip in conjunction with aileron
and rudder:
3. Gently and progressively ease forward on the stick while watching the airspeed indicator:
4. At cruising speed re-trim, then check rpm, height and heading making such adjustments as are
necessary.
Again the space I feel is insufficient for the next block of instructions so let look at another term which I
shall be using within these documents.
Motivation hygiene theory =
Sometimes called: Swallow Command: two factor theories. A theory which states that job satisfaction and
job dissatisfaction are not opposites, but two independent dimensions with the former produced by motivator
factors – achievement, recognition, work itself, responsibility and advancement – and the latter produced
by hygiene factors – company policy and administration, supervision, salary, interpersonal relations and
working conditions.
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This is the voice of Thailand calling Swallow Command come in UK: This is I watching you, watching me
watching you, from my base in Thailand. The land where women are women and men are men where,
young men rush to help you to the shops and back to your hotel again free with friendly talk and excitement
about where you come from, what is it like and I reply well young men don’t rush to take you to the shops
and back again free. There are times where it hard to know if it’s a woman or man who is by you. They
would say that must be exciting and I reply; it all depends why you were standing there. If it is what I am
thinking; then you are sure to be bloody disappointed for you aren’t going to get it; that is certain.
Turns on the limited panel:
1. Determine the number of degrees to the new heading and convert these to seconds, allowing 30 per
second – rate 1 turn:
2. Gently move the aileron in the direction of the turn and start the watch – or begin counting at
second interval:
3. As the turn needle indicates rate 1 move the ailerons to the neutral position. Check balance with
reference to the ball and if necessary correct with rudder:
4. Guard against loss of height by applying gentle back pressure to the elevators:
5. When the required number of seconds has elapsed gently roll out of the turn by applying aileron
in the opposite direction. Allow the stick to resume its trimmed position.
6. Check the heading on the magnetic compass and make such minor adjustments as may be
necessary.
Turbulent environment =
An environmental condition characterized by uncertainty and rapid change.
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Thailand calling: Morris preparing to start up the magnetics side – excited that at last things might move in
the right direction – a big task no matter where you set up; it will never be easy – there will always be up
and downs as long as you can ride those waves you will become a winner. Unfortunate the waves got a bit
too rough and he finally withdraw to investigate where this technology could be given a new lease of life.
Strange he found it right on his own doorstep. That was good timing. This event does not state that Thailand
is out – it needs to remake an application to set up.
Recovery from unusual attitudes:
The dive:
While flying in cloud on the limited panel the aircraft enters turbulence, the airspeed begins to increase
rapidly and there is a high rate of descent. The aircraft is in a dive - and the following actions are needed.
1. Check the turn-and-slip indicator and if necessary level the wings with aileron.
2. Progressively and gently move the stick back until the airspeed stops increasing. Continue the
back pressure until the ASI needle moves towards cruising speed then firmly hold the attitude on
the elevators. The aircraft is now near the level attitude.
3. Allow the speed to settle then check rpm, trim and heading.
Role conflict =
Where an individual: is faced with conflicting role requirements. Such event can happen in any business,
where a worker thinks that they should be a boss.
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The future is under study – clean energy is our goal – transportation is urgent – cleaner air and water urgent
– better health – more employment these are but a few of the things which are urgent today.
High nose-up attitude:
It is noticed that the airspeed is decreasing rapidly and there is a high rate of climb. The aircraft is in a steep
nose-up attitude – the following actions are needed.
1. Check the turn-and-slip indicator and if necessary level the wings with aileron:
2. Progressively and gently move the stick forward until the airspeed stops decreasing. Continue the
forward pressure until the ASI needle moves towards cruising speed then firmly hold this attitude
with the elevators. The aircraft is now near the level attitude:
3. Allow the speed to settle, and then check the rpm, trim and heading.
Recovery from a spiral drive:
1. Close the throttle, then check the direction of spiral on the turn needle and determine that it is a
spiral dive and not a spin:
2. Level the wings using the ailerons in conjunction with the turn needle and centre the ball with
rudder:
3. Ease the aircraft out of the dive using the method already described.
There is no room for a lager block of instructions here so let’s look at another term I shall be using.
Role overload =
Where the requirements of role: exceed the capabilities of the individual performing it.
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SMI: preparing a sheet for the magnetizer – Fact, something is on the move to prove the S.E.G concept
works. Fernando Morris in charge of the redevelopment work of the S.E.G
Recovery from the spin:
1. Close the throttle then check the direction of yaw on the turn needle and determine that it is a spin
and not a spiral dive:
2. Apply full rudder opposite to the yaw indicated on the turn needle:
3. After a brief pause, ease forward the stick until the turn needle deflects fully to the opposite side of
the instrument before centralizing, thus indicating that spinning has stopped. The airspeed will
now rapidly increase:
4. Centralize the rudder, then level the wings using aileron in conjunction with the turn needle and
centre the ball with rudder.
5. Gently ease the aeroplane out of the drive using the method already described.
We shall take a break now so the above can be digested.
So what do these two and half million small businesses do? Searl understands by far the most popular is the
retail sector, accounting for 25 per cent of small businesses, followed by 18 per cent in the building industry,
15 per cent in farming and 10 per cent in other industries; 10 per cent are in the professions, such as
accountancy and the legal profession, 8 per cent are in the catering trade, 6 per cent in manufacturing
industries, 5 per cent in transport, and 3 per cent in wholesale trade. Wherever there is a gap in the market
place you are likely to find self-employed people trying to satisfy people’s demand for goods and services,
from the shopkeeper, the builder and the self-employed golf course designers. You name it, the selfemployed are doing it.
This information was made public – unfortunate, from where Searl was sitting in North London, a total of 4
companies a week were closing their doors. That is the problem where did they get their FACTS from?
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Separation – BS E 60439-1 – with National annex NC:
1968 Mortimer, UK: Searl Technology was already performing to these legal demands and it was label Searl
world and still is the same today. I am slowing coming to the end of these requirements, agree they should
had gone into Searl Technology Inc. folder but as they apply to all sections regardless it can fit in here as an
indication what it has taken to get the S.E.G to the marketplace.
Subdivisions – the implications:
Searl states: that with so many form subdivisions available, it’s difficult to work out quickly the implications
of each. The chart above, however, provides a snap over view of the forms of construction with
subdivisions.
Subdivision – the new and the old:
As I have mentioned earlier, the subdivisions in forms of construction detailed in the National Annex to BS
EN 60439-1 differ from those used in the earlier standard, BS 5486; PART 1:1990, and the associated
EIEMA guide. Much existing equipment will have been designed, however, to the old standard. Searl states:
this makes it useful, particularly when contemplating modifications or extensions, to know how the new and
the old standards compare. Major differences are summarized in the following table.
Searl states: that these new legal requirements made no difference to him as he was already performing
to these requires as from 1946 as a natural function; and in fact went high pass these standards, even
today once funds are available so he can get back to work to re-construct you will witness that his
requirements go well beyond these demands. His work in the field exposed the problems which he needed
to solve and my Joe he solved them step by step.
Searl states: that some are satisfied to stand before the portals of Fortune and to await her bidding; better
those who push forward, who employ their enterprise, who on the wings of their worth and valor seek to
embrace luck, and to effectively gain her favor.
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1968 Mortimer UK: Searl Technology: presenting another approach to explain the legal regulations which
came in force, which did not affect my work as I had been doing precisely that in fact I went far beyond
these conditions in my development work, which are still to be used in today’s company structure.

Searl states: The new standard for switchboards, together with the National Annex, provides valuable
guidance for specifiers, users and manufacturers of switch boards. Adoption of one or other of the forms
of construction which it describes will provide the safest, most practical and most economical solution for
virtually every application.
Searl States: The standard should, however, never be seen as restricting alternative approaches which
may be needed to cope with special circumstances or requirements. The standard is not intended to be,
and cannot be, all embracing; the final details of the method of construction adopted for every project
must always be the subject of a specific agreement between the manufacturer and the supplier.
Searl States: that this short summary just covers basic information; for more details documents will appear
within the sections which the work is being developed. NOTE: these documents on this new site are
intended for companies interesting in participating and finance bodies who wish to play an active part.
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1947 Tipton Midlands: This was my world, Fernando Morris found a unit on the internet of the sample unit I
used then and he will try to see if it is possible to obtain it as it should be here to show how I undertook my
work so long ago. Strange that one of number units which I had then is coming to light at SMI there is a unit
from 1946 which was saved which I started this work with. I do not expect to recover the 12 channel
recorders used in the 60s. I still have the Avo meggar 500V, and 2 Avos multimeters used in those early
days of research.
The procedure – ditching:
While flying over sea it becomes necessary to ditch the aircraft. It is assumed in this case that the engine is
still functioning. Take steps as follows:
1. Warn the passengers that a ditching is necessary and enlist their help in securing or jettisoning
ant heavy objects on board:
2. Send out Mayday call giving your position and intentions:
3. If possible aim to ditch near a ship, arranging to touch down ahead and to one side of the vessel.
4. Determine the surface wind and assess the direction of the swell. If the wind strength is less than
25 knots land parallel with the swell. Head partly into wind and partly across the swell in wind
speeds of between 25 and 35 knots but land into wind when the wind speed exceeds 35 knots:
5. Approach with power at the lowest speed consistent with safety. Use the flaps as recommended for
the aircraft type:
6. Unlatch the cabin doors and use a briefcase or similar object to keep them open:
7. In high monoplanes open the cabin windows:
8. Have a cushion or folded coat ready to protect the face on touchdown:
9. Check that all harnesses are tight and that when available the shoulder straps are in use:
10. Remove all headsets and place them where the leads cannot obstruct exit from t he aircraft
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Figure 29: considerations
when ditching.

I cannot confirm if these
airlines are still operating,
they were in the 60s. That
was my world. The earth is
just the beginning of flight.
11. Near the water aim to land in a tail down attitude and use the throttle to place the aircraft on the crest
of a large wave or swell or on a downslope. On no account fly into the face of a swell:
12. Shortly before touchdown protects the face using the means already prepared:
13. After touchdown hold back the stick, allow the aircraft to come to a halt, then open the doors and
leave the cabin without delay.
14. After leaving the cabin, inflate the lifejackets and the life raft – if carried – keep together and swim
away from the aircraft – which is likely to sink within minutes:
15. Get into the life raft and make for the ship, using whatever signaling equipment is available to attract
attention.
Searl states: great men have not been concerned with fame. The joy of achievement that comes from
finding something new in the universe is by far their greatest joy. Searl concerns is that those who help
gets credit for what they do.
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Figure 30 Basic hydraulic
circuits. Top illustration
show selector in the flaps
down position. Next picture
illustrates circuit in the
idling phase – flaps locked
down – and the last diagram
shows the flap being raised.

You are slowly learning
about what I understood in
the 60s – now so long ago,
wonder if they still operate?
I accept some may have gone
for good. You cannot trust
the marketplace!
This document is aimed at all those who want to hop in the I-G-V and test fly it – just to show them the first
step up the ladder. At this time on my teams are military fighter pilots of high rank, commercial pilots and
private pilots. So we are not at this stage short on pilots. As this document is slowly coming to its objective
end, I trust that all you test pilots have got the message that is work hard to learn to fly – then one day you
will surprise yourself that you are a member of flight crew of an I-G-V.
Searl states: you have to be eligible for luck to strike, and I think that’s a matter of education and
preparation, and character, and all the other solid attributes that sometimes people laugh at. Searl should
know he has been through it all, from the thin and fat, tall and small; they are all the same, years out of
date, but know it all, and sadly they know nothing. That today is a shame on education. OK, education is
so vast that it is not possible to teach so much in such a short time to anyone, they have to decide what they
want to learn and study hard to achieve good results. Education should not knock down those who devote
their life to help this planet to survive which in turns help you to have a better life.
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Friday 24.03.2012: China tallest
building is functioning. If China can
do it – surely the world can also do it
by producing the S.E.G. There is
nothing impossible except that the
state of your mind makes it so. China
has just proved that fact is true. So did
ancient man who also proved that was
true, with the pyramids. How many
times has man prove that the
impossible is possible; but some may
take a little longer to prove? Time is
not the issue but you making it
happen. The S.E.G will become reality
if that is what you really want!
Sorry that above picture is not of top quality as it’s a mobile shot. What is important is that man tries to
create what appears to the mind as impossible and success is the reward for trying.
Without risks there is no reward, no gain. The S.E.G is a high risk but success would be vast in size
greater than anything now on the market. Due to it being a new window in science, which has to be
investigated. To develop better power systems – slow but in the end it will be worth every effort made.
Background information:
A light aircraft ditching is an experience not to be envied. It is an emergency affected by so many variables
that the likelihood of success is difficult to forecast, a difficulty not alleviated by the obvious fact that
ditching is not an exercise that can be practiced like a normal forced landing. It does, however, have this in
common with most other emergencies; the best protection is avoidance by taking the correct precautions.
1791- 1872: Samuel F. B. Morse – created the Morse code – an alphabet or code in which letters are
represented by combinations of long or short light or sound signals – original mid-19th century. In my
days Morse code was vita for airmen and sailors to know and use. I cannot today say if this is now a
requirement of airmen and sailors, but maybe with the military. Traveling to Mars we may need to use
Morse code for communication with Earth. Beyond Mars Morse code looks like the best means of
communication, time will prove if this is correct.
Searl states: great opportunities come to all, but many do not know they have met them. The only
preparation to take advantage of them is simple fidelity to watch what each day brings.
Searl states: opportunities do not come with values stamped upon them. To face every opportunity of life
thoughtfully, and ask its meaning bravely and earnestly, is the only way to meet supreme opportunities
when they come, whether open face or disguised.
Work study – BS 1001.
A generic term for those techniques, particularly method study and work measurement, which are used in
the examination of human work in all its contexts, and which lead systematically to the investigation of all
the factors which affect the efficiency and economy of the situations being reviewed, in order to effect
improvement. The cost of any product contains the time factor in making it – this cost today is extremely
high, added to the overheads, at this rate many firms will have to close down if they is no break soon in
operating cost. At this stage we could not name a price for the S.E.G. as cost continues to rise, it would be
wrong to try to as we have no idea what things will cost in 12 months’ time, let alone 6 month’s time.
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This is the airport where I train as a pilot – photo taken by Bradley Lockerman. – I am what I am by hard
work and learning and not by desire or choice. My heart is free to fly wherever it wants but my brain stays
focus upon the subject under investigation and flight is one of those subjects. So come fly with me and
learn the way I learnt.
Searl states: continuity of purpose is one of the most essential ingredients of Searl Technology Inc. of
success, and for Searl and his staff this comes chiefly through their work.
Wind direction cannot be gauged by the movement of swell since wind and swell are not interrelated.
However when the wind is strong enough to be of consequence during a ditching there are usually wind
lanes, light and darker parallel stripes on the water which are particularly noticeable when looking
downwind.
Conditions of the sea:
The sky changes, day by day and sometimes hour by hour, usually to the accompaniment of cloud formation
and other signs that are meaningful to the polit. Likewise the sea is in a constant state of change but, unless
he / she is a sailor, its appearance may mean little to an average pilot. Nevertheless an understanding of the
sometimes complex movement of its surface is perhaps the most important single factor to be considered
during a ditching.
Swell:
This is a movement of the sea resulting from past wind action, sometimes originating from a considerable
distance. Throw a stone into the centre of a pond. The long ripples that reach the water’s edge some
appreciable time later are, in miniature form, the swell.
Swell may be distorted by nearby land masses or other sea currents but since it is, in effect, the aftermath of
past wind disturbances a heavy swell can exist in conditions of zero wind. Alternatively the local wind may
blow across the swell, sometimes called the primary swell – Figure 24, page 312.
Pictogram:
A chart in which picture symbols are used to represent values.
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Searl says: He may not know his oinions, but he does know his airports. Or what they were like in 1968.
Searl states: our future and our fate lie in our wills more than in our hands, for our hands are but the
instruments of our wills; which most of us forget. where there is a will, we shall find a way to mass
produce the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G).
It is not only essential to caary life jackets ; they should be worn, at least untill the water crossing has been
completed. Furthermore there is little point in wearing life jackets unless all occupants of the aircraft are
fully aware of the inflating procedure. A ditching is not the time to find out; someone may fail to inflate his /
her jacket in the water, or, possibly even worse, he ; she could inflate it in the aircraft and then find it
impossible to get through the cabin door.
Experience has shown that even the stronest swimmer cannot survive in near freezing sea., because after
five minutes or ten minutes he / she will be too stiff to swim. It is therefore prudent to carry an inflatable life
raft when there is a cold sea to be crossed. Life rafts may usually be hired for the purpose. They should be
stowed where they can be reached in an emergency and not where the sea can drive them down the fuselage
in the event of the windscreen bursting on impact, a complication that is by no means unknown.
A great variety of safety equipment can be purchased from the specialist flying equipment shops, some of it
quite inexpensive. Here are some of the items that should be considered when a long water crossing is
planned:
Fluorocrine dye – to mark the sea and assist location and rescue:
Fares:
Smoke generator:
Cessna Citation 1, a mass produced
Shark repellant:
family bizjet, sells well at just over
Fishing kits:
$1,000,000. Cruising at around 400
Emergency radio beacon:
mph over a range of 1,537 miles.
De-alting tablets:
But not fly as fast as other jets.
First aid kits.
Before takeoff the passengers must be briefed on:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Releasing seat belts:
Protecting the face and head:
Order of abandoning the aircraft;
Inflating life jackets:
Inflating and boarding the life raft.

Such a briefing is not intended to alarm the passengers, rather it is to be regarded as the airborne
equivalent of lifeboat drill at sea. We are winning on the issue of flight emergency procedues for pilots as
I understood them in 1968. Time moves on changes are made from experience gained over the years, I
am afraid that I am a few years out of date. Do not be surprise if there are some changes now, but on the
whole the main issues I guess still are operating. Photo above Canadair Challenger : interior.
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2007. Hendon. UK: Still the talk of the flying world of my time, those who gave their lives so we could live
free. Eagles Prey; Aircraft: Spitfire MK. Vb, Manufacturer: Supermarine. In the months that followed
Dunkirk, some 240 American pilots made their way across the Atlantic to join the RAF this happy band of
warriors became known as the American Eagles by the spring of 1941 the American Eagles manned three
spitfires squadrons, and in the month of November that year the Eagles had the distinction of being the top
scoring squadrons in the RAF. To America we say thank you for all which you did to help to keep Britain
free, WHICH WAS MY WORLD.
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Sydney airport 1968: 9 miles – 20minutes – to Kingsford
Smith International Airport – SYD – TEL: 667 0544.
Nautical mile = the unit of distance used in air navigation,
equal to approximately 1.15 statute miles.
Navaid = navigational aid.
NDB = none directional beacon, radio navaid giving
position, but not steering guidance.
Knot = A speed of 1 nautical mile per hour, equal to 1.15
statute miles per hour.
Roger = Message received and understood.
SST = Supersonic transport aircraft,
I.G.V = A VTOVL Supersonic aircraft.
QNH = Air pressure at sea level. This figure, which varies is
supplied by air traffic control to aircraft captains so that they
can set their altimeters correctly.

Searl states: that he understands that it is in most cases a mistake to look too far ahead. Only one link in
the chain of destiny can be handled at a time. That applies to an individual. But Searl Technology Inc. is
not an individual but a company which has to plan out company sections to complete its operations. In
which, case it must cover all possible options: now before he is blocked from doing so.
The ditching:
When all the preliminaries have been dealt with the pilot must concentrate on:
(i)
correctly positioning near a ship:
(ii)
Adopting the correct technique for alighting in the water.
A ship at speed may require half a mile to stop if it is a 5000-ton steamer. Or up to six miles when the
chosen savior is a 200,000-ton tanker. Therefore it is pointless to enter the water alongside, unless the ship is
stationary – and then it is equally futile to land ahead. Because the pilot can see a large ship below this does
not mean that the crew is aware of his little aircraft. While the engine is still functioning it is as well to fly
slowly around the ship at low level altering the power setting and – when applicable – lowering and raising
the undercarriage, taking care to retract the wheels before ditching.
ROTATE!
The flight crew will be at the airport an hour before takeoff – earlier if the route is unfamiliar. Each member
has to sign in, undertaking that he / she has read the flying regulations. Licenses, vaccinations and passports
must be up-to-date and all crew members must be dry: no alcohol within eight hours of a flight, sometimes
more, depending on airline rules or state laws.
What about I.G.V. missions?:
SWALLOW Command mission centre:
Mission crews will be at the flight centre seven days before mission. Each flight member must sign in that
he / she have read the mission regulations that no alcohol or tobaccos can be taken onboard. Licenses,
vaccinations and passports must be up to date. Blood, urine, DNA and solid body waste have to be tested
each day. On the sixth day a brain and heart scan is taken to certify that there are no possible problems of a
stroke etc. They will stay in a clean room for the seven days. Training for the mission: which they will be
undertaking. Food will be specially prepared for them. They will be known as the path finders. Stand in
crew members will also be included in this stage of the program in case a member is found to have a
problem and therefore have to be dropped from that mission. Smokers will not be accepted in any IGV crew
status, it’s the smoke from burning tobacco which presents the health problem.
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The Badge: 71 (Eagles squadron)
which the American airmen flying
spitfires were proud to wear. I was
but nine years old naughty boy, so
my foster mother, and teacher claim
and the homes social workers claim.
But I say they were wrong.
Unfortunate they were 3 votes
against my vote of not guilty.
Adults can be unfair – and adults can be wrong – but they cannot and will not admit it. Could the war been
done different – the answer is yes – but not being prepared meant everything had to be done in haste. I
understand defense was vital – but if Germany was coming in with massive number of bombers and fighters
what would had happen if Britain sent similar numbers of aircraft to cross over them on the way to France to
bomb Germany units and infrustures. How would the German pilots reacted realizing their own military
were about to be attacked in force? Would they return to protect their own forces? After all where would
they land if all airfields were destroyed completely which was in range for the returning bombers to land.
And you are there to battle with them running out of fuel; I believe their might in the air empire would have
been ended; that is for certain. Just picture it.
When an engine fails over the water a glide approach and ditching must follow. However with modern
engines the most likely cause of power loss is running out of fuel and a flight should never be continued
over water until the tanks are empty. It should always be born in mind that as the lesser of two evils an
engine assisted ditching is to be preferred to a powerless one. When it is certain that land cannot be reached,
plan a power touch down near a ship.
The foregoing does not mean that a flight over open water should be regarded as some kind of self-imposed
ordeal, but it is intended to emphasize the degree of pilot responsibility inseparable from the safe conduct of
such flights. Searl states: that in the U.S.A., over a ten year period only one ditching in five was found to
have resulted from an engine failure. The others could be attributed to running out of fuel and flying into
bad weather beyond the capabilities of the aircraft and / or crew – both which are pilot errors.
Searl states: the legacy of heroes is the memory of a great name and his inheritance of a great example.
Technical specification:
A set of data: listing the materials and cost, and explaining the function and capabilities of a product; such as
the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G). Necessary: to enable the product to be manufactured.
Relaxation allowance – BS 35004:
An addition to the basic time intended to provide the worker with the opportunity to recover from the
physiological and psychological effects of carrying out specified work under specified conditions and to
allow attention to personal needs. Searl Technology Inc. shall assess the amount of that allowance which
will depend on the nature of the job. Remember that it’s the workers that create the wages – if they don’t
work then there is no wages – I hope that message goes home with all who gets the chance to work for
Searl Technology Inc. We are not a charity organization. We shall have to work to create the funds for
overheads and wages, which can mount to millions each year.
Within these documents you will see what it will take to reach the market place – the cost will cause you to
whistle out both ends at the same time. In 1946 I had hoped that backers would fund the work but those who
fund the work demanded that it was done secretly, even today there are those who state do it secret – what
with? God? Has sanity reach that level today? You want millions God do not handle money – you have to
do it and the longer you wait the more it will cost you. That is reality.
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Searl states that the Trislander is versatile in layout: 17
passengers can board through 5 large doors, stow their
baggage at the back and enjoy the view from the large
windows. Removable seats allow 24 feet of extra cargo
space, or a 10-seat executive suite. Are you wondering how
the I-G-V will compare to the Trislander in operation. First
each passenger craft will have a set route around the earth
as a circle, one in clockwise the other anti-clockwise so one
can take the shortest route available for them on an hourly
time table. That there is only one slot for each airport on its
cycle, so you load in the section which you need, on arrival
only that section door opens to allow you to leave.
Searl states that the I-G-V can operate like a bus or train service. This solves lots of airport problems of
today. Nevertheless, I guess airports will find it hard to understand simple operation systems, like these
which I have worked out over the years. At this stage I like you to know what I understand and why I feel
that such a proposal that I present here would work to every one’s advantage.
When for any reason it becomes necessary these are the factors to my understanding that have a direct
bearing on the success of otherwise of a ditching:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Wind speed and direction:
Condition of the sea:
Choice of ditching direction with regard to 1 and 2:
Aircraft ditching characteristics:
Pilot skill:
Safety equipment available:
Assistance available.

Items 6 and 7 have already been mentioned in this document text.
Searl states: all good is gained by Searl Technology Inc. whose thoughts and life are kept pointed close to
one main thing, the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G), not scattered abroad upon a thousand.
Searl states that many people got the idea he live in a castle, has a Rolls Royce car a private plane and
millions in the bank. Searl says if only that was true, just think no more worries where the food is coming
from tomorrow, no more worries about paying the rent, no more worries about paying the taxes. No more
worries paying the electric bills or telephone bills. No more worries about buying oil. He would be able to
get out seeing where he lives, which is not a castle but just a roof over his head all for the sake of giving
you the S.E.G. by which you can get a better life.
Acceptance region:
The region of the sampling distribution; in which the sample statistic value has to fall for the null hypothesis
to be accepted – significance tests.
Addition law:
The law of probability relating to the disjunction of two of two or more events:
P(A or B) = P(A) +P(B) – P(A and B)
Searl has many subjects which he must understand for Searl Technology Inc. to be successful, Knowing is
not enough.
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Wednesday 28TH March 2012:
SMI CA. USA: Fernando
Morris places a bet on this
30Kw transformer, too early to
know if we have got it. But it is
required in the R&D of the
S.E.G. There are always two
sides of a coin which the SEG
proves both sides of the coin it
looks so simple and yet so
complicated to construct.
Strange human DNA looks
simple in structure yet so
complicated in constructing
the functions.

Searl states: the first law of success for the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is concentration: to bend all
the energies to one point, and to go directly to that point, looking neither to the right nor the left.
Wind speed and direction:
Unless there is a nearby ship, streaming smoke or steam, the only indication of the surface wind velocity
will be the appearance of the sea. The following table: I sincerely hope will act as a guide in assessing the
strength of the wind at sea level:
Wind speed
Appearance of sea:
Light wind
Ripples of a scaly appearance:
5 Kt
Very small waves:
8 – 10 Kt
Small waves, some with foam crests, also intermittent widespread white caps:
15 Kt
Larger waves with more frequent white caps:
20 – 28 Kt
Medium size waves with long foam crests, profusion of white caps:
30 – 35 Kt
Larger waves with white foam blowing in steaks across the surface in direction of the wind:
Above 35 Kt Wave crests break into spindrift and large streaks of foam cover sea.
Searl says: that it is always difficult writing a technical book where you need to break it up into sections so
as not to become too much to read at a time – with different fill in information.
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This is the airport where I train as a pilot – photo taken by Bradley Lockerman. – I am what I am by hard
work and learning and not by desire or choice. My heart is free to fly wherever it wants but my brain stays
focus upon the subject under investigation and flight is one of those subjects. So come fly with me and
learn the way I learnt.
Searl states: continuity of purpose is one of the most essential ingredients of Searl Technology Inc. of
success, and for Searl and his staff this comes chiefly through their work.
Wind direction cannot be gauged by the movement of swell since wind and swell are not interrelated.
However when the wind is strong enough to be of consequence during a ditching there are usually wind
lanes, light and darker parallel stripes on the water which are particularly noticeable when looking
downwind.
Conditions of the sea:
The sky changes, day by day and sometimes hour by hour, usually to the accompaniment of cloud formation
and other signs that are meaningful to the polit. Likewise the sea is in a constant state of change but, unless
he / she is a sailor, its appearance may mean little to an average pilot. Nevertheless an understanding of the
sometimes complex movement of its surface is perhaps the most important single factor to be considered
during a ditching.
Swell:
This is a movement of the sea resulting from past wind action, sometimes originating from a considerable
distance. Throw a stone into the centre of a pond. The long ripples that reach the water’s edge some
appreciable time later are, in miniature form, the swell.
Swell may be distorted by nearby land masses or other sea currents but since it is, in effect, the aftermath of
past wind disturbances a heavy swell can exist in conditions of zero wind. Alternatively the local wind may
blow across the swell, sometimes called the primary swell – Figure 24, page 312.
Pictogram:
A chart in which picture symbols are used to represent values.
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!968 St. John’s Hall, Mortimer. Berkshire: Where I use to give Sunday 10 hours lectures and normally 400
people would attend. Gone are those days, but a different world now exists. How it will proceed I cannot yet
defined.
Waves:
When the wind is strong enough - see table page 363 - a secondary system of waves will be superimposed
on the predominant movement or primary swell. Figure 25 page 313 illustrates the two disturbances and it
will be seen that the wind blows at 900 to the secondary system of waves, driving them across the primary
swell. When the wind is of sufficient strength this secondary system may develop in size and intensity to the
point where it obscures the primary swell.
Recognition from the air:
Generally the primary swell may be seen more clearly at heights of 2000 feet and above while the secondary
waves are more recognizable below 1000 feet.
Multiplication Law:
The law of probability relating to the conjunction of two or more events:
P(A and B) = P(A) X P(B/A)
Or
P(A and B) = P(B) X P(A/B)
Mutually exclusive:
Two events are said to be mutually exclusive when the occurrence of one of them excludes the possibility of
the other happening.
System capacity:
The maximum number of customers: including those being served, that a queuing system can hold.
Variance:
The square of the standard deviation.
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1968 St. John’s Hall, Mortimer, UK: Inside the hall where I
gave 10 hours lectures to the public, this photo was taken by
Bradley Lockerman from LA. USA. I was not giving a lecture
that day just taking him around to see where I performed in
the interest of the S.E.G technology. For Brad it was a fairy
tell coming true before his eyes. The FACTS are strange!
Those days have long past, and the world has changed for the worst, from where I am sitting.
Searl states: originality and the feeling of one’s own dignity are achieved only through work and struggle.
Choice of landing direction:
In a calm sea the touchdown should be made into wind. These are of course the simplest conditions for
ditching. Thinking in the usual forced landing terms, a ditching in a heavy swell may be likened to landing
in a area of gently undulating sand dunes arranged in parallel lines. No one would deliberately attempt a
touchdown into a raising face; where possible it would be best to land parallel to the undulations. So it is at
sea. A ditching into the face of a big swell will bring with it violent deceleration and must never be
attempted. Figure 26 page 332, illustrates the best position for a ditching in wind speeds of up to 25 knots.
The aim is to land parallel with the swell, for preference on a crest, picking the direction that is most into
wind.
Between 25 – 35 knots the wind becomes increasingly important and it will be difficult or impossible to
contain drift. The problem is best dealt by selecting an approach and ditching direction that is a compromise
between the two factors, i.e. head towards the wind and land across the tops of the swell while avoiding the
rising faces Figure 27 page 334.
Above 35 knot the wind is predominant. Indeed such a wind will reduce the touchdown speed of most light
single engine aircraft to 15 knots or less. In a high wind of this kind the swell will be shorter and the sea is
likely to be broken into a pronounced secondary system that cannot be ignored. A ditching must then be
made into the wind and down the back of a clearly defined wave – Figure 28, Page 343.
Searl States: I long to accomplish a great noble task, such as the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) that can
be mass produced, but it is my chief duty to Searl Technology Inc. to accomplish humble tasks as all the
legal paper work as though they were great and noble. The world is moved not only by the mighty shoves
of the heroes who performs the engineering side, but also by the aggregate of the tiny pushes of each
honest worker.
Unimodal:
Frequency or probability distribution with one mode.
Standard error:
A term for the standard deviation of a sample ststistic.
Significance test:
A statistical decision method such as the t-test, the F-test and the X2 test.
Skewness:
A measure of the lop-sidedness of a distribution.
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Britten-Norman
Islander. At a
1966 air show
about 900 were
sold in over 100
countries.

1968 Blackbushe airport: Bradley Lockerman had the pleasure to take this photo on his tour of the UK
places where I actually did something useful with my life, but had no time to cover Suffolk, Midland, or
Warminster. Maybe someday in the future.
Searl states: the highest reward for my toil is not what I get for it, but what I become by it.
For example a fixed undercarriage will, on entering the water exert a strong nose down force. For the Same
reason the use of flap during ditching will depend upon their proximity to the water. In a high wing design
there is probably no reason why full flap cannot be used but low wing aircraft the small reduction in stalling
and touch down speeds is unlikely to be worth the risk of severe impact and structural failure on entering the
water, For this and other ditching information relating to the craft type pilots should consult the operating
manual.
During its brief period of flotation the buoyancy of an aeroplane is related to the volume of the airframe on
the water, therefore the position of the wing is important. Experiments to determine the best airframe layout
for satisfactory ditching have revealed that ideally the aircraft should have a retractable undercarriage and it
should be of the low mid wing type. This arrangement would allow the fuselage to plane across the water
with the wing just above the surface. After decelerating the aircraft would subside and float on the wing and
the fuselage until the structure filled with water and sank. Such aeroplanes are rare and the nearest to this
ideal would be a low wing monoplane with a retractable undercarriage, followed down the scale by a low
wing fixed undercarriage, with a high wing monoplane and fixed nose wheel undercarriage offering the
worst ditching characteristics. Generally the larger the aircraft the better its ability to make an emergency
touchdown on water.
It should always be remembered that landplanes are made to fly, not to float. Of necessity there are many
small openings in the fuselage, wings and tail surfaces and a light single engine type may be expected to
sink within 30 seconds to 2 minutes according to the design. It is interesting to recall that in the late 1930s
when a well-known American stage personality flew the Atlantic in a Lockheed twin the problem of
buoyancy in the event of ditching was resolved by filling the wings with ping pong balls, an idea worthy of
Sum of squares:
Strictly speaking, this means the sum of the square of a set of observations but, in the analysis of variance, it
means the sum of the squares of the deviations from the mean.
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Early in this book I stated
that the S.E.G is similar
as an IC. Where the 66
roller sets are just
magnetic precision single
pole single throw analog
switch. The question is
each roller set has 8
sections so have we really
got 528 single pole single
throw switches?
I showed the DGP201A precision quad SPST CMOS Analog switch. Which has been fully specified with
input analog signals to ±22v, making it an ideal choice for high voltage applications or where the added
margin of safety over traditional switches is of importance.
Let us stop here and think – Nd 60, if I assume that every atom will hold a charge of 5 volts, how many
atoms does the S.E.G. hold? Let’s just look at one segment. We know that the roller sets contains 272 grams
of Nd. 60. This is a mathematical document that I shall have to rewrite later on. Remember that when Nd. 60
is not rotating it losses two electrons to the air. When in motion it collects electrons. Again the law of the
squares is maintain.
Searl states: nothing worthwhile comes easily. Half effort does not produce half results, it produces no
results. Work, continuous work and hard work, is the only way that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.)
will be accomplishing whose results that last.
Searl states: perfection does not exist. To understand this is the triumph of human intelligence; to expect
to possess it is the most dangerous kind of madness.
Like any force landing there is always the risk of impact distortion of the fuselage and the possibility that as
a result the door may become jammed. In the procedure listed in this book opening the door is part of the
vital actions. During the ditching this is of particular significance when the aircraft is of the high wing type.
Past ditching’s with these aircraft have shown that after entering the water there may be a tendency to roll
onto one wing tip, the fuselage will settle fairly rapidly into the water and it may be impossible to open the
cabin doors against outside water pressure. As an additional means of relieving this pressure the windows
should be fully open before ditching.
Alternative hypothesis:
The formulation of the population parameter(s) contradicting the null hypothesis. It is crucial to the
determination of the critical region of a significance test.
Analysis of variance:
A statistical technique, to quantify and compare the sources of variation in an experiment.
Arithmetic mean:
The most commonly used measure of location. It is defined as the sum of a set of data values divided by the
number of data values.
I am showing the meaning of some terms which shall appear within these books, by which I hope you, will
understand them. Many words I shall be using will not be understood by many viewers because they are not
train within that domain.
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Monday April 2nd 2012 SMI CA U.S.A: last photo out of the lab upon the progress towards re-creating the
Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G). As a mass production unit: Clearly anyone who claims they have made the
S.E.G, or they have made it and it don’t work are bull shitting you. They do not have the tools to do it, and
they have no idea how to do it. Ask them to show you it. Watch this space for updates as we move forward.
Searl states: the man with insight enough to admit his limitations in understanding the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G) comes nearest to perfection, than to state that it cannot work. All through man’s life
we have had those who have down everything man has created as impossible – today his home is full of
impossible – just take away just one of them he would be crying I want it. No problem son just bend over
and I can give you 6 of the best, but as you want it badly I make it two times six.
Pilot skill:
In most cases the techniques required in dealing with other emergencies explained in this book may fairly be
described as straightforward. With the best of intentions ditching cannot be so regarded. There are the
conflicting factors of wind and swell, further complicated when a secondary system of waves exists. The
aircraft may be anything but ideal for entering the water, a touchdown that must be correctly positioned near
a ship, if indeed there is a ship to be seen. As already mentioned ditching cannot be practiced like any other
exercise, therefore success in effecting a safe ditching must revolve around the skill of the pilot.
Sequential analysis:
A sampling plan in which the size of the sample is determined by the properties of previous observations.
Here I have added another term that will appear within these books.
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Tuesday 3rd April 2012 SMI CA U.S.A: last photo from lab as progress continues on a slow path to the
marketplace,
Searl states: striving for perfection is the greatest stopper there is. You’ll be afraid you can’t achieve it –
it’s your excuse to yourself for not doing anything. Instead, strive for excellence, doing your best.
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Hawker Siddeley Comet.
May 2.1952, I am 20
years old today, when the
world’s first jet airliner,
the de Havilland – later
Hawker Siddelley –
comet, made history by
flying the 6,724 miles
from London to
Johannesburg at an
average cruise speed of
490 mph in under 24
hours. I have never
flown the comet.

Searl states: the man who makes no mistakes lacks boldness and the spirit of adventure. He never tries
anything new. He is a brake on the wheels of progress. Well Searl has tried about everything in work, but
not in love – which requires two or more people, thus today he is class as being scrap material and no
longer of value. I guess that applies to all over 60 years. Searl feels that he is still of value in love but
failure of the masses to accept that issue is the major problem. To give is an art of pleasure, not to give is
an art of ignorance.
The skillful pilot is less likely to put himself / herself in the position of having to ditch, but when
circumstances make it unavoidable he / she will take all the preliminary actions to safeguard his / her
passengers, he / she will assess the wind and the sea correctly and then choose the best approach and
ditching direction. He / she position the aircraft so that the occupants are rescued with a minimum of delay
and the actual touchdown will be in accordance with the advice shortly to be given.
He / she will do it all well and therefore there is a good chance that everyone will get away with, at worst, a
wetting and perhaps a few minor bruises. The indifferent pilot may do none of these things correctly. In the
stress of the moment he / she will perhaps forget to tighten his / her harness and check his / her passenger’s,
he / she may forget to open the doors and keep the open, he / she may fly into a large wave or swell, causing
havoc among the occupants. The pilot may handle the situation in a way that can only end in tragedy. This is
not intended to frighten the reader; it is a statement of fact and a reminder that safety through knowledge,
motto of the General Aviation Safety Committee, is particularly applicable when talking of ditching.
Type 1 error:
The probability of rejecting the null hypothesis: when it is in fact true.
Type II error:
The probability of accepting the null hypothesis: when it is in fact false.
Theoretical probability:
A probability assigned by considerations of symmetry.
Statistical probability:
A probability determined from past observations – relative frequency.
Subjective probability:

That day will come where a
different aircraft will fly the flag!

A probability: measuring a person’s degree of belief or strength of conviction.
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1968 Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: Demo one under construction. Gordon Goodfellow: Tony Justice and
Charles Haskell. 3 members of the 13 team that was involved in the Demo one construction team. That is so
long ago now.
Searl states: ideas are powerful things, which Searl Technology Inc. shall be requiring not a studious
contemplation but action, even if it is only an inner action, at the start.
Searl States: When Searl Technology Inc. releases you from the burden of the grid, it will be like freedom
from her mountain height unfurled her I.G.Vs to the air, and they will tour the azure robe of night. And
set the stars of glory there.
Searl states: Many things of the S.E.G at this time Searl Technology Inc. cannot be overcome when they
are together, yield themselves up when taken little by little; as witness at Searl Magnetics Inc. shows that
we can and we shall win – Hoorah!
Statistic:
Collective name given to statistical measures: – usually of the sample – such as the standard deviation or the
arithmetic mean.
Raw data:
Data: which are recorded in the way or order in which they are obtained.
Balking:
A queuing strategy – a customer does not enter a system because the queue is too long.
I trust these small notes will help you when I start the real stuff in my books.
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Sydney airport 1968: 9 miles – 20minutes – to Kingsford
Smith International Airport – SYD – TEL: 667 0544.
Nautical mile = the unit of distance used in air navigation,
equal to approximately 1.15 statute miles.
Navaid = navigational aid.
NDB = none directional beacon, radio navaid giving
position, but not steering guidance.
Knot = A speed of 1 nautical mile per hour, equal to 1.15
statute miles per hour.
Roger = Message received and understood.
SST = Supersonic transport aircraft,
I.G.V = A VTOVL Supersonic aircraft.
QNH = Air pressure at sea level. This figure, which varies is
supplied by air traffic control to aircraft captains so that they
can set their altimeters correctly.

Searl states: that he understands that it is in most cases a mistake to look too far ahead. Only one link in
the chain of destiny can be handled at a time. That applies to an individual. But Searl Technology Inc. is
not an individual but a company which has to plan out company sections to complete its operations. In
which, case it must cover all possible options: now before he is blocked from doing so.
The ditching:
When all the preliminaries have been dealt with the pilot must concentrate on:
(i)
correctly positioning near a ship:
(ii)
Adopting the correct technique for alighting in the water.
A ship at speed may require half a mile to stop if it is a 5000-ton steamer. Or up to six miles when the
chosen savior is a 200,000-ton tanker. Therefore it is pointless to enter the water alongside, unless the ship is
stationary – and then it is equally futile to land ahead. Because the pilot can see a large ship below this does
not mean that the crew is aware of his little aircraft. While the engine is still functioning it is as well to fly
slowly around the ship at low level altering the power setting and – when applicable – lowering and raising
the undercarriage, taking care to retract the wheels before ditching.
ROTATE!
The flight crew will be at the airport an hour before takeoff – earlier if the route is unfamiliar. Each member
has to sign in, undertaking that he / she has read the flying regulations. Licenses, vaccinations and passports
must be up-to-date and all crew members must be dry: no alcohol within eight hours of a flight, sometimes
more, depending on airline rules or state laws.
What about I.G.V. missions?:
SWALLOW Command mission centre:
Mission crews will be at the flight centre seven days before mission. Each flight member must sign in that
he / she have read the mission regulations that no alcohol or tobaccos can be taken onboard. Licenses,
vaccinations and passports must be up to date. Blood, urine, DNA and solid body waste have to be tested
each day. On the sixth day a brain and heart scan is taken to certify that there are no possible problems of a
stroke etc. They will stay in a clean room for the seven days. Training for the mission: which they will be
undertaking. Food will be specially prepared for them. They will be known as the path finders. Stand in
crew members will also be included in this stage of the program in case a member is found to have a
problem and therefore have to be dropped from that mission. Smokers will not be accepted in any IGV crew
status, it’s the smoke from burning tobacco which presents the health problem.
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1968 Mortimer: Berkshire. Swallow Command: Dr. Cain of NASA, with the Sherwood’s, paid a visit to
check out everything they had been reading and seeing on TV was true and reported back to NASA that if
they fail to back this system the day would come when Searl hits the market and they would be completely
lost. Advised them: to back the I.G.V. But NASA never did as they wanted a firework display which
I.G.V.do not gives.
Conventional flying – Rotate!
Neither captains nor airlines like to deliver their customers late, so crews vie in the flight dispatch office for
the most favourable altitude on the shortest route. The dispatcher recommends a route; the captain may
disagree. An unfavourable route may add half an hour of flying time. Over a year this could cost the
company 1,750,000 tons of fuel on 350,000 flights, the number TWA flew in 1977.
The Captain settles on a fuel load allowing for a possible long wait before takeoff, which many of us are
familiar with, and for fog or some other eventuality closing the destination airport, which would mean flying
to an alternate.
Searl states: by trying to understand the difference between conventional flying and I.G.V flying now
before it becomes reality is vital. To pave the way for its introduction: as the future flight technology.
Because there is some major issues involved – man has become brainwashed that fuel means topping up
a tank for the engines of the aircraft, ship or car. This is not so for the I.G.V. There is no topping up of
fuel for the power source of the engine – this clearly is a major issue with the masses who design,
construct aircraft: even rockets have to be topped up, which is far more complicated than fueling up an
aircraft.
The above photo of Demo. 1: Was not taken by me but by someone who visited me that day. Me, Sue
Justice, Rev. George Nicholson, Charles Haskell, Tony Justice, Glen Haskell with Dr. A. Cain kneeing.
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Canadair Challenger 600 represents the ultimate in business jets. Big enough to be a 30-seatewr airliner, its
cabin is more than eight feet wide and six feet high. The advanced supercritical wings, on which it cruises at
554 mph, hold more than 14,000 pounds of fuel giving it an intercontinental range of 4,600 miles, farther
than any other business jet can fly. The Challenger, with motorized seats throughout, is one of the most
luxurious private jets. At $6,000,000 it is also the most expensive. Yet in an intensely competitive field it
had earned an unprecedented $1,000,000,000 in sales before the first flight.
Searl states: life is made up of little things. It is very rarely that an occasion is offered for doing a great
deal at once. True greatness consists in being great in little things – that is why Searl Technology Inc. is
working on little things like the domestic power unit of 15 Kw for the home. Small and graceful, clean
and silent all day long, helping you to be stress free day and night, which is worth every cent you pay for
one.
SWALLOW Command Mission Centre:
Searl Aerospace Inc, nor its flight teams would like to arrive at it targets late. All members of the flight
mission shall hold a meeeting in the mission planning section to evaluate the best flight path to reach
Planet Mars in a two month flight mission based each day on the position of Mars in reference to Earth.
Where the I.G.V wins over rockets; they do not need refueling a major saving in overheads. Which
creates a massive saving in downtime.It can fly all weather conditions, here or on Mars. In reference to
the I.G.V refueling, means filling flight cells with water; oxygen O 8 tanks filled. Hydrogen H, 1, tanks
filled. air filter units replaced. Stock up food and medication for the mission time slot. There is much to
do under the term refueling. There is also the problem on missions completed, cleaning ready for the next
mission, cleaning urine and solid waste tanks of any remaining slurrey which were not uesd on mission. I
am aiming at downtime no greater than one hour – impossible – that we shall see – I do not see such a
time slot is impossible to be obtain as a standard.
It is organisation which is critical issue here. Testing of all communication systems, should be completed
in one hour. Besides medication in the hospital section; there will be a stock of condoms for samples from
each male for sprem counts and blood test for both white and red cells count, as these test will qiuckly
shows us if things are going wrong, which will also include brain scan each week. Searl Aerospace Inc.
must be responsible for all crew /mission members health standards until such time that we have aquire
the understanding of all problems on missions. This also applies to the female cycle, if changes happen
what are those changes and why.
Space travel will take time, before flights to places in our solar system becomes reality, it will not be
tomorrow, if ever.
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1963 first flight of
Boeing 727 is the
world’s bestselling
jetliner. The engineers
chose rear engine trijet,
looking just like
Britain’s Hawker
Siddeley Trident. In
detail its design is quite
different. The wing,
with leading edge slats
and the newly invented
Krüger flaps to provide
high life for takeoff
from short landing
strips.

Searl states to his knowledge, that in the late 1950s, Boeing saw a market slot for
A short / medium range jet airliner: smaller than the 707. Which became the most advanced then built.
Unlike the 707, the 727 has power operated control surfaces, but tabs on the primary controls enable the
pilot to take over in emergencies. The 727 has a main passenger access at the rear, by a hydraulic stairway
beneath the rear fuselage, and a pressure-tight bulkhead door inside, but since 1971, when a hijacker used
one to escape by parachute with $200,000 ransom money, these doors have been sealed off on the
American727s. With sales of more than 1,500 since its first flight in 1963, the 727 is the world’s bestselling
jetliner. Life sure is exciting in the air.
Technique for alighting in the water:
This is a problem of controlling the variables of heading, speed, rate of sink, and touch down area and
aircraft attitude at point of entry. In the final stages the aircraft will be at the lowest safe approach speed and
in a gentle descent. The passengers will be protecting their heads and faces with rolled up coats, etc., and the
pilot should have his / hers at the ready. The best pitch attitude for ditching is:
Retractable undercarriages
Fixed undercarriages

50 – 80 nose up:
100 – 120 nose up.

Here at least is something that can be practiced, estimating fuselage attitude with reference to the airspeed
and the artificial horizon, because low over water in a real emergency the horizon may be obscured by spray
and the broken sea. A tail-low entry will minimize the effect of nose down pitch when the undercarriage
enters the water. Correctly handled there should be a minor impact as the rear fuselage makes contact with
the water followed by the main impact and severe deceleration as the nose goes below the surface where it
will remain for a few seconds until the aircraft comes to a halt. The ditching will cover a comparatively
modest distance over the water, to the accompaniment of considerable noise and spray, often with a
tendency to swing. Here are some of the ‘don’ts’ to be observed while ditching. They are illustrated in
Figure 29 page 354.
I shall continue this on the next page as I do not like breaking up blocks if I can avoid doing so.
Two –tail test:
The significance test in which the null hypothesis can be upset by values both well above the mean and well
below the mean.
Again I am trying to explain words which will become common use within these books, its ok for those
educated ones who know them, but you who wish to understand them are in need of help – which are the
purpose of these books to help you to understand
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Wednesday 4th April 2012 SMI CA. USA: Received this photo of the first scan of the new microscope,
clearly on the next photo showing what we can see is not good for an S.E.G. This is why this piece of
equipment is so vital important in the development of the S.E.G. Which so many people could not
understand why we needed such equipment in the first place – I repeat for the millionth time all the
equipment which I quote is extremely vital – agree if you don’t want the S.E.G then you do not need this
equipment – you got millions to burn then carry on burning it in the end you are the one who will suffer.
Searl states: human felicity is produced not so much by great pieces of good fortune that seldom happen
as by little advantages that occur every day.
DON’T stall or drop the aircraft into the water from a height. The human frame is not good at absorbing
vertical forces and in any case the more deeply an aircraft enters the water on touchdown, the greater will be
the deceleration.
Searl states: you can do what you want to do, accomplish what you to accomplish, attain any reasonable
objective – if you want it, if you will to do it, if you work to do it, over a sufficiently long period of time.
Unfortunate in Searl case he can’t do what he want to do, therefore I cannot accomplish what I would
like to do. I sure want it but the buggers keep running away and we are talking about sufficient time 1960
to 2012. So I guess that I am not Earthling. Therefore I am an inventor instead; the S.E.G. is my loyal
friend, without that life would not be worth living.
Quality control:
A method used by Searl Technology Inc. to ensure the uniformity of the S.E.G. Components: which is vital
for the finish product; not only to look good but also function good. I have great faith in my workforce.
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Wednesday 4th April 2012 SMI CA. U.S.A: Received this photo taken by our scanning microscope exposing
grains too large for the S.E.G. structure for best results on power output. Due to that status oxygenation is
possible, if it is not got into a spinning action soon.
Searl states: blessed indeed is the man who hears many gentle voices calling him the Godfather of free
energy – where he should be given a bloody good spanking for inventing such insane ideas.
DON’T enter the water in a nose down attitude. The aircraft will almost certainly dive below the surface.
DON’T hold the nose too high. The tail will strike the water, force down the nose and cause the aircraft to
drive.
DON’T attempt a ditching at high speed. The aircraft will bounce of the water and the second arrival may be
out of control.
DON’T allow a wing to go down at the moment of ditching. When a wing tip enters the water the aircraft is
bound to swing, possibly in the direction of a raising swell or a large wave and water can be very
hard at speed! For this reason:DON’T use the wing down method when correcting for drift. Adopt the “crabbing” technique, yawing into
the required direction just before touchdown. In any case a little drift is acceptable when alighting in
the water.
Searl states: in great matters men / women show themselves as they wish to be seen: in small matters, as
they are.
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2012 Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication Division: Equipment for outside broadcast
requirements is available these days – which of cause was not so in 1946.
And finally:
DON’T repeat don’t fly into the face of a large wave or rising swell. This is the biggest single hazard during
actual ditching.
Searl states: having regard to all the problems by now the reader will appreciate the value of engine power
during a ditching. When the engine has failed the tasks of positioning the aircraft in relation to a ship and
controlling the point of touchdown, while by no means rendered impossible, is nevertheless bound to prove
more difficult.
Searl states: austere perseverance, harsh and continuous, may be employed by Searl Technology Inc. by
the smallest member of the staff and rarely fails of its purpose, for its silent power grows irresistibly
greater with time.
Searl states: the line between failure and success is so fine that we are often on the line and not know it.
How many man or woman has thrown up his / her hands at a time where a little more effort, a little more
patience, would had achieved success.
Random sampling:
A method by Searl Technology Inc.: of selecting a sample in such a way that every member of the
population has an equal and known chance of being elected for a post within its consortium. Slowly
Fernando Morris is forming a wonderful work team at Searl Magnetics Inc. which will grow as investment
increases.
Semi inters – quartile range:
A measure of dispersion: – half the difference between the two quartiles.
During the coming week of April 15th 2012, shall be looking into 3D HD camera to cover future work.
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Friday 13th: 2012. CA. U.S.A. Fernando Morris attended the Westec 2012 event at LA Convention Centre:
Where discussion on energy took place.
Searl states: when we see ourselves in a situation which must be endured like Meniere’s disease and
imbalance and gone through, it is best to make up our minds to meet it with firmness, and accommodate
everything to it in the best way practical. This lessens the evil by writing these documents, while fretting
and fuming only serve to increase your own torments.
Searl states: that people do not understand what is involved in his work, which indirectly no different to
NASA or any other big space company. Same problems exists and must be solved by all space companies,
and Searl Aerospace Inc. is no different must solve for the concept system they intend to use. Which;
includes Searl Technology Inc. and Searl Magnetics Inc., and Searl Transportation systems. In these
documents you see what Searl has to consider avoiding complications setting in.
Abandoning the aircraft:
Throughout the entire emergency panic must be avoided at all costs. Much will depend on the leadership
displayed by the pilot. He / she should remember that although he / she is flying a small aircraft, perhaps as
the holder of a PPL he / she is nevertheless the captain and it is his / her duty to instruct the passengers and
ensure that everyone knows what to do.
When the ditching has been handled correctly there should be little or no injury to the occupants and the
next stage is to abandon the aircraft in an orderly manner before it sinks. It is assumed that before ditching
the doors wedged open, if not they may be jammed or held closed by outside pressure after the fuselage has
entered water.
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1968 Mortimer. Berkshire, Swallow Command Demo 1 under construction Tony Justice a key worker on the
project stands in a leg operated section, one of eight units. But, that is now so long gone nowhere to put it far
too big. Second picture is today’s equipment, yes it’s obtainable, but I do not have this unit at this time, but
would be part of Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication Division. This document shows what
was and what is and what could be.
Searl states: times of general calamity and confusion in the general public sector have never been
productive of the greatest minds. The purest ore is produced from the hottest furnace, and the brightest
thunderbolt is elicited from the darkest storm; and the greatest clean energy device is the Searl effect
Generator (S.E.G) created by a boy’s brain, so long ago.
It has already been mentioned that high wing monoplanes exhibit particular difficulties in this respect but
there is advantage that, briefly at any rate, one door may remain partly out of water as the machine rolls out
onto a wingtip. If the door refuses to open; a strong kick with the heels, aimed while lying across the front
seats will break the windows on the higher side of the fuselage and provide openings large enough for exit.
There are cases on record where the windscreen was burst; allowing the sea to rush in, and while this will
momentarily add to the general drama it has the advantage of equalizing pressure in the fuselage and
assisting the opening of doors.
As soon as the aircraft has come to a halt the seat belts / harnesses must be unfastened and the occupants
should leave the cabin in the pre-arranged order, if necessary helping out the injured. From the accounts of
those who have experienced a ditching it seems that a volume of air remains in the cabin and assists
breathing but the aim should be to get out of the aircraft smartly but calmly, remembering not to kick those
following behind.
To assist evacuation, everything possible must be done to remove all equipment that may restrict exit from
the cabin. In some ditching’s considerable trouble has been caused by headsets and these must be removed
from the head, unplugged and stored away before the aircraft enters the water, the final stage of
abandonment is to inflate the life jackets and the life raft.
Mean deviation:
A measure of dispersion: calculated by averaging the absolute deviation of the data values from the mean or sometimes the median. It is easier to calculate than the standard deviation but leads to extremely
complicated mathematical analysis.
Negative correlation:
Another term for indirect correlation.
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Sunday 15th April 2012 Somerset UK: This evening received this photo from China, where you see me in
uniform in Italy where I was invited by Luci. Dr. Terry Moore was also in my party. Someone has
inserted the I.G.V. appears like a good job of the insertion.
Searl states: whatever course I decide upon, there is always someone to tell me that I am wrong. There
are always difficulties arising which tempt me to believe that your critics are right. I should not be
Wasting time on idiots. But to continue to map out a course of action and follow it to an end requires
courage, and I have such courage.
Today, Monday 16th 2012: I have ordered JVC 3D HD camcorder to complete the Swallow Command
Audio Vision communication Division equipment from the filming side. There is still the 19 inch rack
problem to solve before I can mount the equipment to use and see what is missing from Glasgow move.
Monday 16.04.2012: I have cancelled my hospital appointment as it takes ½ day loss to the project, which
time I badly need to get my side of the work effort up and running.
This big day in the U.S.A. during march failed as usual – was not any surprise to me – I too familiar with
such matters and knew it would not happen – Here in Glastonbury plans are being set up by Deborah
Knight for a session of meetings for me to do, first may take place in May 6th but the 19th has been paid
for and set up at the Town Hall. Target: to try to wake the UK up into action to set up a foundation in the
UK for the development of the S.E.G. Bradley Lockerman may be able to attend the Town Hall at
Glastonbury meeting. It is too early to say positive that he will come.
Sorry about these updates which are needed to show that I am still amongst the living, as many think that I
am not.
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Friday 13th April 2012 CA. USA: Received this photo of Fernando Morris with Tom our machine engineer
attend the Westec 2012 event at LA Convention Centre, where discussion on energy took place.
Searl states: when I approach a problem, I strip myself of preconceived opinions and prejudice, assemble
and learn the facts of the S.E.G., make the decision which seems to me to be the most honest, then I stick
to them. That is the only way that the S.E.G. will ever get done.
Entering the life raft:
Never jump from an aircraft into a rubber dinghy or life raft – it could be damaged beyond repair. When it is
inflated in the inverted position follow the instruction for righting and boarding. In the procedure listed
above pilots are warned to swim or paddle away from the aircraft before it sinks. This is to avoid the risk of
damage to the dinghy or personal injury through being caught by part of the sinking structure.
Range:The difference between the highest and lowest of a set of observations- a crude measure of
dispersion but it does have applications in Searl Technology Inc. in quality control.
Rank correlation:
The degree of association: between two sets of ranks.
Note: that each of these terms shown in this document will appear full operational use in documents that will
appear in Searl Technology Inc. sector.
If you are still thinking that you can hop in an I.G.V and test fly – think again – read study hard to
become a pilot.
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Rio International open in 1977, is South America’s newest airport, an
enlargement of the 30 year old Galeao International airport – now
occupying the new site’s south east corner and detailed for cargo flights.

The 160 foot high control tower over looks the crescent shaped terminal with its curling access ramps, and
the 1,600 vehicle car park. I may not know my onions, but I do know my airports.
Searl states: vitality shows not only in the Searl Technology Inc. ability to persist, but in the ability to start
over from scratch.
Survival at sea:
Should it be necessary to ditch in the open sea, away from the usual shipping lanes some time may elapse
before rescue. The steps that can be taken to help search and rescue will depend upon the scale of equipment
carried in the life raft – already discussed above. In this situation: the problem is twofold; to attract the
attention of any ship or aircraft likely to be within visual distance and to safeguard the physical condition of
the survivors.
Signaling:
Pyrotechnics will be limited, therefore save them until a ship or aircraft is seen. When lighted they must be
kept well away from the life raft and the body. When an aircraft appears to be looking for survivors, or it is
likely to fly nearby, use the Sea Marker Dye to attract attention. Some emergency radio beacons have a built
in hand generator but those operated by battery power should be restricted to short periods at intervals. A
small pocket mirror can make an effective signaling device when used in conjunction with the sun.
Searl states: what is difficulty? Only a word S.E.G. indicating the degree of strength requisite for
accomplishing particular objects: a mere notice of the necessity for exertion – a mere stimulus to men /
women, and most importantly, the mass public.
Producer’s risk:
The probability of a good lot being rejected by the consumer.
Product moment correlation coefficient:
The unabbreviated name for the correlation coefficient.
Regression coefficient:
The gradient of the line of best fit.
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Prof. John Roy Robert Searl – alive!

1977: these are the FACTS which I know and understand; agree things can have changed a bit since then
after all its 2012 now; clearly some people are not aware of this year date change.
Searl states: that virtually nothing comes out right the first time – agree I could only make the S.E.G in
the pudding mix system – no good for mass production mode. Failure, repeated failures, is finger post on
the road to achievement. The only time you don’t want to fail is the last time you try something. One fails
forward toward success. Which is what Searl Magnetics Inc. is proving, stage by stage – the future mass
production unit – IMPOSSIBLE so say the experts – what experts?
Water:
For survival, water is more important than food and in temperate climates a man / woman requires between
two and eight ounces a day – in high temperatures considerably more. Possible sources of water are rain and
sea water treated with desalination tablets. Much can be done to conserve body fluids and so reduce the
water requirement:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Prevent sweating in hot climates – see next section:
Reduce, or better still, cut out smoking:
Eat very little to conserve the digestive fluids. Remember the body can go for a long periods
without food:
Reduce thirst by sucking a piece of cloth or any small object such as a button:
Never drink salt water or urine.

Food:
When there is little water eat lightly. A lot of body fluid is absorbed by protein – eggs, fish, sea birds, etc.
Possible sources of food are – all sea birds, also fish, but the following types are poisonous:
Brightly coloured fish; and those fish that ‘puff up’; fish with human looking teeth or a mouth
resembling that of a parrot, fish covered with spikes or bristles.
Sampling inspection:
A technique: which; shall be used by Searl Technology Inc. to avoid full screening of a batch of segment
layers. It helps the buyer to estimate the quality of the goods.
Tuesday 17th April 2012: Somerset.UK received from JVC A EVERIO 3D HD camcorder GS-TD1 1920 X
1080, which completes my plans at this stage for Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication
Division cameras requirements, so expect to see some 3D clips coming on www.searl-technology.co.uk
once it goes live. The future looks bright so turn on the light and be seen. Also some of my Kilt setup arrived
to solve problems I have in movement. Which I trust will be blessing.
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Tuesday 17th April 2012: Somerset Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication Division received a
JVC 3D HD camcorder Type GS-TD1 which completes the requirements of the company at this time. I
could not afford a real Broadcast unit which can be anything like £15,000.00 to £45,000.00 and plus. So we
old ones have to manage the best we can with what we can obtain.
Searl states: that the great virtue of man / woman lies in his / her ability to correct mistakes and to
continually make a new man / woman of themselves.
Fishing:
In the absence of bait a small piece of cloth may be used. Searl states that red are the best colour. Small fish
are habitual dinghy followers and they may often be caught with a makeshift net.
A fishing line can cut the hand. Use something for a reel or a handle and never attach the line to the life raft
or dinghy.
Save bits of a previous catch for future bait. Night fishing with the aid of a light can be very successful.
Critical ratio:
The observed: standardized variant which Searl Technology Inc. is compared with the critical value to
determine the significance or non-significance of a hypothesis test.
Covariance:
A raw measure of linear association calculated by summing the product of the deviations from the mean of
the two variables and dividing by the number of paired observations.
Searl states: that these terms shown in this document will be in full details in documents to be held in
Searl Technology Inc. folder on forming a company pros and cons.
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1969 London, UK: Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication Division: one of the 5 power
distribution control panels– thank heaven that Peter King and Martin Coborne, Ken Gibbs, Luis Jarillo +
another unknown failed to steal them with the £380,000.00 equipment they stole on Monday August 25th
2003. And you ask if Searl did it in 1946 why can’t he do it now – the answer is elementary evil bastards
stopped me.
Searl states: that failure really isn’t terrible if you can say to yourself. ‘Hey, they may have rob me to stop
me and in their ignorance think they own it, I know I’m going to be successful at what I want to do
someday, understand due to cost will take a bit longer to achieve”. Failure doesn’t become a big hang up
then because it’s only temporary Flowerbower!
Sharks:
In areas where sharks, swordfish or other dangerous fish are indigenous wait until night fall before throwing
overboard waste food, or body waste.
When dangerous fish are in evidence stop fishing immediately, remain quiet, keep clothing on and never
trail hands or feet in the water. Searl states; an attack is then unlikely.
Should a dangerous fish appear before the survivors have boarded the dinghy or life raft, form an outward
facing circle then beat the water vigorously and in unison.
Keeping warm:
Keep the hands warm by placing under armpits or between thighs. Keep clothing and the dinghy dry.
Conserve body heat by keeping close together.
Slowly I am getting the FACTS out about flight emergency procedures for pilots, which you must
understand to become a pilot.
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Friday 13th 2012 CA. USA: Photo received today of Fernando Morris who attended the Westec 2012 event
at LA Convention Centre where discussion on energy took place.
Searl states: that besides the practical knowledge which defeat offers, there are important personality
profits to be taken into account by Searl Technology Inc. Defeat strips away false values and makes you
realize what you really want Flowerbower. It stops you from chasing butterflies and puts you to work
digging gold, which the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) appears to be to a few people.
Keeping cool:
Dip clothing in the sea, wring out and put on again until dry, then repeat the process:
Precautions:
(i)
(ii)

Ensure that clothing is dry by nightfall:
Prevent salt sores by brushing off all dry salt which will have accumulated on the body.

Relative frequency:
The frequency divided by the total number of observations – sometimes called the statistical probability.
Regression line:
The line of best fit of a pair of variables.
More terms which will be discussed within these documents will appear in this issue.
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2012 CA. USA: New equipment arrives at Searl Magnetics – a vital part of the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G) equipment requirements to certify the weight is precise, which is critical issue of the S.E.G to
function. Well done Fernando Morris your learning curve has been amazing.
Searl states: Liberty is the breath of life to nations – why then do people steal from me so as to stop my
work until I sign it over to them – that is not a liberty of my rights – but taking a liberty of my rights by
stealing the technology when they have no intelligence to create it.
Medical care:
When there is a lot of sun takes care not to expose the body needlessly, and use anti-sunburn cream if
available. Prevent sore eyes by wearing sun glasses or using a make shift eye shied. Avoid seasickness by
keeping occupied. Prevent sore feet by keeping the floor of the dinghy or life raft dry. Treat ‘Immersion
foot’ by removing footwear, drying, wrapping the feet loosely with dry cloth and exercising the toes and
feet.
Avoid general body stiffness by carrying out mild exercise, if necessary on a Rota basis with the other
survivors. Sore lips should be treated with antiseptic cream. Do not lick. Constipation and inability to urinate
must be expected when there is a shortage of food and water. This need not be a cause for concern.
Process design:
An analysis of the Searl Effect technology; which Searl Technology Inc. must consider the plant and
materials necessary for manufacture. That is only one tooth of the Gog to worry about to the whole gear; but
an important one.
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1968 Mortimer, Berkshire, England: Swallow Command: this was my world, the world of John Searl. The
64 flight cells secondary power system was electric and all hatches were also electric operated – now in
2012 that still remains the same. Enclosed is a chart showing from 1993 to 2002 a year before my mass
robbery took place how that company turnover looked like. Will Searl Technology Inc. over ten years be
able to match them or will it even do better than that record? I sincerely hope so, or my name is not Searl.
Searl states: that half the things people do not succeed in are through fear of making the attempt. Like to
confirm here that Searl has no fear to attempt new approaches to old ideas, in the effort to improve upon
our present day technology, by which you the masses will reap the benefit of that success. Searl is British
and he is a bull dog in charter. If he is determined to achieve something impossible he will achieve it
against all odds, he will never retreat or surrender to evil minds. He may not be loved; but work has
always replaced his human touch.
Conclusions:
Searl states: that in Northern Europe it is unlikely that a light aeroplane ditching will occur very far from a
busy shipping lane. This may not be the case in other parts of the world and the message is clear; you
embark on such flights knowing the risks involved. The technique of ditching is one that can usually only be
read about although there is sufficient past experience to provide sound guidance and advice to others;
which Searl hopes this book will help you to understand the problems. The successful outcome of a ditching
calls for a cool head and pilot leadership, which Searl trust he has; coupled with reasonable sea conditions –
Searl states; that once safely in the dinghy, never give up hope of rescue.
Time study – BS 31001:
A work measurement technique for recording the times and rates of working for the elements of the S.E.G
on specified job carried out under specified conditions, and for analyzing the data so as to obtain the time
necessary for carrying out the job at a defined level of performance. The final costing of the S.E.G is based
upon this information.
Work measurement – BS 1000S:
The application of which the activities of a worker’s hands: – or limbs – are recorded in relationship to one
another; a vital issue that the load cycle is within the operator’s capabilities.
Re-order level:
The level of stock on hand which initiates the placement of a new order.
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Paris Orly Airport:
the flat roof of the
Orly Sud terminal
provides a
magnificent
observation deck for
visitors. Only five
years after
completion, this
terminal was extended
by an additional
diamond-shaped
satellite at either end,
to accommodate a
total of nine million
passengers yearly. I
have flown two times.
Each time; I did not have time to take photos on what changes had been made since that time.
Searl states: that there are no mistakes. The events we bring upon ourselves, no matter how unpleasant,
are necessary in order to learn what we need to know, whatever steps we take, there’re necessary to reach
the concept of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) which route I have chosen to go. Evil minds have and
are following me wherever I go to stop me – but their efforts are useless now as things are moving at a
company establishment rate.
Undercarriage and brake failure – the situation:
The cynic will tell you that in flying it is always the unusual that is most likely to happen. So it was with
John, a bustling man in his early forties who within a few years had turned his RAF gratuity into a highly
successful import business. Like so many with a flair for making money John would drive himself beyond
all reason, which of cause like me, working sometimes sixteen to eighteen hours a day in a determined effort
to expand, so that his company could be floated.
On the few occasions when the strains of business entered the home his wife Doris, trying to reason with
him, would end her plea for a little restraint with the words –“it’s no use John, you’re determined to be the
richest man in the cemetery”. John was a fine chap really but the man suffered from a restless nature and this
read across to his flying. John could not bear to waste time, ever, to which he is not alone on that issue; I too
do not like wasting time. His aircraft, a fast well equipped twin, could often be seen taking off and landing
in the kind of weather that might tax the skill of an airline captain. That sounds a bit like me; except I feel
sure my test examiner would not call me reckless, but cool!
The trip to Holland on the day it happened produced one fiasco after another – as you know I have flown a
few times to Holland without any problems. The business contact in Rotterdam had misunderstood his
appointment and was away, and then his deputy tried to deal adequately with John without success.
Somewhat disgruntled John drove back to Rotterdam airport and on the way the hire car had a puncture
which proved a villain to deal with because the wheel arch was packed with frozen slush. It took an age to
change the wheel in the freezing January wind and it was a pale and drawn John who entered the warmth of
the airport building and filed a flight plan for Coventry, his home base.
A pre-flight check, carefully inspecting the airframe for ice and he was off taxiing to the holding point.
Earlier that day the snow ploughs had made a good job of clearing the runway and all that now remain was a
light slush, the remnants of a subsequent gentle fall.
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Coventry 52022’N 01029’W.
3 NM SSE of Coventry.
278 feet AMSL. Customs “C”.
Bituminous runway:
05/23 = 1,615 x 46 m.
Three grass strips:
07/25 = 850 x 30 m
11/29 = 823 x 30 m
17/35 = 815 x 30 m
Code: EGBE. Fuel:100LL.Jet A1
Lighting: Ap. Thr. Rnway.
VASI.IBn. Gn. “BG”.
Op. Hours: 0730 – 2200 BY
arrangement Landing fee AoA
rates. Hangarage: available.
Maintenance: available.
Restaurant: refreshments and
club facilities available.

Remarks: Operated by Corporation of Coventry: PPO to non-radio aircraft. Airport situation below
Birmingham TMA: Mast 1,155 feet. AMSL 10 NM NM to E. Radio: c/s Coventry. APP. TWR, 119.25.
VDF/Hmr, 119.25, 122.0.RAD 122.0. Avis rent a car Tel: 0203 501 304, Bear in mind that over the years
data will change – this data applies to 1968.Tel: Coventry 301717 and 301792 (ATC) and 301742
(Commandant) STD 0203.
Searl states: that when you make a mistake, don’t look back at it long. Take the reason of the thing into
your mind, and then look forward. Mistakes are lessons of wisdom. The past cannot be changed. The
future is yet in your power. You can change it if you want so to do.
As John expected the takeoff took a little longer than usual as the dirty grey half melted snow retarded the
wheels and made a cascade in the slipstream. But once airborne in the cold, dense air the powerful twin
rocketed up to cruising level where John changed frequency from Amsterdam Control to London. The usual
cut and thrust on the busy radio channels seemed particularly bad that afternoon.
Apparently there was a major snag at one of the international airports and they were handing out diversions
and stacking instructions like trading stamps. John’s call sign burst through the ceaseless babble – “Golf
Bravo Echo climb to flight level seven-zero and advise when level” Yes, this is a true call sign, in fact it
was the call sign of my 177 that I pilot to Holland each time. This took John through controlled airspace,
there was no delay and the rest was routine; the normal descent and joining instructions at Coventry.
John selected undercarriage down and was exasperated more than alarmed to see the red light remain on.
This was going to be the end of a perfect day; appointment that misfired, puncture on the way to the airport
and now this, the threat of a wheels-up landing. John selected “wheels up” and re-cycled the undercarriage
sequence. Still the red light. There was nothing for it but to use the emergency system. It made no difference
– there was that uncompromising, unblinking light, brighter than ever.
They advised John to take up a hold on the “Charlie Alpha” beacon and burn off most of the fuel but it was
becoming dark and rain, then sleet had reduced the visibility to the point where John, for all his skill, was
developing an urge to get the aircraft in the hanger and settle for a double scotch. John elected to do wheels
up landing with fire tenders positioned along the runway. By now one or two of the city fire engines had
arrived and were busy putting down a carpet of foam.
It was at the beginning of long finals that John instinctively checked “wheels down” and gave the selector a
push. To John’s astonishment the green lights were on and he was so bemused by this odd development that
until the runway lights appeared more or less directly below the nose he forgot to lower flap.
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1968 Mortimer, Berkshire, UK this is more information that I understood then, since then changes could
have taken places; but is correct for that date. But cost to keep up to date is beyond my pension money.
Searl states: that to be thrown upon one’s resources is to be cast into the very lap of fortune so they say,
for our faculties then undergo a development and display an energy of which they were previously
unsusceptible.
As a result John touched down halfway along the landing area, immediately applied the brakes and since
they had little or no effect, ran off the end of the runway into the overshoot area where he finally came to
rest with one wing tip against an obstruction. John was glad to be down! I must admit that I have never run
out of runway – mostly half of the length is still available if I needed any more length.
Searl states; surprisingly, perhaps, for a man of such impatient temperament, John was always ready to learn
from his mistakes. Yes, my name is John too, and I loved flying to Amsterdam airport, funny, I have
never had any problems; maybe because I am cool headed. An examination of the aircraft revealed that
during the take-off at Rotterdam a good deal of slush had found its way into the rear of the undercarriage
bays and this had frozen after they put him up to Flight Level 70. The experts reckoned that it wasn’t until
he had descended below the freezing level and spent time in the holding pattern that the ice had melted
sufficiently to allow the wheels to come down on finals.
That John had misjudged the approach in the heat of the situation was no secret to John but the brake failure
he found puzzling until he realizes that it wasn’t really a case of brake failure at all, John now realizes that
what might be an adequate landing run on a dry runway can be thoroughly inadequate in heavy rain or slush.
Thinking about it that evening it dawned on John that he should have been forewarned when he jacked up
the car on the way to Rotterdam airport and found the wheel arch packed with ice.
I will take a commercial break here while you study this situation John was face with.
Searl states that Searl Technology Inc. contain many sections of functions, which one section will be
Organization theory that study of human relations within the business organization, as the success of any
company depends upon its workforce for success. The subject of this document is organization theory,
which comprises an examination of the fabric of organizations within which all business activities are
pursued. As such it is intended as background material against which other specific subject areas in this
series of documents may be put into context.
It serves to remind us that Searl Technology Inc. has a duty; that the efficiency and effectiveness of
functions and its staff can be influenced by the nature of an organization’s structure, its control mechanisms
and the values and aims which it incorporates. Searl Technology Inc. aim is to identify the important
components which comprise business organization and to enhance the workforce understanding of the
relationship between them and their impact not only on the efficiency of the business but also on its ability
to function effectively as a social unit.
Scientific management:
Primarily: developed by Searl; for Searl Technology Inc. which is concerned with the application of
scientific methods, e. g. work study, to improve the organization of work so as to maximize efficiency.
Searl Technology Inc. is determined to succeed no matter how impossible it may seem.
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April 2012 SMI CA USA: Received this latest photo from Searl magnetics Inc. work on the magnetic
equipment in progress, a major task converting basic old system into the new Searl system. But we shall
win, there is no retreat available – its forward into battle with nature – determined to win at all cost – and the
cost is the problem that slows us down.
Searl states: that some minds seem almost to create themselves, springing up under every disadvantage
and working their solitary but irresistible way through a thousand obstacles.
Searl states: that adversity is another way to measure the greatness of individuals. I never had a crisis
that didn’t make me stronger.
The procedure – landing when the undercarriage fails to lock down:
An attempt to lower the undercarriage by emergency means having failed – a wheel up landing is
unavoidable:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Check harness tight:
Plan to land on the runway, not on the grass:
Make a normal approach using the optimum flap setting:
On short finals unlock the hatches:
When it is certain the runway will be reached operate the idle cut-off, turn off the fuel and switch
off the ignition and the master switch:
6. Aim to touch down in the level attitude:
I trust that you are taking notes FlowerBower, you need education, and that is what this is education; for
you my darling.
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1963 Swallow Command Division Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: Searl understood how the aircraft
manufacturer’s progress in flight technology was jumping forward by watching these aircraft being tested.
Agree, that here in 2012 things have slow down as I predicted in 1946 this would happen. Cost to
manufacture, and cost of fuel, operation costs would slow down this progress. We have seen the end of
supersonic flight. Searl wonders if ever it will return as each year cost increases which is based on that swear
word economics which in industry is the controlling factor as to whether you can continue or have to shut
down. Searl Aerospace Inc. relates to flying – past – present and hopeful the future as an education unit.
Here I try to give you the real FACTS of the reality which is involved. The impossible made possible by
faith and determination of a workforce.
Searl states: that prosperity is not without many fears and distastes, and adversity is not without comforts
and hopes – must agree Searl has not had any comforts along the way – today 2012 Fernando Morris is
now trying to help him with some comforts of a career to help for two hours a day, that means he now get
a better lease of life to help him to write up the FACTS which is involved in the Searl Effect Technology.
Failure of one wheel to lock:
NOTE: with some types of aircraft it is preferable to do a wheel up landing:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check harness tight:
Approach in the normal way using the optimum flap setting:
On short finals unlock the hatches:
When it is certain the runway will be reached operate the idle cut-off, turn off the fuel and switch
off the ignition and the master switch:
5. Be prepared for the aircraft to swing as the wing goes down during the landing run and plan with
a view to avoiding obstructions:
6. After touchdown use aileron away from the failed undercarriage leg. As the aircraft decelerates
and the wing goes down use opposite brake and nose wheel steering to contain the swing.

Reneging:
A queuing strategy – a customer leaves the queue without service because his / her waiting time has
exceeded a certain limit, or need the loo for a poo or wee.
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1967 Swallow Command Division, Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: This was my knowledge on aircraft
developments I shall deal more information upon this issue maybe on the next page.
Searl states: that harder the conflict, the more glorious the triumph. What we obtain too cheaply, we
esteem too lightly; ‘tis dearness only that gives everything its value.
Failure of the nose wheel to lock:
1. Check harness tight:
2. Approach in the normal way using the optimum flap setting:
3. Deliberately bounce the main wheels on the runway in an effort to free the nose wheel. Repeat the
procedure several times if conditions permit. If the nose wheel refuses to lock down;
4. Fly round the circuit, join the approach and lower full flap:
5. On short finals unlock the hatches:
6. When it is certain the runway will be reached – allowing for full flap – operate the idle cut-off,
turn off the fuel and switch off the ignition and the master switch:
7. Touch down in a nose up attitude and use the elevators to hold the nose wheel off the ground for
as long as possible:
8. Not until the nose makes contact with the runway may the brakes be used. Then apply the brakes
to shorten the landing run.
Searl Technology Inc. duty in particular the volume focuses on people, who represent an important
resource and investment from which a business endeavours to obtain a satisfactory rate of return.
Equally, by virtue of his / her membership of Searl Technology Inc. and divisions an individual also seeks
a return, namely, the satisfaction of certain of his / hers needs both economic and social. In extreme
cases, failure to meet either or both may result in the business failing to survive. Individuals perform their
roles within a configuration of structural and control mechanisms. Their value systems, attitudes and
subsequent behavior stem from many sources but are most certainly influenced by their Searl Technology
Inc. membership.
Trait theory:
A leadership theory: This argues that leaders emerge and are effective because of the personal characteristics
of the leader.
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Boeing 737: Like all
Boeing aircraft, the
737 has been
developed into a
family. There are
cargo, convertible,
business jet and
military variants.
Proving yet again; that
the impossible is
possible if you want it
to be. Boeing sure
wanted it to be, and
they did it!
Unlike other US jet transport, the 737, Boeing’s smallest jet airliner, originated with an order from a foreign
customer, Lufthansa. In competition with the McDonnell Douglas DC-9 and the BAe One Eleven, over 400
were sold in the ten years following its introduction in 1967.
The aircraft has almost the same fuselage cross-section as the longer 707 and 727, giving it a rather stubby
appearance, but this design was adopted so that maximum use could be made of 727 tooling and components
to keep initial cost low. The aircraft is powered by the JT8D turbofan engine developed for the 727, and has
the 727’s high-lift system. Wing sweepback tends to increase with an aircraft’s speed and range; on the 737
long
Searl states: that he who, having lost one ideal, refuses to give his heart and soul to another and nobler, is
like a man who declines to build a house on rock because the wind and rain ruined his / her house on the
sand.
Landing when the brakes are known to have failed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Check harness tight:
If possible pick a large airfield for the emergency landing:
When the area is suitable, plan to land on the grass:
On the approach lower full flap and trim at the lowest possible airspeed consistent with safety.
On short finals unlock the hatches:
Touch down at the beginning of the landing area and hold up the nose for as long as possible.
If it seems likely the airfield will be overrun, operate the idle cut-off, turn off the fuel and switch
off the ignition and the master switch:
8. If necessary make evasive turns to avoid obstructions.
The first document on Organization theory which will appear in the company section SEARL
TECHNOLOGY INC. will cover: (1). approaches to organization: classical organization theory. The
human relations school: System theory: Historical development. By studying the past we can then select
which will work well for Searl Technology Inc. and companies under Searl Technology Inc.
This will examines various approaches to the study of organizations, assessing the contribution of
organization theory, tracing its development from classical theory through to a system perspective and
assessing the impact of each theory on organization development for and behalf of Searl Technology Inc.
and its various sections. Together we shall solve all operational problems and create a perfect company
for the entire workforce to be proud of.
The S.E.G is a technical problem, which is easy to solve; solve one then all are solved; but the workforce
is a critical problem as each case is an individual and different in respect.
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1968: Mortimer, Berkshire, UK. Swallow Command Division: Particles of modern physics. Stable
particles are listed above. This is the reality of the Searl Technology – energies of the universe are free for
all things to use, so we shall use them.
Searl states: Those things are in their essence what we choose to make them. A thing is, according to the
mode in which one looks at it.
Landing on a burst tyre:
1. Check harness tight:
2. Plan to land on the grass if a suitable area is available:
3. Make a normal approach using full flap and trim at the lowest possible airspeed consistent with
safety:
4. On short finals unlock the hatches:
5. When it is certain the landing area will be reached, operate the idle cut-off, turn off the fuel and
switch off the ignition and the master switch:
6. Touch down, then hold the ailerons towards the good tyre:
7. As the aircraft slows down and begins to settle on the burst tyre use the brakes and nose wheel
steering to counteract swing towards the burst tyre.
Without a commitment there are no awards – to make a pilot takes devotion and effort to achieve that status.
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For the benefits of those so call experts who inform people that I do not travel to meet people to discuss my
technology – this is just a month touring Australia with John Thomas and those who set up the number of
meetings which took place there. I have only flown as a passenger with Qantas, not as a crew member. Now
you have seen the truth. Let’s get back to business.
Searl states: that a sense of humor can help you overlook the unattractive, tolerate the unpleasant, cope
with the unexpected, and smile through the unbearable – that must be John Searl?
Searl Technology Inc. second document on organization theory, deals with Organization structures
housing Functional structures; Divisional structures; Systems approach: Project management; possible
difficulties. Which relates to Searl Technology Inc. and its various specialize divisions to considers the
development of organization structures, examining the process of chance in response to increasing
environmental complexity, and trends towards decentralization of authority.
Searl Technology Inc. will without doubt become one of the biggest companies around in research and
development in energy and transportation systems. Therefore its various authority controls shall have to
be spread across all subsections to be able to deliver the operational data to the centre core so all units are
working in unity with each other and not against each other. All staff must be seen working as one,
determined to get the S.E.G. to the market place. Such success relates to the team commitment.
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Proof: that I do travel to various parts of the planet to tell people about the benefits of S.E.G. and why we
need such technology – but they have ears, but they do not hear – they have eyes but cannot see the reality
around them. Here you see my trip to New Zealand to lecture. Vera Comer was the person who arranged my
trip and I stay at her home for the total time of that tour. Now you experts you know where to stick your crap
back from whence it came.
Searl states: that a sense of humor judges one’s actions and the actions of others from a wider reference.
It pardons shortcomings; it consoles failure. It recommends moderation.
Landing on a runway covered in rain, slush or snow:
1. After ATC has given the runway state and indicated the areas to be avoided plan an approach with
this in mind:
2. On short finals reduce the airspeed to the lowest consistent with safety. When landing on snow or
slush avoid damaging the flaps by using the optimum setting, otherwise use full flap:
3. When the entire runway length is covered touch down near the threshold. Allow the snow or slush
to retard the aircraft to a moderate speed before applying the brakes:
4. When part of the runway is clear of snow or slush and it is long enough for a landing, use the
throttle to delay touchdown until the dry area is reached:
5. While landing on a wet runway following a heavy shower, land short at a low speed and delay
applying the brakes until the aircraft has slowed to a moderate speed. Never apply sufficient
pressure to lock the wheels.
Background information:
Of the operation of aircraft services are more likely to deal successfully with an emergency caused by a
mechanical fault than those with little or no knowledge; therefore the following notes on undercarriage and
brake systems are intended as revision. These notes can only be of a general nature and details applicable to
specific aircraft types will be found in the operating manual.
Stratification sampling:
A process used to ensure that different strata of the population – such as age – are represented in a sample,
in the correct proportion.
Standardized normal distribution:
A particular normal distribution with a mean of O and a standard deviation on 1 – tabulated in Appendix 1,
on the next page,
As I have stated all these terms shown here will be explain in working format in documents to be
released.
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Appendix 1: area under the normal
curve. To find the area up to 2.63 Find
the row starting with 2.6 and the column
headed 0.03 the corresponding entry is
9957, representing an area of 0.9957 or
99.57%
To find the area up to 1.93: Find the
entry for 1.93, i.e. 0.9732 and subtract
from one. i.e. 1 – 09732 = 0.0268.
To find the 5% points for a two tail test:
The area in each tail is 2.5%, i.e. 0.0250,
so the area up to the positive critical
value is 1 – 0.0250 = 0.9750. Look up
9750 in the body of the table – this
occurs Flower bower under the entry
1.96 the 5% points are –1.96 and 1.96
Flowerbower this is intended for those
with intelligence, and not for you, as it is
far too complicated for your brain
capacity.
This was the information Searl used in
the 60s under swallow command
Division Mortimer, Berkshire, UK. What
was useful then is still useful today FB!
The future you have to make – otherwise
hell is your home for life. IMPOSSIBLE
only you make it so.

This will be known as Appendix 1.
Searl states: that provision for others to Searl Technology Inc. is a fundamental responsibility of human
life.
Retractable undercarriages:
The function of retracting and lowering the undercarriage may be performed by one of these methods:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hand operated:
Hydraulic system:
Electric system:
Pneumatic system.

This also applies to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V.)
In all cases some kind of positive “down” lock is provided to ensure that while on the ground the
undercarriage will remain rigidly extended. The wheels may be held retracted by a mechanical “up” lock or
by hydraulic / pneumatic pressure according to the system used.
This also applies to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) but instead of wheels it has eight landing legs.
WHY? It’s to evenly dissipate the load upon the surface of the ground in which it’s idle upon.
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Yes, during 1978, I was trying to assess what problems there was for the I.G.V flight program, so they could
be solve before the program was started. There was no real objection but useful suggestions for me to study.
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1999, this was an option
available to me for the Swallow
Command R&D development,
but cost was outside of my
pension at that time. In
conjunction with VHF-UHF
direction finder DDF190 and
Spectrum Display EPZ513,
receiver ESMC forms a
convenient VHF-UHF
monitoring system. I shall be
explaining this in a document
which will appear here; for
now it’s just showing what was
available to me then, I can
aspects that yet for few more
years will still be available but
at a much higher cost.
Today Searl is still trying to
recover from the robbery of
25.8.2003 so he can continue the
work which he had planned to do.
That is still a costly task which lies
now outside of his pension money.
But he is determined: that is the
difference between success and
failure – that is why he will win –
take time as cost is high and task
to find where to get such
equipment from today and at what
cost. Together we can make a
difference at the speed of recovery
to start making available videos
again, as I did in the past!

1999; the future is in your hands, I am only the tool that makes it happen.
It requires your input to get my output. You young lovers should be able to understand that issue!

Searl states: that maturity begins to grow when you can sense your concern for others out weighing your
concern for yourself – that has to be John Searl.
Undercarriage locks and position indicators:
Shows indicator is of a single light type it will only come on when all wheels are correctly locked.
Unfortunately there is no uniform system of indication for “wheels up” or “wheels are in transit”. Whereas,
the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle each leg has full status indicted by colour LEDS. This is one up on
conventional aircraft. On some conventional aircraft there is a red light when the wheels are in transit –
moving between the up and down positions – and no light after the undercarriage fas locked up, while many
of the modern light twins show no lights while the wheels are in transit and an amber light for “up”. Yet
another warning system is that used on the Piper PA 39 Twin Comanche where the usual green light
confirms “locked down”, a white light shows “wheels in transit and an a white light shows “wheels in
transit” and an amber light denotes “wheels locked up”. From this it will be seen that other than green for
“locked down” undercarriage warning systems differ from one design to another and it is particularly
important that pilots should fully understand the lights on the aircraft type being flown.
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1968 Swallow Command Division Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: This was Searl world of the time, a new baby
of components arrive which were perfect for his research work – for those who have no idea what they are
called – Triacs - the triac – or bi-directional triode thyristor - to Searl Technology prove to be a very
popular semiconductor switch for power control applications such as lamp dimmers, heaters and AC and DC
motors. It can pass or block current in either direction and can be triggered by either positive or negative
gate signals. A perfect answer: to the secondary control system of the 64 flight cells and hatchways. The first
ones which I brought were made by Philips. Are you surprise Flowerbower? Maybe we shall hear more.
Searl states: that the greatest good you can do for another is not just to share your riches, but to reveal to
him his own. How true from where I sit that is the picture I get – what my riches are at this stage is just a
roof over my head still lucky – food at a low level of goodness – heat most of the time when I need it
thanks to Fernando Morris help. Telephone: electric and broadband. Now: added is a career to help for 2
hours a day, which is appreciated, supplied by Fernando Morris again. Wonderful Yes but it lacks one
important thing no partner for pleasure because it is not a home but a workplace for me.
Undercarriage lock and position indicators – continue:
Often the warning lights are of the “press-to-test” type and for night flying their intensity is automatically
dimmed when the navigation lights are on. Some aircraft have an additional down lock warning, a
mechanical indicator that protrudes above the wing surface when the wheels are locked ready for landing.
Searl states: that the I-G-V since 1963 had a set 4 colour lights per flight cell, due to the fact the craft can
fly manual or by sensors or ground control. Each unit cost £64.00 plus tax back in 1963 and there are 64
flight cells that was £4,096.00 for the secondary operational system per craft – today that cost will be twice
or even more that value. Then you have eight landing legs with each contains two rams for operation the
electrical control system is based upon the same control mode. Hatches: also uses the same system. Today
that system will cost over £10,000.00 per craft. Like: Concorde too costly now to build.
I-G-V- concept design for deep space exploration and thus more complex in nature than aircraft.
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I am what I am not by
choice or desire but by
natures demand for help
as we are killing it.
1968 Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication Division. Searl states all cameras are only good as
the lenses they use – they cannot be better – as the better lenses cost more you need to protect your camera
and here you see such protection that was available to me, and still is but the camera is not yet in my
procession, other cameras whose lenses are not of high class. But for re-start they are just above the bottom
class and thus should give reasonable films output.
Searl states: on my pension money I can only do the best I can, but it takes time. At this time my image at
lectures is now vital that really cost money – but in the end I shall win.
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Searl has received many letters; telephone calls and emails in reference for help to learn mathematics. Well I
hope this sample will help you to understand how math’s work. Take it steady and do not rush it.
Searl states: that sharing what you have is more important than what you have – agree – unfortunate I
have such a small one that no one wants to share it – yet I have always been prepared to share what I
have, I cannot do more than that – agree there are those who bent on stealing my property to stop this
work: that is a different kind of sharing – its taking procession of your goods to prevent them being stolen
from me. In return I like to give them 25 strokes of the birch as a thank you present.
Safeguards:
To prevent inadvertent retraction of the undercarriage while the aircraft is on the ground the selector is
provided with a device that requires a positive effort to override. Additionally most modern aircraft have a
limit valve or switch which prevents the retraction circuit from operating while the weight of the aircraft is
supported on the ground. This also applies to the I-G-V. – The limit valve or switch is fitted to one of the
telescopic undercarriage struts and is set to cut out after lift-off.
The risk of inadvertently landing with the undercarriage retracted has existed since the invention itself. The
design features adopted to try and avoid such an accident vary according to aircraft type, some of the
methods in use being:1. Automatic lowering of the undercarriage when power and airspeed are reduced below a certain
level:
2. Flashing warning lights. Often the amber “up” light is used for the purpose but sometimes there is
a separate red light on or near the undercarriage selector:
3. A warning horn which likes the warning light operates when the throttle(s) are brought back
below a particular setting, usually 12 inch manifold pressure.
Searl hope that you are learning to become a pilot. It does take determination and commitment to achieve;
but that represents just the first rung of the ladder with many more rungs to climb before you can fly the I-GV. But the challenge is there for those who dare to devote time and effort to achieve success. The reward
will be fantastic to fly where no man has ever flown – and see what no other man has seen.
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1968 Mortimer, Berkshire, UK. Swallow
Command: This was my microfiche
reader and printer: that study all those
NASA plates of Moon photos, which I
feel certain was four plates covering all
moon photos. It was the Agfa Scandesk
Microfiche unit. Strange I have not seen
such equipment showing in adverts these
days – has that technology died as well?
These fiche jackets must admit that I have
forgotten now many photos and pages
they could hold; but in my days it was a
top system of storage NASA used that
system to store photos and data on. I
know that this is true for I brought all data
from them on the moon shots to study. I
guess it is still possible Agfa is still on the
market in this form of communication,
will have to see what they offer today for
mass system communication. I cannot
afford to make an error of choice for the
work which Searl Technology Inc. and
divisions must perform is filed at the best
standard possible for release to the public.
His is one of the lot of equipment stolen in the first robber of 1980, mass photos, 35 mm film clips books
data were burnt while I was away. Rail systems sold to shops at no doubt stupid low prices. And lied to me
that someone must have broken in while they were out shopping. The only ones who broke in were them.
Searl States: that the man who knows it can’t be done counts the risks, not the reward. That is truly one
of the major problems Searl find investors have – it can’t be done – so the risks are far too high to
gamble, instead of assessment of the possibility of success and the return from their investment would be
rewarding.
Hydraulic systems:
The principles of hydraulics offer the engineer a convenient method of transmitting power around difficult
corners to inaccessible places through a system of small diameter high pressure pipes filled with fluid,
usually a mineral based oil. Oil has the advantage of possessing low friction and resistance to freezing while
for all practical purposes, it is incompressible.
The heart of an aircraft hydraulic system is an engine-driven pump fed by a reservoir containing the
hydraulic fluid. Pressure from the pump is led via the main feed to the selectors controlling the
undercarriage, flaps and perhaps other services – e.g. air stairs. In effect these selectors are three position
valves which control the hydraulic fluid thus: “up”, “neutral or idle” and “down’. In the idle position:
pressure oil flows from the pump, through the selector valve and returns to the reservoir. When a selection is
made pressure oil is diverted to the service required filling one side of an hydraulic jack and moving its
piston in the direction relevant to the particular function, e.g. undercarriage down, flaps up, etc. Figure 30
shows a simple hydraulic system capable of operating a retractable undercarriage. It will be seen that the
piston in the hydraulic jack is two-sided so that fluid may be pumped in either direction to effect “up” or
“down”.
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Vision 1968 Mortimer. Berkshire. UK: Swallow
Command Audio Communication Division: This Agfa
Bscan was never able to afford to buy. Instead I had to
buy a different unit to make the master copies to
photocopy thousands of copies off each template – damn
it, I cannot think of that machine that cost £3,600.00
before ink and paper. The Sherwoods and voluntary
workers would assemble the newsletters and post them
out to members, 2,000 was the maximum sheets I could
print from each template cut. But that was not bad going
for in house work considering the smell involved from
the ink. Guess I need a spanking to get my brain to work.
This is a document capturing software. Amazing soon as my arse heard me say it need a good spanking it
immediately found the word – damn if I can’t spell it, try all kinds of spelling without luck. Being clinical
death I am not able to sense the spelling that is maddening to me. No one can win all the time and I have
never stated that I could. The spelling will come to me when I no longer need it.
Searl states: that hard work spotlights the character of people: some turn up their sleeves, some turn up
their noses, and some don’t turn up at all. AMEN!
When the jack is in operation oil from the non-pressure side of the piston will return through the selector to
the reservoir. When the jack has performed its function, and in so doing reached the end of its travel, back
pressure within the hydraulic line under pressure will return the selector to neutral so that the engine-driven
pump may idle again until the next selection is made. This refinement is not shown in the diagram Figure 30
page 355.
Although most hydraulic pumps are coupled directly to the engine some aircraft have an electro-hydraulic
system where the pump is driven by an electric motor. A blown fuse or circuit breaker will, in these systems,
render the hydraulic services inoperative.
FUSES: fuses are sometimes coded with the use of coloured dots on the fuse body.

Ratings of colour-coded fuses are as follows shown here on the left hand side.
Unfortunate, I cannot at this time find my drawings of fuses which I have released
before, and I have no time or space to search for those papers. So let’s see who have
worked or helped or meet me.

Flowerbower, so much has taken place since you started your poison pen writing on the web - which due to
your lack of education you missed out on, you have eyes which cannot see, you have ears that cannot hear,
but you have a anus which went into overdrive on the internet and you run out of toilet paper to clean the
crap up, because of that you began to smell – now you sink – what a waste of sperm. But I still wish you a
great day regardless; after all you did bring a lot of new members to me which otherwise I would never have
got, well done FB! And up yours too. Today, we are pushing forward its slow due to funding as cost
continues to increase; we are aware of the problems on the internet that stops big funding coming this way.
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Calculus will not give you the answer to the
amount of an element to use for the Searl
Effect Generator (S.E.G). As calculus
requires an input of FACTS before you can
use calculus. Then why on earth bother
with calculus when the law of the squares
gives you all the answers you need to assess
the amount of any ingredient required to
create the S.E.G.
I cannot understand why people do things
the hard way when there is an easy way to
do it. Here on your left are samples of the
mathematics we use in industry in
construction work of designing the part
required. This is not the same as defining
how much of this material we need to be
added to that material.
This material set up has to have a system
that performs functions in a set manner or
otherwise you will be disappointed with the
results. Then claim that Searl got his sums
wrong, when he has not given you any
details; instead of telling truth that you
have no education whatsoever on how to
make the S.E.G. It is true that you can fool
some of the people some of the times, but
not all the people all the time. And I
happen to be one you can’t fool at any time.
Remember someone you can bet will tell
me what you say, thinking they are clever.
Agree that calculus has its place in science and technology, as the basic keys are known from which you can
apply an input to commence your calculations. But you do not know the keys of the S.E.G. clearly you do
not have any keys by which to open the door to preform calculus. In the name of research it is far better to
drop your image and try to understand what the functions are within the S.E.G. which is required to obtain
those required functions. As you would do for any other electronic device: Unless you understand the
functions required throughout the unit, there is no way you can design an operating unit – that is logic!
I am nevertheless happy at last expert physicists have joined us to solve what is taking place in this
arrangement that makes it function in the way it does. I hope their answer will be more than WOW it works,
or what goes in that hole in the middle of the plate. But I accept Hollywood claim that they are a great team
of scientists. I can only await their report with excitement.
Before anyone can conceive a concept to generate some new invention a number of triggers have to be in
place.
1. The brain must be free from all conventional brainwashing so that the sub-conscience can freely
communicate to the conscience mind. Thus between these two states the data stored can be made
active by input of our body’s sensors.
I shall continue this article upon the next page to avoid breaking up a line.
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July 25th 1946 at 30 Crawley Road.
Turnpike Lane. London. UK: Searl is
learning fast about the atom, electrons
and magnetism. Here he looks at current.
What is electric current? The structure of
the atom plays a vital part in the flow of
an electric current. In some materials, the
electrons in the outermost orbit of the
atoms are loosely held. These electrons
can easily be set free from their orbits,
and for this reason they are called free
electrons. Materials which have lots of
free electrons are called conductors. If a
body with a negative charge is connected
through a conductor to a body with a
positive charge, electrons will flow from
the negative charge through to the
positive charge. This flow of electrons is
called an electric current.

1946.7.23 30: Crawley Road. Turnpike Lane, London, UK: John Searl understood Sir George Cayley was
the first person to design and build an aeroplane that could carry a man, and he was born 200 years ago, on
27 December 1773. It as a glider – there was no engine available that was light enough to power an
aeroplane – but it was based on absolutely sound theory. This isn’t surprising because Sir George discovered
the laws of flight and invented the science of aerodynamics.
Searl states: just to remember that happiness is a way of travel, not a destination. Shame I have yet to
experience happiness on my travels – which now appears most unlikely. I am a member of a social society
– unfortunate where is this social society?
Should these measures fail it is possible that something is fouling one of the wheel retraction linkages and in
the case of a nose wheel the “bouncing” procedure outline earlier in his article should be adopted in an effort
to dislodge the cause of the trouble.
4. Inability to lower the undercarriage by engine or hand pump: This situation is usually accompanied by
the complete loss of hydraulic services so that almost certainly the flaps will be inoperative for the landing.
In this case the prime objective is to get the wheels down and locked and the emergency system provided for
the purpose usually takes the form of a compressed air or CO2 bottle which may be discharged into the
“down” side of the undercarriage jacks – in most aircraft there is one jack for each undercarriage leg. In
so doing a valve isolates the normal hydraulic lines to prevent loss of emergency air pressure through a
possible pipe fracture. This emergency system is confined to the undercarriage and cannot be used for
lowering the flaps. After the emergency system has been used the undercarriage must be left down in the
event of an overshoot.
Appendix: Predominant types of accident and phase of operation in accidents involving PPL holders 1960
– 1970 inclusive.
Phase of operation notifiable accidents (643)
1. Landing run
2. Final Approach
3. En-route cruise
4. Initial climb
5. General/others
6. Take-off run
7. Initial approach
May be we shall hear more, as this is just the beginning of FACTS in the world of Searl.
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169
112
109
95
73
58
57

%
26
17
17
15
11
9
4

25TH July 1946, 30 Crawley Road, Turnpike Lane,
London: Searl is learning fast in reference on
electrons, atoms, magnetism.
The voltage is a measure of the force, or electric
pressure that is making the current flow. Two
batteries, if they are connected one after the other
– in series – have double the voltage of one. They
cause double the current to flow in a circuit. As a
result, a bulb again produces more heat and light.
On page 410 I intended to make a note on the
term current in the manner seen here on voltage.
So I shall add it here: Measuring electricity. The
current flowing in a circuit is a measure of
amount of electricity passing through the wire
every second. The heavier the current, the greater
are its effects – such as the amount of light and
heat given off by a bulb and the strength of the
magnetic field the current causes.

Searl states: that the capacity for hope is the most significant fact of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.).
It will provide the team with a sense of destination and the energy to get started.
Electric systems:
General information on aircraft electric circuits: which I have given early on. Where this section is confined
to electrically operated undercarriages. These are to be found on a number of light single and twin engine
designs. The principle is that when a selection is made, say, “wheels up”, current from the main circuit is
directed to an electric motor which drives a retraction assembly comprising a gear train and screw jack. Push
–pull rods connect the retraction assembly to the nose and main wheels and a limit switch installed on one
undercarriage leg prevents accidental retraction so long as the weight of the aircraft is supported by the
ground.
Predominant types of accidents – 1960 – 1970 inclusive:
Phase of operation:
Fatal accidents (90)
1. En-route cruise
2. General/others
3. Initial climb
4. Initial approach
5. Final approach
6. Landing run
7. Take-off run
Type of accident – notifiable accident (636) You never know where you will find
1. Heavy landing
this alien – the loo is a most likely
2. Nose-over
place waiting for you!
3. Unintentional spin/stall
4. Landing gear collapsed
5. Ground loop
6. Over run
7. Collision with trees
8. Undershoot
9. Other forms, loss of control in air
10. Collision with level ground / water
11. Collision with other objects
To be continue on the next page.
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31
25
16
9
8
1
0
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34
28
18
10
9
1
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%
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7
6
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4
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25TH July 1946, 30 Crawley Road,
Turnpike Lane. London: Searl is learning
fast about the atom, electrons and
magnetism, he is in the right place at the
right time.
The resistance of a circuit, as its name
suggests, is a measure of how difficult it is
for the current to flow. If the resistance is
increased, the current is reduced, and the
bulb dims. In fact, for any circuit, the
voltage – measured in volts – equals the
current – measured in amps – multiplied
by the ohms – Flowerbower this is Ohm’s
law. This is the beginning of Searl
education – and could be yours too FB. If
only you had a brain that had spares
storage space available.
Searl states: that we don’t stop playing because we grow old: we grow old because we stop playing. Sad to
say that Searl never had the chance to play that is why he has grown old.
Emergency lowering of electric undercarriages:
Failure of the lowering sequence may result from:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A blown fuse or circuit breaker:
A damaged selector or circuit:
A mechanical fault in the retraction assembly or linkage to the undercarriage:
A burned out electric motor.

I shall continue this on the next page as I need to complete the subject on the last page.
Type of accident – Notifiable accident (636)
12. Wheels up landing
=13. Collision with high ground
=13. Collision with wires / poles
=15. Intentional spin / stall
=15. Airframe failure in air

21
17
17
7
7

%
3
3
3
1
1

Fatal accidents (84)
1. Unintentional spin / stall
2. Collision with high ground
3. Collision with level ground / water
4. Collision with trees
5. Collision with wires / poles
6. = intentional spin / stall
= Other forms. Loss of control in air
= Airframe failure in air
9. Collision with other objects
= Undershoot
= Heavy landing
= Nose over

28
14
13
6
5
4
4
4
2
2
1
1

%
33
17
15
7
6
5
5
5
2
2
1
1

You will never know where you will
find me next.

This completes my understanding up to that date.
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30th July 1946, 30 Crawley Road, Turnpike Lane, London. UK: Searl learning fast and this is how he leant.
So elementary my dear Flowerbower. You see when wool is rubbed against rubber balloons, electrons are
lost from the wool and stick to the rubber – it’s not the only thing that rubber will stick to. 1. The negatively
charged balloons then repel each other. 2. But they attract the positive charges left behind on the wool. 3.
The positive charges repel each other 4.
Searl states: that the world is not dangerous because of those who do harm but because of those who look
at it without doing anything about it.
Emergency continue:
Fault (1) may be rectifiable but if the circuit continues to blow this could be as a result of fault (3). The
retraction assembly is usually under an easily removable access panel situated on the floor within reach of
the pilot and it may be possible to see obvious signs of blockage fouling the gears or the associated screw
jack. When efforts to lower the undercarriage by normal means have failed the emergency procedure will
have to be adopted, details of which are in the operating manual and on the inside of the retraction assembly
cover plate.
The usual procedure is to disengage the undercarriage push-pull rods from the retraction assembly – using
the lever marked for the purpose thus leaving the undercarriage free to be moved manually, an operation
effected by inserting a long bar – stowed in the retraction assembly compartment – into a socket, then
moving it in the direction indicated. When the undercarriage is fully lowered it will be made safe for
landing by the “down” locks.
NOTE: that Cayley’s discoveries and inventions in aeronautics are enough to make him famous in the
history of inventions, but he made others. He invented, for example, the caterpillar tractor, in 1825. He even
invented the bicycle wheel before there were really any bicycles to use it.
The bicycle wheel is one of the marvels of engineering design in my days, because it is so light and yet so
strong. When Cayley invented his wheel the only machine that even remotely resembled bicycles were crude
devices called hobby horses or draisines that you sat astride and moved by pushing on the ground. The
wheels were like any other wheels of the time. They had wooden rims and thick wooden spokes that had to
be strong enough to support a weight pressing down on them – as I have never rode one I cannot say if it
was painful to one’s personal processions.
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1963, Mortimer, Berkshire, UK:
Searl learning curve. Bear in mind
that this is a long time ago things
may have change by now.
Diameters of fuse wires for various
amperage ratings and common
materials are shown here on the left
side.

Searl learning curve: covering
many subjects - which are a must to get this technology to the market place. Do you know what that image
above represents? To be a pilot of an I-G-V you must know these things.
Searl states: that forgiveness does not change the past, but it does enlarge the future: that is bill wise, the
stolen goods now cost me three times more than they actually cost which was robbed from me – and you
say that if Searl did it in 1946 why can’t he do it now – what idiots we have – this is not 1946 if it was it
could be done one every 3 months – good if only a couple of people want one – bad if a million wants one
– which before long they sure will need one.
Pneumatic systems:
The pneumatic operation of flaps, brakes and undercarriage is now uncommon although the Hawker Siddely
Dove which uses this type of system is still flying in fairly considerable numbers. In essence a pneumatic
system is rather similar to the hydraulic circuit described on page 409, except that in place of the hydraulic
fluid and the reservoir is a cylinder holding compressed air at a pressure of between 400 – 1000 psi. Pressure
is maintained by one or more engine driven compressors and the pressure air is feed via filters and a water
trap – to extract moisture collected from the atmosphere – to the selector valves controlling
undercarriage retraction, flaps and the brakes. A triple pressure gauge situated on the instrument panel
provides the following information:
Centre finger
Left finger
Right finger

pressure in the system:
pressure to left brake:
Pressure to right brake.

Operation of the brakes I will describe soon.
FACTS:
Cayley wanted very light wheels for his aircraft, and he realized that materials could not withstand very
much of a force to squash them but could easily resist a much greater force pulling them apart. In other
words, a spoke that was properly fixed at the rim and the hub could be very thin, because the weight at the
axis would hang on the spoke. The spoke could be as thin and flexible as a bicycle spoke is nowadays. It
could even be made of cord, and Cayley’s wheel, which he invented in 1808, actually had spokes of cord.
So the impossible is actually possible after all – how many more impossible are there waiting to
become possible?
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Friday 27th April. 2012, SMI CA. USA: update received today. Tom: assisting Morris in stripping and
rebuilding equipment ready for the big push.
Searl states: that you have to expect things of yourself before you can do them. This does not imply that
you can think that you are an expert physicist; and you will be one: no you are still just an idiot.
Emergency lowering of pneumatic undercarriages:
When the normal system fails to lower the undercarriage reference to the central finger on the triple pressure
gauge will determine whether or not the fault is due to low or complete lack of pressure. After heavy: and
prolonged braking or repeated use of the flaps and undercarriage during circuit flying a faulty pneumatic
system may fail to maintain the required minimum pressure. Often it is only a matter of allowing a little
more time for the pressure to build up before the undercarriage may be lowered in the normal way.
If the main system should fail there is an independent compressed air bottle provided and the instruction for
emergency lowering of the undercarriage will be found in the operating manual. In the HS Dove these
instructions are shown on a plate affixed to the control column.
FACTS:
In the same year, Cayley discovered the basic principle of how birds fly. Most people at that time thought
that a bird’s actions were rather like those of someone swimming breast stroke. Here the arms move partly
downwards, lifting the swimmer up, and partly backwards, driving him / her forwards. Cayley realized that,
in a bird, the tip of the wing twisted - in some birds the feathers twist separately – so that the end of the
wing, during the down stroke, acts as a propeller does.
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1963, Mortimer, Berkshire, UK. This
was the world of John Searl of
Swallow Command UK. These are
the tools of real experts; not those
who think they are, in the metrology
domain of engineering. Optical
technology will arrive and we must
be ready to accept and employ such
technology. Today, such technology
has reached levels unexpected in
1963 across the whole domain of
science and technology. Therefore
Searl Technology Inc. has to study
how best such technology can serve
our requirements now and in the
future. Well FB guess you picked a
fight with the wrong man, I guess
that a part of your anatomy has just
hit the floor with the sound of J.
Arthur Rank hitting that large gong.
There is no harm in testing their
bouncing capabilities. If they failed
to bounce, then they must have been
your brain. That account for your
insanity on YouTube and other sites,
which are just all balls. Unfortunate
not as useful as the items shown on
the left here.
FACTS: can appear strange to many of my readers, that is why I am trying to explain everything in a simple
way, where possible and with precise details.
Searl states: that there are two main types of people who will tell you that you cannot make a difference in
this world: those who are afraid to try and those who are afraid you will succeed.
Preliminary actions when the undercarriage refuses to lower correctly:
Before a decision is made to implement the various procedures listed in this document. Air Traffic Control
should be warned of the difficulty. The airfield will then be alerted and so be able to advise on the best
landing area, but if all possible precautions are to be completed before the wheels up landing – warning
other traffic, fire service alert, foam on runway, etc.- the pilot will have to transmit his emergency message
as soon as there is a risk of belly landing.
Even at this stage there are additional steps that can be taken to get the wheels down and locked. When the
green indicator fails to light the wheels should be raised, then lowered again to re-cycle the system but even
when the fault persists it may be nothing more serious than a burned out indicator bulb or a faulty
undercarriage micro switch. Searl states; that the indicator bulb can usually be tested by pressing or
sometimes there is an alternative bulb, but when the undercarriage cannot be seen from the cabin and
satisfactory operation of the down locks is in doubt a low and slow fly past, using the optimum flap setting,
should be made close to the control tower so that an external report can be made.
I shall continue this advice on the next page, as there is not enough space here to complete that information.
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Friday 27th April 2012, SMI CA. USA: update received today. Morris received this bit of equipment –
WHY? Because we need to modify some materials for the S.E.G. to function same as we do with creating
Transistors, otherwise they will not function; Simple elementary education dear Flowerbower.
Searl States: whoever renders service to many puts himself / herself in line for greatness – great wealth,
great return, great satisfaction, great reputation, and great joy. That is what Searl understood – but he
has learnt from years of experience that may not be true, he don’t get any returns not even get a spanking
of gratitude, as a thank you for service rendered – he certainly has no wealth, therefore he cannot state
that he has got satisfaction as he lives alone – reputation is in doubt – and he certainly has no joy. How
about you?
Preliminary actions:
If advised that the undercarriage appears to be locked down the next stage is to confirm this by touching the
wheels firmly on the runway at a low approach speed without allowing the full weight of the aircraft to settle
on the undercarriage. At this stage provided the undercarriage feels firm and the runway is long enough it
should be possible to close the throttle(s) and gently bring the aircraft to a halt. When there are an obvious
sign of the undercarriage collapsing it is best to go round again so that the full crash check procedure may be
completed. It has already been mentioned earlier in this document that whenever possible an airfield with a
long runway should be chosen for an emergency.
There is not enough space here to complete the next block of instructions so as not to break it up I shall
deal with it on the next page.
I sincerely hope; that you would be test pilots for the I-G-V. Now have started learning how to fly.
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1975 Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: This is a subject under study for Starship Ezekiel MK V. project and such
will no doubt become part of the infrastructure of Searl Technology Inc. production centres. With the
possibility should the I.G.V project get funds this technology will again become active?
Searl says: that we can do great things: only small things with great love. That is true, we can or could
make very large S.E.Gs, but the small ones for the home would be made with love from Searl Technology
Inc. from which you get maximum benefits from nature.
Preliminary actions:
When the indicators, either within the aircraft or from ground observation, are that the wheels are partly
down but not locked these additional steps may be taken in an endeavor to move the undercarriage to the
fully extended position. It is assumed that by now all emergency lowering systems have been tried without
success.
1. Rocking the wings: This has been known to assist in moving the undercarriage into the locking
phase.
2. Application of “g”: By diving to a speed slightly above normal cruising and pulling up to the point
where vision is beginning to darken – grey out – a stubborn undercarriage can often be persuaded
to lock down.
I have within this document present the various problems as blocks of information, and there only now
remain a few more points to deal with. Who knows; you may as yet become a pilot; to be amongst the first
to fly to the stars, and if you do, remember it was your efforts that made it so, not mine; I only open the
gate for you to go.
Short term finance:
Generally used for self-financing projects having a life of up to three years, and for overcoming problems
with working capital encountered in day-to-day business operation. Searl Technology Inc. if it is having
seasonal peaks and troughs may find this a useful source of finance. On the other hand we trust this will not
be necessary.
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2010. Glasgow, Scotland, Swallow Command Audio Visual communication Division: This was the last bit
of equipment brought in Scotland before leaving Scotland. It should be here, though I have not yet found it.
This Rack system allows me to view 4 data input to select what I need in the video film under development.
If it has been stolen on the way here it will take me 10 years before I can buy another one. It’s called by that
rude name economics that will prevent me rebuying it, so let’s hope it’s here. For the S.E.G. to become
reality in my lifetime than IT is a must.
Searl states: that very often a change of self is needed more than a change of scene. What about me
becoming a Scotsman to obtain a change of self. Would that work?
The wheels up landing:
When all measures have failed to lower the undercarriage a wheels up landing will have to be carried out
following the procedures explained here in this document. It will be noted that in some of these procedures
use of part flap only is recommended. This is to protect them from unnecessary damage during the wheels
up touch down. In this case of a high wing monoplane, full flap may be used since the flaps will be well
clear of the ground.
Experience has shown that less damage is caused to an aircraft when a wheels up landing is performed on a
runway, rather than on grass – where there is a tendency to dig in. Although the fire services should have
been alerted the actual risk of fire or indeed serious airframe damage of any kind is slight, provided the
situation is handled correctly and a touchdown is made in the level attitude.
Aircraft braking systems:
Aircraft brakes may be operated by one of the following methods:
1. Mechanical effort:
2. Pneumatic pressure:
3. Hydraulic pressure.
Mechanical brakes:
Cable operated mechanical brakes of the drum and expanding shoe type are confined t aircraft of older
design. The brakes are applied either through heel pedals situated near the rudder control or by hand lever
acting through a differential unit linked to the rudder pedals. In either case one wheel may be made to apply
greater braking effort than the other to assist steering while taxiing. The main weakness with this type of
system is that the drums tend to retain friction generated heat and the brake will fade. Furthermore the cable
/ brake shoe operation requires constant adjustment if the limited efficiency of this type of system is to be
maintained. Cable operated brakes of this kind are most likely to fade while being used to taxi a tail wheel
aircraft in a strong cross wind – the very time when they are most needed.
I will break here so you have time to digests what is presented here, and continue on the next page. There
are only 3 or 4 more points I wish to deal with on this subject for the benefits of future would be pilots.
This document is purely basic requirements for your first steps to be a pilot.
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2010 Glasgow, Scotland: Swallow Command
Audio, Vision and Communication Division:
My dual input, quad monitor unit, using the
latest LCD technology offers 140K pixel, 200
DPI, near photographic quality image and
now with utility switched video output. Of
cause we could switch as many inputs needed
by switch circuits. Agree, today technology
has advanced beyond anything I could image
in 1946. This will continue to increase without
a doubt – we shall do our part in that change.
Guess you will hear more latter, if it’s here to set up to carry out work.
Searl states: that too many over value what they are not; and undervalue what they are Flowerbower.
Pneumatic brakes:
Like mechanical brakes the pneumatic system is now only to be seen on older types of aircraft. In the past,
pneumatic brakes were fitted to larger civil aircraft and most of the military advanced trainers and
operational types.
The pneumatic system described earlier, supplies pressure air to a dual relay valve, a unit comprised of two
pressure air controllers, one for each brake. The brakes are applied by a hand grip conveniently positioned
on the control stick or wheel and there is a lever locking device for parking. When the lever is squeezed
compressed air flows from the dual relay valve supplying equal pressure to the wheel units where rubber
sacks similar in appearance to small inner tubes inflate, pressing the brake shoes against the drums which in
turn provide the necessary braking action.
Through the action of a differential linkage, application of left or right rudder will cause the dual relay valve
to increase brake pressure in the same sense, i. e. left rudder, more left brake, while compressed air is
allowed to escape from the starboard wheel unit which in this case is on the outside of the resultant turn.
When the aircraft is parked in windy conditions the action of the differential unit will exhaust the supply of
pressure air unless the rudder is prevented from moving by operating the control locks. While some
pneumatic brake systems are very effective, like all drum / brake shoe installations there is the problem of
fading at the very time when maximum efficiency is needed.
There is not enough space for the next block of information, without breaking it up, so will start it on the
next page.
Factoring:
An arrangement, by which a factoring company purchases all the trade debits of a business, provides sales
ledger accounting, collects debts and provides day-to-day cash.
Synthesis – BS 31002:
A work measurement technique for building up the time for a job at a defined level of performance by
totaling element times obtained previously from time studies on other jobs containing the elements
concerned, or from synthetic data.
There is not enough space to explain another term which will become common within these
documents. You will understand what I know and how I use that information.
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!968, Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: Swallow Command Division: Here is an update about flying how it is
changing and progress continues to improve; maybe, someday the I-G-V will become a reality of flight.
Searl states: that not what we say about our blessings, but how we use them, is the true measure of our
thanksgiving. From where I sit – I cannot understand where the thanksgiving comes into this equation of
killing people, damaging this planet, starving millions of people. Polluting water, food and air: And only
a few people really care about the damage being done to the Earth.
Hydraulic brakes:
Practically without exception modern aircraft are fitted with disc brakes, a type of braking unit that was
originally developed for aeroplanes and which only later found favour on the motor car. The most common
method of application is through toe pedals fitted to the rudder control, with a separate parking knob or
handle. There are however many aircraft where the brakes are operated by a hand lever and while some of
these incorporate differential braking through the rudder pedals others provide braking in unison only.
These systems are very simple indeed. When the brakes are applied, pressure oil is feed to slave cylinders on
the wheel units which press composition pads onto a cost iron disc fixed to the landing wheel. There are two
or more pads applying to both sides of the disc in a squeezing action. Being exposed to the air, heat
generated through braking is allowed to dissipate rapidly and as a result fading is almost completely
eliminated. On smaller aircraft the brake system is a self-contained unit independent of the main hydraulic
circuit. A simplified hydraulic brake system is shown in Figure 31, page 357.
During the pre-flight inspection all brake connections, whatever the system, should be inspected for obvious
signs of damage. In the case of hydraulic brakes there should be no evidence of oil leaking from the various
joints. An oil leak is likely to run down and drip from the lower point on the hydraulic flexible hose.
There is only one more key issue I wish to discuss before ending this document of flight emergency
procedures for pilots. I have come a long way in this discussion, which I hope you have found it easy to
follow.
Activity sampling – BS 31006:
A technique: in which a large number of instantaneous observation are made, over a period of time, of a
group of machines, processes or workers. Each observation records what is happening at that instant, and the
percentage of observations recorded for a particular activity or delay is a measure of the percentage of time
during which that activity or delay occurs.
Remember that I am watching you, watching me, watching you, to see if you are preforming in rlation of
your payment.
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1968 Mortimer, Berkshire, UK, Swallow Command studies on flight technology for the choice of functions
for the Ezekiel MK. V. project. The I.G.V. project is very complex in design structure and functions, not a
normal aircraft design. Today, from the outside; that is Searl I.G.V. inside will have changed far more space
as equipment has become lot smaller and far more complex, and a hell more costly.
Searl states: that I am always doing that which I cannot do, in order that I may learn how to do it, 1946.
Now he knows how to do it – but has no one to do it with.
Loss of braking efficiency:
It is almost unknown for modern aircraft brakes to fail but the procedure to adopt on these rare occasions has
been explained earlier in this document. More likely is the possibility of impaired braking efficiency due to
rain, slush, snow or ice on the runway. The danger is of growing importance, now that light aircraft are
operating in IMC with increasing frequency. While the effects of ice and snow are well known motoring
hazards, most pilots are unaware of the possible dangers of landing on a very wet runway.
Following several unexplained accidents when large transport aircraft with serviceable brakes departed the
end of the runway experiments revealed that when a rain thickness of more than 0.2 inch – 5mm – is
standing on the runway there is a tendency for a wedge of water to build up beneath the tyre. Under these
conditions the water may boil and emulsify the rubber. The resistance from the wedge has a vertical
component powerful enough to lift the aircraft fractionally and decrease the area of tyre in contact with the
runway.
Once formed: the wedge will persist over parts of the runway carrying a water thickness considerably less
than 0.2 inch. In these conditions the aircraft is said to be aquaplaning and because of the minimal or even
complete loss of tyre / runway contact braking effort is seriously reduced or lost completely. There is a
direct relationship between risk of aquaplaning and tyre pressure, i. e. the higher the pressure, the higher the
speed required to initiate the phenomenon.
For example: when the main wheel tyre pressure is 40 lb/sq inch. The application of brake at any speed
above a modest 54 knot will induce aquaplaning – minimum speed for the onset of aquaplaning is 8.6 x
square root of the tyre pressure in lb/sq inch – When flying an aircraft with a relatively high touchdown
speed pilots should be aware that after a heavy rainfall has occurred braking efficiency may be impaired and
hence a longer than usual landing run will be necessary. On request Air Traffic Control will give the runway
state in plain language, e. g. good, medium or poor braking conditions, together with the locality and extent
of water coverage. When a runway is contaminated with ice or snow this advice will be given automatically.
I shall continue the ending of this subject on the next page – it’s been a long run but one necessary for
would be pilots.
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1968: Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: Swallow Command Manned Flight Division: Before an I-G-V. can be seen
it must be able to communicate with ground control. This is by means of en-coders / de-coders This will
become an issue of another document yet to be re-written.
Searl states: that the larger the island of knowledge, the longer the shoreline of wonder. How true, the
S.E.G. is an extremely large island of knowledge, and the results are a wonder to most people.
Loss of braking efficiency – continue:
Putting this document into perspective it should be understood that in the mechanical sense, undercarriage
failure is rare and usually confined to a collapsed nose-wheel strut. Brake failure is even more uncommon
and inability to stop is almost invariably a matter of lost tyre adhesion. When an undercarriage exhibits signs
of temperament some of the actions suggested in this document may well provide that little extra energy
needed to lock the wheels safely down but when all else has failed and a wheels-up landing is unavoidable it
may be tackled with confidence by avoiding John’s mistakes with the aid of a little more planning. They say
the next field is always greener but this is not true when getting there entails running the aircraft off
the airfield.
I have now completed all the information intended in this document upon the subject flight emergency
procedures for pilots. I trust that you would be pilots of the I-G-V get down to hard study and win your way
to the top. Knowledge is one thing understanding is another. In between sections I have added items of
interest in relation to my world, which I sincerely hope will prove of interests to you. Dear FB I guess all
this is far too much for your brain to handle – sad world you live in – but never mine you have friends who
belong to the same world as you.
Here are words which will appear in my documents presenting the meaning which is applied to them.
Predetermined motion time system – BS 31003:
A work measurement technique whereby times established for basic human motions – classified according
to the nature of the motion and the conditions under which it is made – are used to build up the time for
a job at a defined level of performance.
Searl Technology Inc. has a major task being an international research and development organization, to
balance cost of materials, machines, energy being used to that of time taken – so humans or robots
represents the equation which has to be solved. Humans are a greater problem than the machines are – they
need not go to the loo, they need no coffee breaks, or meal breaks and no smoking breaks. Clearly, humans
must be absolute dedicated to work, otherwise S.E.Gs will be very expensive to buy. Time is very expensive
today. Searl Technology Inc. and its sections will work to get the very best conditions for all workers.
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2010 Glasgow, Scotland: Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication Division. Since the robbery
which took place on Monday August 25th 2003, I have never had the cash to re-buy this equipment for this
department. These were the options for me. You can say that I am a 19 inch rack man, DIN RAIL and BUSS
man. I am one who wants to give the world the best in education from which they can enrich their lives, to
achieve that objective I have to use good tools – that indeed is one of my objectives to achieve, unfortunate
today that is a high price to pay so things move very slow.
Searl states: that there are two kinds of light – the glow that illuminates, and the glare that obscures.
Does that mean that the bulk of light today is that of a glare, as so few people can see the reality which is
around them, or the solutions which are available being created by a few who can see, today.
In this first book for my new website to be, I have explained what the world LAST means, which, because
there are many such FACTS. I have also given you an insight what will become available on how my
Company Searl Technology Inc. and its sections are planned and implemented and many photos relating to
this work; presenting the FACTS which explains why no S.E.G.s are on the market today.
In 1946 the idea of the S.E.G being mass produced was not even considered, it was just an investigation for
the fun of it, not for the money of it. All that George Haynes wanted was to see people looking up to the sky.
That wish I granted him before he died. The 13 men forming Lunic Enterprises were only interested in
seeing if I could create my dream in reality, not in a commercial sense, they want nothing to do with the tax
man.
Clearly, the S.E.G was never intended to be mass produced; it was purely R&D interest only on what one
could do. Knowing that experts will always say it is impossible – which has been the case since man
appeared on the planet and I guess the same will be at the end of time. Tomorrow I shall be 80 years old,
that means I have travel around our solar system 80 times and witness a massive change from sanity to
insanity is the best way to explain from my start towards my ending of life. Schooling system is badly at
fault. Wrong things are being taught at school that has very little benefits to the child. On leaving school
many children are not prepared for the life they just about to enter.
Those in power lack the ability to see the problems which needs to be address sooner than later, or they are
afraid to act to halt the wrongs fast because holy fools shout abuse to them if they do act. They do massive
damage, which we allow them to get away with instead of whipping them in public to deter others doing the
same. Being hard is sometimes the kindest thing you can do; if the results mean a better life for all who have
to walk or travel to work or shopping knowing they will not be attacked by evil minds. Once they have a real
birching in public they would think twice about another dose of the medication, a few years of real hard
labour, I mean hard labour; they will be glad of a rest. On their release they would be constant tag to watch
what they are doing, and could be re-arrested if they break the conditions with double the punishment to the
first time, and no more release into the public domain. Somehow this wild world got to be clean up.
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On page 424 the unit shown the PPM8
is a 1U multi-channel audio
monitoring system ideal for field and
post production applications. And the
PPM4 monitoring in 2 U. there is also
today the world’s first 8 LCD in 1U.
To the left side are some of the
formulae which I use, I said some
because there are quite a number of
them not forgetting those we make up
to meet our needs.
Searl Technology Inc. will have to use
many formulas for the research and
developments being undertaken; these
will be explaining in the documents
which they belong to. Truly interesting
stuff. That is if you got brain capacity

Research and Development means taking something unknown and making it known to the world. Often it is
hope that the cost to create will return on sales – but today I accept that it will take millions of units to be
sold to recover the cost to make – that today is the reality of manufacturing – cost that is what shuts down
companies faster than they can be created.
Searl states: never make your home in a place. Make a home for yourself inside your own head. You’ll
find what you need to furnish it – memory, friends you can trust, love of learning, and other such things.
That way it will go with you wherever you journey. Yes, I can say without making a false statement that
my home is in my head for here so far is just a roof over my head. Could be one day a home but many
problems for that to happen? Friends - where there is no one really here to be friends with. Agree at the
moment I get a career for 2 hours a day that makes a change but it is not like a real live partner.
The air speed indicator Figure 2.
EC = Expansion chamber.
P = Atmospheric pressure. P = Atmospheric
pressure excess pressure caused by air striking
open end of pilot head.
The purpose of the air speed indicator is to
measure the speed of the aircraft through the
air.
The pressure head: This is mounted below and
in front of the nose of a multi-engine machines
or below and in front of the leading edge of
wings of single engine machines, so that it is
unaffected by the slipstream from the
propellers.

It consists of (a) the static head, a tube close at the front end but having a number of small holes in its sides
which maintain atmospheric pressure in it, and (b) the pitot head, which is an open ended tube in which
extra pressure is generated by the flow of air against the open end. The two tubes are parallel and point
forward into the airstream.
2. The dashboard instrument: the sensitive part of the instrument is a flat, cylindrical expansion chamber
mounted in an airtight case which is connected to the static pressure head. The centre of the expansion
chamber is connected to the pitot head.
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Year 2003. Grahame Park. London, UK: Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication Division: This
was the equipment I was about to order after the bank holiday – unfortunate 5 evil persons which you know
robbed me of £380,000.00 + of goods while I was in hospital due to the master mine poison the drink to get
me out of the way, which he successfully did achieve. Since then I have not been able to fund such
equipment from my pension money. The V3HD has one fire wire connection, two rack paces, and three HDSDI connectors. Unlimited possibilities for HD and SD video I/O. What more do I need to say.
Searl states: that very man is the son of his own works. Searl is the son of the S.E.G. Just in case FB you
do not know that.
The dashboard instrument:
As air speed increases, the increasing pressure in the open ended pitot head cause the capsule to expand and
its movement is magnified by a system of levels which move a pointer over a dial graduated in miles per
hour or knots.
Position and instrument errors:
The presence of the fuselage or wings disturbs the smooth airflow over the pressure head and causes small
errors in the readings of the instrument. These errors are usually added to errors in the calibration of the dial
of the instrument and are given in a table of instrument and position errors for various speeds.
The speed registered on the dial of the instrument is known as Indicated Air Speed. When correction is made
for position and instrument error we obtain Rectified Air Speed. This is not the actual speed of the aircraft
through air – another correction has still to be made.
Correction for changes of density:
The excess pressure built up in the pitot head is affected by:
1. The speed of the aircraft – this is the required action of the pitot head;
2. The density of the air in which the machine is flying – this is an unwanted effect.
Density decreases with altitude and its value is determined by the pressure and the temperature. The
temperature is read off from the air temperature thermometer, and the pressure is indirectly accounted for by
reading the altimeter. The TRUE Air Speed is then obtained by setting the Rectified Air Speed, the
temperature and the altitude on a Height and Air speed computer. We are slowly learning to become pilots
FB.
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Year 1981, Dudley Port, Midlands. UK: Gunnar Sandberg visited Searl, and handed him 2 photos, this being
one of them of the magnetic coil. Which Searl believes that Paul Brown made it for Gunnar Sandberg of
Sussex University? It does not matter who made it now as both I understand are dead. Just for the records. I
did not make it nor had anything to do with it.
Searl states: that the key to happiness and youth is an unencumbered spirit – whether it comes naturally
or whether you have to work hard for it. That is what Searl was told – but Searl doubt it – you either got
the looks or you haven’t; I guess I don’t have the looks. Maybe it’s what you carry in your trousers that
do the trick – which I am minus of, at 80 I cannot expect any changes now to what has been, will remain
the same until the end of the road.
Correction for changes of density:
The altitude or pressure correction is more important than the temperature correction and may be obtained
from the following formula:-

Where H is the height in thousands of feet.
Example: you are flying at 15,000 feet, and your air speed indicator registers 200 m.p.h. Position and
instrument error is + 7 M.P.H. Find the True Air Speed:

Actually I make it 261.47, but just the
rounded up value.
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1947, 30 Crawley Road, Turnpike Lane. London. This represents what Searl means when he says hand
press, agree these are not precise the same as the actual one which he used. Normally complicated magnetic
materials were produced by Mullard Limited. R & D was carried out at his place of employment.
Searl says: that a bird doesn’t sing because it has an answer, it sings because it has a song. Searl also
states: that the greatest discovery of my generation is that a human being can alter his / her life by
altering his / her attitude.
The aneroid altimeter – Figure 3:
Figure 3: The Aneroid altimeter.
AC= Aneroid capsule
P = Atmospheric pressure
SS = Spiral spring holding chain (C) taut
D = Dial calibrated in feet
SK = Zero setting knob – moves dial (D)
S = Steel leaf spring
M = Brass magnifying level containing
steel compensating bar
N = Needle
These are the basic facts, as I know them.

The purpose of the altimeter is to measure the height of the aircraft above ground or above sea. It is really a
special form of barometer which registers increase of height in feet instead of decrease of pressure in
millibars. Modern sensitive altimeters will indicate height to within 10 feet and are essential for blind
landings in foggy weather.
I shall continue this discussion on the next page.
Layout by product:
The layout of facilities is determined by the process requirements of the product. Generally associated with
flow production.
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These are options at this time, such are suitable where hand operated one off is required. In R&D there are
many times in a year where the work can be completed by a simple hand press. And these are not so simple
as those on the page before.
Searl States: Love the moment. Flowers grow out of dark moments. Therefore, each moment is vital. It
affects the whole. Life is a Succession of such moments and to live each, is to succeed.
The aneroid altimeter – Figure 3, page 428:
The sensitive part of the instrument is a thin, circular, sealed metal capsule – the sensitive instruments have
several capsules – from which the air is evacuated before sealing. It is firmly mounted on a base and its
corrugated faces are held apart against the atmospheric pressure by a powerful leaf spring.
As the aircraft rise, the decreasing atmospheric pressure allows the spring to pull the faces of the aneroid
capsule farther apart. This movement is magnified by a system of levels and gear wheels before being
communicated to a needle moving over a dial graduated in feet.
Because the pressure in the cockpit of an aircraft in flight is generally less than the pressure in the free air
outside, the airtight case of the altimeter is connected to the static head of the air speed indicator.
The wide changes of temperature experienced during flight cause changes in the elasticity or springiness of
the capsule and the spring. To compensate for the errors so introduced, s short steel bar is let into the top
side of the brass magnifying level. Because brass expands more rapidly than steel when both are heated, the
bar bends upward when the temperature is high and downward when the temperature is low, thus correcting
the imperfect elasticity of the capsule and spring.
Will continue on the next page.
Average:
A general term for a measure of location such as the mean, median or mode although it tends to be loosely
applied to the mean alone.
Average outgoing quality:
The expected proportion or percentage of defective articles in a lot after inspection.
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Other dimensions on request
These are options which are available for future consideration in
our research and development program. We are developing the
future technology, which is meant to be.

Searl states: Framework is the totality of universal conditions that applied to any and every situation,
determines whether it is possible or impossible. The S.E.G. is certainly possible; unfortunate it takes team
work to make it so.
The aneroid altimeter:

When height is rapidly reduced by diving many thousands of feet. Older types of altimeters may over-read
by a large amount for a few minutes after the descent, but in sensitive instruments with movements jeweled
like a watch this lag has been eliminated.
The atmospheric pressure changes from day to day and upsets the zero reading of the altimeter. A knob is
therefore fitted by which the dial can be rotated so that the instrument may be set to aerodrome height before
take-off.
I shall not start the next subject here, not enough space to handle it.
Residual variation:
The sum of squares attributable to random fluctuations.
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This is my understanding on the press
details given in this document. And as far
as I know: that today 2012 that these
details still apply. Others are available as in
line units of an automatic feed system
under robotic control. Time will show the
FACTS as we progress to a mass
production situation. And we shall in the
end go into mass production it is now only
time for that to happen – action to that
target is in progress.

The world: changes at a linear rate, unfortunate man create peaks along the way, he never learns from past
errors, but just add to them more and more errors. When will men ever learn to respect nature, and work
with nature? I guess they never will.
Searl States: to JT go to the truth beyond the mind, forsake the dollars as the love of the S.E.G. is the
bridge to the future of mankind, not the dollars.
Effect of temperature on pressure and altimeter readings – see figure 4:
Consider two columns of air, one warm and the other cold. The cold air is denser than the warm air with the
results that the pressure in the cold column degreases more rapidly with height than in warm column.
Therefore an altimeter – which is really a specialized form of barometer – reads low in the warm column
and high in the cold column.
The Isothermal Law:
A few altimeters are still calibrated on the assumption that the temperature of the air at all levels is 10c, and
such instruments must be temperature corrected either by computer or by calculation from Airy’s rule.
Airy’s rule:
Add or subtract 1 per cent of the indicated height for every 3 C. mean temperature of the air column between
the aircraft and the ground is above or below 10 C.
We have to assume that the temperature changes uniformly from the ground to the aircraft. Corrections to
isothermal altimeters are large.
Example: The temperature of the air at ground level is 70C and the temperature at the aircraft is -40C. If
the altimeter reading is 10,000 feet, what is the true height of the aircraft?

THE I.C.A.N. Law – International Conference on Air Navigation. This assumption calls for small
corrections which are worked out on a computer. Sea level air temperature is assumed to be 150C, and a
lapse rate of 1.980C. per 1000 feet is allowed up to an altitude of 36,080 feet, above which the temperature is
assumed to be constant at -56.50C.
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2012: This is the world of today, a complete different world to that which I was born in – soon the world
will change again – the LAST will always come – the next generation will depend on the records we leave
behind for their education what our world was like.
Searl states: that when you follow your bliss, doors will open where you would not have thought there
would be doors; and where there wouldn’t be a door for anyone else JT.
The I.C.A.N. Law:
N. B. An isothermal altimeter needs an isothermal computer. An I.C.A.N. altimeter needs an I.C.A.N.
computer.
This completes this section of flying – but before continuing with this subject I like to give you an update>
Saturday 5th May 2012: John A. Thomas Jr, has confirm that he will accept the chair at the table of Searl
Technology Inc. U.S.A. He has now only to sign the dotted line to be accepted and therefore DISC Inc.
has been tied into the main company operation and will be responsible for the development of ground
transportation systems within the U.S.A – exact area will be defined soon. End of message.
Convectional stability and instability:
Lapse rate:
The average rate of decrease of temperature in the lower levels of the atmosphere is 1.60C. Per 1000 feet,
increase of altitude. This known Flowerbower as the normal lapse rate, but the lapse rate for any particular
day may depart very considerably from this value.
Dew point temperature:
The amount of water vapour which can be held in the air depends on the temperature. Warm air can hold
much more water vapour than cold air. Consequently, if a mass of warm, moist air containing less than its
maximum possible amount of water vapour is cooled continuously, it eventually reaches a temperature at
which it becomes saturated with water vapour.
If the air cools still further, some of the water vapour must condense in the form of water droplets. In other
words, a cloud is formed. The temperature at which the air becomes saturated by moisture which it contains
is termed its Dew point Temperature or, for short, the Dew point. Well we know now what Dew Point
relates to.
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1990, Thailand: Searl seen here on a rare event alone amongst the trees as nature intended, he found the
trees handy for a quick pee to complete natures call but no poo as the grass was not long enough to use as
paper.
Searl states: Begin challenging your own assumptions. Your assumptions are your windows on the world.
Scrub them off every once in a while, or the light won’t come in.
Latent heat:
When water is evaporated, heat has to be supplied to it in order to change its state. No change of temperature
occurs as the substance passes from the liquid to the vapour state, and the heat energy is employed solely in
overcoming forces of attraction between the molecules and in providing the energy necessary for expansion
against the pressure of the surrounding air. When condensation occurs, the heat is released. The heat
necessary for evaporation is called Flowerbower latent heat of vaporization. In much the same way, when
ice melts to form water, latent heat of fusion must be supplied to change the state of the substance from solid
to liquid. So the S.E.G. does not change from a solid to a liquid, therefore there is no Latent heat.
I shall not start the next block here, but on the next page. So let’s look at terms which shall be used within
these documents that will appear.
National research Development Corporation:
An institution set up to help exploit and develop inventions and innovations. It shares development costs
with the firm and receives a levy on sales. If a project fails, no liability is incurred for the firm.
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An armillary sphere which represents
man’s knowledge or assumption so
very long ago; long before I was born
in the days when knights were bold,
and paper was not invented they did
their job and used a blade of grass and
went away contented.
Searl agree that a lot of brain power
was employed to conceive this
concept. Today, we have changed yet
again our assumptions, and in time we
shall change them again. There will
always be a first and a last that is life.
In those times people like Plato,
Timaeus and Critias drew attention to
their function, and in a way pave the
route to the S.E.G. For without their
input the S.E.G. could not have been
created. Now you are confused? Why
are you confused? Simple you know
yet do not understand that is why you
are confused at a much higher level.
All documents which will appear on
my website yet to be will cover how so
many people over many years added
input to the S.E.G. Searl only claim is
that he invented the concert.
Thousands of others created the S.E.G.

Searl states: the law of the squares states that all things within this universe have two prime states. They
are opposite of which one will be greater in value than the other. The law of the squares also states that
there is a division between these two states.
Adiabatic cooling:
If the pressure on a quantity of air is reduced – e.g. by the ascent of a mass of warm air, expansion takes
place and the air cools adiabatically, i. e. without loss of heat to its surroundings. N.B: The fall in
temperature is caused by the expansion of the gas against the enclosing pressure of the surrounding air.
Likewise, a mass of air which descends to a lower level is compressed and heated adiabatically, i. e. without
gain of heat from its surroundings.
If the air contains some water vapour, continuation of the adiabatic cooling by expansion will cause it to
become saturated, for cold air is saturated by a smaller amount of vapour than warm air. The air has been
cooled to its Dew point temperature and further cooling causes a cloud of water droplets to appear.
Have you ever noticed that the barrel of a bicycle pump gets quite hot if you pump up a tyre quickly? The
air in the pump is heated adiabatically by the sudden compression which occurs during the downward
strokes of the plunger.
I do not wish to break up the next two blocks, so I shall save them for the next page, if I do not forget. At
80 years that is quite possible to happen. But rest assured that is most unlikely to happen here, again if it
does then it will be a rare case of falling asleep on the job – I mean writing.
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Dearly beloved Flowerbower it is my great
pleasure to inform you that I have taken two
complete courses with OU, one with Reading
University. And many colleges’ courses in the
name of the S.E.G. development and in these
forth coming books you will learn what I
learnt through these educational units. My
dear son never ever picks a fight with any
one until you sure to win. In your case you
will become the biggest laugh in town. You
did it with your eyes wide open, so you
cannot blame anyone but yourself.
Electronics, robots, automation would
become my main subject due to this project
requirements. Company structure is vital for
success, all of which takes time and cost to
implement. But determination and faith shall
win, and win we shall. The data of the new
SEG approach to mass production is moving
forward; so far no problems.

Searl States: he who is devoid of the power to forgive is devoid of the power to love. This is easy to say;
until you are robbed for the 4th time of £38,000.00 of equipment containing your life’s work and
suffering. To forgive them is the same as saying everyone can rob anyone that is ok. To me; that is
insanity.
Dry adiabatic lapse rate:
So long as it remains unsaturated, the rate of cooling of the warm, rising air is 30C per 1000 feet, increase of
altitude.
Wet adiabatic lapse rate:
As soon as the dew point is reached and condensation begins, the release of latent heat causes a decrease in
the lapse rate of 1.1 C per 1000 feet. As the cooling continues less and less water condenses from the and air
and the release of latent heat is diminished so that at temperatures well below the dew point the wet
adiabatic rate rises towards the dry adiabatic value of 30C per 1000 feet. The value 1.1 C. per 1000 feet
Applies to saturated air at 15.5 C.
Stable atmosphere:
Suppose that on a certain day the temperature of the air at ground level is 160C and the lapse rate 2.20C. Per
1000 feet – see Figure 5. Now imagine that6 a mass of dry air at ground level becomes heated to 200C. The
heated air, being lighter than its cooler surroundings, begins to rise and as it enters regions of lower pressure
it expands and cools at the dry adiabatic lapse rate o 30C per 1000 feet. Eventually, a fight is reached at
which the temperature of the rising air is equal to the temperature of the surrounding air -5000 feet in this
case – and the air stops rising.
The atmosphere condition is stable when the lapse rate for the day is less than the dry adiabatic lapse rate. I
shall present this information as a sketch on the next page in the effort I hope which will simplified what
I am talking about – if that fails then we both are confused. I thinking that I have made it simple – and
you thinking am he talking out of his arse. Agree that there is always that possibility – but in this case I
doubt it. Because: it is a case of knowing and understanding the FACTS.
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1989 – Dudley Port – started studying with the Open University in subjects which were important for my
technology for it to end up as a mass production device. I feel Flowerbower, as this training course is
appearing on my web you will know that you have been a right expert arse hole. I do not expect you to
have the mental capacity to absorb such technical information.
Searl states: I have nothing new to teach the world. Truth and non-violence are as old as the black hill of
Dakota. All I have done is to try experiments in both on a vast a scale as I could Flowerbower – so what
have you done besides farting on YouTube causing a sink?
Sad to say there is no room on this page to carry on with the program which you were studying. This page
expose FB as just a load of crap whose stink brought many people running to me for help. I say unto you: if
you are heavy burden by FB stink come unto me and I shall give you peace and joy of a new technology
which is the future to be that kills off FB stink. This shall make a paradise shift for all in need.
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OU TM222: one of my courses
which I study towards obtaining the
understanding of technology
important to the mass production of
the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G).
First I give you basic details of the
Hektor computer which I used in my
study work. In the main document
which will be in the Searl
Technology Inc. section when release
will present the training course
precisely as I had to study.
This was only one of the two courses
taken with OU.
Through my books you are shown
hundreds of the squares; and the one I
shall discuss here is in reference to
the animal termed Homo sapiens –
that is correct, it represents you and
me. Let us look at the law of the
squares statements:
1. There will be non-experts
representing the higher
value:
2. There will be experts
representing the lower value:
3. Between these two states
separating are the inventors
a very small dividing line.
Thus the law of the squares is up
held.
4. The non-experts live in neither
the day, not yesterday not the
tomorrow:
5. The expert doesn’t live in the
day but rather in the 1000 to 5
years of the past:
6. The inventor lives in the
tomorrow, for he or she creates
the future that is meant to be.
Let the future shine today!

Again I have been making the effort to clean up some of FB crap on the internet, thus no space again for the
data which I was presenting on the weather, which is an important condition for private fliers. The problem
is the fact that FB was determined to stop this work being successful at all cost; unfortunate FB forgot one
vital thing: that the truth will succeed in the end, it just cost a damn sight more to do. Instead of a few
hundred BP (£180.00) it will cost now around (£16,000.00) each year the cost goes up, as I warn all since
1946, but you will not listen and that very fact cost money.
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I have given you pre warning of the facts which will appear about my education which was informal base
upon expert’s knowledge. Well just take a look at these great men, their education was informal too. Strange
how these expert fools hang onto them for their status rank.
Searl states: that life is only real counselor; wisdom unfiltered through personal experience does not
become a part of the moral issue. This clearly shows in the case of the S.E.G.
National enterprise board:
A public corporation set up to provide equity and loan finance for industrial investment. Can help any size
firm. Will investigate propositions and monitor company progress.
Works order:
An internal document: authorizing the manufacture of the S.E.G product or prototype. Raised: subsequent to
the acceptance of a quotation by the customer.
Understanding these terms are important; over time I cannot help seeing they do not understand
them, as I watch time wasted and money – they think times have change – but they have not.
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Figure 5. as promised on page 435 you
now got it. My problem is when I am
writing these reports; a statement pops up
in my mind, if I do not record it I lose it.
That is why I popped in those couple of
pages before I forget them. After all I am
watching FB watching me, watching him,
as he loves showing what an idiot he is by
knocking issues which I make. So I must
make certain that I do not forget any issue
that makes him happy – in reality we mean
mad, which makes us happy to watch him
being mad.
You may think that I am cruel to FB; you
forget he start this war, not me. He has
pushed the cost of the S.E.G up over three
times what it would had cost if he had not
been so insane. He has delayed it for years
Which clearly says it will cost a lot more to
buy. When you see the price of the S.E.G
in the shops you know who was
responsible for that issue.
FB: has not been the only one who has
shown insanity on the web. Many have
now backed off, though they still black
listed in reference of their insanity and may
find in the future to be facing charges in
court; which still my option remains.

Figure 5, Stable atmosphere.

Now I can continue upon the subject of the
weather, which is a vital issue for private
fliers – without these devoted persons;
fliers would be at risk of bad conditions to
which they were not prepared for.

Searl states: twenty years from now you will be more disappointed that you did not support the S.E.G. the
things which you didn’t do, than by the ones you did do, such as smoking, drinking, gambling and drugs
and not forgetting sex. So throw off the bowlines, sail away from the safe harbor, and catch the trade
winds in your sails. Explore, dream, discover what you are missing out on; without the S.E.G.
Unstable atmosphere:
If, in the previous example, the lapse rate had been 3.30C per 1000 feet, the temperature difference between
the rising air and its surroundings would have become still greater as the altitude increased and the air would
have continued to rise rapidly. Such a state of affairs is termed instability.
Export finance:
Finance: covering negotiation, production, shipment and payment by an overseas buyer. Export finance
differs from domestic finance in the following areas: longer credit periods; establishing the buyer’s credit
worthiness; political risks; special documentation; and use of foreign currency. As I have experience with a
buyer in Canada who sent a cheque for goods sent to him, when he had closed his account and he was
recommended by a Canadian solicitor. I shall name both the buyer and the solicitor in another document.
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The first page of a 2 page article which I believe was a Norway magazine.
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This complete the article found in a Norway magazine dated 2/1997, now some time gone-but never been
there to lecture.
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Convection cloud:

Figure 6: Inversion and fog in warm air over cold sea.

When speaking of stability and instability we assumed that the rising air was dry. In practice, it usually
contains some moisture, and the precise amount will depend on its previous history. Suppose its dew point
to be 7.20C. This temperature is attained at a height of 4000 feet, and a cumulus cloud forms above this
height – (see frontispiece). The air rising through the cloud cools at the wet adiabatic lapse rate until it has
lost the greater part of its moisture in the cloud.
In a stable atmosphere these clouds are not very large, and, apart from the bumps they produce, they are
harmless, but in an unstable atmosphere with its high lapse rate, the strong vertical currents may cause the
cloud to grow and tower up to a great height. The visibility in towering cumulonimbus clouds is bad, and
hail, ice formation and lightning are likely to be encountered. Such clouds are best avoided.
Inversions:
In general, temperature decreases with height, but in certain circumstances it is possible for temperature to
increase as altitude increases. This state of affairs is known as an inversion or negative lapse rate and there
are several possible causes:
1. The passage of warm, moist air over a cold sea. The lower layers of air may be cooled below the
dew point so that a sea fog forms – see Figure 6).
2. The ascent of warm moist air over denser cold air, which occurs on a warm front., to be discussed
later.
3. Above a continuous layer of cloud. During winter anticyclones, when pressure is high and winds
light, an extensive layer of thin stratocumulus cloud often forms at low altitude – see Figure 24.
The top of the cloud cools by radiation and the temperature in the layers immediately above it can thus be
higher than near the cloud surface. The inversion tends to be maintained because an anticyclone is a region
of descending air, the air being heated adiabatically as it descends towards the cloud. A moment’s reflection
will reveal that an inversion of this type acts like a lid on the lower atmosphere, for the rising currents of
warm air cannot pass through the warm inversion layer. In industrial areas the continued presence of the
inversion results in the formation of a smoky, gloomy pall, together with frequent fogs.
4. On a till, clear night the earth cools rapidly as it radiates heat back into space. When the
temperature of the ground falls below the dew point, dew forms; if the ground temperature falls
below freezing point, hoar frost forms by the condensation of water vapour direct to ice, or by the
freezing of dew; if the air is cooled below its dew point, a ground mist or fog is produced. The
warmth of the succeeding day may not altogether succeed in dispersing this fog, which may lift to
a height of several hundred feet, and the addition of smoke from industrial areas may maintain
the inversion for several days.
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Where I use the term square in reference to the .S.E.G. is
because there is only one of the six faces of the cube which fit
the dream absolute. It is termed a matrix square 4.
Where random numbers are feed in to create a uniform set of
values on the 10 main lines, the centre 4 squares, the 4 corner
squares quarter it each quarter add the same. But the left bottom
to top right diagonal add the same but must step by 3 from
bottom to top 3,6,9,12 as an example. The 12 outer squares must
add up to 3 x the line value.

The face on your right is the correct face of the six faces as the left diagonal bottom to right top reads
4+7+10+13 = 34 and each value increased by 3. Out of the 6 faces that is the only one that fits the dream
absolute. My dream states that is the face which holds the secret of the S.E.G. – strange that is precisely
what it does.
Without inventors there would never be any tomorrows, but a continuation of the today, thus there would
never be any changing in any manner except for the changes of seasons. Which must be the case in all the
other animals’ world – could we exist today like them – the answer is NO! We are now condition for energy,
transportation, running water, holidays well those of you can afford them do. Medical, entertainment.
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1968 Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: Swallow Command: This was my world, the world of John Searl. And when
funds become available this world will return. At this time I have re-brought boxes of components to rebuild
the damage done by Peter King, Martin Colborne, Luis Jarillo, Ken Gibbs and one unknown person. Who
have escape justice because the law had a gap in it, which gave them the OK to rob me.
Searl sates: each time someone stands up for an ideal, or acts to improve the lot of others, or strikes out
against injustice, he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope. Searl is one of those people. To these robbers he
says keep smiling your time is running out for justice to act the cost will be high, that smile will vanish
fast.
How strange that those who try to develop a better life for all, finds evil minds around him / her to stop him /
her from achieving success. This exposes the mental status of this planet as being on the increase. The
question is who is to blame for this situation? Is the problem related to the religious people to blame or
education; or is some section of the medical domain. Agree the law falls flat on its face by soft treatment of
those who rob others for personal gain. If I was head of any country I would have them bitched in public as
a warming to others. You evil minds thank heaven I am not the President of America or Prime minister UK.
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1968 Mortimer, Berkshire, UK:
Swallow Command: This was
my world, the world of John
Searl. Yes the world of the 19
inch racks, Buss bars, Din rail,
terminators, sensors, automation
and robotics. Printed circuit
boards replacing the hand hard
wire chassis; transistors
replacing the old faithful valves.
Resistors: and capacitors are
getting smaller in size but their
cost increases. Chokes,
transformers also getting smaller,
likewise their cost is on the
increase.
The world is changing, but not
necessary for the better. To me,
it’s like a man without legs or
arms – basically physical useless.
Whose brain lacks education
because others considered it a
waste of time in his condition?
I know this is so, because top
rank people have told me if I had
a dog in half the pain you are in I
would have it put down for
kindness. So I think he was
saying that I should be put down
as I am in serve pain.

Then there would be no S.E.Gs – who could produce the S.E.G. so far no one has, and no one will it’s far
too complicated to copy – and cannot be reversed engineered, even if there was one available today.
Problems as I see it, is that inventors are label as living in a world of fantasy, while the so called experts
claim to live in a world of reality, ironically, that very claim proves that their world came from the world of
fantasy by those who suffer and struggle to create the present reality that these experts claim as their rights.

Searl states: the person who tries to live alone will not succeed as a human being. His / her heart withers
if it does not answer another heart. His / her mind shrinks away if he / she hears only the echoes of his /
her own thoughts and finds no other inspiration. That is John Searl status.
Mensuration:

Here I present the illustration of the kind of mathematics which will appear within my books, unfortunate
you cannot design a space ship without the use of mathematics; which also applies to the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G). I am aware there are those who believe that they can design a spaceship without the use
of mathematics. As a pilot, I shall not apply to fly it when it’s built that is for certain. Clearly people think
that you are an idiot when you are an inventor - unfortunate it’s them who are the idiot.
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Calculus will not give you the answer to the
amount of an element to use for the Searl
Effect Generator (S.E.G). As calculus
requires an input of FACTS before you can
use calculus. Then why on earth bother
with calculus when the law of the squares
gives you all the answers you need to assess
the amount of any ingredient required to
create the S.E.G.
I cannot understand why people do things
the hard way when there is an easy way to
do it. Here on your left are samples of the
mathematics we use in industry in
construction work of designing the part
required. This is not the same as defining
how much of this material we need to be
added to that material.
This material set up has to have a system
that performs functions in a set manner or
otherwise you will be disappointed with the
results. Then claim that Searl got his sums
wrong, when he has not given you any
details; instead of telling truth that you
have no education whatsoever on how to
make the S.E.G. It is true that you can fool
some of the people some of the times, but
not all the people all the time. And I
happen to be one you can’t fool at any time.
Remember someone you can bet will tell
me what you say, thinking they are clever.
Agree that calculus has its place in science and technology, as the basic keys are known from which you can
apply an input to commence your calculations. But you do not know the keys of the S.E.G. clearly you do
not have any keys by which to open the door to preform calculus. In the name of research it is far better to
drop your image and try to understand what the functions are within the S.E.G. which is required to obtain
those required functions. As you would do for any other electronic device: Unless you understand the
functions required throughout the unit, there is no way you can design an operating unit – that is logic!
I am nevertheless happy at last expert physicists have joined us to solve what is taking place in this
arrangement that makes it function in the way it does. I hope their answer will be more than WOW it works,
or what goes in that hole in the middle of the plate. But I accept Hollywood claim that they are a great team
of scientists. I can only await their report with excitement.
Before anyone can conceive a concept to generate some new invention a number of triggers have to be in
place.
1. The brain must be free from all conventional brainwashing so that the sub-conscience can freely
communicate to the conscience mind. Thus between these two states the data stored can be made
active by input of our body’s sensors.
I shall continue this article upon the next page to avoid breaking up a line.
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1968 Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: Swallow Command: This was a unit needed but never was able to buy. It is
a LCR-800 series high precision LCR meter. The actual model was the 12Hz to 100 KHz (LCR-819/829.
The reason being: that I use to buy up a kilo bag of mixed Resistors and also capacitors for cheapness.
Transistors: chocks: transformers for constructing circuits for the different experiments which I undertook.
On top of that I did private TV and electronic repairs. Today, May 11th a second hand unit cost nearly
$2,000 well out of my pocket to buy. More advance equipment can cost £15.000.00 there is no doubt that it
is not now 1946 the time where things were fairly price.
Today: 11th. May 2012: had to pay customs bill of £45.42 to receive my clothing from the States which had
failed to be packed in my suit case on leaving there, will now be delivered here on next Monday, in the
mean time I have been existing in the nude, not a problem in fact an advantage when you need the loo for a
poo in a hurry; which in my case is more often than not!
2.

There must be information stored in the brain either at the time of the conception or gain after
birth through the expense of time.

3.

Once the correct triggers have been stimulated so that the conscience or sub-conscience mind can
start searching and assemble a dream or a thought wave, data makes its way to the conscience
mind and impresses the owner with the possibility of creating a new project.

4.

It is extremely unlikely that you can invent because the brain that creates does so bases it on
information which was invented by brains of the past; even as far back as the day man first
appeared upon planet earth.

5.

My work is based on the success of hundreds of inventors before me; my work has just extended
their work. They invented the materials, tools and equipment that make it possible for me to extend
their work.

Well you have a bit more of old data which again has become available – more will follow.
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Figure 7.

Types of pressure distribution: - Isobars:
1. Effect of pressure gradient:
2. Effect of rotation of Earth - air tries to turn to right in northern hemisphere –
geostrophic effect.
3. Combination of the two effects – wind blows along the isobars at 1500 feet. The
cyclostrophic force – shown dotted – is usually small.

The whole area of the depression or LOW may be as much as 1000 miles across.
N.B: In practice the isobars are not perfect circles: These are lines drawn through places having the same
barometric pressure. Isobars never meet or cross but form characteristic patterns about areas of high or low
pressure. The usual interval between adjacent isobars is 2, 4 or 6 mb. According: to the scale of the weather
map.
At first glance, it seems that the wind must flow across the isobars direct from high pressure to low pressure,
but observation shows that this is far from the true state of affairs.
At ground level, the wind blows in towards low pressure at an angle of 300 to the isobars, but at 1500 feet it
blows along the isobars!
The main reason for this strange behavior of the wind lies in the fact that the earth is rotating on its axis. Air
moving northward from regions near the equator has the high eastward velocity of the equator. Near the pole
the earth has a smaller eastward velocity – zero at the pole. The excessive eastward momentum of the air
from the lower latitudes gives it an eastward motion relative to the ground nearer the poles.
A similar argument will show that air moving south in the northern hemisphere will be deflected to the west,
i.e. it turns to the right. Air moving east relative to the earth – a westerly wind – is subjected to an increase
of centrifugal force because its rate of rotation about the earth’s axis is increased. It therefore tends to move
farther away from the axis and the only way it can do this is to turn towards the equator. A similar argument
will show that air moving west will turn away from the equator. Briefly, we may say that the air is subjected
to three forces – see Figure 7.
1. The pressure gradient acting from high pressure to low pressure:
2. The geostrophic force due to the earth’s rotation which deflects moving air to the right in the
northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern hemisphere:
3. The Cyclostrophic or centrifugal force, which tries to push air blowing in a curve away from the
centre
The diagram show that, in the northern hemisphere, the wind at 1500 feet will blow along the isobar in an
anticlockwise direction round the region of low pressure, and, conversely, they will blowin a clockwise
direction round a region of high pressure.
I shall continue on the next page.
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1978: Mortimer. Berkshire. UK: Swallow
Command. Here I present my understanding of two
more airports available facilities to the public. I have
flown to Melbourne and to Perth. My flight program
should be here when I get time to dig them out; I
shall release the dates etc.
FB: Here I talk FACTS not Bullshit. Official records
say it all. The bad news for you is that we are on the
move and that is great news for me old boy! We
shall meet by and by, don’t know where, but we
shall meet as I owe you a bloody good spanking to
be filmed for all your friends to see son. You will
never forget me after that excitement for your mates
to enjoy. Together we shall make it a great day of
remembrance. I am looking forward to it with
pleasure son!
Searl states: true peace is no merely the absence of tension; it is the presence of justice FB.
Bad weather system:
1. Depression or Low – see Figure 8:
The direction of rotation of the wind about a centre is anticlockwise in the Northern hemisphere
and clockwise in the Southern hemisphere.
There are three types of depression:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Deep, with very low barometric pressure in the centre -960 to 970 mb:
Intense, with isobars close together and very strong winds – these are often deep as well:
Shallow, with only a small decrease of pressure near the centre and light winds:

A depression is a region of rising air currents. The rising air is cooled and there is much precipitation and
cloud. There is not invariable rule for the movement of depressions but the majority of them travel across
the British Isles in a north-easterly direction at an average speed of 20 m.p.h. Well they don’t want to be
arrested for speeding do they?
Figure 8: A depression or LOW.

Nothing stands still in this universe,
every atom is in motion – our minds
can easy forget the past – hard to
remember the reality around them.
Their only concern is to last out the
day. Tomorrow can look after itself.
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Figure 9: A secondary depression.
The secondary moves with the primary
and rotates round it in an
anticlockwise direction.
I guess since this time our knowledge
base on the weather has doubled, or
even more advanced with weather
satellites to add to our list of functions
in relation to forecasting what the
weather you can be expecting, there
will be times when they are wrong.
When they are right we are happy.

Figure 10: A trough of low pressure.

Figure 10: A trough of low
pressure; which I hope I
can simplify meteorology
conditions to you, if it
confuses you at a much
higher level – then there
will be two of us terrible
confused at a much higher
level. I, because I am
trying to make it simple,
and you who don’t think
it’s simple. Unfortunate, at
this time I cannot think of
any other way to explain it
– can you? If so please let
me know before I write
this.

This book is for engineers across the whole spectrum of engineering and science, and not directly for the
general public as contents may be beyond their understanding – just to look at what is here, is fair enough,
but making an assessment upon this book without the knowledge base is not on. You just expose yourself as
an idiot, instead of an intelligent person. My advised to you is to appear intelligent and not an idiot, sit back
and enjoy the contents and try to understand what is being presented here.
You too can learn to understand it, as I had no formal education and I can understand it. Example: why do I
break wind? Answer: if I don’t I will die. So elementary, all my work is truly elementary. To everything
there is an answer, unfortunate some takes a little longer to find. The law of the squares took a bit of my
time – but then it just fell into place – so elementary to do.
Yesterday, I showed Donna my assistant how I do the 11 times multiplying – she was surprised: that is so
simple why they not teach that in school – the answer is elementary – they do not know how to do it. I try to
look for the easy way to do things, often I succeed in what I am targeting for. Through these books to be you
will get use to the mathematics I use, which may not be the same as you used, but my answer will be the
same regardless if the results are correct.
Supplier quality assurance:
A technique: for grading suppliers according to their ability to consistently deliver goods to the required
specification and quality standards.
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Figure 11: An anticyclone or HIGH.
Secondary depression See Figure 9: A
smaller or secondary depression may
form and grow within the primary, and
sometimes the secondary may usurp the
role of the primary. Weather is generally
much worse than for the primary with
gales and strong winds, especially on
the side of the secondary remote from
the primary centre. The secondary not
only moves with the primary but rotates
around it in an anticlockwise direction.

Figure 11: An anticyclone or HIGH.

Trough of low pressure – see Figure
10.
Weather for the whole area is bad,
particularly along the trough where a
secondary depression or else a cold front
may develop. If the isobars in the trough
form a sharp bend, the trough is referred
to as a V-shaped depression. In such
case, the trough will mark the line of (i)
a warm front – fast moving, warm air
rising over slow moving, cold air – or
(ii) a cold front – fast moving, cold air
driving under slow, warm air and lifting
it – or (iii) an occluded front – which
may have some or all of the
characteristics of the warm and cold
fronts. Troughs generally point to the
south-west, and move north-east at
about 20 m.p.h. The weather is like
some people; very complicated to deal
with.

Figure 12: A wedge or High pressure and a COL.
Travel chart – BS 21305:
A tabular record: for presenting quantitative data about the movements of workers, materials or equipment
between any numbers of places over any given period of time. Such as Swallow Command Audio, Vision
and communication division on the road shows – date – time and where. This will also include exhibitions
and lecture events and newspapers, Radio and TV interviews.
String diagram – BS 21302:
A scale plan or model on which a thread is used to trace and measure the path of workers, materials or
equipment during a specified sequence of events.
Scheduling:
The sequencing of work through the plant of Searl Technology Inc. according to some predetermined rule.
In the production of the S.E.G. there is a massive amount of infor you need to know.
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1968: Mortimer. Berkshire,
UK. Here I present the map
of UK. Showing areas of
Great Britain: which I see
as being vulnerable to a
rising sea level. As I have
always stated any distance
up to 10 miles in land can
get flooded, more if its low
land. Buying land or
property inside of this
distance is taking a high
risk of losses.
This also applies anywhere
else near the sea. Where I
am living now I feel certain
is inside the safety net from
the sea.
Remember that wind
gusting is worst then a
constant flow of wind, I feel
certain that these walls are
so thick that 300 m.p.h.
gusting winds would not
cause any damage to the
property.
I have no tall trees near me,
so no problem from falling
trees. Not even an electric
pole nearby to fall on me.
Just flies who visits me
inside, and outside plus hail
stones, snow that can fall on
me if I can get outside that
is the problem getting
outside its easier to win the
lottery then to get outside.
But with all the odds I am
still kicking with no butts to
kick – what a future to look
forward too.

This map falls into the weather problem, as all places on Earth do. That is why I have presented it here, as
Somerset has flooded before, but I feel safe that I am at a height; high enough position to miss all flooding,
which so far I have done so. We must not forget that the Moon may not have weather condition, but it
appears that Mars do have one. How I look at this issue; that surely weather conditions on Mars would have
similar functions as we know them here. The same kind of formation; with the same kind of relationship:
even if they actions are far worst then here on Earth.
Operation – outline – process chart – BS21102:
A process chart giving an overall picture by recording in sequence only the main operations and inspections.
This applies to Searl Technology Inc. and its divisions in the form of video and sound recordings for
reference in the future upon any past issues.
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Fine weather systems:
Anticyclone or HIGH – see Figure 11: The
direction of rotation of the wind is clockwise in
the northern hemisphere and anticlockwise in
the southern hemisphere. The surface wind
blows outwards, making an angle of 200 to 300
with the isobars, but the wind at 1500 feet blows
along the isobars, but the wind at 1500 feet
blows along the isobars. The air in anticyclones
is sinking at the rate of about 300 feet per day
and heating adiabatically. Such knowledge is
vital because Mars has a weather condition
which will help us to understand the sand or
dust movements, but doubt it will contain water,
nevertheless, some of this dust storm would be
good to check what it contains.
The longer the anticyclone lasts, the warmer the weather is likely to become, for an inversion tends to set up
within a few thousand feet of the ground. In winter, a 10/10 ths layer of stratocumulus or turbulence cloud
often forms with its base not higher than 4000 feet, giving days of anticyclonic gloom.
In summer, the sun is strong enough to disperse the cloud during the day, and often there is early morning
summer mist, the sign of a hot day to follow. Anticyclones move at about 3 M.P.H., but they may remain
stationary for days or even weeks. Their average life lies between 7 and 14 days.
Wedge – ridge – of high pressure – see Figure 12:
A wedge generally sticks out to the north between two LOWs. It must therefore move with them at about 20
M.P.H. or be obliterated. The fine weather lasts 12 to 24 hours. For a place in the path of the wedge the wind
is first strong from N.W. while the pressure rises to the centre of the wedge, where the winds are light and
westerly, then strong from S.W. as the wedge passes away. Quick rise after LOW foretells a stronger blow.
Col – see Figure 12:
This occurs between a pair of HIGHs and a pair of LOWs. Winds are light and the weather depends on the
previous history of the air. Winter fogs, land and sea breezes, anabatic and katabatic winds or summer
thunderstorms may occur. The weather of a col lasts 12 to 24 hours, for the two LOWs move at 20 m.p.h.
and the col must move with them or be washed out by the rearmost depression.
I shall continue on the next page on a new block of knowledge called WIND; not my wind which is due to
all this medication which I have to take. But the wind and pressure a pilot could face from Brighton UK
to Edinburgh, Scotland. UK. First: facts about both airfields so you can understand that I understand
what I am talking about F.B. which is beyond your mental capabilities sadly to say.
Shame: that you cannot enjoy the wonders of research and development, which is exciting and rewarding
at the end; when it goes into mass production, to know that you were a part of that success. The S.E.G.
FB is no exception; as it’s a wonderful design, construction with amazing functions which no other
machine has so far to date.
Multiple activity chart – BS 21201:
A chart on which the activities of more than one subject – worker, machine or equipment – are each
recorded on a common time scale to show their inter-relationship, which is important for costing purposes of
Searl Technology Inc. and its divisions.
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1985 Edinburgh airport which
is 5 NM W of Edinburgh. Code
EGPH. 55.57.09N 03.21.44W.
TLA 113.8 008 27
GOW 113.4 074 3.5
c/s Edinburgh. APP 121.2
RWR. 118.7. GND 121.75
RAD 124.25 NDB ‘EDN’ 341.
NDB ‘UW’ 368.
ILS/DME Rwy 07 (0670M) IVG. Rwy 25 (2470M) 1-TH,
108.9 CH 26X. Landing fee:
BAA rates. Hangarage:
Limited. Maintenance: limited.
Fuel: 100L. Jet A1. Tel: 031
333 10000, 031 339 1888 ATC.
Telex: 727615BAA 72326 CAA.

1985: This is my limited education on Edinburgh as shown here, since this date I have not been able to keep
to date upon changes which has taken place there since.

Other details: MET: 2300 – 1800 041-887-8917 Ext: 220. 100-2300 Prestwick 78475. Restaurant and
refreshments available. Op. hrs.: 0710-2400 hrs. Remarks: Operated by BAA: Use governed by regulation
applicable to Edinburgh CTR and special rules ‘A’ applies within the Edinburgh SRZ:
Special rules airspace:
In addition to the general aerodrome traffic rules, special rules are prescribed in Rule 36 of the rules of the
air and air traffic control regulations 1981 – unfortunate at this time I cannot state absolute that no other
changes has been made since this time – which provide a further safeguard to aircraft using or flying in the
vicinity of certain aerodromes. The special rules apply to the notified airspace associated with the
aerodromes listed in rule 36(1).
The aerodrome directory entry, unfortunate I do not process this directory for these aerodromes is
appropriately annotated in the remarks section together with the rules which are relevant to that
particular aerodrome.
The special rules, which are applicable during the notified hours of watch of the ATC unit at the aerodrome,
consist of two basic Air Traffic Rules – A and B - and two exceptions – (i) and (ii) which are summarized
as follows:
RULE A – 36(3 – (A) and (b):
Unless otherwise authorized by the ATC unit at the aerodrome:
To be continued on the next page:
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1985: EDINBURGH CIR/SRZ: This was my understanding then, things do change over time, even a small
change can create large effects on the operation. This information is purely to give you some understanding
of what Searl Technology Inc. must understand for Searl Aerospace to function as a body in flight. The real
world is quite different to that world that the masses exist in. Today, Tuesday 15th May 2012; received e
mail which shows that this person had no knowledge what Research and development cost these days. He
had no idea of the problems one faces and taxes one has to pay, which is more like legal robbery as I have
been taxed 4 times on the same second hand clothing.
In reference to above chart; ENTRY/EXIT LANES: – Polmont lane, Kelty lane and Prestonpans lane. All
lanes are 3nm wide. These lanes have been established to permit conventional aircraft to operate to and from
Edinburgh airport in IMC but not under IFR, and are subjected to the following condition:
1. Clearance must be obtained from Edinburgh ATC before entering the lane; non-radio aircraft
must obtain clearance prior to take-off. I-G-V must request parking lot before take-off.
2. Conventional aircraft using the lanes must remain clear of cloud and in sight of surface not above
3,000 feet – Edinburgh QNH – and in flight visibility of not less than1.5nm.
3. A conventional aircraft using a lane shall keep the centre line on its left unless otherwise
instructed by ATC.
4. Conventional aircraft using the Prestonpans lane are required to route via A902 between Leith
Docks and Edinburgh airport. Visual reporting points – see next page.
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1985: this represents my
understanding in reference to
Edinburgh airport operation.
In reference to the I.G.V
operations this will
represent vital information
on return missions. The
earth covered with such
points of reference is a vital
requirement for pilots;
which differs from NASA
space functions. As I-G-Vs is
pilot control landing under
power, but in an emergency
where I-G-Vs are rushed in
to play a part to save lives,
every land mark becomes a
life saver. The emergency
world is complex as getting
from A to B in the shortest
time factor possible with the
power to act is critical to
save lives including the
animals needed for food.
Our task is massive your help
would be appreciated.

EDINBURGH: A general aviation terminal is situated on the South apron where Terminal, parking and
transport facilities are available. The North terminal apron is available to GA aircraft requiring customs
facilities to set down domestic passengers inter-lining with scheduled services or requiring facilities in the
main terminal. This facility is subject to stand availability, and permission must be obtained from apron
control either directly – 031-344-3139, or via ATC. Car hire available: G/Davis tel-333-2588 or Hertz: 1019.
Or Avis: 1866. Or Swan Nat: tel:1922.
I must remind you that I have never claimed to know everything – no one can. So I must admit that I am
confused upon reference to Brighton airport. All my trips from London to Brighton conference meetings
with companies were done by rail, never by air. In fact I cannot recall that they had an airfield, it does not
mean that there is not one, only I have no information on one; so I cannot give you any basic
information.
On rushing this information out I have noticed that in reference to Edinburgh special rules that I have
missed out telling some of the facts – clearly old age is catching up on me. Those: relating to exceptions
(i) and (ii) not forgetting Rule B – rule 36(4) – (a), (b) and (c).
Exc. (i): Permission must be obtained from ATC unit, before entering the notified airspace, on the
appropriate RT frequency, giving the aircraft’s position, level and track.
Exc. (ii): While the aircraft is within the notified airspace, maintain a continuous watch on the
appropriate RT frequency and comply with any instructions from the ATC unit.
The special rule B will be dealt with on the next page, to avoid breaking it up. By now these test pilots who
have never flown conventional aircraft and want to test flight an I.G.V. are dreaming, there is so much to
understand before you can get enlisted in an I-G-V crew. These documents will show what you need to
know.
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1968. Mortimer.
Berkshire. UK:
This was and still is
my aero E6-B flight
computer that met
all my needs upon
those aircraft which
I flew. Not once did
it let me down.
Agree all computers
are only as good as
the information that
is input into it.
I guess the robbers
failed to rob me of
this because it was
always with me as
daily I went flying
then worked nights
which makes it
about 44 years old
and still kicking
like new; well-done
Aero products
research. Inc. Sorry,
that I do not have
your catalogue, I
guess you will have
products which
Searl Aerospace
Inc. will need as it
progress forward.
They are not the
only producers of
goods for flight
requirements.
Unfortunate the
type of goods for
our intended work
will be difficult to
find and costly too.
I can see a future
that is so different
to your world of
today. No pollution,
clean air and water
and good food will
be for all – now we
heading for the
cesspit!
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1978: Searl
understanding of a
conventional airline
crew:
The captain: chooses the
route: makes essential
flight decisions: has
absolute responsibility
for passengers and plane.
This applies also to
private fliers. With or
without passengers.
The ground stewardess:
meets passengers
checking in for the flight.

The co-pilot: shares flying duties with the captain: The purser: often the senior officer; supervises cabin
crew; deals with unforeseen problems; liaises with flight crew. The flight engineer: feeds technical
information to the pilots. Air stewardesses: responsible for passengers comfort and safety. This is just the
extreme basic of the I-G-V. Crew; as they will operate on deep space exploration missions the crew will be
200 to 300 strong all with a precise function to perform as a whole. As I again re-write those documents
for my website you will see what posts they will hold and their duties which they will have to perform. You
want the FACTS that are my job to give them to you.
Special rule – B – rules 36(4) – (a), (b) and (c):
Unless otherwise authorized by the ATC unit, an conventional aircraft flying within the notified airspace
must remain at least 1 nm horizontally and 1000 feet vertically away from cloud and in a flight visibility of
at least 5nm, unless the commander of the aircraft holds a valid instrument rating except that:(i)
(ii)

(iii)

If the aircraft commander holds a CPL SCPL or ATPL which does not include a valid
instrument rating and he / she intends to land or take-off within the notified airspace, the
aircraft may be flown in accordance with a Special VFR clearance: or
If the aircraft commander is the holder of a PPL which includes a valid IMC rating and he /
she intends to land and take-off within the notified airspace, the aircraft may be flown in
accordance with a Special VFR clearance providing it remains in a flight visibility of at least
1½nm: or
If the commander of a helicopter intends to land or take-off within the notified airspace, the
aircraft may be flown in accordance with a Special VFR clearance.

NOTE: For the purposes of RULE B a Special VFR clearance is a clearance given by the appropriate
ATC unit to an aircraft which entitles it to fly within the notified airspace providing it remains clear of
cloud, in sight of surface, and is flown in accordance with any special instructions given by that unit.
I shall end my special rules case at this point; as I feel that our questions in relations to flight: for now
has been answered. Let’s look at my flight from Brighton to Edinburgh, as already stated I cannot account
any details for an airport at Brighton. But there is nothing to stop us from thinking that there is one just for
the sake of explaining what a pilot has to face.
Wind – wind speed:
We have already seen that wind is caused by pressure differences which act from regions of high pressure to
regions of low pressure.
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Tuesday 15th May 2012: I received a list of goods on
action, amongst the list was this canon 600mm lens, as
I use the Canon it would indeed be a great buy, as they
are expensive items to buy. This morning only one was
bidding at 125.00 BP late afternoon there was just two
bidding putting it up to 150.00 BP that was the price I
was going to offer. Offer ends May 22 guess by then the
cost will have gone up. It has a flight case to go with it.
I shall bid on last day if the price has not gone up too
high.
My major task is keeping records of work progress to include in documents to be made public.
Now my trip to Edinburgh – wind:
When there is a large change of pressure as we go across the isobars from a HIGH to a LOW, the isobars are
close together and the pressure gradient or slop is said to be step. Winds are strongest where the isobars are
packed closest and lightest where they are farthest apart – see figure 9. The strongest winds are shown by
arrows carrying the most feathers, and these occur on the side of the secondary farthest from the primary
depression.
Buys Ballot’s law:
Now turn to any of the diagrams illustrating pressure distribution and imagine that you are standing with
your back to the wind. Remember that it blows along the isobars at 1500 feet.
You will find that low pressure is always on your left and high pressure is always on your right! This
important fact was discovered by a Dutchman, Buys Ballot. Unfortunate I cannot give you any information
on him at this time. The reverse state of affairs, high pressure on your left and low on your right, occurs in
the southern hemisphere.
Effect of pressure changes on the altimeter:
Suppose that a pilot has to fly from Brighton, where the sea level atmosphere pressure is 1030 mb, to
Edinburgh, where the sea level atmosphere pressure is only 1000 mb. Having set his / her altimeter to read
heights above sea level at Brighton, he / she decide to fly at 2400 feet.
Pressure decreases by 1 mb. For every 30 feet of height.
Therefore, the pressure 2400 feet above Brighton is:

If the altimeter is to register 1400 feet all the time, the machine must fly at a height where the pressure is
950 mb.
But at Edinburgh this pressure occurs at a height of:
1000 – 950 x 30 feet, i.e. at 1500 feet.
Have you notice the problem why a pilot has to be up to date.
As this issue getting more interesting I will continue on the next page to avoid breaking it up.
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Sorry to say that I was out bid
on this canon lens – well I have
always been an unlucky person
to be able to win anything. If: I
want something than I have to
pay full price to have it.
Figure 28: Cold front: A cumulonimbus is getting a small shower in the cold air behind the front.
Cb = Cumulonimbus Sc = Stratocumulus S = Stratus.
Fronts:
As the front moves nearer, the barometer continues to fall and the cloud lowers and thickens to cirrostratus,
which gives a halo round the sun or moon. The wind is generally from the south-east and of moderate
strength.
As the cloud thickens and lowers to altostratus type, giving a watery sun, the barometer goes on falling and
the wind veers gradually towards south. The cloud thickens to 10,000 or 15,000 feet, and becomes dirty grey
in colour. Trails of rain can be seen falling from the cloud, but it usually evaporates before reaching the
ground.
Heavy and continuous rain, snow or sleet, occurs in the last three hundred miles of the warm front, where
dense nimbostratus cloud lowers gradually to within about 500 feet of the ground at the lowest point of the
front.
Notice that the warm air is above the cold air. There is an inversion below the clouds, and rain falling from
the ascending warm air is falling into a region of lower temperature. If the temperature of the cold air is low
enough, a heavy deposit of clear ice – glazed frost – may form on the cold surface of an aircraft flying
beneath the cloud. In such circumstances, a pilot would probably return some distance along a reciprocal
track before trying to climb into the warmer air above the front.
The warm sector – see Figure 28:
As the lower edge of the front passes the observer, the wind veers rapidly to south-west and increases in
speed, the air becomes warm and muggy, and the sky is either clear or covered with low turbulence cloud
from which intermittent drizzle may fall. In the warm sector, the pressure usually remains fairly steady or
falls only slightly. Visibility to the north of the front is good except in rain, but is often poor in the warm
sector owing to mist or fog.
Process planning:
An analysis of the sequence of processes, machines, labour, machine tools, and inspection equipment and
labour costs associated with the manufacture of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is vital for Searl
Technology Inc. Based upon FACTS contain in vast number of e Mails I get it is clear that people lack the
knowledge what it is like to set up a company – more so – how complicated it is for an international
origination to be created – but we are winning over all the odds. Well done Morris!
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2008: I attended a day show in
London where I blessed with the
opportunity to study this camera set
up – yes that is what you call taking
pictures. What most people cannot
understand why do I need such
technology – I cannot understand why
their minds are so small to see
themselves how important getting top
rate data out to the public at large, so
far it has been so limited since the
60s. The technology is here now
money blocks it from being use. If no
one else is releasing the data then we
have to do it ourselves – or no S.E.G.
Searl states: FACTS, quotes and jokes about man’s posterior – proving the old adage true – The End is
Near.
WIND:
Notice that the pilot is flying into a depression or LOW, that is, into bad weather. Therefore the altimeter is
over reading. The hills may be hidden by cloud or obscured by heavy rain and therefore invisible to the pilot
until it is too late to avoid a crash.
When heading towards LOW pressure, or with continuous Starboard drift, the altimeter over- reads, i.e. the
true height is less than the indicated height.
Gustiness:
As it blows over the surface of the earth the wind encounters all kinds of obstacles – large houses, trees,
hills, cliffs, etc. these cause a considerable resistance, so that the speed of the wind near ground-level is
considerably reduced. The wind flows over and round the obstacles in a swirling, turbulent motion and some
of the turbulent air is forced upwards to higher levels, while air from above descends to take its place - see
Figure 24 will appear in a few pages time. During the day, the sun heats the ground and convention
currents of warm air rise up from the surface.
It is these two types of turbulence, mechanical and thermal, which upset the smooth flow of the wind and
causes it to blow in gusts with varying speeds and directions. This general turbulence extends to about 1500
feet.
Feet.
Diurnal variations:
At night, thermal turbulence ceases and the surface wind is no longer assisted by fast moving air from the
1500 feet level. The surface wind lulls while the wind at 1500 feet increases in speed.
During the day, thermal turbulence sets in and the surface wind is speeded up by the fast moving air which
descends from 1500 feet. At the same time, wind at 1500 feet is slowed down by the addition of slowmoving air rising from the surface..
There is also a change of direction. At night, the wind at 1500 feet flows along the isobars while the slower
surface wing flows in towards low pressure making an angle of 300 with the isobars – see Figure 14.
I shall continue on the next page.
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Left top: Figure 14: Night surface winds.
Left Bottom: Figure 15: Daytime surface winds.
By day, turbulence causes the surface wind to
veer and flow nearer to the isobars, while the
wind at 1500 feet backs and flows in towards low
pressure at a small angle to the isobars – see
Figure 15.
Thermal winds:
So far, I have dealt only with the winds at or near the
surface, so now let us consider what happens at higher
altitudes.
In Figure 16 the sea level pressures at A and B are
equal, but A is at the base of a column of warm, light
air and B is at the base of a column of cold, heavy air.
The pressure decreases more rapidly with altitude in
the cold, heavy column of COLD air will be a region
of LOW pressure, and the WARM column will be a
region of HIGH pressure. As for LOWs and HIGHs at
the surface, air will circulate round the LOW, or cold
column in an anticlockwise direction and round the
HIGH or warm column in a clockwise direction.
Well FB. What can you remember about wind – no
not your wind – the weather wind you fool, which
should not smell as bad as yours? Wind is a lifetime
study calling for men and women, who are devoted
trying to solve weather problems, bless them all even
when they get it wrong, which can happen.

Figure 15: In daytime: surface wind increases and veers wind at 1500 feet backs and decreases.
Buys Ballot’s law for thermal winds:

If you stand with your back to
the wind in the northern
hemisphere, Temperature is
LOW on your left and High on
your RIGHT.
The coldest regions of the Earth
are the poles, so that we except
to find the upper winds
circulating anticlockwise
around the depression produced
at an altitude above the North
Pole - i.e. a west wind. There
FB that was simple, just think
all this work just to educate you
my darling and its free to you.
Think what do you do for free?

Searl states; that some discoveries have been discovered at least nine times. The S.E.G. has been
discovered many times since the start of the 18th century, only now are the tools, materials, equipment and
machinery and the materials are available to market such a device. The question that concerns me how
long back than the 18th century did man know about the S.E.G. but afraid to talk about it as they did not
want to become a firework display on a Sunday entertainment show.
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Figure 18: Katabatic wind.

Variation of wind with height:
1. At ground level, the wind
blows in towards LOW at an
angle of 200 to 300 to the
isobars.
2. At 1500 feet the wind is
stronger and blows along the
isobars.
3. Above 1500 feet, thermal
winds are superimposed on
the surface winds so that
westerly winds tend to
increase with altitude while
easterly winds tend to
decrease and become
reversed. Northerly winds
back and southerly winds
veer towards west. Aircraft on
easterly courses are often
assisted by west winds if they
fly high, whereas westbound
craft sometimes meet less
head wind by flying at low
altitudes.
That ends another block of data.

Figure 19: Sea breeze and coastal cloud.
Local winds:
It often happens that the wind experienced over a relatively small area of the earth’s surface does not
coincide with the wind predicted from the positions of the isobars and the application of Buys Ballot’s law.
These local winds may arise through a variety of causes and several of the more important examples are
given below.
1 Anabatic wind – see Figure 17:
During the quiet warm weather of a summer anticyclone or col, the slops of the hills are heated by the
sunshine and the temperature of the air in contact with the ground rises, thus causing it to expand. The
warm, light air so formed flows up the slope. This is the anabatic wind, and because it is rising against
gravity its speed is always quite small.
2 Katabatic Wind – see Figure 18:
In the late afternoon, the sun sinks and the anabatic wind ceases. During the night, the hills radiate more of
their heat away into space than the low lying valleys between them. The cold hilltops cool the air in contact
with them and the dense air thus formed flows down and displaces the warm, light air in the valleys. Mist
often forms in the cold air and the katabatic wind carries it down into the valleys during the night.
Sometimes the katabatic wind is assisted by cooling of the air by snow or ice on high ground.
I shall start block 3 on the next page to avoid breaking it up – in fact what just been stated above can be
film here in process of function to see fog created from ground level and within minutes the whole area is
blacked out from view. The birds I assume stay inside – if they don’t I cannot see them flying.
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1968: Mortimer. Berkshire.UK: Audio
vision and communication division. I was
planning to get such lens, but as luck had
it I never was able to find the cash to get
one. The camera, recorder and keyboard
are now a critical requirement of IT, as IT
now plays a vital part of any company
strategy. More so in R&D functions. This
article refers to auto focus technology for
DIGISUPER HDTV zoom lenses
employed in the below listed lenses. The
specification of these lenses will be
presented later, if I do not forget. Searl
understands that recently there has been a
greater demand for broadcast HDTV
production and the requirement for
accuracy in focusing has risen in response
to this demand. Canon has been and
continues to be a pioneer in the design of
broadcast lenses and meets this demand
with the introduction of a revolutionary
HDTV Auto focus system. This
technology assists professional camera
operators in concentrating on the
action/beauty shots while maintaining the
images in focus. I need the S.E.G to keep
in focus all the time. Public meetings or
demonstrations perfection and nothing
more I require to see on film.

Digisuper 100AF.
Digisuper 86AF.
Canon’s advanced auto focusing for the Digisuper HDTV zoom lens employs the TTL secondary image
registration phase detection system, originally developed for single lens reflex still cameras, in order to
pursue both high accuracy and a high tracking capability for broadcast HDTV.

I USE MAINLY Canon equipment, therefore our plans are to film all progress made in getting the S.E.G.
to the marketplace – our first objective. The flight side has to join the queue, as the transportation has to
do until those in charge of that work can raise the funds. But you will get to know what equipment I have
once set up to get down to workload and their functions. I have too judged each and every issue with a
clear mind and make the right decisions by which success will be achieved.
Searl states: that only a zoo keeper can come close to imagining what the stench on Noah’s Ark after
forty days was like – I can understand from my own experience of males urinals smell after a week of no
flashing and never forget that Johnny Cash is the money you put in a pay toilet. Searl says: better to fart
and bear the shame. Than not to fart and bear the pain, the pain I am absolutely aware of.
Searl States: there is nothing like returning to a place that remains unchanged to find the ways in which
you yourself have altered. With Bradley Lockerman, George and Debbie with me: we visited the chemists
shop: in St. Peter’s street to find it still there. Brad film my talk with the new owner, as I explain what it
was like when I worked there in 1947/8 to the owner surprise. And visiting Mortimer where I lived during
main days testing the technology and on to Sulham Lane my first real home, but the actual building was
gone but all the rest was still in place. St. John’s Hall was still as I knew it. Black bushe airfield had
change through re-development. Agree that I had changed far more than most places had – by sadness
since 1946 at Crawley road, the only real happy place I have known. Things at this time do not appear to
get better. But the work appears to keep me going for a little longer. That is all I can hope for at this date.
The question is a little hope enough to keep an old man going, only time will prove if that is true or not.
Without hope there is no gain – when hope is all you got to hang on, one can only try to keep hanging.
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Figure 20: Land breeze.
Searl states: that charity should begin at home, but should not stay there. I can state absolute that I have
just been a charity unit who gave his time and even pension money to help those in need, swearing on the
mothers death bed to pay me back in a month, years passed seen not one penny back. What is the reason
for this increase of evil minds, the lack of the birching process?
3 Sea breezes – see Figure 19:
During a hot day, the sun heats the land much more rapidly than the sea because:
1. Water requires four times as much heat to raise its temperature as does soil:
2. Currents in the sea mix up the water so that the heat is distributed through the whole depth of sea,
but in the case of the soul only the top surface is heated. Air over the land is warmed and rises and
a breeze of cool sea air flows in to take its place. The sea breeze is strongest about 3 o’clock in the
afternoon.
When the sea breeze meets the land, it is slowed down by the uneven ground, trees, houses, etc. some of it
therefore rises over the coast, and small, woolly cumulus clouds may be produced in the ascending air
currents. These clouds are sometimes referred to as coastal cloud. Upward ‘bumps’ or ‘ballooning’ may be
experienced when flying below 2000 feet.
4 Land Breezes – see Figure 20:
At night, the land cools much more rapidly than the sea, with the result that the air over the sea is than
lighter than the air over the cold land. The warm air rises from the surface of the sea and a breeze of cold air
from the land flows in to take its place.
Because ground offers a greater resistance to the wind than sea, the wind over the sea is faster than that over
the land, with the result that along the coast there is a descending current of air which may cause dangerous
downward ‘bumps’ at heights below 2000 feet. Land breezes reach their maximum speed in the early hours
of the morning.
Level of significance:
The probability: This determines the critical region of a significance test. A result which is significant at he
5% level, for example, means that the probability of obtaining a sample statistic value as far from mean as
that observed is less than 5%. In this case the probability of a type 1 error is also 5%.
These terms which are shown from time to time are advanced warning that it is a subject that will be
a document as soon as possible, covering my knowledge base of setting up a company.
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Figure 21: Effect of land barriers on wind
directions. Note the funnel – “mistral’ – effect in the
valley.

5 Effect of mountain barriers: The mistral – see
Figure 21:
On most days the wind blows over mountain ranges,
but if the lapse rate and the atmosphere is in stable
condition, the wind may be deflected round the ends of
mountain ranges or through valleys. In such cases the
wind on the lee side of the mountains may blow from
almost any direction. A good example of this type of
wind is the Mistral, a strong wind which is forced down
the Rhone Valley in Southern France by high pressure
to the north of the mountain ranges and low pressure
over the Mediterranean Sea.
My next block of data will appear out of this box as I
do not wish to break it up. As stated this is a
simplified version of the weather the real stuff will
appear in another book on the weather.

Searl is aware that a belch is just a gentle breeze coming from the heart; if it comes out the other end, it is
called a fart. Searl also wonder about the American Society of Composers, Authors and Poets. ASCAP =
A heck of a place for a hat, don’t you think so?
6 The Fohn wind – see figure 22:
It was stated above that wind generally flows over ranges of mountains. As the air ascends the windward
slope, it is subjected to adiabatic cooling at the rate of 30C per 1000 feet. If the air contains a large amount of
water vapour, i.e. if the dew point is high, a cloud forms around the tops of the mountains with its thickest
part on the windward side. If rain falls from a cloud, the air is warmed by the release of latent heat of
vaporization, and the Fohn wind descending the lee side of the mountains is warmer and drier than the
original wind.
A few isolated cumulus clouds may float away from the cloud and disperse in the warm, dry air on the
leeward side. Although the cloud is stationary, the wind blows through it, constantly forming fresh cloud in
the ascending air while the cloud is dispersing in the warm descending air. The Fohn occurs on the lee side
of the Alps, in Eastern Scotland, and many other places. On the Eastern side of the Rocky Mountains, this
warm, dry wind is known as the Chinook
An exception occurs when there is a sheet of rain-bearing cloud at about 9000 feet. The “orographic” cloud
on top of the mountain then joins up with the higher cloud and forms a very thick cloud from which heavy
rain falls.
7 The Bora:
This is a strong, north-easterly, off-shore wind which blows at the North end of the Adriatic Sea. It has two
causes:
1, The Katabatic effect of snow on the mountain slopes behind the coast:
2, High pressure over the Balkans forcing air down the numerous valleys in the mountains.
It is cold and gusty, and unless there is a depression over the north end of the Adriatic Sea, it is usually dry.
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2012: Somerset. Searl states:
Oh give me a home where the
buffalo roam, and the dear and the
antelope play. And I will show you a
home of a man you know well on
YouTube that has assorted crap all
over the floor. You know who he is
by the poo on YouTube; so if you
ever meet him, great him with a good
size turd. There is nothing wrong in
being so polite to a man who exists
on poo on YouTube.
Figure 23: Cirrus clouds:

Clouds:

Cloud forms are divided into four sections:

Figure 23: Cirrus clouds:

Young John Dunn leaves Ireland to
seek his fortune in America. He
writes to his mother, saying that he
was well and is living in a small
white house in Vermont.
When another lad leaves for
America, Mrs. Dunn asks him to look
for John. He is walking through the
countryside in Vermont and
approaches a small wooden white
house with a half-moon on the door.
The lad approaches the house and
calls out, “Are you Dunn?” A voice
from within the house replies. “No,
but I will be in a minute”.

1. High clouds, having their bases above 20,000 feet. With the exception of Cirrus, all clouds in this
section bear the prefix ‘Cirro.’
2. Medium clouds, having their bases between 7000 feet and 20,000 feet. These all bear the prefix
‘Alto.’:
3. Low clouds, having a bas below 7000 feet. These have no distinguishing prefix:
4. Heap clouds.
1 High Clouds:
(a) Cirrus (Ci)- see Figure 23.
These are delicate, wispy, white clouds with no shadows. Their heights lie between 20,000 and
30,000 feet, and they usually appear as fibrous lines, isolated tufts, curves or feathery plumes –
‘Mares’ tails” – in a blue sky. Cirrus clouds are the first and highest clouds in advance of the warm
front of an approaching depression, which I shall discuss later in this article. They are thin – about 50
or 100 feet thick – and although they consist of minute ice crystals they do not cause icing on
aircraft, nor do they obscure the Moon or stars.
To avoid breaking up the next block of data, I shall start it on the next page; let us look at another term
which will appear in future books.
Parameter:
A collective name: given to statistical measures – usually of the population – such as the arithmetic mean
and the standard deviation.
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Every night before I go to bed, I ‘m
wishing upon a star that this would be
you Flowerbower. My dream of blessing
you with a surprise: by which you
would not forget me; would be
complete. Sadly to say that dream has
not been fore filled yet. So I shall
double up my wishing upon a star and
if I hear an emergency call on the radio
that an U.F.O has been seen heading
for planet Mars, I shall know that it
must be you – for who else is a nut bar
like you?
We are the people that make things
happen, slow it may seem but knowledge
gain is the returns we win. Is worth more
than the time it takes. If only we all
worked together as one like they must
had done in the days of the ancient
pharaohs, this world would be a paradise
by now. Agree we cannot prevent
Earthquakes or volcanos. But we do
have the power to fight the winds and
flooding. No doubt in time a solution by
which volcanos can be controlled will
happen, to every problem there is a
solution, some just take a bit longer to
emerge.
Searl says: Money is like manure – it’s no
good unless you spread it around – that is
the FACT of life. Money is the route of all
problems – without money you got
problems, the same with money.

(B) Cirrostratus (Cs):
The word “Stratus” means “a layer,” and Cirrostratus is a very thin layer of sheet of milky-white
cloud which usually covers the whole sky, and, like cirrus cloud, it consists of ice particles. It is
difficult to detect at night unless there is a moon, around which it forms a wide halo which may be
either white or coloured. It is the second cloud of the warm front and does not cause ice formation on
aircraft.
(c) Cirrocumulus (Cc):
This type of cloud is rare because it is only formed by the fading and subsequent disappearance of a
warm front, a phenomenon which seldom occurs. Like the cirrus and cirrostratus clouds, it is a thin
layer containing ice crystals which do not cause ice formation on aircraft. Cirrocumulus appears as a
very fine ripples or very small blobs or flakes and produces the true ‘Mackerel sky.’
Secondary Data:
Data already gathered or published by another organization. As in all major companies – Searl Technology
Inc. has to gather data from other companies about their products by which the development they are
undertaking can proceed to success. The S.E.G is not just one invention it is hundreds of inventions.
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Saturday 19th May 2012: 10:00 AM
been got ready for my lecture with the
help of my Carer and Jackie my good
neighbor who helped to get me dressed.
In Fact when her member of the family
noticed I did not have the jacket, or kilt
pin or the red strips for the stockings he
rush home and got his kit to complete
my outfit as my order was not expected
to be dispatch until the end of the
month, meaning it will have taken 2
months to come. The kilt Fernando
Morris brought me as my order was
going to take so long to come. The rest
of the kit I brought took time coming
but did arrive in time for today’s
lecture.
At 10:00 am, Donna drove me to the
Town Hall in Glastonbury and handed
me over to Debbie to look after me.
The lecture went well, getting many
laughs. There was a man from the
council who agreed that what I stated
was true, the only way it would work.
Expect another meeting very soon. The
press write up I shall be keen to see it.
Another reporter covering a wedding
next door sent word that he would like
to do an interview with me, so we shall
see what happens. A man: from another
group present ask would I do a lecture
to his group – yes if he sets it up. I do
have another big meeting where they
like me to give a speech to the visitors.
They loved the outfit. No one walk out
of the 4 hour talk.
As Jackie took this photo this morning,
the post man arrived and told us he had
Google me and was amazed at what he
saw and wonder what I was doing, we
told him that I was just going to lecture
at the town hall; clearly he was sad that
he could not come due to work. Guess
the name will travel around Somerset; I
guess it will produce a lot of mail FB.
But expect it to be good mail, and not
crap mail; I will let you know what
happens so keep watching this space
for updates it’s your page love!
19.05.2012: Yes FB, I am still kicking, are you – sadly to say not seen you around lately – you always give
us a great laugh – you are a great mate to have – do you know that you are the best idiot I have today!
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19.05.2012: You never know where you will see me net – getting ready for my lecture at the town hall –
photo taken by Jackie, my good neighbor, after she and Donna and Jackie’s chap had dressed me, including
some part of the rig out, which I sincerely thank them for the help of making me look good for the meeting.
2 Medium clouds:
(d) Altostratus (As):
This is a third cloud of the warm front. Sometimes, it is a thin uniform cloud which gives the sun a
‘watery’ appearance, but it may appear as a dirty grey layer 10,000 feet thick. Rain or snow may fall
from it, but the precipitation generally evaporates before reaching the ground. It can produce ice
formation.
(e) Altocumulus (Ac);
This is a false ‘Mackerel sky.’ It consists of flattened flakes or globules of cloud arranged in waves,
patches or lines. Altocumulus is usually formed by convection currents in the upper atmosphere – a hint
of possible thundery weather to come – or else by the fading of altostratus cloud. The second process is
rare.
Seasonal variation:
The cyclical variation: that can be attributed to the time of the year. But Searl Technology Inc. do not expect
much problems from cyclical affects, as power units will be in demand for some years to come – sales will
no doubt have peaks through the year.
Scatter diagram:
A graph depicting paired observations. Which: has its place within the Searl Technology complex. Through
the coming books covering vital sections for forming the company will explain in full details what it means.
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Figure 24: Stratocumulus – Turbulence – cloud forms during winter anticyclones and in warm sector of
depression – Dew point of air = 100C Air lifted and cooled by thermal and mechanical turbulence.
3 Low clouds:
(f) Stratus (St):
Under still, clear conditions when fog forms over cold ground or sea, the warmth of the sun during
the day may cause the fog to lift its base to a height of 300 to 1000 feet. Cloud thus formed is
seldom more than 1000 feet thick and it is termed stratus. Occasionally, it gives slight rain or
produces a little ice on aircraft in the form of rime.
(g) Stratocumulus (Sc) – see Figure 24 above: IT LOOKS LIKE
This turbulence cloud: form easily during winter anticyclones. Its base usually between 1000 and 3000
feet and it averages 2000 feet in thickness. There is generally clear air above, for its upper surface is
heated by the sun and the warm, descending air of the anticyclone in which it usually occurs. The
immediate cause of the cloud is found in the turbulent currents of ascending and descending air which are
produced when wind blows over uneven ground. The rising currents are cooled adiabatically, but unless
they are very powerful, they cannot penetrate the inversion which exists at the top of the cloud. Bumps
are experienced below the inversion, but the air above the cloud is smooth and relatively warm. The
cloud appears to have light and dark patches owing to its uneven thickness.
(h) Nimbostratus (Ns):
This is a sheet of heavy, dark rain bearing cloud with its base at or near the surface of the earth and its top
somewhere near the 20,000 feet level. It is the fourth cloud of the warm front and ranks second only to
cumulonimbus from the point of view of ice formation.
Sampling distribution:
The probability distribution of the sample statistic.
Sample frame:
The list from which a sample is selected.
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Figure 25: Fair weather Cumulus.

This is now Searl Technology Inc.
U.S.A.

Figure 26: Large Cumulus cloud:
Cumulonimbus with ‘Anvil’ of ‘False’ Cirrus above.

1968: The air Commander stated in a
New Flash: when Searl comes out in
the opening he will over rule the
Americans and the Russians and will
be king of all air and space. May be he
will be proven right. There is always a
50/50 possibility that the U.S.A. will
make that statement come TRUE!
Time is still on Searl Aerospace Inc.
side.

Heap clouds:

(i)
Cumulus (Cu) – see Figure 25:
This is a convection cloud which occurs mainly in fair, sunny weather as detached masses which are
carried on the wind. Since their formation depends on the production of rising currents of warm, moist
air, they increase in size up to about three o’clock in the afternoon and fade away gradually towards
sunset as the convection currents cease. They are usually less than 5000 feet thick, and by themselves
they are relatively harmless.
If the lapse rate is high, i.e. if the upper air is cool and the atmospheric conditions are unstable, the cloud
may tower upwards to a great heights and develop into the dangerous cumulonimbus cloud. Here is
where the I-G-V- could play a vital role, by flying through them and breaking them up, thus making
them harmless – well done I-G-V.
Process charts – BS21101:
Charts in which a sequence of events is portrayed diagrammatically by means of a set of process chart
symbols to help a person to visualize a process as a means of examining and improving it. Important issue of
Searl Technology Inc.
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This was the Thai team – shame
communications failure was to
blame for its closure. They could
still be saved by an agreement.
Figure 27: Warm front: Ns = Nimbostratus As = Altostratus

Cs = Cirrostratus

Ci = Cirrus.

Clouds:
(j) Cumulonimbus – (Cb):
This is the dangerous thunderstorm cloud, and the frontispiece shows an early stage in its formation. The
term nimbus, which is never used alone, denotes cloud from which rain or other precipitation is
falling. The high lapse rate of the atmosphere cause the warm, very rapid currents to carry the cloud up to
great heights – some times to 25,000 or even 30,000 feet.
The clouds are usually detached and have a base several miles across. At high levels, they spread out into
an ‘anvil’ of feathery, false cirrus cloud which blows away from their tops – see Figure 26.
Visibility inside the cloud is very bad, severe ice formation is likely to occur, and lightning, hail, and
severe bumps may be experienced. Searl states that such clouds are best avoided.
Fronts – In Figure 8 – a depression is shown moving in a North-easterly direction. It is divided into
warm sector and a cold sector by two ‘fronts’ with belts of rain which move onwards with the advancing
depression. Let us take a vertical section across these two fronts and examine them in detail.
The warm front – see Figure 27:
Notice that the air in the warm sector has come from the south-west. It has therefore traversed great
distances over a warm ocean and become almost saturated with moisture.
This warm, moist air overtakes the denser cold air in front and rises over it along a gentle sloping surface
called the warm front. Because it is already almost saturated, the warm air has only to ascent a short
distance before adiabatic cooling reduces its temperature to the dew point and a dense nimbostratus cloud
forms. As the saturated warm air climbs higher, other types of cloud are produced, altostratus,
cirrostratus, and finally tufts and lines of cirrus at a height of 25,000 to 30,000 feet, and about 500 miles
in advance of the lowest point of the front.
An observer to the North of the advancing front first notices the appearance of plumes and tufts of high
cirrus cloud and a fall in the barometric pressure.
Preventive maintenance:
Work undertaken to maintain the operational standards of plant and equipment, which of cause will be a
key function of Searl Technology Inc. to have maintenance staff to check all is well with the plant.
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Sorry to say that I was out bid
on this canon lens – well I have
always been an unlucky person
to be able to win anything. If: I
want something than I have to
pay full price to have it.
Figure 28: Cold front: A cumulonimbus is getting a small shower in the cold air behind the front.
Cb = Cumulonimbus Sc = Stratocumulus S = Stratus.
Fronts:
As the front moves nearer, the barometer continues to fall and the cloud lowers and thickens to cirrostratus,
which gives a halo round the sun or moon. The wind is generally from the south-east and of moderate
strength.
As the cloud thickens and lowers to altostratus type, giving a watery sun, the barometer goes on falling and
the wind veers gradually towards south. The cloud thickens to 10,000 or 15,000 feet, and becomes dirty grey
in colour. Trails of rain can be seen falling from the cloud, but it usually evaporates before reaching the
ground.
Heavy and continuous rain, snow or sleet, occurs in the last three hundred miles of the warm front, where
dense nimbostratus cloud lowers gradually to within about 500 feet of the ground at the lowest point of the
front.
Notice that the warm air is above the cold air. There is an inversion below the clouds, and rain falling from
the ascending warm air is falling into a region of lower temperature. If the temperature of the cold air is low
enough, a heavy deposit of clear ice – glazed frost – may form on the cold surface of an aircraft flying
beneath the cloud. In such circumstances, a pilot would probably return some distance along a reciprocal
track before trying to climb into the warmer air above the front.
The warm sector – see Figure 28:
As the lower edge of the front passes the observer, the wind veers rapidly to south-west and increases in
speed, the air becomes warm and muggy, and the sky is either clear or covered with low turbulence cloud
from which intermittent drizzle may fall. In the warm sector, the pressure usually remains fairly steady or
falls only slightly. Visibility to the north of the front is good except in rain, but is often poor in the warm
sector owing to mist or fog.
Process planning:
An analysis of the sequence of processes, machines, labour, machine tools, and inspection equipment and
labour costs associated with the manufacture of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is vital for Searl
Technology Inc. Based upon FACTS contain in vast number of e Mails I get it is clear that people lack the
knowledge what it is like to set up a company – more so – how complicated it is for an international
origination to be created – but we are winning over all the odds. Well done Morris!
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Figure 29: Occlusion of the warm front type:
The cold front – see figure 28:
Observe that the air to the west of the cold front has come from regions to the north of the depression. This
air is cold and heavy, and the wind to the west of the front is faster than the wind in the warm section. The
cold air therefore drives under the warm, almost saturated air in front in front of it like a wedge, causing the
warm air to rise rapidly.
As the warm, moist air rises, it cools adiabatically, giving cumulonimbus, altostratus and altocumulus cloud
along the front. Heavy rain falls along a belt about 50 miles wide, and the large amounts of cumulonimbus
are likely to produce severe bumps and severe ice accretion on aircraft attempting to fly through the front. In
practice, there are generally gaps in the towering clouds which would be visible to a pilot a considerable
time before he / she reached the front.
Searl states: now let us return to our observer on the ground. As the warm sector passes him / her they
notice either clear skies or else a thin layer of status or stratocumulus – turbulence – cloud at about 4000
feet. The barometer remains low and steady, but it may rise slightly as he / she sees the distant line of
billowing, towering, cumulonimbus cloud so characteristic of the cold front.
The sun disappears and heavy rain commences almost at once, the wind veers suddenly towards west and
increases in strength, and heavy rain or hail falls from the warm saturated air now being forced up through
towering clouds overhead.
Thunder and lightning sometimes occur in the 50-mile belt of rain and hail along the fronts. After one or two
hours the rain ceases, but the air is cold and the wind remains strong, first from a westerly direction and later
from a north-westerly direction. The lapse rate in the cold sector is usually fairly high, and convection cloud
– cumulus and cumulonimbus – may form and give occasional showers of rain or hail.
Producer’s risk – α:
The probability that, when a batch of S.E.Gs is sampled, the number of defectives found indicates that the
AQL has been exceeded, when in fact it has not. The batch is generally submitted unnecessarily to 100%
inspection. Which is the task of Searl Technology Inc.: to enforce throughout its manufacturing units.
Inspection throughout all operations is a must. Any inspectors fail in their duty will have the choice of
instant dismissal or 25 stokes of the cane. The choice is yours. Ladies will have the option of the cane or a
spanking, if they want to keep their job. But top workmanship will be maintain regardless!
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We are the people who will
solve the energy crises with a
complete new concept.
Figure 30: Occlusion of the cold front type.
Occluded fronts:
It has been stated earlier that the cold air in advance of the warm sector moves slowest while the cold air
behind the cold front moves fastest.
When the two fronts meet, the warm sector is lifted off the ground and only a single front remains. This is
the occluded front, and it may have one of two possible forms according to the temperatures of the two cold
air masses.
1 Warm front occlusion – see Figure 29:
The rear air is warmer than the advance air and rises over it. The characteristics are much like those of a
warm front, but there may be some cumulonimbus present which will be hidden by the clouds in front of it.
2 Cold front occlusion – see Figure 30:
The rear air is colder than the advance air and drives a wedge under it, with the result that the front partakes
of the nature of a cold front. It has a narrower belt of rain than the warm front occlusion and a considerable
development of cumulonimbus, which, as before, may be hidden by the altostratus and cirrostratus in front
of it. So that the intensity of the storm may remain unapparent to an aircrew until they enter it.
The majorities of depressions that cross the British Isles are occluded and are ‘filling up,’ i.e. becoming less
intense and slowing down.
Ice Accretion:
Super cooled water:
If water droplets suspended in a cloud are cooled, it is possible for their temperature to be lowered many
degrees below 320F. Without freezing occurring. They are then said to be super cooled. If the super cooled
drops are large and have temperatures between 00C. And -8.80C. – 00F. in cumulonimbus – thunder clouds , then only a part of the drop freezes on striking the leading edge of a wing and the rest of it streams over the
cold surface of the wing and freezes as a sheet of glassy ice which adheres firmly.
The rapid formation of such ice deforms the shape of the wings so that they become less efficient, the
controls may become jammed, and similar ice formation in the carburetor reduces engine power, with the
result that the aircraft may be forced down by the weight of ice, loss of power and loss of control.
I shall continue this study on the next page as there is lack of space here for it.
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A graceful ending to this article on weather conditions such as icing. Can you name this aircraft?
Fronts:
Such conditions occur in cumulonimbus clouds formed in unstable air or along a cold front. Pilots avoid
these clouds by seeking for gaps between them.
White rime:
If a small drop of super cooled water strikes the leading edge of a wing, the whole drop freezes almost at
once and it has little time to spread over the surface of the wing – this is especially so if the amount of super
cooling is large, i.e. if the temperature is below 00F. The resulting ice, called white rime, accumulates on the
leading edges, but it does not bind tightly to the wing and breaks away during flight.
Glazed frost:
A heavy deposit of clear glazed ice may form rapidly upon an aircraft attempting to fly through the rain
falling in the cold air beneath the warm front. In such circumstances, a pilot would descend to a lower level
in the hope of finding temperatures above freezing point or else return some distance along a reciprocal
track before climbing through the front into the warmer air above it.
I have now completed my intended work on meteorology simplified. All future statements upon the
weather issue will be, as one would expect from an expert – complicated. Before I close this book there
are a few points which I like to clear up, so you will be able to follow what I am stating about setting this
company structure up.
Industrial and commercial finance corporation Ltd:
Provides funds: for small to medium size companies. Facilities include term loans, installment credit and
leasing. Amounts available range from £5,000.00 to more than £2 million. Searl Technology Inc. does not
fall within this category, it plans to become a very large company and setting up the S.E.G for mass
production will hit more than ten times which they could offer.
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1978: Mortimer. Berkshire. UK: This is Searl
understanding of three more airports as to what they
have to offer to passengers passing through. This
book is about flying – that is conventional flying.

I have listed 12 of the symbols which are seen at airports around the world – not all have the same available
conveniences; at least not in 1978 – over time things changes by market demand.
For our readers who are not yet with it – Searl Technology Inc. is all about energy and transportation,
which includes all present days’ knowledge plus a hell of a lot more knowledge as our research and
development, enters new fields in science and technology which has to be developed for the marketplace.
It is no longer a question that we can wait for another time – time is running out faster than you are
aware of – it is not many million more years as we were taught at school – but may be less than one
thousand years. But that is if the 14 super volcanos don’t blow – which is more likely to blow than not to
blow. If they do, millions will die including our food stock. The chances are that the whole world may die
this time, last time we were lucky about 1000 people survived the effects in the world – unfortunate that
does not suggest that we shall be that lucky this time.
Searl States: that there was never yet an uninteresting life. Such a thing is impossibility. Inside of the
dullest exterior there is drama, a comedy, and a tragedy, Searl should know. He has lived in hell and still
is – but he has faced many dramas, yet still gives a comedy most days, and he has faced many tragedies
during his life – and no doubt many more yet to come.
The UK government want to increase the taxes from the public so we are now being forced to buy expensive
long life bulbs, which from my experience have thrown up a problem – one £7.49 low wattage long life bulb
made by Philips electronics packed up on the third switch on. I sent it back to Philips for replacement and
then came the shock – they refused to replace it as the date stamped on base of the date of manufacture
was over two years earlier than the date I brought it in King’s Cross London. Thus that lamp been sitting
on the shelf for over two years. This should be a warning to all; you may not have any guarantee on long
life bulbs, even though the salesman may say you have. For that money I could had got 15 normal bulbs
for that money, amazing think they last much longer than that bulb did.
Then you get mail which explains how well the power people are doing; such as we have 7.7 million
customers, with 6,000 people working for them, with 80 new apprentices taken on in the last year. So we
obtain an image upon how well they are doing, but look at the cost we are paying for it.
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Prof. Searl.

Swallow.

1978: Searl understanding of airline operations – the airport then operating – things may have changed over
time – but 1946 Searl had to learn ships flag meanings – some may have been changed in value to the codes
he knew then. Searl expect that some airports have some extra symbols as they offer some adult
requirements.
Co-Pilot:
Tower:
Tower:
Co-Pilot:
Co-Pilot:
Co-Pilot:

Heathrow ground from S. S. Explorer on stand.
S. S. Explorer requesting start-up clearance.
S. S. Explorer is clear to the John F. Kennedy airport. Your initial routing is to Brecon twoeight.
S. S. Explorer is clear for take-off – wind two-0 at one-two.
30 thousands r.p.m:
75 thousands r.p.m:
Rotate:

The flight crew on conventional aircraft, plus the crew of a space mission will be at the spaceport an hour
before takeoff – earlier if the route is unfamiliar. Each member has to sign in, undertaking that he / she has
read the flying regulations. Licenses, vaccinations and passports must be up-to-date and all crew members
and mission members must be dry: no alcohol within eight Hours of a flight / missions, some times more,
depending on airline rules or state law.
Swallow Command rules are a bit stiffer: its seven days before a mission program starts. No alcohol or
cigarettes are allowed on board it’s a complete smoke free environment. In FACT that will apply to all
buildings in the complex; health of all members comes first. If you must smoke then you do not belong to
Searl Technology Inc. and sections thereof. I shall never place any other member’s lives at risk to please
anyone. I-G-V missions will entail not less than eight pilots, working shifts. Crew structure of space
missions will form a document, which will appear later.
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Do you identify this airport? – That is: what it was like when I knew it – it has now changed. Check the next
page for the answer.
Flight is one of man’s amazing achievements the rate of progress unbelievable – but cost in life, and the
forever rising cost of construction and operational will slow future progress down, it is still possible that it
could even stop dead any future progress. The: I-G-V is on hold at this time due to lack of funds for further
research and development; the cost is out of this world so to speak; costing far more than the 747 to
construct. Let face the truth supersonic flight was so costly many opportunities of its development were
dropped; agree Britain and France pulled it off, but at a price which in the end killed it. NASA is facing the
same problem cost is cutting down R&D across the front of flight. Agree, money is the route of all evil, take
it away – yet it could be good for the wellbeing of the planet and all which has to share it – but alas evil
minds must first be dealt with, before we can say that we are human; there are still a few humans around
but hard to find.
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Did you guess the airport right – or are you just saying you did; to keep your image intact.
At the bottom of page 478, I started to present a picture of the UK power situation. May be I should
enhance upon this issue as we are involved in electrical production as such. They claim that they spend
over £30 million on tree trimming every year. Now you may understand what I stated in the past; that all
power cables should be underground, saving over £30 million each year, do not forget that cost goes up
each year. They claim that they have spent over £2 million on their network between 2010 and 2015 –
interesting that point: its only 2012 now, by 2015 costs will have scored – so how do they assumed that
figure – I bet it will be nearer £3 million plus by that date.
Another claim: Over 80%; the percentage, on average, of power supply losses restored within the first
hour. Let us take a look at this statement – Wednesday 29th February 2012: at 09:10 am power cut off all
day then on at 17:43pm. This was the second long power cut in 2012. That is another reason why S.E.Gs
is urgently needed. Another claim: 149 new automation schemes installed on our network to make it even
more reliable. That is not all, another claim, 32 the new customer service guarantees we’ve introduced for
our connections performance.
I agree; that I live in a no man’s land; that was not my wish. But I am here and have to accept the situation,
power is vital to me – I understand that we cannot install power unit with an output greater than 5Kw. Thus
this means you have to use their power system, until I have a S.E.G to completely replace this mains input.
Searl Technology Inc. base research and development at this stage is a domestic 15Kw unit; we promise in
our for life customer communications last year that we would provide an update of our performance and
achievements. This has been administrated by Bradley Lockerman as video clips on YouTube and other
sites. More such clips should appear over the months ahead.
Sad to state that I am still out of action, the new website www.searl-technology.uk is not yet operating. This
is intended for engineers, scientists etc. and finance people to study; and not suitable to the general public as
it is advance material and some contents could offend the weak minded, or over religious people. My books
cover the urgent needs of this planet with solutions, and in the process educate people for the new age this
technology will bring. Education has to be improved without question. I was shocked at the lack of
knowledge women had about their body or problems which they could have. Men clearly had no respect for
hygiene, or health problems – and you think you are going to Mars – forget it son you are going to stay at
home and like it.
Searl states: that everyone should be entitled to energy to meet their needs, as a first priory, really a
human right issue. You should not have to endure power cuts, even for one hour.
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Our children are crying; hear what they say. Don’t
take away our tomorrow and throw it away. Our
planet is dying because you don’t care. With our
misguided science you’re polluting our air. You cut
too much forest for monetary gain. The ground is so
thirsty, no trees, mean no rain.
You have poisoned our oceans with filthy refuse. Our
fish, many are dying through senseless abuse. Is this
the inheritance you old ones will leave?
You are stealing our birthright, and for this we
grieve. We’ll have no tomorrow unless you take heed.
And cease the destruction you cause by your greed.
So listen to our crying, and hear what we say. Give
back our tomorrow, take heed today.
Stop your pollution before it’s too late. Or we’ll have
no future, but share the fate. If we could only grieve
for this planet as we did for Diana. There still could
be a future for all of mankind.
The Earth is the only home we have, yet we treat it
like many do with their public toilets – destroy them.
So they can complain there are no toilets to use.
Searl Technology Inc. shall never have to implement 149 new automation schemes to make our products
even more reliable and to speed-up power restoration times when supplies are disrupted. WHY NOT? The
S.E.G. is a sealed unit, as it never stops running. To get a power failure one would have to break the
casing open, which stops it operating for legal reasons of safety. In such an event the persons guarantee
is void. To be able to order another one they would have to receive 25 strokes of the cat and nine tails as
punishment for taking away a unit from another person.
Restored power: to over 80% of customers within the first hour on average when HV supplies were
disrupted. That is your grid supply. Then why not switch to the S.E.G. supply which never will have any
power disruption, which makes sense.
Their claim that they introduced 32 new customer guarantee Relating to service standards on their
connections performance - this can only be based on the time period in which it took; Were they moving
into a house that a customer had just departed from that house, clearly not a new customer but a
replacement customer. I am just a replacement customer who is replacing the one who has moved on
from here. In their records I am a new customer. Add all these customers divided into units sold clearly
gives a low reading that looks good. Reality dived the number of houses being power into the units sold
the price is high not good for the supplier.
What can the conventional energy people offer you, besides higher bills; power cuts? You may wonder what
Searl Technology Inc. can offer you. First cost saving: no mass number of wooden poles saving trees
from destruction, and they failing in bad weather. No more pylons which is vision pollution, thus no
chance of pylon failure in bad weather. No more cables and wires to fail in bad weather, or substations
that can fail or get bombed by some nut case. This is on its own a massive cost savings. Each home: with
its own power source. Each home: then being independent to the rest of the street. Peace of mind - no
bills, no power cuts and no pollution.
The S.E.G. does not come cheap these days, as they must be developed for mass production mode.
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Searl Technology Inc. will have such infrastructure in place; in fact it could amount to 200 staff being
employed at the end of the day. For now Fernando Morris is training to obtain the skills to train the staff
that will be needed once under full stream – Rome was not built in a day – nor will Searl Technology Inc.
associated division; all will need time to train to become experts in this new window of science. Even films
recording is changing to obtain better ways of storing data visually and audio quality standards are
improving, all of which must be learnt and fully understood to get the very best possible results.
It is not a question of drawing a few lines on paper stating that is my space craft and in two weeks’ time it
will be on the way to Mars in half the time and half the cost of NASA. That is crap – as it was in 1968 and
sure still is crap. Someone has to start to talk logic here – I guess that has to be me – to expose the errors out
there, in the effort to return people back to reality. We cannot state that our craft will get to Mars in half the
time of NASA until you have done it and NASA has done it so the time taken can be assessed in actual
FACT that you did do it in half the time. Then the cost, until both sides have done it can we assess the cost
of both systems, if it actually shows that we did do it in half the time or less can we make such statement.
All which I can state at this date; is that my plan is to target Mars, regardless its reference to earth, as a two
month flight path. I admit at this date I have no idea of NASA plans in reference to the flight time. Therefore
I cannot assess our position in reference to NASA. On the behalf of Searl Technology Inc. I wish them the
very best and success in their achievements. Searl Technology Inc. is not here to knock others trying to solve
space exploration. But to encourage their efforts by which we all can benefit from the knowledge which is
gained by which we all could benefit from.
I believe that space has much to offer us and this planet earth, by which its life can be extended to the
advantage of us all. The missing answers must be out there, it will take time to find them. But if we are
determined to find them, we shall find them. Such information as: how old actually is this universe? – are
there any other life forms out there; if so how advance is it? Logging where the materials which we need
on earth can be found to be mined? How old actually is planet earth? How useful is all that material
which is floating in space for planet Earth – if so – how cans us mine it. To survive here on planet earth
we have no option but to change our thinking and ways, and start preparing for that major change of
functions, by which we can survive.
All of this will take time and that is the problem do we have the time by which we can act and save the
planet? Many today would say NO that we have left it far too late to act. Agree that the mass production of
the S.E.G. would at least help the planet; if only all people did their bit to stop polluting it with rubbish and
destruction. If is a small word but it has a great meaning.
Great things can be achieve when we all work together, not only are we strong to protect ourselves against
nature wrath, but we can benefit from our labour to create a better world for all humankind regardless.
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26TH May 2012: Swallow Command
Audio Vision and Communication
Division: Somerset UK. I have earlier
quoted the need to replace my 19
inch racks system to replace one
missing and the other which has the
sides and shelves missing.
I did state that I would like to keep to
the same manufacturer as the other
two were produced, being
Cannontech.co.uk. With the
following details now I can confirm
are 800mm wide x 800mm deep
height 47u. Order code CABN478080
and the weight = 120 Kgs. Ready
constructed with a 6 fan roof
mounted fan tray: order number
135EO142420B. Here I show 4 of
them which I expect in the end will
be needed FB. But now one will do.

The world is changing faster than you can witness. We at Searl Technology Inc. with specialize divisions
must fall in step with this change; if its intentions are to be achieved. Swallow Command Audio Vision and
Communications Division will offer Hollywood film studio to be in-house for production of film clips for
the public pleasure on our progress. Because that is where the story of the future is being created live.
Searl states: he will never give up my right to be wrong, because then I will have lost the ability to learn
new things and move forward with my life. Agree that it is odd for me to be wrong. But if I am then a jolly
good spanking will sort that problem out.
Searl says let consider the power people claims are true that there are 7.7 million people across the
Midlands, south west England and wales that are being supplied power. If each S.E.G brings in £10 clear
profit after overheads are taken – clearly quite a profit just for a small part of Britain, add the rest of the
world with the rest of the UK. Such profits would allow us to construct centres for children who are in need
help. Supply the real need of power to those who cannot afford the cost. Yes it is something to think on in
the effort to get this planet back to be human again. We would be delivering electricity to our homes and
business around the clock, with no power cuts or failures and with no bills.
Remember we shall be selling power units to the people, but we shall need a workforce that range from
highly trained network operators to the professional, clerical and administrative staff needed to support the
company. A point which all forgets means cost to the company. God do not supply these products free of
charge. What is free; is the power they produce, within the year the cost to buy has been recovered for life.
Searl Technology Inc. cans only do the research and development up to production. We do not say buy
one and get one free that will never be a con done by us. What we shall say is that each house will have
one S.E.G. only.
Layout by fixed position:
Generally: associated with the manufacture of large, complex items. The product is produced in one
location; sufficient space must be reserved initially to accommodate the product in its final form. This may
well happen on manufacturing very large S.E.G. to meet the demand of factories. Even though the domestic
unit is complex in nature it still requires reserving initially space to accommodate all assembly equipment.
First the prototype has to be produced, which has to undergo official testing for approval before mass
production can start up.
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26TH May 2012: Swallow Command Audio
Vision and Communication Division.
Somerset. UK. This is a photo of a 4 fan
roof unit: We need a 6 fan unit roof
mounted fan tray 6 fans order no:
135E01424206. 800MM = 32”: for those
who wonder what 800mm equals. As I
build up this 19 inch rack the details will
be shown with its cost. Swallow
Command is an open book for all to see.
The technology to move ahead is available
but the funds are not my pension today is
almost none existing due to rent, taxes,
energy, communications and fuel. I have to
accept at this rate it will be 2220 before I
can show that I am back at the position of
2003, but a long way from 1968, guess I
will not live long enough to see it happen.

If I live long enough I shall replace this rack and rewire it under
Starship Explorer stardards, again as a testing system for the wiring of that craft. Which you will be able to
watch that work being done in detail never before seen; hopeful in 3D, which I have already starting getting
the gear in for the job.
Searl States: first it is necessary to stand on your own two feet. But the minute a man/woman finds
himself /herself in that position, the next thing he/she should do is to reach out his/her arms; I have all
my life stood on my own two feet regarles of my state of health. Today I find putting my arms out to be
extremely hard to do; because the joints are worn out, in fact trying to hold a knife or fork in my hands is
nearly impossible act, removing them from my hands is offen an engineering jog to do. Yet I am still
standing on my own two feet, only just with pain as company to invite you to my world, which is yet to be
seen by the human race.
Searl states: when you say that your company operation is deep space exploration; you are saying that you
are dealing with every thing man understands and a hell of a lot he do not understand. Which has to be
solved, even before man go to Mars. Within my new website I shall be re-writing some of my old books
which cover these problems in full detail – some pictures will offend some people – such people are clearly
not suitable to be employed by my company; therefore will be rejected for some posts, which calls for
people who actually lives in the world of reality.
Searl has over the years learnt there are three types of people – (1) those who can actually live in the world
of reality. (2) those people who cannot live in the world of reality due to their up bringing. (3) those who
cannot make up their mind which world they want to live in – they claim to live in the world of reality –
where in reality they do not – they are living in the world of fantasy. Searl agrees that it is the human rights
for people to live in whichever domain suits them. But Searl makes it clear that only those who prove that
they are living in the domain of reality can be accepted for key position on my company.
Searl States: that Searl Technology Inc. and all its special sections has one duty to perform – which is to
help to make this a better place for all of humankind and not just one group. To be fair to all in our dealings,
excluding those who are known to carry out evil deeds upon others who are less fortunate. Our workmanship
shall be of the highest standards that our equipment will allow us to do. The trademark stamped upon every
unit denotes that it has passed every possible test with flying clours, YOUR ENERGY IS SAFE IN OUR
HANDS.
We shall always be researching for cheaper ways to create our energy needs, but that takes time and cost,
and it is the cost of R&D today that delays progress. Often the concept has no problem in itself, just getting
the equipment to do it is the major issue. It is true what will be, will be, the future is not ours to see, that is
what is so sad – for if you could see it; you would be making the effort to make it happen.
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1968: Mortimer. Berkshire: UK: These were the options and still are today for the manufacturer of the
S.E.G. segments. Hydro-pneumatic presses with automatically starting power stroke for operations such as:
assembling, disassembling + riveting + embossing + swaging/flaring, crimping + stamping, cutting in
combination with the electronic control systems, such as the Press control 500 or the 1001 for No 61 up to
No 64 – these presses are CE-TYPE APPROVED press systems.
Just to remind you to what Searl stated in his newsletter No.43 date 22.11.1987 page 191.
They produce what is known in the spy world as the Monopoly card. It carries a top secret telephone
number, which will get the bearer out of jail free. Searl remembers the former boss of Britain’s spy services;
M16 was convinced his arch rivals in counter espionage at M15 had poisoned him. As Sir Maurice Oldfield
lay dying he told a close friend, businessman Anthony Cavendish: “I think they may have got me”. Sir
Maurice knew he was a prime target of dissident M15 who were plotting to oust him.
And he discovered agents had visited the top secret research station at Porton Down to get poison, which
could not be detected if taken by humans. His friend Cavendish, a former M16 agent, said: “M15 went to
great lengths to get poison”. Sir Maurice died of cancer, so the records states. But one doctor told him he
was suffering from nothing more than a tummy upset. He was related to homosexual past times, when you
are in high places that’s one area you keep clear off. Sir Maurice was one of 30 top people on a dirty tricks
hit list. Other names were:
1
4
7
10

Edward Heath.
Norman St, John Stevas.
James Callagham.
Dr. David Owen.

2
5
8
11

Reginald Maudling.
William Van Straubenzee.
Tony Ben.
Dame Judith.

3
6
9

Francis Pym.
Harold Wison.
Ian Mikado.

Sorry to say that I cannot recall the other 19 listed names at this time. One thing it proves that in high places
you will always have evil minds at work, so I am not alone in that domain. I have been threaten, robbed,
assaulted to stop me, but I am still here working on the project regardless. A real person never worries about
such issues, in the end he/she will win against all odds, as I have done including illness and heath disabilities
which would make most others to call it a day.
In reference to the S.E.G. being available on the market is a mystery: cost and the fact it’s an entirely new
product which is intended for mass production, which is different to the pass being manual; time was no
problem then, but now things are different there is no time to waste, mass production is now the only way
forward.
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This should had been a great day – alas it was the most organized chaos I have ever seen – I do not have any
footage of this lecture, I guess they were to ashamed to send me a copy nor payment: which I present these
details here for the benefits of evil minds who think I get massive payments for traveling around lecturing. I
do not get paid. In the past I was paid a license fee by the ones working on this work, since 2003 I have not
received any license fee. In fact the entire license fee paid up to that date was stolen with a lump of my
pension money – the criminals have not yet been punished for their crime. Though it was my money stolen:
in a form of goods plus time. In reality; they stole your human rights for a better life and you don’t care a
damn about it. Soon you will wish that you had an S.E.G, unfortunate you will just be too late.
Searl remind you of the FACTS of the S.E.G.
Rollers:
Segment
Roller
Plate 1

= 4 components:
= 8 segments
= 12 roller sets

32 Components:
96 segments:

384 components:

Plate 2

= 22 roller sets

176 segments

704 components:

Plate 3

= 32 roller sets

256 segments

1,024 components:

Total roller sets
Segments
Components

= 66:
= 528:
= 2,112

Plates = 3:
Each plate consists of 4 components:
3 plates = 12 components:
I am watching you

Total S.E.G = Rollers = 2,112 components:
watching me,
Plates = 12 components:
watching you.
Total = 2,124 components.
These are the basic facts according to the desk of Prof. John Searl, who is the head of the authorizing body.
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1968: The captain: A 747 lifts off from the runway 09 right at Miami International en route to Chicago
O’Hare. Suddenly there is a power drop on number three engine, the inboard flaps refuse to retract, and as
the main gears rise, fire erupts in the nose-gear bay. This will be a long and arduous flight. The cabin
pressurization will fail; so will a VHF receiver and the gear hydraulics. Fire will disable number one engine
and an oil pressure drop on the troublesome number three will force its shutdown as well.
Thus the already hard pressed crew must make an instrument approach and landing into the world’s most
congested airport with two of their aircraft’s four engines inoperative. They will do a fine job: if not, they
will have to do it all over again.
Pilots sometimes leave the simulators which stage such dramas shaking and soaked in perspiration. But they
may be required to go through the experience twice a year so that their reactions to a set of catastrophes,
more than they are likely to meet in their whole flying career, can be measured. A pilot can lose his licence
if he/she fails a simulator test but, in practice, his/her three year’s basic training even before being accepted
by an airline ensures that this is rare. Licences are more likely to be lost for medical reasons. A senior pilot
undergoes a rigorous medical every six months and a commercial pilot’s licence holder, every 12, and twice
as often over the age of 40. Half the applicants to training colleges are rejected for eyesight reasons alone.
No pilot can become a captain on any kind of airliner until he/she has flown as a co-pilot first. Promotion
usually depends on seniority. In Britain, there is enough flexibility to take into account a pilot’s ability and
qualifications as well as experience but, in the USA, the system is more rigid and a pilot may fly for years
before becoming a captain. Only the pilot in command may wear a cap with scrambled egg on the peak. A
747 captain is usually fiftyish with 30 years of flying behind him/her, often partly in the air force. Not many
pilots are women – there are just two or three working for major British airlines, for example, this was back
in 1978 – by now there could be more. This is the facts of conventional flying.
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The Greek alphabet you will find in all
fields of science. In the UK Latin was one
of the most used languages used, but that
appears too vanished these days. Good for
me as I would have no idea what the hell
they were talking about. The only reason
why I have introduced the Greek alphabet
here is that I have no option but to use it in
my work, in the domain of measurements.
This first book for my new website covers
two main issues for flying with break
points dealing with books yet to come upon
setting up my company. With details upon
the mathematics that will be used in them.
My world is a complex world.
The flight crew:
The bigger the aircraft: the higher the captain’s pay. 1978 a captain of wide bodied jets could earn about
£17,500 a year in Britain and around $80,000 in the United States. Such salaries reflect the responsibility of
the job and the risk of losing it at the six monthly checks. But it may not be the money that makes him / her
endures 150 pre-flight checks a year and endures the frustrations of passing through customs three times a
week; it may be a love of flying, which was in my case. And, once the doors are closed on the last
passenger, the captain’s authority is absolute. Any troublesome person, regardless of rank, can be strapped
to the floor with no right of redress until touchdown.
Searl states: that the flight commander of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) authority is absolute.
He/she may use whatever force is needed to deal with any troublesome workforce member. The success of
any missions rest in their hands.
An average crew will work between 900 and 1,200 hours a year, including layovers and rest periods. Many
pilots use their considerable free time to run other business. This is where Swallow Command flight
Cosmonauts crews conditions are different as they can be away on a mission for a year to 25 years at a
time. Naturally their wages will be high to match the responsibility of the mission. Astronaut’s wages will
be lower, as they will not have the same risks to face as the Cosmonauts have to face.
I shall explain more about conventional flying in another book. For now I give you just basic facts as I
understand them. After all, it is you who claim that I know nothing – BOY what a lot of nothing which I
know. So when I know something then you will be the ones who know nothings – or are you already
knowing nothing in relation to my knowledge?
Layout by process:
Facilities are grouped together according to their function. Generally associated with batch production.
Long-term finance:
Has a repayment period of more than ten years. It may be used to purchase fixed assets with long life. For
example: major plant and buildings. Long-range finance may also be used to purchase other businesses.
Here are odd statements to which I give you a basic reply – full details will be in the various books which
covers that subject – these two above relates to Production of the S.E.G.
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Audio connectors: The DIN standards
devised by the German Industrial Standards
Board are shown on the left. The 3-way and
5-way 45 are the most common, and
connections for those are listed.
Variations on the above exist between
different manufacturers.
What is the sense of a set standard if some
manufactures don’t follow them? Searl
Technology Inc. should find any project
that fails to meet the standard set will be
rejected from our list of company
suppliers.
Searl Technology success will relate upon
its simplicity of components all being the
same for each class of component used.

Yes, it’s I watching you, watching me,
watching you, and you never know where I
shall be tomorrow. I am not the spirit of
John Searl yet, and I am not an alien as
claimed on internet by you know who!
All these details have 2 functions – (1) = to let you see what I understand in all subjects which are related to
the Searl Technology. (2) = That I did invent the Searl Effect Concept, not only invented it but carried out
research upon it. The difference today is that we need to re-create the S.E.G. for mass production mode,
which the early ones were not intended for mass production. They were only for my needs in research and
development.
Searl states: that imagination is the only limit to what we can hope to have in the future. Yes, as I see it
that is about true, the lack of interest in the S.E.G is shocking based upon the number dead who should
be alive today, if the S.E.G technology had been in place.
I shall have to deal with MATTER as everything solid is matter that our work involves. Of all the
fundamental questions that have fascinated me, one of the most persistent concerns the nature and
behavior of matter – the basic stuff of which things are made. My books reports on what science has
learned to date 1968 about matter in its three familiar forms – solid, liquid and gas – and its more
recently recognized ‘fourth state’, plasma, which supports the law of the squares. It chronicles the most
portentous discovery of our age, the fact that matter can be converted into energy, and describes the
dramatic and continuing pursuit of the inmost secret of matter, the atomic nucleus. Where Searl is
continuing pursuit of the magnetic spectrum for its secrets – will it be possible to tunnel to another galaxy?
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The world is changing and has been since 1946; today there is very little left of my time, just memories.
Agree, there are just a few who take the risk to carry out research and development, The world of today
consists of firms closing their doors and selling up all their equipment and time and money efforts spent; for
silly prices. At the present rate there will be a massive blow back of shortages creating massive increases in
cost, which prove there is something wrong with our education, otherwise we would not had found ourselves
in this mess, which companies may never return again. Why have their gone? The answer is elementary the
unions pushed them out of business. Greed and ignorance combined there is no other more dangerous
disease than those two combined.
Searl States: real integrity is doing the right thing; which Searl hopes that the S.E.G. is the right thing
which may solve our major problems which are pending to hit us at any time. Knowing that nobody’s
going to know whether he did it or not, because they are too busy watching football, baseball, gambling,
shooting people, robbing people etc.
If I was the Prime minister of the UK, it would not take me 12 months to sort out all the problems here. Evil
minds would rush to get out of the country before they got found. Rapist would flee out of the country fast.
Prison life would be tough so they would never want to return again. I would get these factories back to
work fast. I would be their employer. There would be a standard wage for everyone, with added bonuses for
their skills and degrees. All age 18 will undergo disciplinary training for two years to create human beings
out of them. Within 12 months everyone shall walk the streets without fear of attack or homes being robbed.
That I promise I would do. There would be no taxes to pay.
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Searl Magnetics Inc. is still kicking and expanding in membership. Strange: when the world around it is
collapsing into meltdown status.
Searl states: that the ability to focus attention on important things like the SE.G. Is a defining
characteristic of intelligence FlowerBlower; but thank you for the joy you have given on YouTube to
millions of people, making them laugh to see such an idiot on display who have no intelligence to see
what an idiot he was. Well done FB; and when you die they should erect where you lie a monument of
solid shit in memory of your foolish wit.
Water is vital, even to Searl Technology1968; the story of water is in many ways the story of life itself.
Water is the major substance of every living thing on earth. Man/woman is dependent on it not only for
drinking but also for power, transportation and irrigation. As modern technology demands more and
more water, ways must be constantly devised to tap new resources and to make re-usable the water
man/women has polluted.
That is precisely what Searl has been doing since 1968, working on research and development to reduce
water demand through the power of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) by which sea water can be converted
to drinking water including all man’s/women used water back to useful water. It can be done. But so much
time has been wasted on foolish things, which now has pushed the cost up so high the chances of now
achieving it looks impossible due only to cost, not the technology; but by man’s ability to out price himself.
We have no options but do or die the choice is entirely yours.
2012: Searl Technology Inc. time is now critical – so what is time? Any child knows the answer, and yet
even the most advanced theoretical physicist is hard put for a fully satisfactory definition. He/she cannot
say for certain when time started, or when will it end, or even if it really exists in a philosophical sense.
Yet the measurement of time is the basic of all science, for the scientist can study only what changes with
time. Which; is no different to that what Searl is actually doing.
Astronomers chart the history of the universe in ‘big time’, the passage of thousands of millions of years.
Physicists and engineers subdivide ‘little time’ into thousand-millions of a second. Biologists have
discovered that animals and plants measure time, too-that even the lowliest single-cell organisms depend
on biological clocks to keep themselves synchronized internally and externally. My books will explore all
these facets of the meaning of time. Searl cannot work within just one science for his research but across
all science known today, to create the future that is meant to be. Space exploration demands that all
knowledge known by man/women needs to be used plus more that requires to be discovered. This is not
the end of the story of John Searl but just the beginning of what is yet to come that has no ending until
the end of time.
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Yes, time has flown so fast since I was on the deck of the S.S. MIDWAY with Christina and Bradley
Lockerman who nearly always armed with a camera to shoot anything unusual, that is why he is always
filming me because I am unusual; he never know what I will be doing next, he is not alone I don’t know
either. So it is good to watch a video showing me what I did during the time I had no idea what I would be
doing.
Searl states: that it is difficult to say what is impossible, for the dream of yesterday is the hope of today
and the reality of tomorrow. How true!
Searl Aerospace Inc. has another major problem to solve: which is termed the body. Yes that item which
nearly everyone hates to be seen, so they dress up to present a false image of themselves. In that case I
guess you will fail the exams papers tests; by which you can become a co-pilot on the Inverse-GravityVehicle. There are many possible approaches to a study of the human body, but the most basic is to begin
with an examination of how the body is constructed and how it functions. You remember the law of the
squares statement there is within this universe no structure without function or function without a
structure. These two fundamentals form the theme of the book yet to be produce in that section of how I
learnt, and that goes back to late 40s. Updates will be added where I am aware of them.
That book will contain the major organ systems of the body will be explained in the light of the most
recent discoveries of medical research. It will contain both text and pictures as all my books do. That book
will contain both text and pictures essays. Each essay complements the section it follows, illustrating the
subject in depth or adding to the information already supplied. Together Searl hopes make up a unified
whole, but each will be self-contained and can be read independently. Take the term of bone and muscle,
is followed by an assay in which structural shapes found in engineering and architecture are matched
with almost identical functional forms in the human skeleton. So you have a lot of learning ahead of you
to study. And still more to come, for my work covers many fields of reality. Many of which you may have
never heard of until now.
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Research and development cost time, time today is very expensive. That is the reason for research to save
loses and cost, by which we can define the best way by which we can mass produce them. Funds control the
rate of progress. I am lead to believe that in the USA there are no less than 3 different tax systems to please.
Searl states: Home electrics, home plumbing are simple elementary home task. But looking at them and
seeing what will be involved in the S. S. Explorer will show how complicated S. S. Explorer will be and
that is no joke. I must by next Monday June 4th 2012 to see how I can re-design the 19 inch rack so what
equipment is still here can be used, and what is missing. The basic details I have already given in this
document. If you think that I am lucky – take note my glasses fell apart today; which means having to
find an old pair from the 80’s and try to see with them. Which; is and will slow down the work. But
though I will feel bad about it, my determination to try to write just one page a day would be better than
no pages each day.
Then there are the millions of materials to study for the right answer to our research program – but even
then you may not fine the best solution and then you have to seek a company who will mix it how you
want it mixed. In this respect China has proven to be the best to date on mixing our materials. Bear in
mind if it’s a special material it cost more, then one of the shelf, which would not have the same results
that we need. The Searl Effect Generator may look simple, but behind that simplicity does a very
complicated machine need a lot of knowledge to get it right. For anyone making a copy of it is rated as
zero bases. Inverse engineering is out of the question too – there are just two options: (1) you know how
to do it: (2) you don’t know how to do it. And I would gamble that state (2) is the right answer – (3) but
you think you can do it, which so far to date has been the answers I have received.
The Russians state they have done it and it works but did not print the magnets like Searl does. Searl knows
you can get motion with ordinary magnets if you have the time to play around with them. Yes, but Searl
have never found much of an output from such devices. You might be able to run a model train on it, with
luck. And LEDs should be able to light up.
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The S. S. Midway American pride of WW II: To be able to see this ship and actually walk upon it that is
now just history. The construction and its functions had to be dreamt of – before it was conceived – first the
brain has to picture it before it can instruct you upon a route by which it can become reality. It is a great
experience to see history of man’s achievements in person than just a text book account of it.
Searl states: recompense injury with justice, and recompense kindness with kindness. Those 5 evil minds
are still free who robbed you all of your human rights of a better life. They have to be brought to justice
for the crime they committed. The smile on their faces have to be removed by the birch upon their arse so
they can learn not to robbed the world of technology which could give the world a better lease of life for
all humankind regardless AMEN!
Searl states: that Searl Aerospace INC. deals with R&D of flight, mainly for space exploration. Therefore
the S. S. Explorer will employ hydraulic technology as the primary source of operational power of flight
cells, loading hatches and landing gear. Therefore it should be clear that subject will be a book within
Searl Aerospace Inc. Division.
Searl Technology Inc. which deals with materials to be used by Searl technology products; but magnetic
materials will be dealt with Searl Magnetics Inc. This I trust will simplify this complicated R&D which is
proceeding to the marketplace. Hopefully, will educate fools on the internet, and those who truly want to
learn; for them I am happy to help and I hope that you find my layout interesting and a pleasure to study.
Acceptable quality level (AQL):
The desired quality level. Acceptance at this level of quality should be high. It is the point at which the
quality level changes from one of total acceptance to one incurring doubt. Searl cannot be fooled on a
product quality, as he spent 31 years in engineering, mostly night work. That is on top of British Electrical
rewinds and the Midlands Electric board. Agree, there have been fools who think that they can fool me.
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1968: Mortimer, Berkshire, UK. Swallow Command. This was my world, the world of John Searl. If nature
will be kind to give me a few years more, it will again become my world, sooner than later. But my pension
is small and my heart is large; my brain demands action – but how if there is no money?
Searl states: that in 1946, he became aware that education was a problem – it just was not there. At last he
found excitement and become fascinated by nature, science and technology. The real secret of his sudden
interest was that his dreams as a child were now operating at full speed. It was urgent to get this technology
out there to the masses. Major problem how do you do that where there was no education available by
which the masses could understand the problems ahead which we should now be addressing before it was
too late.
Now in 2012 we have seen the massive death toll of the last 3 years which would have never been if the
world would only listen and act to protect themselves. Ignorance was the main cause of their deaths; they
were mostly perfect healthy people, some who would have become mothers in a few months’ time. As a
human being I am disgusted about this situation that should have never been and will increase shortly by
millions at time. All that I can say now is I hope their souls are resting in peace, if there is a soul at all.
Analytical estimating (BS 31004):
A work measurement technique, being a development of estimating, whereby the time required to carry out
elements of a job at a defined level of performance is estimated from knowledge Searl has and practical
experience of the elements concerned. Basically, the cost of the S.E.G relates to cost of materials and the
performance of the operator over time. If the operator is failing in his/her functions the cost of the S.E.G
jumps to reflect the operator’s functions. A good operator means the S.E.G. cost less.
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1945: Crawley Road, Turnpike Lane. London: this was my world, the world of John Searl. How many of
you that has actually used this test equipment now long passed and gone forever accept that it’s stored in my
memory, until I die. Yes you will read about them when I re-write those ancient books of mine on how I
learnt about technology and science. If I could do it, so could you, but it takes sacrifice efforts on your part
to win. I know from experience that this is true.
My life story: is proof that if you are knocked down as being un-educated – take no notice of them and carry
on proving how ignorant they are and that is them who required being educated. Which: shows clearly on
YouTube that the need of education is urgent needed today.
This equipment shown above was used in my learning about mains testing and testing sets. Not bad for a 14
year old boy, very ill, but all appear not to notice my problems. Instead of helping him they discourage him
from learning by telling him that he would never make an electrical engineer – then why did they place me
in an electrical training centre as an apprentice electrical engineer. Was it just for kicks on their part, just to
prove they were right, instead I proved that they were wrong?
1946: Searl education was now and truly started. As follows: In the laying of any system of cables and leads,
preliminary tests should be made by the man/woman in charge to test the continuity of the conductors and
joints. Tests should also be made for short circuits and Earth’s. These simple tests can be carried out with a
sensitive detector galvanometer and a battery of as many cells as can be conveniently carried; such tests will
be described in my book about my learning to become an electrical engineer.
It is after the work is complete that the troubles of the mains engineer begin, and many forms of portable
testing sets have been devised for carrying out a number of various tests, among them being conductor
resistance. Insulation resistance, cable capacity and fault localization. And that is just the beginning of a
massive learning process in 1946 and you can share that period with me while I am still kicking. Well let’s
hope I will carry on kicking or otherwise you will never know how I learnt what I know, not only know, but
actually understand it.
Acceptance number (c):
The maximum number of defectives allowed in a sample. In single sampling plans, if c is exceeded the batch
is rejected. Searl Technology Inc. should not have any rejects, as every care shall be taken both on the
materials use and the operators employed.
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This is the Universal Bridge TF 2700.
1968: Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: Swallow Command Division had one of these, if it was not stolen by Peter
King on August 25th 2003; then it may be in the U.S.A. today. It was the equipment of my time, which we
were proud to own; by which I could carry out much of my study work. For the sake of Flowerbower and
those keenly want to learn how I was able to undertake such work; here is a sample of the equipment which
I had to work with.
This Universal Bridge TF 2700 is a self-contained battery operated instrument for the measurement of a
wide range of capacitance, inductance and resistance. Today, I have no idea if the batteries are still
available; if so I might find that I am lucky it still works ok. Today I expect universal bridge cost many
times more than that cost me in 1968. NOTE: that facilities are provided for the applications of external
A.C. and D.C. supplies for use in variety of specialized measurement procedures. Look out for the book
which shall cover my equipment which I used in my early days of research. See how life has changed.
Searl states that he did take a course in Robotics in manufacturing; which I actually had the real robot to
practice with Flowerbower. I bet that you have never had such a large robot in your house to learn from?
Full information on ordering the Hektor III computer and the robot, and their prices, is given on the
order forms enclosed with the course pack.
NOTES:
(1) No one may take the course unless they have access to the OU robot:
(2) The robot is designed to be programmed with a Hektor III. Alternatively it can be used with an
Acorn BBC model B to perform much of the experimental work. It cannot be used with any other
type of computer.
More details will be release later in another book.
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1968: This is what a HDTV transmission systems
look like. Now in 2012, I need to replace one 19 inch
rack that done a walk in 2003. So I can start the work
of rebuilding Swallow Command Audio-VisionCommunication division. At this stage I am looking
at a 4 section. By obtaining one section at a time the
buildup can go operational sooner, than later.
Therefore this weekend of the 2nd June 2012, I shall
attempt to design the first stage of the rack so on
Monday I can place the order for costing. And a
possible delivery date. There is the second unit which
will be smaller which is now incomplete I will try to
use as the power distributing unit. The base is now

back here with the heavy duty caster in place.

My thanks to Deborah Knight for finding a man she brought here to see if he could fix it – he said that he
would try – and he did – the proof is here, that he won, where no other who came would offer to fix it, as my
tools are deeply buried under load of boxes. Thus you can still find some human beings, thank heaven for
little wonders which make possible the impossible as a reality. At this date a TV station in Spain has shut
down all the equipment is being auction. Another in Belgium has shut its doors again the equipment is being
auction off. Sad to say that I am not in the money game, thus I have to sit and watch them vanish for good.
(iii) Hektor III is specified for many of the manufacturing programme modules, and for most modules of
the industrial applications of computers programme:
(iv) Hektor III is designed to work into the OU computer system. This facility is required for some courses
in the post graduate programme. The facility will not be available to users of the BBC computer.
Dearly beloved Flowerbower; I guess this is a bit of a sock to you – what an university John Searl – yes my
dear son – three times, which will be covered in the books upon my education. Please don’t commit harry
carry, as I wish you to see the stuff I shall be releasing upon the subject on how I did it without former
education, where people like you who had former education cannot make it – INTERESTING subject.
That course was termed PMT606 from which I have been quoting here above which covers the robotics and
computing course. So there will be a lot of stuff on my new website as this book is almost done, will be by
tonight.
I shall soon be operating a new email for business/finance people – the data on the new site is far too
advanced for the average person to understand. It is to teach what you required to know for a job within the
Searl Technology Inc. group. There will be many subjects which will be dealt with, all at an advanced state
of learning.
Medical will come under Searl aerospace Inc. section medical divided into precise categories; to make it
easy to locate what you should know and understand before applying for a post when they become available
within the Searl Technology Inc. divisions. I have decided that my next book will be for the Searl
Technology Inc. Division – section PRODUCTION which I trust will help you to understand what is
involved in setting up the mass production of the S.E.G.
In this case I shall try to present it as simple as I can, keeping the mathematics to a minimum of samples.
But all companies need the use of mathematics to be able to run their business without a loss. Searl
Technology Inc. is no different; as mathematics are needed in every stage of design and construction and
right to the marketplace. If your sums are wrong then you will not be in busy for long.
It sad to say: that the next page is the end of this book; the good news is that others will follow; for the
truth must be seen by all with open minds.
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2012: modern technology is progressing, the one I got does only one only duplicate and print label. If this
work takes off, I shall need to do more than one a night. This latest development can even be mounted in a
19 inch rack system as all operations are from the front. It covers Blu Ray discs as well; which mine do not
cover such discs.
I take this opportunity to thank all your readers of this book for your time and interest; and trust that you
found it interesting including the advance books to be.
This document has been authorized for release by:
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Manned flight division.
Swallow Command.
Audio-Vision-Communication.
Date: 01.06.2012.
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Figure 11: An anticyclone or HIGH.
Secondary depression See Figure 9: A
smaller or secondary depression may
form and grow within the primary, and
sometimes the secondary may usurp the
role of the primary. Weather is generally
much worse than for the primary with
gales and strong winds, especially on
the side of the secondary remote from
the primary centre. The secondary not
only moves with the primary but rotates
around it in an anticlockwise direction.

Figure 11: An anticyclone or HIGH.

Trough of low pressure – see Figure
10.
Weather for the whole area is bad,
particularly along the trough where a
secondary depression or else a cold front
may develop. If the isobars in the trough
form a sharp bend, the trough is referred
to as a V-shaped depression. In such
case, the trough will mark the line of (i)
a warm front – fast moving, warm air
rising over slow moving, cold air – or
(ii) a cold front – fast moving, cold air
driving under slow, warm air and lifting
it – or (iii) an occluded front – which
may have some or all of the
characteristics of the warm and cold
fronts. Troughs generally point to the
south-west, and move north-east at
about 20 m.p.h. The weather is like
some people; very complicated to deal
with.

Figure 12: A wedge or High pressure and a COL.
Travel chart – BS 21305:
A tabular record: for presenting quantitative data about the movements of workers, materials or equipment
between any numbers of places over any given period of time. Such as Swallow Command Audio, Vision
and communication division on the road shows – date – time and where. This will also include exhibitions
and lecture events and newspapers, Radio and TV interviews.
String diagram – BS 21302:
A scale plan or model on which a thread is used to trace and measure the path of workers, materials or
equipment during a specified sequence of events.
Scheduling:
The sequencing of work through the plant of Searl Technology Inc. according to some predetermined rule.
In the production of the S.E.G. there is a massive amount of infor you need to know.
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1968: Mortimer. Berkshire,
UK. Here I present the map
of UK. Showing areas of
Great Britain: which I see
as being vulnerable to a
rising sea level. As I have
always stated any distance
up to 10 miles in land can
get flooded, more if its low
land. Buying land or
property inside of this
distance is taking a high
risk of losses.
This also applies anywhere
else near the sea. Where I
am living now I feel certain
is inside the safety net from
the sea.
Remember that wind
gusting is worst then a
constant flow of wind, I feel
certain that these walls are
so thick that 300 m.p.h.
gusting winds would not
cause any damage to the
property.
I have no tall trees near me,
so no problem from falling
trees. Not even an electric
pole nearby to fall on me.
Just flies who visits me
inside, and outside plus hail
stones, snow that can fall on
me if I can get outside that
is the problem getting
outside its easier to win the
lottery then to get outside.
But with all the odds I am
still kicking with no butts to
kick – what a future to look
forward too.

This map falls into the weather problem, as all places on Earth do. That is why I have presented it here, as
Somerset has flooded before, but I feel safe that I am at a height; high enough position to miss all flooding,
which so far I have done so. We must not forget that the Moon may not have weather condition, but it
appears that Mars do have one. How I look at this issue; that surely weather conditions on Mars would have
similar functions as we know them here. The same kind of formation; with the same kind of relationship:
even if they actions are far worst then here on Earth.
Operation – outline – process chart – BS21102:
A process chart giving an overall picture by recording in sequence only the main operations and inspections.
This applies to Searl Technology Inc. and its divisions in the form of video and sound recordings for
reference in the future upon any past issues.
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Fine weather systems:
Anticyclone or HIGH – see Figure 11: The
direction of rotation of the wind is clockwise in
the northern hemisphere and anticlockwise in
the southern hemisphere. The surface wind
blows outwards, making an angle of 200 to 300
with the isobars, but the wind at 1500 feet blows
along the isobars, but the wind at 1500 feet
blows along the isobars. The air in anticyclones
is sinking at the rate of about 300 feet per day
and heating adiabatically. Such knowledge is
vital because Mars has a weather condition
which will help us to understand the sand or
dust movements, but doubt it will contain water,
nevertheless, some of this dust storm would be
good to check what it contains.
The longer the anticyclone lasts, the warmer the weather is likely to become, for an inversion tends to set up
within a few thousand feet of the ground. In winter, a 10/10 ths layer of stratocumulus or turbulence cloud
often forms with its base not higher than 4000 feet, giving days of anticyclonic gloom.
In summer, the sun is strong enough to disperse the cloud during the day, and often there is early morning
summer mist, the sign of a hot day to follow. Anticyclones move at about 3 M.P.H., but they may remain
stationary for days or even weeks. Their average life lies between 7 and 14 days.
Wedge – ridge – of high pressure – see Figure 12:
A wedge generally sticks out to the north between two LOWs. It must therefore move with them at about 20
M.P.H. or be obliterated. The fine weather lasts 12 to 24 hours. For a place in the path of the wedge the wind
is first strong from N.W. while the pressure rises to the centre of the wedge, where the winds are light and
westerly, then strong from S.W. as the wedge passes away. Quick rise after LOW foretells a stronger blow.
Col – see Figure 12:
This occurs between a pair of HIGHs and a pair of LOWs. Winds are light and the weather depends on the
previous history of the air. Winter fogs, land and sea breezes, anabatic and katabatic winds or summer
thunderstorms may occur. The weather of a col lasts 12 to 24 hours, for the two LOWs move at 20 m.p.h.
and the col must move with them or be washed out by the rearmost depression.
I shall continue on the next page on a new block of knowledge called WIND; not my wind which is due to
all this medication which I have to take. But the wind and pressure a pilot could face from Brighton UK
to Edinburgh, Scotland. UK. First: facts about both airfields so you can understand that I understand
what I am talking about F.B. which is beyond your mental capabilities sadly to say.
Shame: that you cannot enjoy the wonders of research and development, which is exciting and rewarding
at the end; when it goes into mass production, to know that you were a part of that success. The S.E.G.
FB is no exception; as it’s a wonderful design, construction with amazing functions which no other
machine has so far to date.
Multiple activity chart – BS 21201:
A chart on which the activities of more than one subject – worker, machine or equipment – are each
recorded on a common time scale to show their inter-relationship, which is important for costing purposes of
Searl Technology Inc. and its divisions.
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1985 Edinburgh airport which
is 5 NM W of Edinburgh. Code
EGPH. 55.57.09N 03.21.44W.
TLA 113.8 008 27
GOW 113.4 074 3.5
c/s Edinburgh. APP 121.2
RWR. 118.7. GND 121.75
RAD 124.25 NDB ‘EDN’ 341.
NDB ‘UW’ 368.
ILS/DME Rwy 07 (0670M) IVG. Rwy 25 (2470M) 1-TH,
108.9 CH 26X. Landing fee:
BAA rates. Hangarage:
Limited. Maintenance: limited.
Fuel: 100L. Jet A1. Tel: 031
333 10000, 031 339 1888 ATC.
Telex: 727615BAA 72326 CAA.

1985: This is my limited education on Edinburgh as shown here, since this date I have not been able to keep
to date upon changes which has taken place there since.

Other details: MET: 2300 – 1800 041-887-8917 Ext: 220. 100-2300 Prestwick 78475. Restaurant and
refreshments available. Op. hrs.: 0710-2400 hrs. Remarks: Operated by BAA: Use governed by regulation
applicable to Edinburgh CTR and special rules ‘A’ applies within the Edinburgh SRZ:
Special rules airspace:
In addition to the general aerodrome traffic rules, special rules are prescribed in Rule 36 of the rules of the
air and air traffic control regulations 1981 – unfortunate at this time I cannot state absolute that no other
changes has been made since this time – which provide a further safeguard to aircraft using or flying in the
vicinity of certain aerodromes. The special rules apply to the notified airspace associated with the
aerodromes listed in rule 36(1).
The aerodrome directory entry, unfortunate I do not process this directory for these aerodromes is
appropriately annotated in the remarks section together with the rules which are relevant to that
particular aerodrome.
The special rules, which are applicable during the notified hours of watch of the ATC unit at the aerodrome,
consist of two basic Air Traffic Rules – A and B - and two exceptions – (i) and (ii) which are summarized
as follows:
RULE A – 36(3 – (A) and (b):
Unless otherwise authorized by the ATC unit at the aerodrome:
To be continued on the next page:
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1985: EDINBURGH CIR/SRZ: This was my understanding then, things do change over time, even a small
change can create large effects on the operation. This information is purely to give you some understanding
of what Searl Technology Inc. must understand for Searl Aerospace to function as a body in flight. The real
world is quite different to that world that the masses exist in. Today, Tuesday 15th May 2012; received e
mail which shows that this person had no knowledge what Research and development cost these days. He
had no idea of the problems one faces and taxes one has to pay, which is more like legal robbery as I have
been taxed 4 times on the same second hand clothing.
In reference to above chart; ENTRY/EXIT LANES: – Polmont lane, Kelty lane and Prestonpans lane. All
lanes are 3nm wide. These lanes have been established to permit conventional aircraft to operate to and from
Edinburgh airport in IMC but not under IFR, and are subjected to the following condition:
1. Clearance must be obtained from Edinburgh ATC before entering the lane; non-radio aircraft
must obtain clearance prior to take-off. I-G-V must request parking lot before take-off.
2. Conventional aircraft using the lanes must remain clear of cloud and in sight of surface not above
3,000 feet – Edinburgh QNH – and in flight visibility of not less than1.5nm.
3. A conventional aircraft using a lane shall keep the centre line on its left unless otherwise
instructed by ATC.
4. Conventional aircraft using the Prestonpans lane are required to route via A902 between Leith
Docks and Edinburgh airport. Visual reporting points – see next page.
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1985: this represents my
understanding in reference to
Edinburgh airport operation.
In reference to the I.G.V
operations this will
represent vital information
on return missions. The
earth covered with such
points of reference is a vital
requirement for pilots;
which differs from NASA
space functions. As I-G-Vs is
pilot control landing under
power, but in an emergency
where I-G-Vs are rushed in
to play a part to save lives,
every land mark becomes a
life saver. The emergency
world is complex as getting
from A to B in the shortest
time factor possible with the
power to act is critical to
save lives including the
animals needed for food.
Our task is massive your help
would be appreciated.

EDINBURGH: A general aviation terminal is situated on the South apron where Terminal, parking and
transport facilities are available. The North terminal apron is available to GA aircraft requiring customs
facilities to set down domestic passengers inter-lining with scheduled services or requiring facilities in the
main terminal. This facility is subject to stand availability, and permission must be obtained from apron
control either directly – 031-344-3139, or via ATC. Car hire available: G/Davis tel-333-2588 or Hertz: 1019.
Or Avis: 1866. Or Swan Nat: tel:1922.
I must remind you that I have never claimed to know everything – no one can. So I must admit that I am
confused upon reference to Brighton airport. All my trips from London to Brighton conference meetings
with companies were done by rail, never by air. In fact I cannot recall that they had an airfield, it does not
mean that there is not one, only I have no information on one; so I cannot give you any basic
information.
On rushing this information out I have noticed that in reference to Edinburgh special rules that I have
missed out telling some of the facts – clearly old age is catching up on me. Those: relating to exceptions
(i) and (ii) not forgetting Rule B – rule 36(4) – (a), (b) and (c).
Exc. (i): Permission must be obtained from ATC unit, before entering the notified airspace, on the
appropriate RT frequency, giving the aircraft’s position, level and track.
Exc. (ii): While the aircraft is within the notified airspace, maintain a continuous watch on the
appropriate RT frequency and comply with any instructions from the ATC unit.
The special rule B will be dealt with on the next page, to avoid breaking it up. By now these test pilots who
have never flown conventional aircraft and want to test flight an I.G.V. are dreaming, there is so much to
understand before you can get enlisted in an I-G-V crew. These documents will show what you need to
know.
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1968. Mortimer.
Berkshire. UK:
This was and still is
my aero E6-B flight
computer that met
all my needs upon
those aircraft which
I flew. Not once did
it let me down.
Agree all computers
are only as good as
the information that
is input into it.
I guess the robbers
failed to rob me of
this because it was
always with me as
daily I went flying
then worked nights
which makes it
about 44 years old
and still kicking
like new; well-done
Aero products
research. Inc. Sorry,
that I do not have
your catalogue, I
guess you will have
products which
Searl Aerospace
Inc. will need as it
progress forward.
They are not the
only producers of
goods for flight
requirements.
Unfortunate the
type of goods for
our intended work
will be difficult to
find and costly too.
I can see a future
that is so different
to your world of
today. No pollution,
clean air and water
and good food will
be for all – now we
heading for the
cesspit!
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1978: Searl
understanding of a
conventional airline
crew:
The captain: chooses the
route: makes essential
flight decisions: has
absolute responsibility
for passengers and plane.
This applies also to
private fliers. With or
without passengers.
The ground stewardess:
meets passengers
checking in for the flight.

The co-pilot: shares flying duties with the captain: The purser: often the senior officer; supervises cabin
crew; deals with unforeseen problems; liaises with flight crew. The flight engineer: feeds technical
information to the pilots. Air stewardesses: responsible for passengers comfort and safety. This is just the
extreme basic of the I-G-V. Crew; as they will operate on deep space exploration missions the crew will be
200 to 300 strong all with a precise function to perform as a whole. As I again re-write those documents
for my website you will see what posts they will hold and their duties which they will have to perform. You
want the FACTS that are my job to give them to you.
Special rule – B – rules 36(4) – (a), (b) and (c):
Unless otherwise authorized by the ATC unit, an conventional aircraft flying within the notified airspace
must remain at least 1 nm horizontally and 1000 feet vertically away from cloud and in a flight visibility of
at least 5nm, unless the commander of the aircraft holds a valid instrument rating except that:(i)
(ii)

(iii)

If the aircraft commander holds a CPL SCPL or ATPL which does not include a valid
instrument rating and he / she intends to land or take-off within the notified airspace, the
aircraft may be flown in accordance with a Special VFR clearance: or
If the aircraft commander is the holder of a PPL which includes a valid IMC rating and he /
she intends to land and take-off within the notified airspace, the aircraft may be flown in
accordance with a Special VFR clearance providing it remains in a flight visibility of at least
1½nm: or
If the commander of a helicopter intends to land or take-off within the notified airspace, the
aircraft may be flown in accordance with a Special VFR clearance.

NOTE: For the purposes of RULE B a Special VFR clearance is a clearance given by the appropriate
ATC unit to an aircraft which entitles it to fly within the notified airspace providing it remains clear of
cloud, in sight of surface, and is flown in accordance with any special instructions given by that unit.
I shall end my special rules case at this point; as I feel that our questions in relations to flight: for now
has been answered. Let’s look at my flight from Brighton to Edinburgh, as already stated I cannot account
any details for an airport at Brighton. But there is nothing to stop us from thinking that there is one just for
the sake of explaining what a pilot has to face.
Wind – wind speed:
We have already seen that wind is caused by pressure differences which act from regions of high pressure to
regions of low pressure.
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Tuesday 15th May 2012: I received a list of goods on
action, amongst the list was this canon 600mm lens, as
I use the Canon it would indeed be a great buy, as they
are expensive items to buy. This morning only one was
bidding at 125.00 BP late afternoon there was just two
bidding putting it up to 150.00 BP that was the price I
was going to offer. Offer ends May 22 guess by then the
cost will have gone up. It has a flight case to go with it.
I shall bid on last day if the price has not gone up too
high.
My major task is keeping records of work progress to include in documents to be made public.
Now my trip to Edinburgh – wind:
When there is a large change of pressure as we go across the isobars from a HIGH to a LOW, the isobars are
close together and the pressure gradient or slop is said to be step. Winds are strongest where the isobars are
packed closest and lightest where they are farthest apart – see figure 9. The strongest winds are shown by
arrows carrying the most feathers, and these occur on the side of the secondary farthest from the primary
depression.
Buys Ballot’s law:
Now turn to any of the diagrams illustrating pressure distribution and imagine that you are standing with
your back to the wind. Remember that it blows along the isobars at 1500 feet.
You will find that low pressure is always on your left and high pressure is always on your right! This
important fact was discovered by a Dutchman, Buys Ballot. Unfortunate I cannot give you any information
on him at this time. The reverse state of affairs, high pressure on your left and low on your right, occurs in
the southern hemisphere.
Effect of pressure changes on the altimeter:
Suppose that a pilot has to fly from Brighton, where the sea level atmosphere pressure is 1030 mb, to
Edinburgh, where the sea level atmosphere pressure is only 1000 mb. Having set his / her altimeter to read
heights above sea level at Brighton, he / she decide to fly at 2400 feet.
Pressure decreases by 1 mb. For every 30 feet of height.
Therefore, the pressure 2400 feet above Brighton is:

If the altimeter is to register 1400 feet all the time, the machine must fly at a height where the pressure is
950 mb.
But at Edinburgh this pressure occurs at a height of:
1000 – 950 x 30 feet, i.e. at 1500 feet.
Have you notice the problem why a pilot has to be up to date.
As this issue getting more interesting I will continue on the next page to avoid breaking it up.
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Sorry to say that I was out bid
on this canon lens – well I have
always been an unlucky person
to be able to win anything. If: I
want something than I have to
pay full price to have it.
Figure 28: Cold front: A cumulonimbus is getting a small shower in the cold air behind the front.
Cb = Cumulonimbus Sc = Stratocumulus S = Stratus.
Fronts:
As the front moves nearer, the barometer continues to fall and the cloud lowers and thickens to cirrostratus,
which gives a halo round the sun or moon. The wind is generally from the south-east and of moderate
strength.
As the cloud thickens and lowers to altostratus type, giving a watery sun, the barometer goes on falling and
the wind veers gradually towards south. The cloud thickens to 10,000 or 15,000 feet, and becomes dirty grey
in colour. Trails of rain can be seen falling from the cloud, but it usually evaporates before reaching the
ground.
Heavy and continuous rain, snow or sleet, occurs in the last three hundred miles of the warm front, where
dense nimbostratus cloud lowers gradually to within about 500 feet of the ground at the lowest point of the
front.
Notice that the warm air is above the cold air. There is an inversion below the clouds, and rain falling from
the ascending warm air is falling into a region of lower temperature. If the temperature of the cold air is low
enough, a heavy deposit of clear ice – glazed frost – may form on the cold surface of an aircraft flying
beneath the cloud. In such circumstances, a pilot would probably return some distance along a reciprocal
track before trying to climb into the warmer air above the front.
The warm sector – see Figure 28:
As the lower edge of the front passes the observer, the wind veers rapidly to south-west and increases in
speed, the air becomes warm and muggy, and the sky is either clear or covered with low turbulence cloud
from which intermittent drizzle may fall. In the warm sector, the pressure usually remains fairly steady or
falls only slightly. Visibility to the north of the front is good except in rain, but is often poor in the warm
sector owing to mist or fog.
Process planning:
An analysis of the sequence of processes, machines, labour, machine tools, and inspection equipment and
labour costs associated with the manufacture of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is vital for Searl
Technology Inc. Based upon FACTS contain in vast number of e Mails I get it is clear that people lack the
knowledge what it is like to set up a company – more so – how complicated it is for an international
origination to be created – but we are winning over all the odds. Well done Morris!
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2008: I attended a day show in
London where I blessed with the
opportunity to study this camera set
up – yes that is what you call taking
pictures. What most people cannot
understand why do I need such
technology – I cannot understand why
their minds are so small to see
themselves how important getting top
rate data out to the public at large, so
far it has been so limited since the
60s. The technology is here now
money blocks it from being use. If no
one else is releasing the data then we
have to do it ourselves – or no S.E.G.
Searl states: FACTS, quotes and jokes about man’s posterior – proving the old adage true – The End is
Near.
WIND:
Notice that the pilot is flying into a depression or LOW, that is, into bad weather. Therefore the altimeter is
over reading. The hills may be hidden by cloud or obscured by heavy rain and therefore invisible to the pilot
until it is too late to avoid a crash.
When heading towards LOW pressure, or with continuous Starboard drift, the altimeter over- reads, i.e. the
true height is less than the indicated height.
Gustiness:
As it blows over the surface of the earth the wind encounters all kinds of obstacles – large houses, trees,
hills, cliffs, etc. these cause a considerable resistance, so that the speed of the wind near ground-level is
considerably reduced. The wind flows over and round the obstacles in a swirling, turbulent motion and some
of the turbulent air is forced upwards to higher levels, while air from above descends to take its place - see
Figure 24 will appear in a few pages time. During the day, the sun heats the ground and convention
currents of warm air rise up from the surface.
It is these two types of turbulence, mechanical and thermal, which upset the smooth flow of the wind and
causes it to blow in gusts with varying speeds and directions. This general turbulence extends to about 1500
feet.
Feet.
Diurnal variations:
At night, thermal turbulence ceases and the surface wind is no longer assisted by fast moving air from the
1500 feet level. The surface wind lulls while the wind at 1500 feet increases in speed.
During the day, thermal turbulence sets in and the surface wind is speeded up by the fast moving air which
descends from 1500 feet. At the same time, wind at 1500 feet is slowed down by the addition of slowmoving air rising from the surface..
There is also a change of direction. At night, the wind at 1500 feet flows along the isobars while the slower
surface wing flows in towards low pressure making an angle of 300 with the isobars – see Figure 14.
I shall continue on the next page.
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Left top: Figure 14: Night surface winds.
Left Bottom: Figure 15: Daytime surface winds.
By day, turbulence causes the surface wind to
veer and flow nearer to the isobars, while the
wind at 1500 feet backs and flows in towards low
pressure at a small angle to the isobars – see
Figure 15.
Thermal winds:
So far, I have dealt only with the winds at or near the
surface, so now let us consider what happens at higher
altitudes.
In Figure 16 the sea level pressures at A and B are
equal, but A is at the base of a column of warm, light
air and B is at the base of a column of cold, heavy air.
The pressure decreases more rapidly with altitude in
the cold, heavy column of COLD air will be a region
of LOW pressure, and the WARM column will be a
region of HIGH pressure. As for LOWs and HIGHs at
the surface, air will circulate round the LOW, or cold
column in an anticlockwise direction and round the
HIGH or warm column in a clockwise direction.
Well FB. What can you remember about wind – no
not your wind – the weather wind you fool, which
should not smell as bad as yours? Wind is a lifetime
study calling for men and women, who are devoted
trying to solve weather problems, bless them all even
when they get it wrong, which can happen.

Figure 15: In daytime: surface wind increases and veers wind at 1500 feet backs and decreases.
Buys Ballot’s law for thermal winds:

If you stand with your back to
the wind in the northern
hemisphere, Temperature is
LOW on your left and High on
your RIGHT.
The coldest regions of the Earth
are the poles, so that we except
to find the upper winds
circulating anticlockwise
around the depression produced
at an altitude above the North
Pole - i.e. a west wind. There
FB that was simple, just think
all this work just to educate you
my darling and its free to you.
Think what do you do for free?

Searl states; that some discoveries have been discovered at least nine times. The S.E.G. has been
discovered many times since the start of the 18th century, only now are the tools, materials, equipment and
machinery and the materials are available to market such a device. The question that concerns me how
long back than the 18th century did man know about the S.E.G. but afraid to talk about it as they did not
want to become a firework display on a Sunday entertainment show.
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Figure 18: Katabatic wind.

Variation of wind with height:
1. At ground level, the wind
blows in towards LOW at an
angle of 200 to 300 to the
isobars.
2. At 1500 feet the wind is
stronger and blows along the
isobars.
3. Above 1500 feet, thermal
winds are superimposed on
the surface winds so that
westerly winds tend to
increase with altitude while
easterly winds tend to
decrease and become
reversed. Northerly winds
back and southerly winds
veer towards west. Aircraft on
easterly courses are often
assisted by west winds if they
fly high, whereas westbound
craft sometimes meet less
head wind by flying at low
altitudes.
That ends another block of data.

Figure 19: Sea breeze and coastal cloud.
Local winds:
It often happens that the wind experienced over a relatively small area of the earth’s surface does not
coincide with the wind predicted from the positions of the isobars and the application of Buys Ballot’s law.
These local winds may arise through a variety of causes and several of the more important examples are
given below.
1 Anabatic wind – see Figure 17:
During the quiet warm weather of a summer anticyclone or col, the slops of the hills are heated by the
sunshine and the temperature of the air in contact with the ground rises, thus causing it to expand. The
warm, light air so formed flows up the slope. This is the anabatic wind, and because it is rising against
gravity its speed is always quite small.
2 Katabatic Wind – see Figure 18:
In the late afternoon, the sun sinks and the anabatic wind ceases. During the night, the hills radiate more of
their heat away into space than the low lying valleys between them. The cold hilltops cool the air in contact
with them and the dense air thus formed flows down and displaces the warm, light air in the valleys. Mist
often forms in the cold air and the katabatic wind carries it down into the valleys during the night.
Sometimes the katabatic wind is assisted by cooling of the air by snow or ice on high ground.
I shall start block 3 on the next page to avoid breaking it up – in fact what just been stated above can be
film here in process of function to see fog created from ground level and within minutes the whole area is
blacked out from view. The birds I assume stay inside – if they don’t I cannot see them flying.
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1968: Mortimer. Berkshire.UK: Audio
vision and communication division. I was
planning to get such lens, but as luck had
it I never was able to find the cash to get
one. The camera, recorder and keyboard
are now a critical requirement of IT, as IT
now plays a vital part of any company
strategy. More so in R&D functions. This
article refers to auto focus technology for
DIGISUPER HDTV zoom lenses
employed in the below listed lenses. The
specification of these lenses will be
presented later, if I do not forget. Searl
understands that recently there has been a
greater demand for broadcast HDTV
production and the requirement for
accuracy in focusing has risen in response
to this demand. Canon has been and
continues to be a pioneer in the design of
broadcast lenses and meets this demand
with the introduction of a revolutionary
HDTV Auto focus system. This
technology assists professional camera
operators in concentrating on the
action/beauty shots while maintaining the
images in focus. I need the S.E.G to keep
in focus all the time. Public meetings or
demonstrations perfection and nothing
more I require to see on film.

Digisuper 100AF.
Digisuper 86AF.
Canon’s advanced auto focusing for the Digisuper HDTV zoom lens employs the TTL secondary image
registration phase detection system, originally developed for single lens reflex still cameras, in order to
pursue both high accuracy and a high tracking capability for broadcast HDTV.

I USE MAINLY Canon equipment, therefore our plans are to film all progress made in getting the S.E.G.
to the marketplace – our first objective. The flight side has to join the queue, as the transportation has to
do until those in charge of that work can raise the funds. But you will get to know what equipment I have
once set up to get down to workload and their functions. I have too judged each and every issue with a
clear mind and make the right decisions by which success will be achieved.
Searl states: that only a zoo keeper can come close to imagining what the stench on Noah’s Ark after
forty days was like – I can understand from my own experience of males urinals smell after a week of no
flashing and never forget that Johnny Cash is the money you put in a pay toilet. Searl says: better to fart
and bear the shame. Than not to fart and bear the pain, the pain I am absolutely aware of.
Searl States: there is nothing like returning to a place that remains unchanged to find the ways in which
you yourself have altered. With Bradley Lockerman, George and Debbie with me: we visited the chemists
shop: in St. Peter’s street to find it still there. Brad film my talk with the new owner, as I explain what it
was like when I worked there in 1947/8 to the owner surprise. And visiting Mortimer where I lived during
main days testing the technology and on to Sulham Lane my first real home, but the actual building was
gone but all the rest was still in place. St. John’s Hall was still as I knew it. Black bushe airfield had
change through re-development. Agree that I had changed far more than most places had – by sadness
since 1946 at Crawley road, the only real happy place I have known. Things at this time do not appear to
get better. But the work appears to keep me going for a little longer. That is all I can hope for at this date.
The question is a little hope enough to keep an old man going, only time will prove if that is true or not.
Without hope there is no gain – when hope is all you got to hang on, one can only try to keep hanging.
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Figure 20: Land breeze.
Searl states: that charity should begin at home, but should not stay there. I can state absolute that I have
just been a charity unit who gave his time and even pension money to help those in need, swearing on the
mothers death bed to pay me back in a month, years passed seen not one penny back. What is the reason
for this increase of evil minds, the lack of the birching process?
3 Sea breezes – see Figure 19:
During a hot day, the sun heats the land much more rapidly than the sea because:
1. Water requires four times as much heat to raise its temperature as does soil:
2. Currents in the sea mix up the water so that the heat is distributed through the whole depth of sea,
but in the case of the soul only the top surface is heated. Air over the land is warmed and rises and
a breeze of cool sea air flows in to take its place. The sea breeze is strongest about 3 o’clock in the
afternoon.
When the sea breeze meets the land, it is slowed down by the uneven ground, trees, houses, etc. some of it
therefore rises over the coast, and small, woolly cumulus clouds may be produced in the ascending air
currents. These clouds are sometimes referred to as coastal cloud. Upward ‘bumps’ or ‘ballooning’ may be
experienced when flying below 2000 feet.
4 Land Breezes – see Figure 20:
At night, the land cools much more rapidly than the sea, with the result that the air over the sea is than
lighter than the air over the cold land. The warm air rises from the surface of the sea and a breeze of cold air
from the land flows in to take its place.
Because ground offers a greater resistance to the wind than sea, the wind over the sea is faster than that over
the land, with the result that along the coast there is a descending current of air which may cause dangerous
downward ‘bumps’ at heights below 2000 feet. Land breezes reach their maximum speed in the early hours
of the morning.
Level of significance:
The probability: This determines the critical region of a significance test. A result which is significant at he
5% level, for example, means that the probability of obtaining a sample statistic value as far from mean as
that observed is less than 5%. In this case the probability of a type 1 error is also 5%.
These terms which are shown from time to time are advanced warning that it is a subject that will be
a document as soon as possible, covering my knowledge base of setting up a company.
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Figure 21: Effect of land barriers on wind
directions. Note the funnel – “mistral’ – effect in the
valley.

5 Effect of mountain barriers: The mistral – see
Figure 21:
On most days the wind blows over mountain ranges,
but if the lapse rate and the atmosphere is in stable
condition, the wind may be deflected round the ends of
mountain ranges or through valleys. In such cases the
wind on the lee side of the mountains may blow from
almost any direction. A good example of this type of
wind is the Mistral, a strong wind which is forced down
the Rhone Valley in Southern France by high pressure
to the north of the mountain ranges and low pressure
over the Mediterranean Sea.
My next block of data will appear out of this box as I
do not wish to break it up. As stated this is a
simplified version of the weather the real stuff will
appear in another book on the weather.

Searl is aware that a belch is just a gentle breeze coming from the heart; if it comes out the other end, it is
called a fart. Searl also wonder about the American Society of Composers, Authors and Poets. ASCAP =
A heck of a place for a hat, don’t you think so?
6 The Fohn wind – see figure 22:
It was stated above that wind generally flows over ranges of mountains. As the air ascends the windward
slope, it is subjected to adiabatic cooling at the rate of 30C per 1000 feet. If the air contains a large amount of
water vapour, i.e. if the dew point is high, a cloud forms around the tops of the mountains with its thickest
part on the windward side. If rain falls from a cloud, the air is warmed by the release of latent heat of
vaporization, and the Fohn wind descending the lee side of the mountains is warmer and drier than the
original wind.
A few isolated cumulus clouds may float away from the cloud and disperse in the warm, dry air on the
leeward side. Although the cloud is stationary, the wind blows through it, constantly forming fresh cloud in
the ascending air while the cloud is dispersing in the warm descending air. The Fohn occurs on the lee side
of the Alps, in Eastern Scotland, and many other places. On the Eastern side of the Rocky Mountains, this
warm, dry wind is known as the Chinook
An exception occurs when there is a sheet of rain-bearing cloud at about 9000 feet. The “orographic” cloud
on top of the mountain then joins up with the higher cloud and forms a very thick cloud from which heavy
rain falls.
7 The Bora:
This is a strong, north-easterly, off-shore wind which blows at the North end of the Adriatic Sea. It has two
causes:
1, The Katabatic effect of snow on the mountain slopes behind the coast:
2, High pressure over the Balkans forcing air down the numerous valleys in the mountains.
It is cold and gusty, and unless there is a depression over the north end of the Adriatic Sea, it is usually dry.
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2012: Somerset. Searl states:
Oh give me a home where the
buffalo roam, and the dear and the
antelope play. And I will show you a
home of a man you know well on
YouTube that has assorted crap all
over the floor. You know who he is
by the poo on YouTube; so if you
ever meet him, great him with a good
size turd. There is nothing wrong in
being so polite to a man who exists
on poo on YouTube.
Figure 23: Cirrus clouds:

Clouds:

Cloud forms are divided into four sections:

Figure 23: Cirrus clouds:

Young John Dunn leaves Ireland to
seek his fortune in America. He
writes to his mother, saying that he
was well and is living in a small
white house in Vermont.
When another lad leaves for
America, Mrs. Dunn asks him to look
for John. He is walking through the
countryside in Vermont and
approaches a small wooden white
house with a half-moon on the door.
The lad approaches the house and
calls out, “Are you Dunn?” A voice
from within the house replies. “No,
but I will be in a minute”.

1. High clouds, having their bases above 20,000 feet. With the exception of Cirrus, all clouds in this
section bear the prefix ‘Cirro.’
2. Medium clouds, having their bases between 7000 feet and 20,000 feet. These all bear the prefix
‘Alto.’:
3. Low clouds, having a bas below 7000 feet. These have no distinguishing prefix:
4. Heap clouds.
1 High Clouds:
(a) Cirrus (Ci)- see Figure 23.
These are delicate, wispy, white clouds with no shadows. Their heights lie between 20,000 and
30,000 feet, and they usually appear as fibrous lines, isolated tufts, curves or feathery plumes –
‘Mares’ tails” – in a blue sky. Cirrus clouds are the first and highest clouds in advance of the warm
front of an approaching depression, which I shall discuss later in this article. They are thin – about 50
or 100 feet thick – and although they consist of minute ice crystals they do not cause icing on
aircraft, nor do they obscure the Moon or stars.
To avoid breaking up the next block of data, I shall start it on the next page; let us look at another term
which will appear in future books.
Parameter:
A collective name: given to statistical measures – usually of the population – such as the arithmetic mean
and the standard deviation.
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Every night before I go to bed, I ‘m
wishing upon a star that this would be
you Flowerbower. My dream of blessing
you with a surprise: by which you
would not forget me; would be
complete. Sadly to say that dream has
not been fore filled yet. So I shall
double up my wishing upon a star and
if I hear an emergency call on the radio
that an U.F.O has been seen heading
for planet Mars, I shall know that it
must be you – for who else is a nut bar
like you?
We are the people that make things
happen, slow it may seem but knowledge
gain is the returns we win. Is worth more
than the time it takes. If only we all
worked together as one like they must
had done in the days of the ancient
pharaohs, this world would be a paradise
by now. Agree we cannot prevent
Earthquakes or volcanos. But we do
have the power to fight the winds and
flooding. No doubt in time a solution by
which volcanos can be controlled will
happen, to every problem there is a
solution, some just take a bit longer to
emerge.
Searl says: Money is like manure – it’s no
good unless you spread it around – that is
the FACT of life. Money is the route of all
problems – without money you got
problems, the same with money.

(B) Cirrostratus (Cs):
The word “Stratus” means “a layer,” and Cirrostratus is a very thin layer of sheet of milky-white
cloud which usually covers the whole sky, and, like cirrus cloud, it consists of ice particles. It is
difficult to detect at night unless there is a moon, around which it forms a wide halo which may be
either white or coloured. It is the second cloud of the warm front and does not cause ice formation on
aircraft.
(c) Cirrocumulus (Cc):
This type of cloud is rare because it is only formed by the fading and subsequent disappearance of a
warm front, a phenomenon which seldom occurs. Like the cirrus and cirrostratus clouds, it is a thin
layer containing ice crystals which do not cause ice formation on aircraft. Cirrocumulus appears as a
very fine ripples or very small blobs or flakes and produces the true ‘Mackerel sky.’
Secondary Data:
Data already gathered or published by another organization. As in all major companies – Searl Technology
Inc. has to gather data from other companies about their products by which the development they are
undertaking can proceed to success. The S.E.G is not just one invention it is hundreds of inventions.
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Saturday 19th May 2012: 10:00 AM
been got ready for my lecture with the
help of my Carer and Jackie my good
neighbor who helped to get me dressed.
In Fact when her member of the family
noticed I did not have the jacket, or kilt
pin or the red strips for the stockings he
rush home and got his kit to complete
my outfit as my order was not expected
to be dispatch until the end of the
month, meaning it will have taken 2
months to come. The kilt Fernando
Morris brought me as my order was
going to take so long to come. The rest
of the kit I brought took time coming
but did arrive in time for today’s
lecture.
At 10:00 am, Donna drove me to the
Town Hall in Glastonbury and handed
me over to Debbie to look after me.
The lecture went well, getting many
laughs. There was a man from the
council who agreed that what I stated
was true, the only way it would work.
Expect another meeting very soon. The
press write up I shall be keen to see it.
Another reporter covering a wedding
next door sent word that he would like
to do an interview with me, so we shall
see what happens. A man: from another
group present ask would I do a lecture
to his group – yes if he sets it up. I do
have another big meeting where they
like me to give a speech to the visitors.
They loved the outfit. No one walk out
of the 4 hour talk.
As Jackie took this photo this morning,
the post man arrived and told us he had
Google me and was amazed at what he
saw and wonder what I was doing, we
told him that I was just going to lecture
at the town hall; clearly he was sad that
he could not come due to work. Guess
the name will travel around Somerset; I
guess it will produce a lot of mail FB.
But expect it to be good mail, and not
crap mail; I will let you know what
happens so keep watching this space
for updates it’s your page love!
19.05.2012: Yes FB, I am still kicking, are you – sadly to say not seen you around lately – you always give
us a great laugh – you are a great mate to have – do you know that you are the best idiot I have today!
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19.05.2012: You never know where you will see me net – getting ready for my lecture at the town hall –
photo taken by Jackie, my good neighbor, after she and Donna and Jackie’s chap had dressed me, including
some part of the rig out, which I sincerely thank them for the help of making me look good for the meeting.
2 Medium clouds:
(d) Altostratus (As):
This is a third cloud of the warm front. Sometimes, it is a thin uniform cloud which gives the sun a
‘watery’ appearance, but it may appear as a dirty grey layer 10,000 feet thick. Rain or snow may fall
from it, but the precipitation generally evaporates before reaching the ground. It can produce ice
formation.
(e) Altocumulus (Ac);
This is a false ‘Mackerel sky.’ It consists of flattened flakes or globules of cloud arranged in waves,
patches or lines. Altocumulus is usually formed by convection currents in the upper atmosphere – a hint
of possible thundery weather to come – or else by the fading of altostratus cloud. The second process is
rare.
Seasonal variation:
The cyclical variation: that can be attributed to the time of the year. But Searl Technology Inc. do not expect
much problems from cyclical affects, as power units will be in demand for some years to come – sales will
no doubt have peaks through the year.
Scatter diagram:
A graph depicting paired observations. Which: has its place within the Searl Technology complex. Through
the coming books covering vital sections for forming the company will explain in full details what it means.
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Figure 24: Stratocumulus – Turbulence – cloud forms during winter anticyclones and in warm sector of
depression – Dew point of air = 100C Air lifted and cooled by thermal and mechanical turbulence.
3 Low clouds:
(f) Stratus (St):
Under still, clear conditions when fog forms over cold ground or sea, the warmth of the sun during
the day may cause the fog to lift its base to a height of 300 to 1000 feet. Cloud thus formed is
seldom more than 1000 feet thick and it is termed stratus. Occasionally, it gives slight rain or
produces a little ice on aircraft in the form of rime.
(g) Stratocumulus (Sc) – see Figure 24 above: IT LOOKS LIKE
This turbulence cloud: form easily during winter anticyclones. Its base usually between 1000 and 3000
feet and it averages 2000 feet in thickness. There is generally clear air above, for its upper surface is
heated by the sun and the warm, descending air of the anticyclone in which it usually occurs. The
immediate cause of the cloud is found in the turbulent currents of ascending and descending air which are
produced when wind blows over uneven ground. The rising currents are cooled adiabatically, but unless
they are very powerful, they cannot penetrate the inversion which exists at the top of the cloud. Bumps
are experienced below the inversion, but the air above the cloud is smooth and relatively warm. The
cloud appears to have light and dark patches owing to its uneven thickness.
(h) Nimbostratus (Ns):
This is a sheet of heavy, dark rain bearing cloud with its base at or near the surface of the earth and its top
somewhere near the 20,000 feet level. It is the fourth cloud of the warm front and ranks second only to
cumulonimbus from the point of view of ice formation.
Sampling distribution:
The probability distribution of the sample statistic.
Sample frame:
The list from which a sample is selected.
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Figure 25: Fair weather Cumulus.

This is now Searl Technology Inc.
U.S.A.

Figure 26: Large Cumulus cloud:
Cumulonimbus with ‘Anvil’ of ‘False’ Cirrus above.

1968: The air Commander stated in a
New Flash: when Searl comes out in
the opening he will over rule the
Americans and the Russians and will
be king of all air and space. May be he
will be proven right. There is always a
50/50 possibility that the U.S.A. will
make that statement come TRUE!
Time is still on Searl Aerospace Inc.
side.

Heap clouds:

(i)
Cumulus (Cu) – see Figure 25:
This is a convection cloud which occurs mainly in fair, sunny weather as detached masses which are
carried on the wind. Since their formation depends on the production of rising currents of warm, moist
air, they increase in size up to about three o’clock in the afternoon and fade away gradually towards
sunset as the convection currents cease. They are usually less than 5000 feet thick, and by themselves
they are relatively harmless.
If the lapse rate is high, i.e. if the upper air is cool and the atmospheric conditions are unstable, the cloud
may tower upwards to a great heights and develop into the dangerous cumulonimbus cloud. Here is
where the I-G-V- could play a vital role, by flying through them and breaking them up, thus making
them harmless – well done I-G-V.
Process charts – BS21101:
Charts in which a sequence of events is portrayed diagrammatically by means of a set of process chart
symbols to help a person to visualize a process as a means of examining and improving it. Important issue of
Searl Technology Inc.
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This was the Thai team – shame
communications failure was to
blame for its closure. They could
still be saved by an agreement.
Figure 27: Warm front: Ns = Nimbostratus As = Altostratus

Cs = Cirrostratus

Ci = Cirrus.

Clouds:
(j) Cumulonimbus – (Cb):
This is the dangerous thunderstorm cloud, and the frontispiece shows an early stage in its formation. The
term nimbus, which is never used alone, denotes cloud from which rain or other precipitation is
falling. The high lapse rate of the atmosphere cause the warm, very rapid currents to carry the cloud up to
great heights – some times to 25,000 or even 30,000 feet.
The clouds are usually detached and have a base several miles across. At high levels, they spread out into
an ‘anvil’ of feathery, false cirrus cloud which blows away from their tops – see Figure 26.
Visibility inside the cloud is very bad, severe ice formation is likely to occur, and lightning, hail, and
severe bumps may be experienced. Searl states that such clouds are best avoided.
Fronts – In Figure 8 – a depression is shown moving in a North-easterly direction. It is divided into
warm sector and a cold sector by two ‘fronts’ with belts of rain which move onwards with the advancing
depression. Let us take a vertical section across these two fronts and examine them in detail.
The warm front – see Figure 27:
Notice that the air in the warm sector has come from the south-west. It has therefore traversed great
distances over a warm ocean and become almost saturated with moisture.
This warm, moist air overtakes the denser cold air in front and rises over it along a gentle sloping surface
called the warm front. Because it is already almost saturated, the warm air has only to ascent a short
distance before adiabatic cooling reduces its temperature to the dew point and a dense nimbostratus cloud
forms. As the saturated warm air climbs higher, other types of cloud are produced, altostratus,
cirrostratus, and finally tufts and lines of cirrus at a height of 25,000 to 30,000 feet, and about 500 miles
in advance of the lowest point of the front.
An observer to the North of the advancing front first notices the appearance of plumes and tufts of high
cirrus cloud and a fall in the barometric pressure.
Preventive maintenance:
Work undertaken to maintain the operational standards of plant and equipment, which of cause will be a
key function of Searl Technology Inc. to have maintenance staff to check all is well with the plant.
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Sorry to say that I was out bid
on this canon lens – well I have
always been an unlucky person
to be able to win anything. If: I
want something than I have to
pay full price to have it.
Figure 28: Cold front: A cumulonimbus is getting a small shower in the cold air behind the front.
Cb = Cumulonimbus Sc = Stratocumulus S = Stratus.
Fronts:
As the front moves nearer, the barometer continues to fall and the cloud lowers and thickens to cirrostratus,
which gives a halo round the sun or moon. The wind is generally from the south-east and of moderate
strength.
As the cloud thickens and lowers to altostratus type, giving a watery sun, the barometer goes on falling and
the wind veers gradually towards south. The cloud thickens to 10,000 or 15,000 feet, and becomes dirty grey
in colour. Trails of rain can be seen falling from the cloud, but it usually evaporates before reaching the
ground.
Heavy and continuous rain, snow or sleet, occurs in the last three hundred miles of the warm front, where
dense nimbostratus cloud lowers gradually to within about 500 feet of the ground at the lowest point of the
front.
Notice that the warm air is above the cold air. There is an inversion below the clouds, and rain falling from
the ascending warm air is falling into a region of lower temperature. If the temperature of the cold air is low
enough, a heavy deposit of clear ice – glazed frost – may form on the cold surface of an aircraft flying
beneath the cloud. In such circumstances, a pilot would probably return some distance along a reciprocal
track before trying to climb into the warmer air above the front.
The warm sector – see Figure 28:
As the lower edge of the front passes the observer, the wind veers rapidly to south-west and increases in
speed, the air becomes warm and muggy, and the sky is either clear or covered with low turbulence cloud
from which intermittent drizzle may fall. In the warm sector, the pressure usually remains fairly steady or
falls only slightly. Visibility to the north of the front is good except in rain, but is often poor in the warm
sector owing to mist or fog.
Process planning:
An analysis of the sequence of processes, machines, labour, machine tools, and inspection equipment and
labour costs associated with the manufacture of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is vital for Searl
Technology Inc. Based upon FACTS contain in vast number of e Mails I get it is clear that people lack the
knowledge what it is like to set up a company – more so – how complicated it is for an international
origination to be created – but we are winning over all the odds. Well done Morris!
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Figure 29: Occlusion of the warm front type:
The cold front – see figure 28:
Observe that the air to the west of the cold front has come from regions to the north of the depression. This
air is cold and heavy, and the wind to the west of the front is faster than the wind in the warm section. The
cold air therefore drives under the warm, almost saturated air in front in front of it like a wedge, causing the
warm air to rise rapidly.
As the warm, moist air rises, it cools adiabatically, giving cumulonimbus, altostratus and altocumulus cloud
along the front. Heavy rain falls along a belt about 50 miles wide, and the large amounts of cumulonimbus
are likely to produce severe bumps and severe ice accretion on aircraft attempting to fly through the front. In
practice, there are generally gaps in the towering clouds which would be visible to a pilot a considerable
time before he / she reached the front.
Searl states: now let us return to our observer on the ground. As the warm sector passes him / her they
notice either clear skies or else a thin layer of status or stratocumulus – turbulence – cloud at about 4000
feet. The barometer remains low and steady, but it may rise slightly as he / she sees the distant line of
billowing, towering, cumulonimbus cloud so characteristic of the cold front.
The sun disappears and heavy rain commences almost at once, the wind veers suddenly towards west and
increases in strength, and heavy rain or hail falls from the warm saturated air now being forced up through
towering clouds overhead.
Thunder and lightning sometimes occur in the 50-mile belt of rain and hail along the fronts. After one or two
hours the rain ceases, but the air is cold and the wind remains strong, first from a westerly direction and later
from a north-westerly direction. The lapse rate in the cold sector is usually fairly high, and convection cloud
– cumulus and cumulonimbus – may form and give occasional showers of rain or hail.
Producer’s risk – α:
The probability that, when a batch of S.E.Gs is sampled, the number of defectives found indicates that the
AQL has been exceeded, when in fact it has not. The batch is generally submitted unnecessarily to 100%
inspection. Which is the task of Searl Technology Inc.: to enforce throughout its manufacturing units.
Inspection throughout all operations is a must. Any inspectors fail in their duty will have the choice of
instant dismissal or 25 stokes of the cane. The choice is yours. Ladies will have the option of the cane or a
spanking, if they want to keep their job. But top workmanship will be maintain regardless!
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We are the people who will
solve the energy crises with a
complete new concept.
Figure 30: Occlusion of the cold front type.
Occluded fronts:
It has been stated earlier that the cold air in advance of the warm sector moves slowest while the cold air
behind the cold front moves fastest.
When the two fronts meet, the warm sector is lifted off the ground and only a single front remains. This is
the occluded front, and it may have one of two possible forms according to the temperatures of the two cold
air masses.
1 Warm front occlusion – see Figure 29:
The rear air is warmer than the advance air and rises over it. The characteristics are much like those of a
warm front, but there may be some cumulonimbus present which will be hidden by the clouds in front of it.
2 Cold front occlusion – see Figure 30:
The rear air is colder than the advance air and drives a wedge under it, with the result that the front partakes
of the nature of a cold front. It has a narrower belt of rain than the warm front occlusion and a considerable
development of cumulonimbus, which, as before, may be hidden by the altostratus and cirrostratus in front
of it. So that the intensity of the storm may remain unapparent to an aircrew until they enter it.
The majorities of depressions that cross the British Isles are occluded and are ‘filling up,’ i.e. becoming less
intense and slowing down.
Ice Accretion:
Super cooled water:
If water droplets suspended in a cloud are cooled, it is possible for their temperature to be lowered many
degrees below 320F. Without freezing occurring. They are then said to be super cooled. If the super cooled
drops are large and have temperatures between 00C. And -8.80C. – 00F. in cumulonimbus – thunder clouds , then only a part of the drop freezes on striking the leading edge of a wing and the rest of it streams over the
cold surface of the wing and freezes as a sheet of glassy ice which adheres firmly.
The rapid formation of such ice deforms the shape of the wings so that they become less efficient, the
controls may become jammed, and similar ice formation in the carburetor reduces engine power, with the
result that the aircraft may be forced down by the weight of ice, loss of power and loss of control.
I shall continue this study on the next page as there is lack of space here for it.
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A graceful ending to this article on weather conditions such as icing. Can you name this aircraft?
Fronts:
Such conditions occur in cumulonimbus clouds formed in unstable air or along a cold front. Pilots avoid
these clouds by seeking for gaps between them.
White rime:
If a small drop of super cooled water strikes the leading edge of a wing, the whole drop freezes almost at
once and it has little time to spread over the surface of the wing – this is especially so if the amount of super
cooling is large, i.e. if the temperature is below 00F. The resulting ice, called white rime, accumulates on the
leading edges, but it does not bind tightly to the wing and breaks away during flight.
Glazed frost:
A heavy deposit of clear glazed ice may form rapidly upon an aircraft attempting to fly through the rain
falling in the cold air beneath the warm front. In such circumstances, a pilot would descend to a lower level
in the hope of finding temperatures above freezing point or else return some distance along a reciprocal
track before climbing through the front into the warmer air above it.
I have now completed my intended work on meteorology simplified. All future statements upon the
weather issue will be, as one would expect from an expert – complicated. Before I close this book there
are a few points which I like to clear up, so you will be able to follow what I am stating about setting this
company structure up.
Industrial and commercial finance corporation Ltd:
Provides funds: for small to medium size companies. Facilities include term loans, installment credit and
leasing. Amounts available range from £5,000.00 to more than £2 million. Searl Technology Inc. does not
fall within this category, it plans to become a very large company and setting up the S.E.G for mass
production will hit more than ten times which they could offer.
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1978: Mortimer. Berkshire. UK: This is Searl
understanding of three more airports as to what they
have to offer to passengers passing through. This
book is about flying – that is conventional flying.

I have listed 12 of the symbols which are seen at airports around the world – not all have the same available
conveniences; at least not in 1978 – over time things changes by market demand.
For our readers who are not yet with it – Searl Technology Inc. is all about energy and transportation,
which includes all present days’ knowledge plus a hell of a lot more knowledge as our research and
development, enters new fields in science and technology which has to be developed for the marketplace.
It is no longer a question that we can wait for another time – time is running out faster than you are
aware of – it is not many million more years as we were taught at school – but may be less than one
thousand years. But that is if the 14 super volcanos don’t blow – which is more likely to blow than not to
blow. If they do, millions will die including our food stock. The chances are that the whole world may die
this time, last time we were lucky about 1000 people survived the effects in the world – unfortunate that
does not suggest that we shall be that lucky this time.
Searl States: that there was never yet an uninteresting life. Such a thing is impossibility. Inside of the
dullest exterior there is drama, a comedy, and a tragedy, Searl should know. He has lived in hell and still
is – but he has faced many dramas, yet still gives a comedy most days, and he has faced many tragedies
during his life – and no doubt many more yet to come.
The UK government want to increase the taxes from the public so we are now being forced to buy expensive
long life bulbs, which from my experience have thrown up a problem – one £7.49 low wattage long life bulb
made by Philips electronics packed up on the third switch on. I sent it back to Philips for replacement and
then came the shock – they refused to replace it as the date stamped on base of the date of manufacture
was over two years earlier than the date I brought it in King’s Cross London. Thus that lamp been sitting
on the shelf for over two years. This should be a warning to all; you may not have any guarantee on long
life bulbs, even though the salesman may say you have. For that money I could had got 15 normal bulbs
for that money, amazing think they last much longer than that bulb did.
Then you get mail which explains how well the power people are doing; such as we have 7.7 million
customers, with 6,000 people working for them, with 80 new apprentices taken on in the last year. So we
obtain an image upon how well they are doing, but look at the cost we are paying for it.
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Prof. Searl.

Swallow.

1978: Searl understanding of airline operations – the airport then operating – things may have changed over
time – but 1946 Searl had to learn ships flag meanings – some may have been changed in value to the codes
he knew then. Searl expect that some airports have some extra symbols as they offer some adult
requirements.
Co-Pilot:
Tower:
Tower:
Co-Pilot:
Co-Pilot:
Co-Pilot:

Heathrow ground from S. S. Explorer on stand.
S. S. Explorer requesting start-up clearance.
S. S. Explorer is clear to the John F. Kennedy airport. Your initial routing is to Brecon twoeight.
S. S. Explorer is clear for take-off – wind two-0 at one-two.
30 thousands r.p.m:
75 thousands r.p.m:
Rotate:

The flight crew on conventional aircraft, plus the crew of a space mission will be at the spaceport an hour
before takeoff – earlier if the route is unfamiliar. Each member has to sign in, undertaking that he / she has
read the flying regulations. Licenses, vaccinations and passports must be up-to-date and all crew members
and mission members must be dry: no alcohol within eight Hours of a flight / missions, some times more,
depending on airline rules or state law.
Swallow Command rules are a bit stiffer: its seven days before a mission program starts. No alcohol or
cigarettes are allowed on board it’s a complete smoke free environment. In FACT that will apply to all
buildings in the complex; health of all members comes first. If you must smoke then you do not belong to
Searl Technology Inc. and sections thereof. I shall never place any other member’s lives at risk to please
anyone. I-G-V missions will entail not less than eight pilots, working shifts. Crew structure of space
missions will form a document, which will appear later.
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Do you identify this airport? – That is: what it was like when I knew it – it has now changed. Check the next
page for the answer.
Flight is one of man’s amazing achievements the rate of progress unbelievable – but cost in life, and the
forever rising cost of construction and operational will slow future progress down, it is still possible that it
could even stop dead any future progress. The: I-G-V is on hold at this time due to lack of funds for further
research and development; the cost is out of this world so to speak; costing far more than the 747 to
construct. Let face the truth supersonic flight was so costly many opportunities of its development were
dropped; agree Britain and France pulled it off, but at a price which in the end killed it. NASA is facing the
same problem cost is cutting down R&D across the front of flight. Agree, money is the route of all evil, take
it away – yet it could be good for the wellbeing of the planet and all which has to share it – but alas evil
minds must first be dealt with, before we can say that we are human; there are still a few humans around
but hard to find.
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Did you guess the airport right – or are you just saying you did; to keep your image intact.
At the bottom of page 478, I started to present a picture of the UK power situation. May be I should
enhance upon this issue as we are involved in electrical production as such. They claim that they spend
over £30 million on tree trimming every year. Now you may understand what I stated in the past; that all
power cables should be underground, saving over £30 million each year, do not forget that cost goes up
each year. They claim that they have spent over £2 million on their network between 2010 and 2015 –
interesting that point: its only 2012 now, by 2015 costs will have scored – so how do they assumed that
figure – I bet it will be nearer £3 million plus by that date.
Another claim: Over 80%; the percentage, on average, of power supply losses restored within the first
hour. Let us take a look at this statement – Wednesday 29th February 2012: at 09:10 am power cut off all
day then on at 17:43pm. This was the second long power cut in 2012. That is another reason why S.E.Gs
is urgently needed. Another claim: 149 new automation schemes installed on our network to make it even
more reliable. That is not all, another claim, 32 the new customer service guarantees we’ve introduced for
our connections performance.
I agree; that I live in a no man’s land; that was not my wish. But I am here and have to accept the situation,
power is vital to me – I understand that we cannot install power unit with an output greater than 5Kw. Thus
this means you have to use their power system, until I have a S.E.G to completely replace this mains input.
Searl Technology Inc. base research and development at this stage is a domestic 15Kw unit; we promise in
our for life customer communications last year that we would provide an update of our performance and
achievements. This has been administrated by Bradley Lockerman as video clips on YouTube and other
sites. More such clips should appear over the months ahead.
Sad to state that I am still out of action, the new website www.searl-technology.uk is not yet operating. This
is intended for engineers, scientists etc. and finance people to study; and not suitable to the general public as
it is advance material and some contents could offend the weak minded, or over religious people. My books
cover the urgent needs of this planet with solutions, and in the process educate people for the new age this
technology will bring. Education has to be improved without question. I was shocked at the lack of
knowledge women had about their body or problems which they could have. Men clearly had no respect for
hygiene, or health problems – and you think you are going to Mars – forget it son you are going to stay at
home and like it.
Searl states: that everyone should be entitled to energy to meet their needs, as a first priory, really a
human right issue. You should not have to endure power cuts, even for one hour.
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Our children are crying; hear what they say. Don’t
take away our tomorrow and throw it away. Our
planet is dying because you don’t care. With our
misguided science you’re polluting our air. You cut
too much forest for monetary gain. The ground is so
thirsty, no trees, mean no rain.
You have poisoned our oceans with filthy refuse. Our
fish, many are dying through senseless abuse. Is this
the inheritance you old ones will leave?
You are stealing our birthright, and for this we
grieve. We’ll have no tomorrow unless you take heed.
And cease the destruction you cause by your greed.
So listen to our crying, and hear what we say. Give
back our tomorrow, take heed today.
Stop your pollution before it’s too late. Or we’ll have
no future, but share the fate. If we could only grieve
for this planet as we did for Diana. There still could
be a future for all of mankind.
The Earth is the only home we have, yet we treat it
like many do with their public toilets – destroy them.
So they can complain there are no toilets to use.
Searl Technology Inc. shall never have to implement 149 new automation schemes to make our products
even more reliable and to speed-up power restoration times when supplies are disrupted. WHY NOT? The
S.E.G. is a sealed unit, as it never stops running. To get a power failure one would have to break the
casing open, which stops it operating for legal reasons of safety. In such an event the persons guarantee
is void. To be able to order another one they would have to receive 25 strokes of the cat and nine tails as
punishment for taking away a unit from another person.
Restored power: to over 80% of customers within the first hour on average when HV supplies were
disrupted. That is your grid supply. Then why not switch to the S.E.G. supply which never will have any
power disruption, which makes sense.
Their claim that they introduced 32 new customer guarantee Relating to service standards on their
connections performance - this can only be based on the time period in which it took; Were they moving
into a house that a customer had just departed from that house, clearly not a new customer but a
replacement customer. I am just a replacement customer who is replacing the one who has moved on
from here. In their records I am a new customer. Add all these customers divided into units sold clearly
gives a low reading that looks good. Reality dived the number of houses being power into the units sold
the price is high not good for the supplier.
What can the conventional energy people offer you, besides higher bills; power cuts? You may wonder what
Searl Technology Inc. can offer you. First cost saving: no mass number of wooden poles saving trees
from destruction, and they failing in bad weather. No more pylons which is vision pollution, thus no
chance of pylon failure in bad weather. No more cables and wires to fail in bad weather, or substations
that can fail or get bombed by some nut case. This is on its own a massive cost savings. Each home: with
its own power source. Each home: then being independent to the rest of the street. Peace of mind - no
bills, no power cuts and no pollution.
The S.E.G. does not come cheap these days, as they must be developed for mass production mode.
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Searl Technology Inc. will have such infrastructure in place; in fact it could amount to 200 staff being
employed at the end of the day. For now Fernando Morris is training to obtain the skills to train the staff
that will be needed once under full stream – Rome was not built in a day – nor will Searl Technology Inc.
associated division; all will need time to train to become experts in this new window of science. Even films
recording is changing to obtain better ways of storing data visually and audio quality standards are
improving, all of which must be learnt and fully understood to get the very best possible results.
It is not a question of drawing a few lines on paper stating that is my space craft and in two weeks’ time it
will be on the way to Mars in half the time and half the cost of NASA. That is crap – as it was in 1968 and
sure still is crap. Someone has to start to talk logic here – I guess that has to be me – to expose the errors out
there, in the effort to return people back to reality. We cannot state that our craft will get to Mars in half the
time of NASA until you have done it and NASA has done it so the time taken can be assessed in actual
FACT that you did do it in half the time. Then the cost, until both sides have done it can we assess the cost
of both systems, if it actually shows that we did do it in half the time or less can we make such statement.
All which I can state at this date; is that my plan is to target Mars, regardless its reference to earth, as a two
month flight path. I admit at this date I have no idea of NASA plans in reference to the flight time. Therefore
I cannot assess our position in reference to NASA. On the behalf of Searl Technology Inc. I wish them the
very best and success in their achievements. Searl Technology Inc. is not here to knock others trying to solve
space exploration. But to encourage their efforts by which we all can benefit from the knowledge which is
gained by which we all could benefit from.
I believe that space has much to offer us and this planet earth, by which its life can be extended to the
advantage of us all. The missing answers must be out there, it will take time to find them. But if we are
determined to find them, we shall find them. Such information as: how old actually is this universe? – are
there any other life forms out there; if so how advance is it? Logging where the materials which we need
on earth can be found to be mined? How old actually is planet earth? How useful is all that material
which is floating in space for planet Earth – if so – how cans us mine it. To survive here on planet earth
we have no option but to change our thinking and ways, and start preparing for that major change of
functions, by which we can survive.
All of this will take time and that is the problem do we have the time by which we can act and save the
planet? Many today would say NO that we have left it far too late to act. Agree that the mass production of
the S.E.G. would at least help the planet; if only all people did their bit to stop polluting it with rubbish and
destruction. If is a small word but it has a great meaning.
Great things can be achieve when we all work together, not only are we strong to protect ourselves against
nature wrath, but we can benefit from our labour to create a better world for all humankind regardless.
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26TH May 2012: Swallow Command
Audio Vision and Communication
Division: Somerset UK. I have earlier
quoted the need to replace my 19
inch racks system to replace one
missing and the other which has the
sides and shelves missing.
I did state that I would like to keep to
the same manufacturer as the other
two were produced, being
Cannontech.co.uk. With the
following details now I can confirm
are 800mm wide x 800mm deep
height 47u. Order code CABN478080
and the weight = 120 Kgs. Ready
constructed with a 6 fan roof
mounted fan tray: order number
135EO142420B. Here I show 4 of
them which I expect in the end will
be needed FB. But now one will do.

The world is changing faster than you can witness. We at Searl Technology Inc. with specialize divisions
must fall in step with this change; if its intentions are to be achieved. Swallow Command Audio Vision and
Communications Division will offer Hollywood film studio to be in-house for production of film clips for
the public pleasure on our progress. Because that is where the story of the future is being created live.
Searl states: he will never give up my right to be wrong, because then I will have lost the ability to learn
new things and move forward with my life. Agree that it is odd for me to be wrong. But if I am then a jolly
good spanking will sort that problem out.
Searl says let consider the power people claims are true that there are 7.7 million people across the
Midlands, south west England and wales that are being supplied power. If each S.E.G brings in £10 clear
profit after overheads are taken – clearly quite a profit just for a small part of Britain, add the rest of the
world with the rest of the UK. Such profits would allow us to construct centres for children who are in need
help. Supply the real need of power to those who cannot afford the cost. Yes it is something to think on in
the effort to get this planet back to be human again. We would be delivering electricity to our homes and
business around the clock, with no power cuts or failures and with no bills.
Remember we shall be selling power units to the people, but we shall need a workforce that range from
highly trained network operators to the professional, clerical and administrative staff needed to support the
company. A point which all forgets means cost to the company. God do not supply these products free of
charge. What is free; is the power they produce, within the year the cost to buy has been recovered for life.
Searl Technology Inc. cans only do the research and development up to production. We do not say buy
one and get one free that will never be a con done by us. What we shall say is that each house will have
one S.E.G. only.
Layout by fixed position:
Generally: associated with the manufacture of large, complex items. The product is produced in one
location; sufficient space must be reserved initially to accommodate the product in its final form. This may
well happen on manufacturing very large S.E.G. to meet the demand of factories. Even though the domestic
unit is complex in nature it still requires reserving initially space to accommodate all assembly equipment.
First the prototype has to be produced, which has to undergo official testing for approval before mass
production can start up.
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26TH May 2012: Swallow Command Audio
Vision and Communication Division.
Somerset. UK. This is a photo of a 4 fan
roof unit: We need a 6 fan unit roof
mounted fan tray 6 fans order no:
135E01424206. 800MM = 32”: for those
who wonder what 800mm equals. As I
build up this 19 inch rack the details will
be shown with its cost. Swallow
Command is an open book for all to see.
The technology to move ahead is available
but the funds are not my pension today is
almost none existing due to rent, taxes,
energy, communications and fuel. I have to
accept at this rate it will be 2220 before I
can show that I am back at the position of
2003, but a long way from 1968, guess I
will not live long enough to see it happen.

If I live long enough I shall replace this rack and rewire it under
Starship Explorer stardards, again as a testing system for the wiring of that craft. Which you will be able to
watch that work being done in detail never before seen; hopeful in 3D, which I have already starting getting
the gear in for the job.
Searl States: first it is necessary to stand on your own two feet. But the minute a man/woman finds
himself /herself in that position, the next thing he/she should do is to reach out his/her arms; I have all
my life stood on my own two feet regarles of my state of health. Today I find putting my arms out to be
extremely hard to do; because the joints are worn out, in fact trying to hold a knife or fork in my hands is
nearly impossible act, removing them from my hands is offen an engineering jog to do. Yet I am still
standing on my own two feet, only just with pain as company to invite you to my world, which is yet to be
seen by the human race.
Searl states: when you say that your company operation is deep space exploration; you are saying that you
are dealing with every thing man understands and a hell of a lot he do not understand. Which has to be
solved, even before man go to Mars. Within my new website I shall be re-writing some of my old books
which cover these problems in full detail – some pictures will offend some people – such people are clearly
not suitable to be employed by my company; therefore will be rejected for some posts, which calls for
people who actually lives in the world of reality.
Searl has over the years learnt there are three types of people – (1) those who can actually live in the world
of reality. (2) those people who cannot live in the world of reality due to their up bringing. (3) those who
cannot make up their mind which world they want to live in – they claim to live in the world of reality –
where in reality they do not – they are living in the world of fantasy. Searl agrees that it is the human rights
for people to live in whichever domain suits them. But Searl makes it clear that only those who prove that
they are living in the domain of reality can be accepted for key position on my company.
Searl States: that Searl Technology Inc. and all its special sections has one duty to perform – which is to
help to make this a better place for all of humankind and not just one group. To be fair to all in our dealings,
excluding those who are known to carry out evil deeds upon others who are less fortunate. Our workmanship
shall be of the highest standards that our equipment will allow us to do. The trademark stamped upon every
unit denotes that it has passed every possible test with flying clours, YOUR ENERGY IS SAFE IN OUR
HANDS.
We shall always be researching for cheaper ways to create our energy needs, but that takes time and cost,
and it is the cost of R&D today that delays progress. Often the concept has no problem in itself, just getting
the equipment to do it is the major issue. It is true what will be, will be, the future is not ours to see, that is
what is so sad – for if you could see it; you would be making the effort to make it happen.
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1968: Mortimer. Berkshire: UK: These were the options and still are today for the manufacturer of the
S.E.G. segments. Hydro-pneumatic presses with automatically starting power stroke for operations such as:
assembling, disassembling + riveting + embossing + swaging/flaring, crimping + stamping, cutting in
combination with the electronic control systems, such as the Press control 500 or the 1001 for No 61 up to
No 64 – these presses are CE-TYPE APPROVED press systems.
Just to remind you to what Searl stated in his newsletter No.43 date 22.11.1987 page 191.
They produce what is known in the spy world as the Monopoly card. It carries a top secret telephone
number, which will get the bearer out of jail free. Searl remembers the former boss of Britain’s spy services;
M16 was convinced his arch rivals in counter espionage at M15 had poisoned him. As Sir Maurice Oldfield
lay dying he told a close friend, businessman Anthony Cavendish: “I think they may have got me”. Sir
Maurice knew he was a prime target of dissident M15 who were plotting to oust him.
And he discovered agents had visited the top secret research station at Porton Down to get poison, which
could not be detected if taken by humans. His friend Cavendish, a former M16 agent, said: “M15 went to
great lengths to get poison”. Sir Maurice died of cancer, so the records states. But one doctor told him he
was suffering from nothing more than a tummy upset. He was related to homosexual past times, when you
are in high places that’s one area you keep clear off. Sir Maurice was one of 30 top people on a dirty tricks
hit list. Other names were:
1
4
7
10

Edward Heath.
Norman St, John Stevas.
James Callagham.
Dr. David Owen.

2
5
8
11

Reginald Maudling.
William Van Straubenzee.
Tony Ben.
Dame Judith.

3
6
9

Francis Pym.
Harold Wison.
Ian Mikado.

Sorry to say that I cannot recall the other 19 listed names at this time. One thing it proves that in high places
you will always have evil minds at work, so I am not alone in that domain. I have been threaten, robbed,
assaulted to stop me, but I am still here working on the project regardless. A real person never worries about
such issues, in the end he/she will win against all odds, as I have done including illness and heath disabilities
which would make most others to call it a day.
In reference to the S.E.G. being available on the market is a mystery: cost and the fact it’s an entirely new
product which is intended for mass production, which is different to the pass being manual; time was no
problem then, but now things are different there is no time to waste, mass production is now the only way
forward.
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This should had been a great day – alas it was the most organized chaos I have ever seen – I do not have any
footage of this lecture, I guess they were to ashamed to send me a copy nor payment: which I present these
details here for the benefits of evil minds who think I get massive payments for traveling around lecturing. I
do not get paid. In the past I was paid a license fee by the ones working on this work, since 2003 I have not
received any license fee. In fact the entire license fee paid up to that date was stolen with a lump of my
pension money – the criminals have not yet been punished for their crime. Though it was my money stolen:
in a form of goods plus time. In reality; they stole your human rights for a better life and you don’t care a
damn about it. Soon you will wish that you had an S.E.G, unfortunate you will just be too late.
Searl remind you of the FACTS of the S.E.G.
Rollers:
Segment
Roller
Plate 1

= 4 components:
= 8 segments
= 12 roller sets

32 Components:
96 segments:

384 components:

Plate 2

= 22 roller sets

176 segments

704 components:

Plate 3

= 32 roller sets

256 segments

1,024 components:

Total roller sets
Segments
Components

= 66:
= 528:
= 2,112

Plates = 3:
Each plate consists of 4 components:
3 plates = 12 components:
I am watching you

Total S.E.G = Rollers = 2,112 components:
watching me,
Plates = 12 components:
watching you.
Total = 2,124 components.
These are the basic facts according to the desk of Prof. John Searl, who is the head of the authorizing body.
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1968: The captain: A 747 lifts off from the runway 09 right at Miami International en route to Chicago
O’Hare. Suddenly there is a power drop on number three engine, the inboard flaps refuse to retract, and as
the main gears rise, fire erupts in the nose-gear bay. This will be a long and arduous flight. The cabin
pressurization will fail; so will a VHF receiver and the gear hydraulics. Fire will disable number one engine
and an oil pressure drop on the troublesome number three will force its shutdown as well.
Thus the already hard pressed crew must make an instrument approach and landing into the world’s most
congested airport with two of their aircraft’s four engines inoperative. They will do a fine job: if not, they
will have to do it all over again.
Pilots sometimes leave the simulators which stage such dramas shaking and soaked in perspiration. But they
may be required to go through the experience twice a year so that their reactions to a set of catastrophes,
more than they are likely to meet in their whole flying career, can be measured. A pilot can lose his licence
if he/she fails a simulator test but, in practice, his/her three year’s basic training even before being accepted
by an airline ensures that this is rare. Licences are more likely to be lost for medical reasons. A senior pilot
undergoes a rigorous medical every six months and a commercial pilot’s licence holder, every 12, and twice
as often over the age of 40. Half the applicants to training colleges are rejected for eyesight reasons alone.
No pilot can become a captain on any kind of airliner until he/she has flown as a co-pilot first. Promotion
usually depends on seniority. In Britain, there is enough flexibility to take into account a pilot’s ability and
qualifications as well as experience but, in the USA, the system is more rigid and a pilot may fly for years
before becoming a captain. Only the pilot in command may wear a cap with scrambled egg on the peak. A
747 captain is usually fiftyish with 30 years of flying behind him/her, often partly in the air force. Not many
pilots are women – there are just two or three working for major British airlines, for example, this was back
in 1978 – by now there could be more. This is the facts of conventional flying.
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The Greek alphabet you will find in all
fields of science. In the UK Latin was one
of the most used languages used, but that
appears too vanished these days. Good for
me as I would have no idea what the hell
they were talking about. The only reason
why I have introduced the Greek alphabet
here is that I have no option but to use it in
my work, in the domain of measurements.
This first book for my new website covers
two main issues for flying with break
points dealing with books yet to come upon
setting up my company. With details upon
the mathematics that will be used in them.
My world is a complex world.
The flight crew:
The bigger the aircraft: the higher the captain’s pay. 1978 a captain of wide bodied jets could earn about
£17,500 a year in Britain and around $80,000 in the United States. Such salaries reflect the responsibility of
the job and the risk of losing it at the six monthly checks. But it may not be the money that makes him / her
endures 150 pre-flight checks a year and endures the frustrations of passing through customs three times a
week; it may be a love of flying, which was in my case. And, once the doors are closed on the last
passenger, the captain’s authority is absolute. Any troublesome person, regardless of rank, can be strapped
to the floor with no right of redress until touchdown.
Searl states: that the flight commander of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) authority is absolute.
He/she may use whatever force is needed to deal with any troublesome workforce member. The success of
any missions rest in their hands.
An average crew will work between 900 and 1,200 hours a year, including layovers and rest periods. Many
pilots use their considerable free time to run other business. This is where Swallow Command flight
Cosmonauts crews conditions are different as they can be away on a mission for a year to 25 years at a
time. Naturally their wages will be high to match the responsibility of the mission. Astronaut’s wages will
be lower, as they will not have the same risks to face as the Cosmonauts have to face.
I shall explain more about conventional flying in another book. For now I give you just basic facts as I
understand them. After all, it is you who claim that I know nothing – BOY what a lot of nothing which I
know. So when I know something then you will be the ones who know nothings – or are you already
knowing nothing in relation to my knowledge?
Layout by process:
Facilities are grouped together according to their function. Generally associated with batch production.
Long-term finance:
Has a repayment period of more than ten years. It may be used to purchase fixed assets with long life. For
example: major plant and buildings. Long-range finance may also be used to purchase other businesses.
Here are odd statements to which I give you a basic reply – full details will be in the various books which
covers that subject – these two above relates to Production of the S.E.G.
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Audio connectors: The DIN standards
devised by the German Industrial Standards
Board are shown on the left. The 3-way and
5-way 45 are the most common, and
connections for those are listed.
Variations on the above exist between
different manufacturers.
What is the sense of a set standard if some
manufactures don’t follow them? Searl
Technology Inc. should find any project
that fails to meet the standard set will be
rejected from our list of company
suppliers.
Searl Technology success will relate upon
its simplicity of components all being the
same for each class of component used.

Yes, it’s I watching you, watching me,
watching you, and you never know where I
shall be tomorrow. I am not the spirit of
John Searl yet, and I am not an alien as
claimed on internet by you know who!
All these details have 2 functions – (1) = to let you see what I understand in all subjects which are related to
the Searl Technology. (2) = That I did invent the Searl Effect Concept, not only invented it but carried out
research upon it. The difference today is that we need to re-create the S.E.G. for mass production mode,
which the early ones were not intended for mass production. They were only for my needs in research and
development.
Searl states: that imagination is the only limit to what we can hope to have in the future. Yes, as I see it
that is about true, the lack of interest in the S.E.G is shocking based upon the number dead who should
be alive today, if the S.E.G technology had been in place.
I shall have to deal with MATTER as everything solid is matter that our work involves. Of all the
fundamental questions that have fascinated me, one of the most persistent concerns the nature and
behavior of matter – the basic stuff of which things are made. My books reports on what science has
learned to date 1968 about matter in its three familiar forms – solid, liquid and gas – and its more
recently recognized ‘fourth state’, plasma, which supports the law of the squares. It chronicles the most
portentous discovery of our age, the fact that matter can be converted into energy, and describes the
dramatic and continuing pursuit of the inmost secret of matter, the atomic nucleus. Where Searl is
continuing pursuit of the magnetic spectrum for its secrets – will it be possible to tunnel to another galaxy?
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The world is changing and has been since 1946; today there is very little left of my time, just memories.
Agree, there are just a few who take the risk to carry out research and development, The world of today
consists of firms closing their doors and selling up all their equipment and time and money efforts spent; for
silly prices. At the present rate there will be a massive blow back of shortages creating massive increases in
cost, which prove there is something wrong with our education, otherwise we would not had found ourselves
in this mess, which companies may never return again. Why have their gone? The answer is elementary the
unions pushed them out of business. Greed and ignorance combined there is no other more dangerous
disease than those two combined.
Searl States: real integrity is doing the right thing; which Searl hopes that the S.E.G. is the right thing
which may solve our major problems which are pending to hit us at any time. Knowing that nobody’s
going to know whether he did it or not, because they are too busy watching football, baseball, gambling,
shooting people, robbing people etc.
If I was the Prime minister of the UK, it would not take me 12 months to sort out all the problems here. Evil
minds would rush to get out of the country before they got found. Rapist would flee out of the country fast.
Prison life would be tough so they would never want to return again. I would get these factories back to
work fast. I would be their employer. There would be a standard wage for everyone, with added bonuses for
their skills and degrees. All age 18 will undergo disciplinary training for two years to create human beings
out of them. Within 12 months everyone shall walk the streets without fear of attack or homes being robbed.
That I promise I would do. There would be no taxes to pay.
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Searl Magnetics Inc. is still kicking and expanding in membership. Strange: when the world around it is
collapsing into meltdown status.
Searl states: that the ability to focus attention on important things like the SE.G. Is a defining
characteristic of intelligence FlowerBlower; but thank you for the joy you have given on YouTube to
millions of people, making them laugh to see such an idiot on display who have no intelligence to see
what an idiot he was. Well done FB; and when you die they should erect where you lie a monument of
solid shit in memory of your foolish wit.
Water is vital, even to Searl Technology1968; the story of water is in many ways the story of life itself.
Water is the major substance of every living thing on earth. Man/woman is dependent on it not only for
drinking but also for power, transportation and irrigation. As modern technology demands more and
more water, ways must be constantly devised to tap new resources and to make re-usable the water
man/women has polluted.
That is precisely what Searl has been doing since 1968, working on research and development to reduce
water demand through the power of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) by which sea water can be converted
to drinking water including all man’s/women used water back to useful water. It can be done. But so much
time has been wasted on foolish things, which now has pushed the cost up so high the chances of now
achieving it looks impossible due only to cost, not the technology; but by man’s ability to out price himself.
We have no options but do or die the choice is entirely yours.
2012: Searl Technology Inc. time is now critical – so what is time? Any child knows the answer, and yet
even the most advanced theoretical physicist is hard put for a fully satisfactory definition. He/she cannot
say for certain when time started, or when will it end, or even if it really exists in a philosophical sense.
Yet the measurement of time is the basic of all science, for the scientist can study only what changes with
time. Which; is no different to that what Searl is actually doing.
Astronomers chart the history of the universe in ‘big time’, the passage of thousands of millions of years.
Physicists and engineers subdivide ‘little time’ into thousand-millions of a second. Biologists have
discovered that animals and plants measure time, too-that even the lowliest single-cell organisms depend
on biological clocks to keep themselves synchronized internally and externally. My books will explore all
these facets of the meaning of time. Searl cannot work within just one science for his research but across
all science known today, to create the future that is meant to be. Space exploration demands that all
knowledge known by man/women needs to be used plus more that requires to be discovered. This is not
the end of the story of John Searl but just the beginning of what is yet to come that has no ending until
the end of time.
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Yes, time has flown so fast since I was on the deck of the S.S. MIDWAY with Christina and Bradley
Lockerman who nearly always armed with a camera to shoot anything unusual, that is why he is always
filming me because I am unusual; he never know what I will be doing next, he is not alone I don’t know
either. So it is good to watch a video showing me what I did during the time I had no idea what I would be
doing.
Searl states: that it is difficult to say what is impossible, for the dream of yesterday is the hope of today
and the reality of tomorrow. How true!
Searl Aerospace Inc. has another major problem to solve: which is termed the body. Yes that item which
nearly everyone hates to be seen, so they dress up to present a false image of themselves. In that case I
guess you will fail the exams papers tests; by which you can become a co-pilot on the Inverse-GravityVehicle. There are many possible approaches to a study of the human body, but the most basic is to begin
with an examination of how the body is constructed and how it functions. You remember the law of the
squares statement there is within this universe no structure without function or function without a
structure. These two fundamentals form the theme of the book yet to be produce in that section of how I
learnt, and that goes back to late 40s. Updates will be added where I am aware of them.
That book will contain the major organ systems of the body will be explained in the light of the most
recent discoveries of medical research. It will contain both text and pictures as all my books do. That book
will contain both text and pictures essays. Each essay complements the section it follows, illustrating the
subject in depth or adding to the information already supplied. Together Searl hopes make up a unified
whole, but each will be self-contained and can be read independently. Take the term of bone and muscle,
is followed by an assay in which structural shapes found in engineering and architecture are matched
with almost identical functional forms in the human skeleton. So you have a lot of learning ahead of you
to study. And still more to come, for my work covers many fields of reality. Many of which you may have
never heard of until now.
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Research and development cost time, time today is very expensive. That is the reason for research to save
loses and cost, by which we can define the best way by which we can mass produce them. Funds control the
rate of progress. I am lead to believe that in the USA there are no less than 3 different tax systems to please.
Searl states: Home electrics, home plumbing are simple elementary home task. But looking at them and
seeing what will be involved in the S. S. Explorer will show how complicated S. S. Explorer will be and
that is no joke. I must by next Monday June 4th 2012 to see how I can re-design the 19 inch rack so what
equipment is still here can be used, and what is missing. The basic details I have already given in this
document. If you think that I am lucky – take note my glasses fell apart today; which means having to
find an old pair from the 80’s and try to see with them. Which; is and will slow down the work. But
though I will feel bad about it, my determination to try to write just one page a day would be better than
no pages each day.
Then there are the millions of materials to study for the right answer to our research program – but even
then you may not fine the best solution and then you have to seek a company who will mix it how you
want it mixed. In this respect China has proven to be the best to date on mixing our materials. Bear in
mind if it’s a special material it cost more, then one of the shelf, which would not have the same results
that we need. The Searl Effect Generator may look simple, but behind that simplicity does a very
complicated machine need a lot of knowledge to get it right. For anyone making a copy of it is rated as
zero bases. Inverse engineering is out of the question too – there are just two options: (1) you know how
to do it: (2) you don’t know how to do it. And I would gamble that state (2) is the right answer – (3) but
you think you can do it, which so far to date has been the answers I have received.
The Russians state they have done it and it works but did not print the magnets like Searl does. Searl knows
you can get motion with ordinary magnets if you have the time to play around with them. Yes, but Searl
have never found much of an output from such devices. You might be able to run a model train on it, with
luck. And LEDs should be able to light up.
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The S. S. Midway American pride of WW II: To be able to see this ship and actually walk upon it that is
now just history. The construction and its functions had to be dreamt of – before it was conceived – first the
brain has to picture it before it can instruct you upon a route by which it can become reality. It is a great
experience to see history of man’s achievements in person than just a text book account of it.
Searl states: recompense injury with justice, and recompense kindness with kindness. Those 5 evil minds
are still free who robbed you all of your human rights of a better life. They have to be brought to justice
for the crime they committed. The smile on their faces have to be removed by the birch upon their arse so
they can learn not to robbed the world of technology which could give the world a better lease of life for
all humankind regardless AMEN!
Searl states: that Searl Aerospace INC. deals with R&D of flight, mainly for space exploration. Therefore
the S. S. Explorer will employ hydraulic technology as the primary source of operational power of flight
cells, loading hatches and landing gear. Therefore it should be clear that subject will be a book within
Searl Aerospace Inc. Division.
Searl Technology Inc. which deals with materials to be used by Searl technology products; but magnetic
materials will be dealt with Searl Magnetics Inc. This I trust will simplify this complicated R&D which is
proceeding to the marketplace. Hopefully, will educate fools on the internet, and those who truly want to
learn; for them I am happy to help and I hope that you find my layout interesting and a pleasure to study.
Acceptable quality level (AQL):
The desired quality level. Acceptance at this level of quality should be high. It is the point at which the
quality level changes from one of total acceptance to one incurring doubt. Searl cannot be fooled on a
product quality, as he spent 31 years in engineering, mostly night work. That is on top of British Electrical
rewinds and the Midlands Electric board. Agree, there have been fools who think that they can fool me.
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1968: Mortimer, Berkshire, UK. Swallow Command. This was my world, the world of John Searl. If nature
will be kind to give me a few years more, it will again become my world, sooner than later. But my pension
is small and my heart is large; my brain demands action – but how if there is no money?
Searl states: that in 1946, he became aware that education was a problem – it just was not there. At last he
found excitement and become fascinated by nature, science and technology. The real secret of his sudden
interest was that his dreams as a child were now operating at full speed. It was urgent to get this technology
out there to the masses. Major problem how do you do that where there was no education available by
which the masses could understand the problems ahead which we should now be addressing before it was
too late.
Now in 2012 we have seen the massive death toll of the last 3 years which would have never been if the
world would only listen and act to protect themselves. Ignorance was the main cause of their deaths; they
were mostly perfect healthy people, some who would have become mothers in a few months’ time. As a
human being I am disgusted about this situation that should have never been and will increase shortly by
millions at time. All that I can say now is I hope their souls are resting in peace, if there is a soul at all.
Analytical estimating (BS 31004):
A work measurement technique, being a development of estimating, whereby the time required to carry out
elements of a job at a defined level of performance is estimated from knowledge Searl has and practical
experience of the elements concerned. Basically, the cost of the S.E.G relates to cost of materials and the
performance of the operator over time. If the operator is failing in his/her functions the cost of the S.E.G
jumps to reflect the operator’s functions. A good operator means the S.E.G. cost less.
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1945: Crawley Road, Turnpike Lane. London: this was my world, the world of John Searl. How many of
you that has actually used this test equipment now long passed and gone forever accept that it’s stored in my
memory, until I die. Yes you will read about them when I re-write those ancient books of mine on how I
learnt about technology and science. If I could do it, so could you, but it takes sacrifice efforts on your part
to win. I know from experience that this is true.
My life story: is proof that if you are knocked down as being un-educated – take no notice of them and carry
on proving how ignorant they are and that is them who required being educated. Which: shows clearly on
YouTube that the need of education is urgent needed today.
This equipment shown above was used in my learning about mains testing and testing sets. Not bad for a 14
year old boy, very ill, but all appear not to notice my problems. Instead of helping him they discourage him
from learning by telling him that he would never make an electrical engineer – then why did they place me
in an electrical training centre as an apprentice electrical engineer. Was it just for kicks on their part, just to
prove they were right, instead I proved that they were wrong?
1946: Searl education was now and truly started. As follows: In the laying of any system of cables and leads,
preliminary tests should be made by the man/woman in charge to test the continuity of the conductors and
joints. Tests should also be made for short circuits and Earth’s. These simple tests can be carried out with a
sensitive detector galvanometer and a battery of as many cells as can be conveniently carried; such tests will
be described in my book about my learning to become an electrical engineer.
It is after the work is complete that the troubles of the mains engineer begin, and many forms of portable
testing sets have been devised for carrying out a number of various tests, among them being conductor
resistance. Insulation resistance, cable capacity and fault localization. And that is just the beginning of a
massive learning process in 1946 and you can share that period with me while I am still kicking. Well let’s
hope I will carry on kicking or otherwise you will never know how I learnt what I know, not only know, but
actually understand it.
Acceptance number (c):
The maximum number of defectives allowed in a sample. In single sampling plans, if c is exceeded the batch
is rejected. Searl Technology Inc. should not have any rejects, as every care shall be taken both on the
materials use and the operators employed.
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This is the Universal Bridge TF 2700.
1968: Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: Swallow Command Division had one of these, if it was not stolen by Peter
King on August 25th 2003; then it may be in the U.S.A. today. It was the equipment of my time, which we
were proud to own; by which I could carry out much of my study work. For the sake of Flowerbower and
those keenly want to learn how I was able to undertake such work; here is a sample of the equipment which
I had to work with.
This Universal Bridge TF 2700 is a self-contained battery operated instrument for the measurement of a
wide range of capacitance, inductance and resistance. Today, I have no idea if the batteries are still
available; if so I might find that I am lucky it still works ok. Today I expect universal bridge cost many
times more than that cost me in 1968. NOTE: that facilities are provided for the applications of external
A.C. and D.C. supplies for use in variety of specialized measurement procedures. Look out for the book
which shall cover my equipment which I used in my early days of research. See how life has changed.
Searl states that he did take a course in Robotics in manufacturing; which I actually had the real robot to
practice with Flowerbower. I bet that you have never had such a large robot in your house to learn from?
Full information on ordering the Hektor III computer and the robot, and their prices, is given on the
order forms enclosed with the course pack.
NOTES:
(1) No one may take the course unless they have access to the OU robot:
(2) The robot is designed to be programmed with a Hektor III. Alternatively it can be used with an
Acorn BBC model B to perform much of the experimental work. It cannot be used with any other
type of computer.
More details will be release later in another book.
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1968: This is what a HDTV transmission systems
look like. Now in 2012, I need to replace one 19 inch
rack that done a walk in 2003. So I can start the work
of rebuilding Swallow Command Audio-VisionCommunication division. At this stage I am looking
at a 4 section. By obtaining one section at a time the
buildup can go operational sooner, than later.
Therefore this weekend of the 2nd June 2012, I shall
attempt to design the first stage of the rack so on
Monday I can place the order for costing. And a
possible delivery date. There is the second unit which
will be smaller which is now incomplete I will try to
use as the power distributing unit. The base is now

back here with the heavy duty caster in place.

My thanks to Deborah Knight for finding a man she brought here to see if he could fix it – he said that he
would try – and he did – the proof is here, that he won, where no other who came would offer to fix it, as my
tools are deeply buried under load of boxes. Thus you can still find some human beings, thank heaven for
little wonders which make possible the impossible as a reality. At this date a TV station in Spain has shut
down all the equipment is being auction. Another in Belgium has shut its doors again the equipment is being
auction off. Sad to say that I am not in the money game, thus I have to sit and watch them vanish for good.
(iii) Hektor III is specified for many of the manufacturing programme modules, and for most modules of
the industrial applications of computers programme:
(iv) Hektor III is designed to work into the OU computer system. This facility is required for some courses
in the post graduate programme. The facility will not be available to users of the BBC computer.
Dearly beloved Flowerbower; I guess this is a bit of a sock to you – what an university John Searl – yes my
dear son – three times, which will be covered in the books upon my education. Please don’t commit harry
carry, as I wish you to see the stuff I shall be releasing upon the subject on how I did it without former
education, where people like you who had former education cannot make it – INTERESTING subject.
That course was termed PMT606 from which I have been quoting here above which covers the robotics and
computing course. So there will be a lot of stuff on my new website as this book is almost done, will be by
tonight.
I shall soon be operating a new email for business/finance people – the data on the new site is far too
advanced for the average person to understand. It is to teach what you required to know for a job within the
Searl Technology Inc. group. There will be many subjects which will be dealt with, all at an advanced state
of learning.
Medical will come under Searl aerospace Inc. section medical divided into precise categories; to make it
easy to locate what you should know and understand before applying for a post when they become available
within the Searl Technology Inc. divisions. I have decided that my next book will be for the Searl
Technology Inc. Division – section PRODUCTION which I trust will help you to understand what is
involved in setting up the mass production of the S.E.G.
In this case I shall try to present it as simple as I can, keeping the mathematics to a minimum of samples.
But all companies need the use of mathematics to be able to run their business without a loss. Searl
Technology Inc. is no different; as mathematics are needed in every stage of design and construction and
right to the marketplace. If your sums are wrong then you will not be in busy for long.
It sad to say: that the next page is the end of this book; the good news is that others will follow; for the
truth must be seen by all with open minds.
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2012: modern technology is progressing, the one I got does only one only duplicate and print label. If this
work takes off, I shall need to do more than one a night. This latest development can even be mounted in a
19 inch rack system as all operations are from the front. It covers Blu Ray discs as well; which mine do not
cover such discs.
I take this opportunity to thank all your readers of this book for your time and interest; and trust that you
found it interesting including the advance books to be.
This document has been authorized for release by:
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Manned flight division.
Swallow Command.
Audio-Vision-Communication.
Date: 01.06.2012.
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INTRODUCTION.
Nevertheless, the task of confronting all possible experience is beyond the power of any man; and we
should be foolish to embark on it, unless we are prepared to go slowly, searching for the elements which are
both simple and also universal. But not expecting to grasp their full significance. I can then hope gradually
to build up a world picture of ‘Starship Explorer’. At: first, in outline only, which I am doing, afterwards
filling in details where I can find possible time. This can be called the method of ‘progressive
approximation’, and it will be discussed in detail in all my documents. It’s chief character is that it starts
with a total concept that is necessarily vague and faulty, rather than with a concept that, though perhaps
precise and convincing, is necessarily abstract and incomplete.
I shall begin with the total given ness of all experience and without forgetting the limitations of our powers
of perception and thought. I must see that the totality as one. I shall not look therein for simplicity or clarity.
I shall not expect that I shall be able to express my intuitions in satisfactory language or to communicate
them otherwise than most inadequately, until the research is complete at the laboratory in California, U.S.A.
on the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.). I have, moreover, to accept the inevitability of error in present data,
also upon the structure data of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V.) data presented here, until it can be
remodeled and tested.
At this time, I take for granted that the data released in these documents are correct, but as yet not tested. I
feel certain that all data that has been released have been found to be correct. The immediacy of sense
perception and the reliability of logical deduction have little part in the attempt to penetrate to the form of
experience, which is in the true sense metaphysical – that is, beyond the senses and not subject to the
limitations of thought. The concrete form for which I search is a mockery to the empiricist – but it is also a
stumbling block to the rationalist. Moreover, I embark upon my task with the presupposition that it can
never be finally accomplished without help. Nevertheless, it is the search, and effort to complete this project
that matters. For it is the manifestation of the true human nature: the meaning of which I am striving to
understand.
The speed by which this project moves, does relate entirely to available funds, for the time being. Once the
generator is operating, the finance situation, we hope will change for the better.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Secretary General.

ISBN 1 898827
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This is your world today.
This is my world of tomorrow.
They are two entirely different worlds the one which exists and the other awaiting to be born. Their function is
different, but both have to conform to rules. This document shall cover the Flight Radio Operator’s License’s.
Requirements within the United Kingdom. I must admit that for other countries requirements their rules are
no longer in my hands, these will have to be recovered near the date of operations. But there was a time that
none of these technology was possible, because the tools etc. was not available, and the experts saying
impossible, which we all know is their theme song.
This document is based upon the Civil Aviation Authority, London. United Kingdom requirements; relating to
my operations of Swallow Command, Manned Flight Division – UK. Somehow I have to fit my operations with
their rules.
1

Introduction:
The Air Navigation Order upgraded in 1974 – Article 20 and Schedule 9 – provides for the issue of four
categories of Flight Radio Operator’s License for conventional flying and two more categories for
space missions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s temporary license –
Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s license –
Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s general license –
Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s restricted license –
Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s License Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s License -

conventional flying.
conventional flying.
conventional flying.
conventional flying.
Astronauts missions.
Cosmonauts Missions.

Searl points out that the privileges and periods of validity of these licenses are defined in Schedule 9 of the ANO
1974 – as amended.
2

Privileges:

2.1.1

Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s Licenses.

2.1.2

Searl states that in Swallow Command, the holder of a Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s License issue in
accordance with these instructions is entitled to operate radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony apparatus in
any conventional aircraft registered in the United Kingdom, but do not have privilege to operate any form
of radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony apparatus as used in the operations of Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (IG-V).
Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s license Astronaut is privilege to fly any I-G-C class A
Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s license Cosmonaut is privilege to fly any I-G-V class C
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Swallow Command is a division of Searl Aerospace Inc. complex.
Its main objective is to study and Research materials which are best
suitable for deep space exploration missions at a commercial
operation level. Searl prime objective is to obtain the facts in the
universe from which all students throughout the world can learn to
create a better world for all humankind. From which better energy
and transportation system will be developed. Thereby exploration of
deep space will become a normal flight operation business as here
on planet Earth.
Searl states that in the case of the holder of a temporary license this must be under the supervision of
a holder of a full Radiotelegraphy Operator’s License.
2.2

Flight Radiotelephony operator’s License – General:

2.2.1

Searl states that the holder of such a license is entitled to operate radiotelephony apparatus in any
conventional aircraft, but this privilege for I-G-VS shall be limited to earth bound operations only.

2.3

Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s Restricted License:

2.3.1

Searl states that the holder of such a license is entitled to operate radiotelephony apparatus in any
conventional aircraft if the stability of the frequency radiated by the transmitter is maintained
automatically but shall not be entitled to operate the transmitter or to adjust the frequency except by
the use of external switching devices.
NOTE: Searl informs you that this class of license shall not give you the privilege to operate any
class of radiotelephony apparatus onboard of any I-G-Vs.

3

Searl states that in the case of a Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator a separate license must be held.
However, a Flight Radiotelephony Operator may either hold a separate license, or in the case of the
holder of a United Kingdom license to act as pilot, flight navigator or flight engineer, the license
pages may be included within the conventional aircraft flight crew license held. NOTE: Searl states
that this shall not apply to IGVs whose functions are not surface operations. For each I-G-V-A or IG-V-C, each crew member shall hold the license to which his/her functions cover upon that mission.

4

Searl states that in all cases an applicant for the grant or renewal of a Flight Radio Operator’s
License of conventional aircraft must meet such requirements in respect of age, knowledge,
experience, skill and medical fitness as are specified in this publication for a particular license they
wish to hold.
Searl give notice that Searl Aerospace Inc. will develop tests to certify each applicant are fit to
hold such a license for any planned mission in the future, which will be based upon the above
conditions which are quoted in section 3. As mission are completed all information gathered
will be assess to evaluate any changes which are needed to be added to any license to be
granted in the future. We shall create the future of space travel safety rules.

Searl makes it clear that his task is to certify that Searl Aerospace Inc. shall work towards creating every
division safety operations to the highest standards which can be achieve my the human mind. Here he
presents the; first two general Information: which relates to (1) Introduction and (2) privileges. For the
benefits of all who think that they will just hop on broad the I-G-V- and carry out all tests needed to STOP –
THINK – WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT FLYING – what licenses do you hold, so far no one yet has
under gone learning to fly the I-G-V. No program to teach flying the I-G-V is available we shall learn
through testing which is the best way to teach future flight crews. Which may be sooner than later; it’s just
the question of getting the infrastructure in place which is extremely costly and time consuming.
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1968 – 1971 Sue Justice played an active part in the
Searl Technology research and development. She was
a hard working member of then the Searl Team and
each day the media came she would do her stuff to
see that the maximum effort was achieved in the press
shows which was nearly every week for two years.
Her heart and soul was the I-G-V later in 1971 she
join the team in wiring the Demo 1. The press loved
her, which we all can understand from this photo. Sue
on her own created more publicity on the flight side
than any other member did, her exciting attitude to
the work grow like a flame and the media could not
help but love her.
Sadly, today, I have no idea if she is still alive, or if
so, where? I only wish time have treated her well, no
doubt she has a family – which I no longer have. If
so, I trust that they treated her better than mine did
when they existed.
To Sue and all others who are like her, bless you all
for what you are – keep hopes high – even when there
appears to be no hope – remember I am always here
with an open door to welcome all who want a better
future for their children yet to come.
Demo one and all its accessories have long been destroyed by evil minds – but beware that from the ashes of
the pass may grow a mighty oak termed Swallow Command, which will undertake that passed success into
the future which is meant to be. But there may not be a Sue Justice but there will be a Russell Anderson to
carry on that work. For where there is a will there is a way and we shall find it.
1 Introduction:
1.1 Searl states that applicants for a Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s License within Swallow Command
must first obtain a Temporary Radiotelegraphy License. The full license may subsequently be granted
to holders of the Temporary license when they have attained the age of 20 years – subject to the
requirements of the CAA and Swallow Command Medical Department in respect of fitness and
have fulfilled the radio operating experience requirements set out in paragraph 3.1. Radiotelegraphy
licenses are valid for a maximum period of one year for conventional aircraft.
Searl states take NOTE: that those applicants that hold a full Radiotelegraphy license employed on
either I-G-Vs Class A or C missions; shall cover the time duration of that mission; if greater than one
year in total mission time. Also NOTE that applicants to join class C missions must include the Morse
code test to obtain such a license. But flight crews on class A missions will not be subjected to a Morse
Code test.
Searl informs all these people who just want to hope in the I-G-V and test flight to planet Mars and back,
just forget such an idea, it is just not on. There will require massive training programs before a crew is
ready to fly missions. But nevertheless, such an idea is interesting of commercial deep space research
operations, but do not be disappointed if there are no aliens to welcome you. Searl is certain no such luck
will occur on any mission that takes place within our solar system. Searl expects that it will take many
centuries before man has covered everything in our own galaxy the Milky Way. To cross over that
divine between our galaxy and another will not be for many centuries, it may be never by man. But you
can dream for free.
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!968 Mortimer, Berkshire, UK, shows one
of many press photos taken over this
period of time which has now been
forgotten. From those ashes of the 60s
may rise again, to show that evil will never
win, no matter how you try to stop the
future it will in the end win. It just get
delayed but in doing so the cost jumps up.
That I am afraid is not a problem created
by me.
Years of research was destroyed because
the evil minds could not own it. Had
nothing to do with Governments, or the
big people it all was related to members of
the family or work force.
Yes, agree, the police always claim that
most robberies are done by family or
workmates, then outsiders. My family that
was only wanted to stop the work to avoid
losing me, instead it cost them me when
they force me out of my home.
The workforce did it to stop me getting to
the market place because they wanted to
own it, but they also lost it by greed and
ignorance. But I am rising from the ashes
and shall win regardless of their efforts to
stop me.
I am the member of the ancient British Bulldog class unfortunate. I do not give in, I fight to win, and win I
am determined to do. I do understand that it will be a long road to success and that today it will be a costly
one to undertake. If NASA has spent: what is claimed to be; such amount of money, then I have a long way
to go to match that cost, and for that amount spent to this date July 25th 2013, I would expect to have travel
throughout our solar system and gathered all the physical data which I could get: so future generations
would have a sound footing base to extend from; across our galaxy. What will they find? As far as I am
concern within our solar system no life forms will be found – but the problem is; from where I am sitting
that by the time we could had reach that capability; there may be no life forms left on planet Earth either, so
we shall never know. Thus we shall never know the truth all because we are determined to kill planet Earth
and we sure are doing an expert job of it.
2 Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s Temporary Licenses:
2.1

Searl confirms that applicants for a Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s temporary license must have
attained the age of 18 years and have satisfied both the CAA and Swallow Command flight mission
Board in respect of technical knowledge as outlined in paragraphs 5 and 6 below. This requirement
relates to conventional aircraft flying. In reference to standard earth flights of I-G-Vs this
requirement is acceptable. But for flight crew of both A and C class I-G-Vs a further license will be
required to have the privilege of operating such radiotelegraphy apparatus, which within the C
license Morse code must be a prime requirement. Searl states that within these documents will cover
all you need to learn to obtain such licenses, but there will be a cost involved to all applicants.
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Monday 25 August 2003 at Blackburn, Grahame Park, NW
London, was a friend who spent 2 years searching for me, when
he found me he invested £2,000.00 and begged me to return to
London and re-start my work again. He spent lots of money
advertising for a place in London for me, and found one and
met me each time at Paddington rail station and took me to his
home to rest for the night then took me to Colindale Station to
meet the owner of the place which I accepted. He was supposed
to help me to reconstruct models of all past work, but he failed
to do that. He then on the above date was one of the 5 men that
were identified by a witness as one of the robbers that stole
£380,000.00 BP worth of equipment and pension money. That
is what you call a friend who wants you to return to this
development. Therefore he forfeits his investment for his part in
the robbery knowing that it was my equipment they were
robbing. Clearly Martin Colborne had made him a big cut of the
cake to help with that robbery. He has lost his rights to be a
member or workforce of this technology. He is now listed as a
criminal within the archives of STI. Guess he had a weak mind.
This is why nothing appears to have happen to most people – who have no idea that technically he has
robbed you all of your human rights for a better world, which I was offering you which including as many
hours I could work every day, with all the money I cloud afford from my earnings and later from my
pension money. Today, Friday 26th July 2013, my pension money can just about meet the needs of a small
room house, which clearly slow down this work which I must do. Agree, that yesterday Thursday 25 th 2013,
Bradley Keith Lockerman assure me that the payment for a larger place for me has been successful by the
company and the keys will be available on August 1st 2013 – how strange that August appears in my life to
change my status for either the worst or for the better; let us hope this time it is for the better of the
technology.
2.2

Searl states where an applicant does not already hold a valid UK flight crew license or is not a
student pilot holding a current medical certificate he/she should contact the CAA Medical
Department at Shell Mex house, Strand, London WC2R 0DP to check whether a medical
examination is required, as it was in my days. Candidates are strongly recommended not to
commence any course of training until this has been ascertained. This applies also to training under
Swallow Command division once it goes operational.

2.3

Searl states as there is little demand for the grant of a Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s Temporary
License, full details of the syllabus for the examinations and practical tests for this license are not
included in this document. Nevertheless, essential requirements for a grant of a Radiotelegraphy
Operator’s Temporary License are outline below, together with those for the renewal of both this and
the full Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s license and for upgrading from a temporary to a full
license.

2.4

Searl states that an applicant for the initial grant of a temporary license should contact the CAA(TL
2), Shell Mex House, Strand, London WC2R 0DP for the full details of the syllabus. Specimen
questions papers for Section D and G are also available on request. All arrangements for
examinations and tests will be made on an individual basis. Candidates will attend at the CAA office
in Liverpool for the tests involving radiotelegraphy equipment, as this is the only centre at which
suitable equipment is available. Note Searl states that once Swallow Command infrastructure is
operational, that is, its Hospital medical, university for training, testing applicants capability to
handle the post which they are applying for; shall issue the licenses required for crew members of
I.V.Gs. class A and C. missions.
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1968 the start of a
new team, this was
to form the Manned
Flight section, and it
grew in numbers.
Each were warn
never be draw in the
subject of UFOs and
Aliens, but before
Demo one was
completed I was
involved in an
explosion not of my
making. Local press
got wind of it and
visited the site while
I was unable to be
there and talked to
Tony Justice who
gave them the
greatest story of
UFOs and Aliens he
had seen, just what
the press was hoping
for. The next day
paper stated Searl is
a UFO nutcase.

That was the shutdown of the work in reference to funding; I struggle on the best that I could to continue to
the end of that program. It was the most film and press photographic sessions ever in the UK upon any
subject. Something I guess that I shall never see again in my lifetime. Due partly to cost. If these four are
still alive I have no idea, but I wish them well and trust that they will have a long life. There were the days
that time has now forgotten. All this work developed should had been in museum for all to see throughout
the future. Unfortunate no museum had the space available to take it.
2.5

Searl states, applicants who pass the examinations and tests, but who in the opinion of the authority
of Swallow Command may be considered for any reason to be ineligible for the grant of a license
may still be issued with a Certificate of Competency, but this Certificate is not by itself valid for
operating radio apparatus in I-G-Vs class A and C. or in any other conventional aircraft registered in
the United Kingdom.

2.6

Searl states that an applicant for the grant of a temporary license is not required to finish evidence of
radio-operating experience.

3

Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s Licenses:

3.1

Searl states that an applicant for a grant of a full license must have attained the age of 20 years, and
will be required to produce satisfactory evidence of having:

3.1.1

Performed, in flight, the duties of a Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator under the privileges of a
temporary license for a minimum period of 25 hours during the 12 months immediately preceding
the date of application for the license for conventional flight. Continue on the next page.
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Demo one from absolute nothing
comes the proof of the mathematics
which was involved to create the
concept which is now being proven
by the operation of constructing a
demo unit. Here you see me
mounting 6th strut into place with a
member underneath to help me slip
it into the slot, as it is was not light
weight. Sad to say this photo taken
on a box camera in the 1968 period
has lost some of its image. Just one
of a few remaining photos left of
the past which burglars failed to
destroy in the effort to stop me.
Well they did win for a time but out
of those ashes the future is rising
again. Again: proving that evil will
never win just delay the future for
that time being. Time flies pass
very vast and the cost rises in step
with time. What then cost a few
thousand now cost millions.
All that Searl can do is to hope that one day the human race will wake up to action to save themselves or it
may soon be too late. If you continue not to care for this planet then it will not care for you – the law of the
squares.
Continue from page 11:
Searl states that for a grant of a full Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator License to operate on I-G-Cs
class A and C, the applicants must produce satisfactory evidence of having performed, in flight, the
duties of a flight Radiotelegraphy Operator under the privileges of a temporary license for a period of
250 hours during the 12 months immediately preceding the date of application for the license.
3.1.2

Searl states, a minimum of one year’s approved manual radiotelegraphy operating experience in the
aeronautical or marine mobile radio services, or experience which the Authority of Swallow
Command considers to be of equivalent value. This experience must have been acquired during a
recent period in relation to the date of application for the license, and at least four months of it should
have been obtained during the 12 months immediately preceding the date of application.

3.2

Searl states that applicants in the UK who wish to make application for conventional aircraft flying
should check with the CAA Medical Department to ascertain whether any medical requirements
have to be met. Those applying for licenses for I-G-V- class A or C should apply to Swallow
Command once it goes operational, such information will be found on the company website.

4

Renewal of licenses:

4.1

Searl states that for renewal of a license for conventional flying is affected by the issue of a fresh
Certificate of renewal. A current Certificate of renewal is legally a part of the license and must
always be included in the license. Applicants applying for renewal licenses for I-G-Vs class A or C
operations must apply to Swallow Command, where the same conditions of functions apply that
renewal licenses are a legally part of the license and must be included with the license.
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Mortimer – Berkshire – UK 1968 – a
gentleman arrives at my home in Mortimer,
after watching BBC news upon my work; to
offer me space behind his home to construct
the Demo. 1. Which I accepted. This is the
photo of that space which will become top
news throughout the media of that date
period. Yes, it was woodland work had to be
done to clear a space to undertake that work.
The team which was forming helped to clear
it. Tony Justice, Sue Justice and Charles
Huskell helped me to complete that task.
Now in 2013, I guess that it has all now grown back as it was; yes he made an offer free to use the land. As
Demo one was nearing completion Tony brought in heavy clearing equipment to clear a large section of the
woods for the manned version to be started there. As interest grew with the media, the owner started
demanding 90% of all money I was getting to do this work, which mostly from my wages. Think when
Demo one was ready for testing the money he could had made at the gate of visitors who want to see it,
would had created him a nice little pay packet every day. No, greed and ignorance came into force and
ruined everything, the team had to stop and I carried on the best which I could. Why do something so vastly
important to create employment for others; get blocked by just one person’s greed.
4.2

Searl states, an applicant for the renewal for a Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s Temporary License
is not required to produce evidence of recent radio-operating experience for conventional flying, but
may be required to pass all or any part of the examination and tests as may be specified. NOTE: a
Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s Temporary License will not be accepted to serve on either
the I-G-V- class A or C missions. Only applicants holding a Swallow Command full Flight
Radiotelegraphy Operator’s License can apply for post mission crews.

4.3

Searl states, a Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s License may be renewed on the production of
satisfactory evidence of having been actively employed in the performance of appropriate radiooperating duties in the Swallow Command aeronautical missions for a period of not less than two
months during the 12 months immediately preceding the date of application for renewal. Where
applicants are unable to satisfy this requirement, each case will be considered on its merits, and
applicants may be required to pass all or any part of the examinations and tests as may be required or
specified by Swallow Command aeronautical examination division.

4.4

Searl states; the maximum period in the UK conventional flying for which a license may be renewed
is 12 months. This period will run from the date of any medical examination required by the CAA or
from the date of expiry of the previous license, provided application is made within 21 days
preceding expiry. NOTE: for applicants renewing their license for I-G-Vs class A will have to
undergo test every 3 months. For applicants renewal their licenses for I-G-V- class C. will have
to undergo examination and tests 36 hours before the mission which that flight crew are
booked on.

4.5

Searl states; When a license has lapsed, an applicant for renewal will be considered on its merits.
Applicants may be required for conventional flying to pass all or any part of the examinations and
tests as may be required. NOTES: For renewal of lapsed renewal licenses for both I-G-V- class A
and C must under all examinations and test as may be specified.

4.6

Searl says application forms for renewal of licenses for conventional flying may be obtained from
TLS. But licenses for I-G-Vs will eventually be obtainable from Swallow Command aeronautics.
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Mortimer – Berkshire – UK 1968,
the new site herein named Star port
Earth One, which became a media
golden goose. When one is trying to
prove something which is rather too
large for the bedroom or garden
shed, one is only too please to accept
offers that are more suitable even if
it means hard work to prepare for
that project. I have to state; from
where I sit, I have a task to picture
this every happening again in my
lifetime as the cost now is so vast
that buying a Boeing 747 is a toy in
reference to the I-G-V.
Searl states that every large project has to have a starting point which may appear boring to many. But
reality makes it so, the ability to take what on offer and create something so large and beautiful in art
structure from nothing but numbers on a bit of paper into diagrams that materializes into a structure that
once that you could only see; now everyone can see it too.
NASA what was it; just swamp land? Look what they created from nothing to a massive complex of
engineering and testing products for future space exploration. Yes, they had all the top skill people from the
world to make it so. They had all funding from the government to make it. In my case I have neither world
top skill personnel or government funding. But see what we have achieved more or less; on kiddies pocket
money and a handful of skill personnel. Rome was never built in a day, nor will the Searl Technology be
achieved in a day. But in reality it is being achieved regardless of evil minds. There is no doubt now with
scientists joining me, things will increase for the better.
5

Examination Information:

5.1

Searl states the examination in the UK for conventional flying for a Flight Radiotelegraphy
Operator’s Temporary License covers both radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony, and consists of two
parts to be taken as indicated below – but for those who want licenses for I-G-V class A or B must
undergo a third test, which is term the X-Code, which I developed in 1968.
Part 1:
Section A

Morse receiving:

Section B

Morse sending:

Section C

Practical communication tests:A

by radiotelephony:

B

by radiotelegraphy:

Searl wish to make this point clear – this entire document relates to Searl basic knowledge of 1968 onward
to 1980. As usual time do create chances – and towards the end some rules were change that pilot students
had to land at an international airport which he choose Gatwick – London for instrument landing where you
look like you about to do a deep sea drive, funny I never had a photo of me dress with this hood on, so I
could only see the flight instruments - no, there was no problem, because I was from day one using
instruments to guide me around. Where I was expected to use visual only.
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1968 Mortimer – Berkshire – UK I had
transferred the 64 struts for Demo one to the new
site now accepted by the media as Star Port
Earth One. The owner of the land and one of my
team hold up a strut so you can see the length of
nearly half of the Demo One which is to be
created to investigate on a suitable structure for
man flight. Once there was nothing much here
accept trees bushes and plant life that was to
change to a media central of excitement. This
was the first step a small one for mankind future,
agree. Nevertheless prove what you can do.
If you have faith in what you wish to do, and that determination to achieve, so shall it be rewarded as a
success? Create completely by hand; no power other than manpower was used in this experiment that when
a brain is free to create; it will.
Part 2:
Section D

Procedures and Regulations – written paper:

Section E

Aircraft & I-G-V Radio installations – oral and practical tests:

Section F

Accessory Equipment and General Applied Radio Theory – oral and practical tests not
covered by Section E.

Section G

Electricity and Radio – written paper.

We can do it, and we
shall prove it

5.2

Searl states that for UK conventional flying examinations and tests are normally held at the CAA
Office – Northern – Liverpool, at least it was in my days, where suitable equipment is available.

5.3

Searl states the authority reserves the right to examine in any subject by any convenient method.

6

Pass Standards and Re-examination:

6.1

Searl points out those candidates will be required to take Part 1 and 2 as one examination.

6.2

Searl states in order to qualify, candidates must, in addition to obtaining a pass in each of sections C.
D. E. and F, obtain not less than:
1

90% in Section A:

2

90% in Section B:

3

70% in Section G.

6.3

Searl points out candidates who pass only in either Part 1 or Part 2 of the examination will be referred for reexamination in the Section(s) failed, but both parts must be passed within a period of six months including
the month in which a partial pass was first achieved.

6.4

Searl states separate applications must be made in respect of each occasion on which a candidate
wishes to be examined. Searl again makes it clear there are tests to undertake before you can be a
member of a flight crew on an I-G.V. More so on class C which involves more tests than class A
does. I-G-V is not conventional flying – it’s a new window in air – space transportation.
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1968 Mortimer – Berkshire – UK.
Slowly the struts I produced in Mortimer
where transported to Star Port Earth One,
ready to start the construction of Demo
One. This will commence the study work
on a manned craft to be. To prove the
experts wrong who claimed that it would
never fly let alone stay in one piece, as it
was a spit beam system. Which show me
how narrow minder they were upon
basics? All that former education appears
to block their ability to see all the forces
being used in a way that supports such
structure. It proved them wrong.
The Demo One became the media biggest running story of the time. To the media it was a fascinating story.
The last two years I have heard so much about the movie to be made etc., etc., In fact I can go back many
years and heard the same story. It fits that song perfect – Tell me that old old story. Now 81 years old I
doubt I will see any movie about this technology in my lifetime. After the long time since the 60s, there now
appears some light that from the ashes of that time the Searl Technology will rise and shine again, brighter
than ever before. But will I live to see it happen? Agree these few photos taken on a box camera cannot
show the hard work that was involved in preparing the land ready for this R&D project.
7

Directions to Candidate:

7.1

Searl informs candidates are not permitted to bring any reference books or papers into the
examination room. All written work must be shown in the answer books provided. This applies to
those who are applying for licenses in the UK through the CAA system. Those who are applying for
I-G-V licenses group A or C which will be taken at Swallow Command Aeronautics Training and
examination complex shall follow the same conditions within the examination and testing rooms.

7.2

Searl points out that candidates are required to provide themselves with all necessary writing and
drawing instruments.

7.3

Searl states that candidates should be in attendance at least 10 minutes before the scheduled time for
commencement of each test or examination.

7.4

Searl points out that unsatisfactory conduct, including infringement of examination regulations, may
result in a candidate being disqualified in all subjects he / she has taken and debarred further
participation in the examination. In serious cases he / she may be debarred further examination for a
period not exceeding 12 months or 12 lashes of the birch. A candidate guilty of a second offence
may be permanently debarred the examination or given 25 lashes of the birch.

7.5

All unsatisfactory conduct will be recorded and may be used in assessment when applying for a post
in Swallow Command. We are determined to get the best flight crew that is possible to get, as the
missions call for team work for success.

8

Charges:

8.1

For the conventional flying in the UK. Charges for examinations and tests, and for the grant or
renewal of a Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s License will be in accordance with the CAA Scheme
of Charges, as published in the Official Record, Series 5 No. 3 copies of which may be obtained on
request from the CAA, Printing and Publication Services, Greville House, 37 Gratton Road,
Cheltenham, Glos GL50 2BN. Or at least it was in my days.
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1968 Star Port One – UK; Demo One
struts are slowly taking shape, this shot
taken from below looking up one of the
workforce member can be seen
checking the strut just mounted. From
a set of numbers in an isolated spot
begins to grow a mighty story of
success of a team of men and women
working together just with hand tools
no power tools created the impossible
and made it possible. That carries a
massive press activity throughout the
world. Today that publicity do not
exists. The media is feed up with
global warming, pollution, as there is
no longer any excitement involved.
They are blind to the greater picture
term the solution. The Law of the
squares states that to everything in this
universe there are always two prime
states – so there is an answer out there.
Maybe Searl holds that answer but no one listens to him, they think by saving the whales would save the
planet. Where in reality the Human sapiens needs saving, as the whales will save themselves if left alone by
man. Man destroys more than he creates. The earth is forced to die. Thus, if there is a problem there is an
answer – agree some are hard to find. If man never created the problem then there would be no need for an
answer, life would be great and exciting. Because: you are the ones who create that future to be. The future
which I am showing here is yet to be born; this is just the conception of the future that is meant to be.
8.2

Searl states that a further charge is made if a candidate fails an examination or test and has to be reexamined. The appropriate charge(s) will also apply in respect of any examination or test which may
be required for the renewal of a license.

Searl will now take you through the next stage for getting your license in the UK for conventional flying,
which will be the basis of Swallow Command Aeronautics testing complex, but will be a much tougher tests
for I-G-V class A or B licenses.
Section 3: FLIGHT RADIOTELEPHONY OPERATOR’S LICENSE – GENERAL OR RESTRICTED:
1
1.1

Requirements:
Searl states applicants for the grant of a Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s Restricted License must
attained the age of 17 years and for a Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s General License the age of
18 years. They will be required to satisfy the Civil Aviation Authority for UK license of conventional
flying in respect of technical knowledge. To apply for licenses to fly I-G-V class A or B you must
satisfy the Swallow Command aeronautical testing committee in respect of technical knowledge.
Where an applicant does not already hold a valid UK flight crew license or is not a student pilot
holding a current medical certificate he / she should contact the CAA Medical Department at Shell
Mex House, Strand, London WC2R 0DP to check whether a medical examination is required.

Searl informs all: that these rules shall apply to all forms of man flight regardless. Crew of I-G-Vs is much
tougher due to the mission’s objectives that will be involved: calls for much more skills than conventional
flying requires. Test flying of any class of machine is a complicated process, calls for great skills.
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1968 Star Port Earth One – UK:
Demo One progressing 3 members
working underneath it. As the
media reported that they had never
seen such happy workers; enjoying
their task, working as one with
Searl as head of the team. In all
major developments there must be
a leader in which everything
revolves around. Searl was that
Centre pin of function. As he
should be today. This was a project
headed by a man who had no
formal education. Yes, he had
naval education; He had electrical
education and then was training to
be a pilot. He had agreed hospital
ward and laboratory experience.
Yes he had wired the RAF Victor
Bomber MK II, and the VC 10. But
never design anything so large as
this from an issue of being manned.
Any mind that has not been brainwashed by conventional education do have an option of receiving triggers
that will fire up data stored in the brain to the conscious brain to deal with it. Without that trigger there is no
data available. Searl had those triggers while a school boy, he had the math’s which has never been taught in
the UK, to which the last know record of those class of math’ were used were over 5,000 years ago. Thus
that data has passed down over many centuries without the triggers firing that data up. Yet I was in the right
place at the right to receive all those triggers which were needed, and here was the proof a project that most
likely was in common use over 5,000 years ago, and then destroyed by a disaster and never recovered from
it. That math’s were matrixes which I understand to be codes – information block. How do I know them if
never taught?
1.2

Searl states a professional pilot’s license may not be granted unless the applicant holds or has
qualified for the grant of a UK Flight Radio Operator’s License. This may be a Flight
Radiotelegraphy Operator’s License or a Flight radiotelephony Operator’s License, General or
Restricted. The latter may permit the operation of both VHF and HF apparatus, or be limited to VHF
only.

1.3

Searl reminds you that the requirement at paragraph 1.2 also applies in the case of the holder of a UK
private pilot’s license – aeroplanes – requiring an instrument rating or an instrument Meteorological
Conditions – IMC – Rating.

1.4

Searl makes clear that the examination in Radiotelephony is an integral part of the examination
requirement for a professional pilot’s license, but is required to be taken separately by all other
applicants, who must pass the examinations and tests appropriate to the Flight Radiotelephony
Operator’s license required. However, the holder of such a license issued by another ICAO state
should consult the CAA for advice on any requirements for conversion which may apply. Searl states
that applicants applying for licenses to join flight crews of I-G-V class A or C must pass all
examinations and tests prepare for such licenses at the Swallow Command Aeronautics testing
centre.

Searl is sorry to disappoint those who have offer to test fly the I-G-V. There are legal rules first to pass.
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1968 Star Port Earth One - UK:
Demo One developing there is I
myself, with 2 workers beneath the
Craft and one at the back dealing with
the top insertion. This was to prove
my figures were correct so far so
good, no spanking required for
getting my sums wrong. This was
indeed the most exciting time of my
team to see a set of numbers turning
into shapes that then turn into a
structure never before seen by any of
them. Searl accepts that everything is
impossible until someone says it’s
possible; then does it, no matter what
the experts say. Searl say if they want
to look like fools that is their
privilege and I will not stop them, a
laugh a day is good for the soul. I like
a good laugh. Some must already feel
like fools as they see this data
appearing on web.
It is amazing how a brain can guide you to create the impossible and bring it into the world of reality. A load
of numbers: on a bit of paper which was done by long hand, hoping that I am right. And behold it appears
that I was correct: after all it appears that the experts are wrong. Numbers are abstracts in themselves. Only
when they are organize do they become active; there matrixes are information blocks, which gives you a
clue of action, by which you have a chance of success.
1.5

Searl says that the holder of a UK Flight Radio Operator’s license applying either for a professional
pilot’s license or for an Instrument or IMC Rating on a PPL will not normally be re-examined in
Radiotelephony.

2

Privileges:

2.1

Searl points out that the privileges of a Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s License are related to the
extent of the technical knowledge in respect of which the applicant has satisfied the examiner.
Examinations and tests are specified at paragraph 4 and in Appendix 1.

2.2

Searl reminds you that the holder of a Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s General License may
operate radiotelephony apparatus in any UK registered conventional aircraft. But not permitted on IG-Vs.

2.3

Searl states that the holder of a Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s Restricted License may operate
radiotelephony apparatus in any UK registered conventional aircraft if the stability of the frequency
of the transmitter is maintained automatically but shall not be entitled to operate the transmitter, or to
adjust its frequency except by the use of external switching devices. Such a license may be endorsed
to limit the apparatus which may be operated in ‘VHF only’ for conventional aircraft only. This
privilege does not apply to I-G-Vs.

2.4

Searl points out that a holder of a ‘VHF only’ Restricted License may subsequently convert the
license to either a full Restricted – VHF and HF – or a General License on payment of the
appropriate charges and on passing the prescribed additional tests and examinations for conventional
aircraft only. This privilege does not apply to the I-G-V.
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1968 Star Port Earth One – Berkshire
– UK: 3 members of my team with me
preparing for the day’s work. As this
is a prototype craft to investigate what
problems will be encountered in the
full manned craft so we can solve
them before we commence the real
task. This photo is getting old. A reproduction: of the original taken by a
team worker; mainly on a box camera
or a Brownie. Unless it’s a press photo
then it will be on a 35mm film. I think
this was taken on a box camera by
Collin Bennett. I have no idea if he is
still alive or not. I feel certain Tony
and Sue Justice are still alive. Charles
may be dead now. Wilfred Bright is
dead, Jim might be dead, Bill Skellon
is dead and Gordon Good fellow
might be dead. Some others of the
team might still be alive, but not
many.
Time passes fast the older you get the faster it passes. As cost increases with time the fact looks like all this
work is lost for good, As the S.E.G cost is so high to recreate for mass production that any hopes of funds
for another Demo One to be created is very bleak indeed.Agree San Diego – California is the ideal spot
today, if funds became available. At least work on re-development of the domestic power unit for mass
production is progressing which means there is some hope of success for the technology.
2.5

Searl informs you that a Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s License may be included in a pilot’s,
flight navigator’s or flight engineer’s license – when no further charge is payable, - or where such
a license is not held, may be issued separately to an applicant who meets all requirements on
payment of the appropriate charges, for conventional aircarft, this prililege does not cover the I-G-V.

2.6

Searl informs you that a license may also be issue without charge to persons exercising student pilot
privileges as the holder of the relevant UK medical certificate. That relates to conventional aircraft
which operates from UK bases. This does not apply to the I-G-V.

2.7

searl states that the privileges of a Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s License may be execised by the
holder of a Radiotelegraphy Operator’s License, this will also apply to the I.G.V.

3

Application for Examination and Tests:

3.1

Searl states that examinations for the General License are conducted by the CAA, In the UK for
conventional flying, and those for the Restricted License either by the CAA or by examiners
authorized by the CAA at various Centre’s throughout the United Kingdom. These are listed in a
current Aeronautical Information Circular; unfortunate at this date I do not have a copy of that.
NOTE: both General and Restricted Licenses are not accepted for I-G-V- class A or C
operations. The communication apparatus are extremely complicated on these craft and only
full licenses operator’s may join the flight crews or ground operations. Applicant’s first pass
these elementary tests and examinations before starting training at the Swallow Command
Aeronautics training Centre for a full license in the operational crew function which the
applicant seeks. The ground support section and flight section shall be termed hereinafter as
the mission control operation unit.
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1968, Star Port Earth One – Berkshire
– UK: Charles just getting ready to
work the day as usual. Bear in mind
that all of these members of Demo one
project had no education upon this
subject, Searl had to teach them. They
are just ordinary skill workers in
conventional engineering. But they all
had one thing in common to see if it
was possible to construct such a
product. You can see the scientific
equipment house under cover ready
for lift off day. Just over £25,000.00
of signal measuring equipment Type
12676, and another £38,000.00 at the
base Centre, as the same equipment.
Here we are undertaking studies upon
future space flight transportation
systems. This tests is creating
excitement than any other project I
have ever undertaken.
Tomorrow’s world is never easy to create, it is hard work, devotion and faith; beyond the call of duty is
required. Determination: not to give in to insults, slander or threats. The hardest part of all new technology is
the human problem, which cans you trust, who is real and determine to see this project succeed, and whose
interest is to stop this getting to the marketplace or steal it to own it. Evil minds have tried everything
possible to stop it; they have failed but have indeed been successful to delayed the market objective Here in
July 2013, we are not yet even started to reach 1968 success, cost is without doubt just one problem space
was another, but now appears to be solved. But the honest team for such a project is yet to be found, but first
the funding for overheads, materials and wages. Once this infrastructure is in place, there will be hope that
from the ashes of the late 1960s will raise again the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V). But remember we
have to solve the human problem before any commercial deep space exploration can commence. That is still
some years away, I rather think that will take longer than the year 2030 for an economical mission to take
place, clearly I shall never see that day as I have already reached 81 years and rushing to 82 years. But I can
add input to that future success to be.
3.2

Searl points out those applications to take the tests and examinations for a conventional Restricted
License should be made direct to the Chief Instructor at the Centre most convenient to the applicant.
The appropriate charge – as agreed with the examiner – should be paid at the Centre where the
applicant is to be examined. NOTE: reminder that this Restricted License shall not be accepted
on I-G-V flight crews.

3.3

Searl says that if any difficulty is experienced in arranging a booking in respect of a ‘restricted’
license, NOTE: this is 1968 period applications should be made to the CAA (TL2), Shell Mex
House, Strand, London WC2R ODP – telephone 01-217-5036.

3.4

Searl points out that where a General License is required, NOTE: this class of license is not
accepted on I-G-V- flight crews, application should also be made to TL2 so that arrangements may
be made to have the tests carried out on the relevant specialized equipment.

Searl states that all full licenses required for – I-G-V flight crews shall take examinations and tests to be
conducted at Swallow Command Aeronautics Training Centre. Where one must for radio apparatus
operations must pass the X-Code test that is an added requirement.
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1968 Star Port Earth One –
Berkshire – UK: Here shown is
Tony Justice starting a day’s work
on creating the Centre column that
will support Demo One during its
construction. Once completed the
rim then supports the total whole.
Tony was great worker in the
engineering side and played a major
part of the development of the
physical side. But he had one major
problem that ended up killing this
development which was called
UFOs and Aliens. He therefore
broke his conditions as a member of
the Demo One team. That got me a
nasty kick from the press, as a UFO
NUTCASE where in reality I am
one of the most anti UFO person
that you can find in the world. There
are a few words which kills the good
which I am trying to create.
Those words are Aliens, UFOs, Anti-gravity, over unity, free energy. None of these terms are related to
or connected too this technology and to apply such terms to this technology just kills the success of the
technology which you so urgency need at this time, unless you want to join that list of millions who have
died just because they would not listen to a wise old man. If they had done so; they would still be alive
today. But I cannot stop you if you are determined to die, it just makes another space for another to fill, That
you have proven are experts at the art if increasing the population, A million dead today there will be two
million to fill that gap tomorrow. Rabbits sure cannot match are rate of population.
4

Examination Information:

4.1

Searl says that the subjects of examination for the General License are divided into the following
Parts and Sections:
Part 1:
Section A

Practical Communications Test.

Part 2:
Section B

Procedures and Regulations:

Section C

Theory and Conventional Aircraft Radio Installations:

Section D

Accessory Equipment.

Searl is trying here to enlighten those who have a mistaken view that all you have to do is hop into the I-G-V
and off you go into the blue horizon, just like that – that is the world of fantasy and not reality here in my
world it is reality that is the prime condition. That world is hard work, calls for determination and lots of
faith and will power to win. But I have all of those ingredients to make it happen, and happen it will!
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1968 Star Port Earth One – Berkshire –
UK: Tony standing on top of Demo
One having a drink to celebrate the
success on the construction progress of
Demo One. Why Not; it has been hard
work; this has all been built with a
penknife from a set of numbers on a bit
of paper, which to most people mean
absolute nothing of value. Yet in
reality rises this wonderful 21 feet
diameter design product, herein known
as Demo One, which exposes what the
future transportation may look like.
That future which should and could
had been here now, if there were no
evil minds around that think they are
great if they can stop progress. Yes
they sure delayed it, as always in the
end progress will win. The S.E.G.
technology will be born to become the
master of clean energy production!
Searl agree that this baby should now be in a museum for all to see, unfortunate it’s not so. There was not
one museum that could take it; as it was far too large for the space they had available. Searl states that we
need a museum in the States where all finished R&D products on be on full show so everyone can see the
work achieved and how it was done and by who was involved.
Part Two:
4.2

Searl points out that this part of the examination consists of oral and practical tests, and written
papers, covering Section B and the starred items of Section C. Note: that for license for adio etc
functions on I-G-V flight crews you must pass the X-code Morse test, in both read and write
mode.

4.3

Searl informs you that applicants for the Restricted Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s License, this is
not accepted for flight crews of I-G-V-s, will be examined in Section A and B. and the starred items
in Section C. Candidates for conventional flying may however elect to be examined solely in Section
A and B, when the Restricted License would be endorsed for the operation of VHF apparatus only. A
license restricted to ‘VHF only’ may be extended to include HF by passing the appropriate additional
examination paper.

4.4

Searl warns you that the Authority reserves the right to examine in any subject by any convenient
method. Swallow Command Aerospace examination for flight crew licenses will tests you for radio
apparatus licenses you must pass the X-code which will be release at a later date as a supplement to
this document.

4.5

Searl makes it clear that full details of the syllabus are given in Appendix 1 to this document. A
specimen question paper for Section B is at Appendix B. II.

4.6

Searl states that their examiners do not cover Swallow Command Aeronautical tests, as we shall have
special train examiners who are train in the advance equipment which shall be employed on both IG-V class A or C. An arranged price for the tests will be release later for various licenses which shall
be needed for flight crews of I-G-VS. Remember it’s not free power as its not a glider.
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1968 Star Port One – Berkshire – UK: Dr. Cane of NASA plus the Sherwoods of New York and Rev.
George Nicholson, Tony and wife Sue plus Charles and wife, plus myself on top of the Demo One. All are
dead, but Charles wife and Tony’s wife may be still living, if so where I have no idea. More of my team is
no longer, sad to say, they come then go, to heaven or hell, and nobody knows not even me. The Demo one
is slowly coming into form. Flight cells yet to be made, which proved to be a tough problem to crack but in
the hour we did crack it, Rev. George Nicholson agree we could use his shed to lay out the planks on the
floor to glue them together and put weight on them over night for a week to bond firmly and it worked. Then
took them back to the site and shaped the sections to fit. Now we could cut and fix eight flight cells a day;
instead of one a day. Rev. George Nicholson lent us a hand trimming tool to create a smooth edge and it
worked. Yes at any time now we have to accept a fact that I too will be gone forever. You either has woke
up and help me to get the S.E.G. in production or you failed and have to face the end quicker than you had
expected. But that was your choice; not mine.
5

Pass Standards and Re-examination:

5.1

Searl informs you that a Sections must be passed within a period of six months immediately
preceding the date of application for a license. Failure to do so may entail taking the whole
examination again.

5.2

Searl reminds you that in the case of examination by the CAA, a separate application form – TL
Form 108 – together with the prescribed charge, must be submitted for each occasion on which a
candidate wishes to be examined. This relates to conventional flying tests. Tests required for flight
crew on I-G-Vs class A or C must be paid for at time of booking tests at the required rate for that
license. If any test fails you will be required to re-take it again within 3 months of date of failure. If
the applicant fails to undertake it within that time factor, they must retake the whole tests again.
Therefore Searl advise all to be certain they have studied what’s on web absolutely, for there you
will learn what is needed to know to obtain a full license.
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1968 Star Part Earth One – Berkshire – UK: Gordon, Tony and Charles commencing the flame barrier of the
Demo One this was tough going, but the team in the end won, termination and faith played a vital part of
that success. On completing that last section it then took the strain from off the middle section. Gordon
worked as a machine setter on the day shift; where I worked the night shift as a machine setter producing
bearings and brushes for transport systems. Tony was a machine setter for drill chucks, but for poor old
Charles I have completely forgotten what his job was. Gordon was one who I took for a flight and
demonstrates what it is like to go over the hump, back at Blackbrushe he stated that he was waiting for his
stomach to catch up with him.
6

Directions to Candidates:

6.1

Searl informs you that the following regulations apply to all examinations, whether conducted by the
CAA or an Authorized Examiner.

6.1.1

Searl reminds you that candidates are not permitted to bring any reference books or papers into the
examination room. All written work must be shown in the answer books provided.

6.1.2

Searl say take note that candidates are required to provide themselves with all necessary writing
instruments.

6.1.3

Searl reminds you that candidates should be in attendance at least ten minutes before the scheduled
time for a test or examination.

6.1.4

Searl again remind you that unsatisfactory conduct, including infringement of examination
regulations, may result in a candidate being disqualified in all subjects he / she has taken, and
debarred further participation in the examination. In serious cases he / she may be debarred further
examination for a period not exceeding twelve months. A candidate guilty of a second offence will
receive twelve lashes of the birch and may be permanently debarred from the examinations.

Take note what Searl has stated, if you want to be a crew member you must prove you are worth it.
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1968 Star Port One – Berkshire – UK: Demo One nearing its end of construction. I am now cutting back on
press meetings. As I now have far too much work to undertake. How the robbers missed burning these
photos I do not know they must had been running out of time. But for luck we still have a we bit of the past
still in existence as they clearly thought that they had burnt everything.
7

Radio-Operating Experience for the grant and renewal of Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s
Licenses:

7.1

Searl says that an applicant for the grant of either a General or Restricted License for convention
aircraft is not required to produce evidence of operating experience.

7.2

Searl states that the holder of a UK pilots, flight navigation’s or flight engineer’s license which
includes a Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s License is not required for the renewal of
radiotelephony privileges, as these are automatically re-validated on the renewal of one of these
flight crew licenses. Other holders of Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s Licenses must apply for the
renewal of the license by means of a TL Form 161, which includes an employer’s certificate to the
effect that the applicant has satisfactory carried out radio communication within the preceding six
months.

7.3

Searl points out that renewal of a license is effected by the issue of a new Certificate of Renewal. A
current Certificate of Renewal is legally a part of the license and must be carried in the license at all
times.

7.4

Searl points out that the maximum period of validity of a conventional aircraft license is ten years.
The period will run, on renewal, from the date of completion of renewal requirements, except that, if
application for renewal is made within the twenty one days immediately preceding the date of expiry,
the period of validity will run from the date of expiry of the existing license.

Searl trust that you can understand these conditions – they are legal and must be obtained to fly such rank.
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1968: Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: this was just one of the number of model constructed to evaluate for the
manned Flight project this model was named swallow FM 598 design for consideration of the concept for
Starship Ezekiel MK V created by A member of Reading Council bridge designers who lived at Goring-onThames. – in fact he drew up the first patent for the I-G-V- then called the levity disc guess he is dead now.
7.5

Searl reminds you that when a license has lapsed, an applicant for renewal may be required to pass
all or any part of the examination and tests specified for the grant of the licese.

8

Application for the grant of a Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s License:

8.1

Searl makes it clear that the application for the grant of a Flight Radiotelephony Operator’s License
and the Certificate of Competency for post on I-G-Vs Flight crews which will contain much more
tests than that of the – TL Form 108 – which may be obtained from CAA – TL5 – Shell Mex House,
Strand, London WC2R ODP for conventional flying. For I-G-V flight crew Application forms will
be obtained from Swallow Command Central testing unit, which has not yet been planned where the
Centre will be; so watch updates on this website for information. NOTE that the address given
here for CAA is the one which I knew in 1968, it could have change by now will have to check
it out. If it has changed up date will be available. This includes a Declaration of Secrecy which
must be completed and signed as a prerequisite to license issue. There is also provision for a
certificate to be sign by a CAA Authorized Examiner for conventional flying to the effect that the
required examination has been passed. Whereas Swallow Command Aeronautics examination unit
has not yet been secured, nor have the suitable trained staff which still must be found and trained
during the next ten years. You will be notified with updates on the progress being developed in
Swallow Command.

Searl bring this to the notice of all upon the progress to create a commercial deep space exploration fleet.
That its time consuming to develop its functions and operations to fit into present day flight operations. The
challenges are great we want a clean record of operations not one accident should happen. That is just
another one objective of Searl – no accidents – that is a challenge which will be hard to achieve, but it shall
be done.
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Friday 2nd August 2013: Received this update drawing on the study work of the re-development of the
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) in the U.S.A. under Russell Anderson group. From the ashes of the 60s the
Star Ship Explorer shall rise which shall become the symbol of the future space travel age. My sincere
thanks: to his team for their efforts to re-create that past which was destroyed by evil minds.
8.2

Searl makes it clear that when completed, the TL Form 108 for convention flying should be returned
to TL5, together with any charge which may be due, the medical certificate if under training for a
pilot’s license, and evidence of nationality and date of birth if not previously submitted for flight
crew licensing purposes – Such evidence should be provided by a passport, birth certificate, or
Certificate of naturalization or registration as a citizen of the United Kingdom. For: the
application purpose of conventional flying licenses within the UK.
Searl makes it clear that the same requirement of each applicant applying for flight crew
member’s licenses regardless of which country have to supply to registrar for training and
testing.

8.3

Searl state that a candidate who passes the appropriate examinations and tests may be issued with a
Certificate of Competency, but it is emphasized that this Certificate is not valid for operation of radio
apparatus onboard conventional aircraft registered in the United Kingdom unless a UK Flight Radio
Operator’s License is also held. Note: a Certificate of Competency is not accepted for post in IG-V flight crew.

Searl give notice that those who apply for Flight Radiotelegraphic Operator’s License to operate as member
of the flight crew on any I-G-V operations must pass 80% on the X-Code test. Take note that a supplement
to this document term X-Code will be re-issued later. As all tests: for Flight Crews of I-V-Gs are larger in
context then for conventional flying. Searl understand that people can get over excited and think themselves
top test pilots therefore they can hop in an away – that is the domain of fantasy – the world of reality is hard,
tough and lots to understand as each member of the flight crew are like a tooth of a Gog, they all have to
interlock smoothly to create a perfect mission of success. If anyone tooth’s fails the whole Gog fails. The
mission then becomes a flop. Searl Aerospace Inc. cannot allow any mission to flop due to the shear cost
today of undertaking any mission. Searl Aerospace Inc. requires the very best in both men and women for its
functions to be successful.
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Friday 2ND August 2013: Update S.E.G. studies by Russell Anderson Group. This is the first part of the
learning curve in reference to the S.E.G. design and construction for the re-development of a mass
production unit, in reference to the past manual system. Time marches forward we must also follow in line
with time. These days demand requires mass production, the days of products made by hand have gone. One
off now relates to the prototype unit.
Like Morris is undertaking in San Diego, California, USA. By now you should be quite aware of the
research and development that is taking place down there. In comparison to Morris work the I-G-V
powertrain the S.E.G. is far more massive and far more complicated. S.E.G for ground transport and energy
belongs to one domain which the I-G-V belongs to another domain. But they both belong to the domain of
reality regardless of their difference in construction, and their purpose of functions. They both use the matrix
to defined their material quantity. Each having their own class of matrix.
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1968: Mortimer, Berkshire, UK manned Flight Division; Tony Justice modeled the Demo one that had been
agreed upon as the best option to test out Star Ship Ezekiel MK V system. He used only 4 of the intended 8
legs that will be installed on Demo. One. This model was used to educates the media on how Demo One
would appear like, as it never weight 12 tons or 21 feet diameter to take around to show; which Demo One
would measure in at as dead weight. Think about how do you show to people what is in your mind except by
modeling it to look for problems in the design or could it be created cheaper, now technology calls for much
brainpower possible to gather together for success, that is precisely what we are again doing throughout the
world. Throughout these documents you will see how we do it.
9

Charges:

9.1

Searl points out that charges in relation to the grant or renewal of Flight Radio Operator’s Licenses
for convention flying are specified in the CAA Scheme of charges; those appropriate to private
pilot’s and professional flight crew are also published in leaflets available from TL5 within the UK.
At this date I no longer have any records of these charges, once I move to a larger place and settled
in I shall chase this information up and a update supplement will be issued. For all I-G-V- Flight
crew members license the charges will be made available on our website nearer the date of
operations.

9.2

Searl points out that no charge is made for the grant or renewal of an R/T license if the applicant
holds any other current U/K flight crew license, or if a student pilot’s medical certificate is held, for
conventional flying. All applicants must however pay the appropriate charges for any examinations
which may be required. These charges also apply to examinations taken for I-G-V Flight crew at
Swallow Command Aeronautical testing Centre. These details will be posted nearer the date.

9.3

Searl Warn if a candidate fails an examination or test and has to be re-examined the appropriate
charge(s) must be paid. This also applies to those taking tests for I-G-V flight crews. Total attempts
to pass a test shall not be less or greater than three, if still fails; shall be rejected for flight crews.
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1968 Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: Tony
Justice model of Demo One to be, which
many hundreds held it open it to see how
it was constructed. Demo One is intended
to be built so the inside can be seen by
cameras and TV crews, which accounted
for many days of filming. That was a
great time what a shame that TV cannot
take the same interest and what we are
doing now. Unless we get that kind of
output in publicity we shall take a long
time to find the funds which increases
each year as population increase so does
the cost to slow the market down, That
sure will slow us down. Over the last two
years we have been recovering from the
robberies and now have a larger house on
offer, thanks to the effort of Sylvia and
Brad working together, which I now have
the keys But still a long way from 1968
success with the flight work.
APPENDIX 1:
DETAILED SYLLABUS FOR EXAMINATIONS AND TESTS FOR THE GRANT OF FLIGHT
RADIOTELEPHONY OPERATORS’ LICENSES
1
1.1

Section A

Practical Communication Tests:

Searl reminds you that candidates will be required to have a knowledge of standard phraseology and
procedures and to carryout typical R/T communications, including the following:

1.1.1 Searl says that the use of R/T spelling alphabet as prescribed in CAP 46 “Radiotelephony
procedures”:
1.1.2

Searl says obtaining all required information prior to departure;

1.1.3

Searl states pre-flight radio test transmissions;

1.1.4

Searl says conventional flying, taxi, take-off, and airways or other appropriate route clearance;

1.1.5

Searl test reporting point procedures;

1.1.6

Searl states obtaining VHF DF assistance;

1.1.7

Searl reminds you that distress and urgency procedures;

1.1.8

Searl state recording of VHF weather broadcasts;

1.1.9

Searl reminds you obtaining meteorological information on a ‘request’ basis;

1.1.10 Searl reminds you entering Control and Military Air Traffic Zones.
Searl states this covers conventional flying which I-G-V- flight crews must understand to obtain passes.
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This photo taken in California wind
farm was taken by no other than
Bradley Keith Lockerman. It was a
busy day of filming, which ended up at
the Northern end of Edward Air Force
Base; underneath the lantern by the bar
wire fence, with the car headlights
shining upon my face, so you could
watch flies performing practice
landings upon Johnny nose, which are
often taken as UFOs by those who
have been drinking potato wine in vast
quartiles. But Johnny doesn’t mind,
that the man behind the camera thinks
he is a bloody fool sitting there, just
talking about the S.E.Gs and I.G.Vs in
the middle of the night, just talking to
the spirits and the flies and the Moon
as it appears that the Edward Air Force
Base had all gone to sleep, but thank
heaven for that otherwise they would
had put us in the loony bin for a couple
of years or two, to be re-educated that
is not the thing to do unless you are
sitting on the loo having a poo. I hope
the cameraman got what he wanted as I
have never seen it on YouTube! Maybe
he is sitting on it for some future date. I
can understand why people think that I
am alien, who other would be sitting
underneath the street light to be filmed
in the middle of the night?
There were the days which I recall, that you never knew what on earth to do, but you know you will end up
looking like a fool.
1.2

Searl states that the test will be conducted using a synthetic R/T circuit. Headphones, microphones
and operating controls will be supplied. During the test engine noise may be simulated and where
appropriate radio interference may also be injected into the circuit. The speech quality and strength,
interference and general method of conducting the test will be arranged to represent actual working
conditions as far as possible. The candidate will be required to demonstrate his /her knowledge of
and ability to make rapid changes of frequency. NOTE: this applies to conventional flying only.
For I-G-V flying a far more complex test are required as situations can change rapily and to
have the skill to respond fast to changes will be vital. Tothat will be added the X-Code tests.

2

Section B

2.1

Searl points out that the examination will include questions on the following:

2.1.1

Definition of Air Traffic Services;

2.1.2

Standard phraseology used in radiotelephony communications;

2.1.3

Order of priority of communications;

Procedure and Regulations – written paper;

I am watching you
so study to win.
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!968 Star Port One – Berkshire – UK: Charles, Sue and Tony working on top of Demo One. There is nothing
impossible except that the state of your mind makes it so. The impossible so said the experts since 1946, but
that set of numbers create this object. It is reality after all. So these so called experts are not experts after all.
2.1.4

Procedure during distress traffic and conditions justifying transmission of distress and urgency
signals;

2.1.5

Brevity of communications;

2.1.6

Classification and types of DF bearings and positions;

2.1.7

Knowledge of publications and notices – e.g. CAP 46, Aeronautical Information Circulars etc. –
in which information required under this section is promulgated.

2.2

A specimen question paper for this section is at Appendix II.

3

Section C – Theory and Aircraft Radio Installations:
Practical tests and written paper covering ‘starred’ items
Note: The practical HF tests will be conducted on Marconi AD 107/108 or other suitable HF
apparatus and ancillary equipment.

3.1

Searl states that candidates may select any one of the frequency ranges on which to carry out the
practical tests on the receiver and transmitter. They are expected to have a knowledge of the
elementary principles of radiotelephony including:

Searl will continue this issue on the next page. As to avoid breaking that paragraph up. Remember this
mainly cover conventional flying requirement to this you must add the I-G-V- tests requirements.
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1968 Bramley Hampshire – UK: This photo has been the most sort after of all photos that has been released
in my books, the air being compressed that the extra super high voltage pylon appears to be exploring apart
before your very eyes. No damage occurred with that pylon during this test flight.
3.1.1

*Basic principles of EM wave propagation. *Effect of the ionosphere on frequency and range. *Dead
space, fading, ground screening. *Day and night frequencies, use of different frequencies for
different ranges. *Effect of aircraft height on range.

3.1.2

Explanation of terms covering R/T working in modulation, electric units, volts, amperes, and watts.

3.1.3

Difference between continuous waves, interrupted continuous waves, and amplitude modulated
waves – A1, A2, S3 etc.

3.1.4

Outline of methods of transmitting and receiving speech by RTF i.e. types and function of
microphones; need for carrier waves; *AVC muting; *function of headphones; *side tone; effect of
modulation percentage on range, clarity of speech, etc.; effect of changes of power on range.

3.1.5

Knowledge of crystals required for spot frequencies; use of crystals for more than one channel.

3.1.6

Interference caused by RTF due to band spread.

3.1.7

Necessity for accurate tuning.

3.1.8

Advantages and disadvantages of RTF communication; limitations of range by interference.

3.1.9

*Conversion of wave-length to frequencu.

3.2

Transmitter and Receiver:

Searl will continue on the next page.
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1968 Star Port Earth One – Berkshire – UK: Don’t go down the woods today or you be in for a mighty
surprise; to find John and his term hard at work creating Demo One: Model copy of the Star Ship Ezekiel
MK. V. which is under design. Certainly being built under maximum extreme weather conditions outside
upon a hill to make it harder to create. We are watching the future being created that will change the world
as we know it today. The ashes of the 60s may rise again; but this time in the U.S.A. to fill the airways with
fast clean transportation systems which can travel space and time.
3.2.1

Searl reminds candidates will be required to set up the transmitter and receiver to any required
frequency in the frequency range selected, and where applicable to adjust it for the correct
transmission or reception of radiotelephony.

3.3

Faults:

3.3.1

Searl reminds candidates will be required to detect the obvious faults which can be located by the
visual inspection of the radio apparatus and its supplies. Tests will normally cover the following.

3.3.1.1 Detection and replacement of faulty fuses but only those to which access can be gained without
removing the cover of a unit.
3.3.1.2 Headsets and microphones.
3.3.1.3 Disconnected external leads, back plate connections, and operation of equipment with faulty
intercommunication units.
Searl will continue on the next page. But remember this tests are for conventional aircraft flight crews.
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1968 Star Port Earth One – Berkshire – UK: Tony standing in what will be formed in to the entry hatch for
any member to climb inside for the media to take photos of them within the cabin section.
4

Section D – Conventional Aircraft Radio Installations – Accessory Equipment:
Tests not covered by Section C:

4.1

A knowledge of:

4.1.1. Typical HF and VHF aerial installation;
4.1.2

Earth connection on aircraft, and how to earth aerials;

4.1.3

Conditions necessitating earthing of aerials.

Appendix II
EXAMINATION FOR FLIGHT RADIOTELEPHONY OPERATOR’S LICESES –
SPECIMEN QUESTION PAPER FOR SECTION B.
Question 1:
Define:

(i)

Distress

(ii)

Urgency.

Question 2:
Which traffic takes priority over ALL other radio communications?
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1968 Star Port Earth One: Berkshire – UK: John Searl on top of dream 2 as a boy. From a dream grew this
beautiful structure, herein name Demo One. Created: only by faith, love and determination. Soon it will be
completed and a dream will have become reality. Like other dreams over time have created the world we
now know.
Question 3:
Give examples of call signs used by:
(i)

Ground Stations:

(ii)

Aircraft Stations.

Question 4:
How does an aeronautical station classify DF bearings and positions? State the related limits for each classification.
Question 5:
Write down the phonetic alphabet.
Question 6:
Write down the readability scale.
Question 7:
What is the meaning of QDR?
Searl will end these questions on the next page.
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1968 Star Port Earth One –
Berkshire – UK: Tony on top of
Demo one starting to get ready to
fit clear cover so Cameras can see
inside, that there are no batteries.
From a boys dream comes numbers
that create this product which is
slowly taking shape. The 60s was a
great time and the media found a
subject that was a great story. This
story should had no ending,
unfortunate it did end due to evil
minds that destroyed everything
which I stood for. But one day it
will rise from these aches bigger,
stronger than ever before. At night
it will tinkle like a star; with love
for planet Earth. Proving: yet again
that nothing is impossible except
that the state of your mind makes it
so. A future with I-G-Vs floating in
the sky giving hope to the world!
Question 8:
Your receiver has failed. Give an example o a position report transmitted under such circumstances.
Question 9:
What is a blind transmission?
Question 10:
What is an aeronautical station?
This completes this document accept for the Supplement Doc-FL-RA-OP-L039 which I shall rewrite once
settled in my new home, which I created in 1968, while working night shift in Wales.
This document has been released by the authority of:
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl; Author ISBN-898827: - Secretary General.
Chairman: of Searl Aerospace Inc. U.S.A.
To train top Flight Crews for I-G-Vs whose main object is creating a civilian
deep space exploration teams. I-G-V licenses will be hard work to undertake to
be granted one. The supplement section to be added covers Flight
Radiotelegraphic Operator’s License has to pass both sending and receiving
the X-code. Which I special design for Manned Flight Division in 1968 while
working a 12 hour night shift. As you have witness already some of the extra
tests you have to pass for a license. More questions will appear to inform you
what you need to know to become a member of a flight crew of an I-G-V. But
the future depends on you to obtain such skills for such important employment.

